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At Madrigal, - the term Reference carries special meaning. In the literal se-ise, Mark Levinson . Reference products
serve as benchmarks. They are designed to be the best availaole in their product category — regardless of price.
All Reference components feature amodular architecture that allows them to be updated as technology evolves.
Our commitment to Referelce product owners is now amatter of reco-d. Audition Madrigal's benchmark components
at your Mark Levinson dealer soon. It will change your point of reference.
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Steve Harris
Ed itor

At the last
minute, the
launch of
DVD-Audio has
been delayed
further by the
copyright
protection
issue. But
Pioneer is
still ready to
sell players
in Japan

The winner
of our 'Greatest
Ever' competition
(November/December]
was Mr Arratoon of
south west London.
He is now the proud
owner of apair of
original Quad
electrostatic speakers.
Errata:
on the subject of
Quad, we regret
that last month's
feature wrongly
captioned apicture
of an early 'corner'
version of Quad's
electrostatic which
apparently did not
see production /P521;
this is not the earlier
corner ribbon speaker
model. Also in
January 1p231, we
gave an incorrect
phone number for
Cetech; correct
number is 0115 944
7555. Finally,
apologies to API
Corporation,
incorrectly named on
p67; the initials
stand for Audio
Products
International.
*Footnote: in the
meantime, it's been
reported that Warner
and Universal will
make their first
DVD-A titles
compatible with
existing DVD-V
players by adding
(respectively) a
Dolby Digital 5.1 or
uncompressed stereo
96kHz/24-bit track.
Details next month...

n 3 December 1999, in Osaka,
Matsushita, parent company of
Panasonic and Technics, made
the following brief announcement:
`To further enhance the protection of
copyrighted music and other entertainment
software, Matsushita Electric Industrial Co
Ltd (MEI) has announced that it will
postpone its launch of DVD-Audio
products — which was scheduled for
December in Japan — by approximately
six months. This decision followed
discussions with the major music
companies and Hollywood studios.
'The music industry has expressed a
need for an even more robust encryption
system for DVD-Audio. With such an
enhanced system, we expect that the music
industry will be more willing to prepare
DVD-Audio software for the market.
Accordingly, Matsushita Electric will
propose a new system to the music
industry through the 4-C entity (which is
the licensing organisation for the DVDAudio copyright protection encryption
system). The new encryption system 'is still
under consideration, so we are not able to
discuss details at this time.'
On 10 December, in Tokyo, Pioneer
Corporation made the following statement:
`DVD-Audio players were originally
planned to have a built-in copyright
protection system, developed by 4C Entity
LLC (ajoint organization of Matsushita
Electric Industrial Co Ltd, Toshiba
Corporation, IBM Corporation and Intel
Corporation). However, the code in this
copy protection system recently has been
broken by athird person and made public
on an Internet home page. Because of this
incident, major DVD-Audio software
manufacturers in the US have decided to
postpone the introduction of DVD-Audio
software until a more effective copy
protection system is developed.
'Pioneer has decided that the company
will launch its DVD-Audio/Video
compatible players at the end of December
1999 to the Japanese domestic market as
per announced on 4October 1999.
'The reasons are:
'The announcement of launching the
two DVD-Audio/DVD-Video compatible
players has been highly welcomed by
consumers as well as dealers and has
inspired expectations and demand for the
DVD-Audio in the market, while it is
foreseen that the development of anew
copy protection system will take at least
six months. Under such circumstances,
Pioneer is afraid that withholding the
launching of DVD-Audio players at this
stage is not beneficial to the DVD-Audio
industry.
'Pioneer decided to respond to
customers' anticipation and to take
supplier's responsibilities by launching the
two products as scheduled.
'As for a copy protection system,
Pioneer will undertake free of charge
version-up service onto the units purchased
before the adoption of a new copy
protection system.'
The two players to be launched in
Japan at the end of December '99 are both
described as ` DVD-Audio/DVD-Video

Compatible Players'. The DV-AX 10,
selling at Y500,000, will play all of the
following: DVD-Audio discs that follow
the DVD-Audio format standards, without
any copy protection system; DVD-Video
discs; Video CD discs; Super Audio CD
discs; and audio CD discs. The DV-S1OA,
SRP Y200,000, will play all of the above
except Super Audio CD. Anticipated
production is 500 pieces/month for the
DV-AXIO and 2000 pieces/month for the
DV-10SA. The DV-10SA is expected to
go on sale in Europe later in the year as
the DV-939A.
Pointing out that the adoption of any
copy protection system is up to the
software manufacturer or content copyright
holder, Pioneer says it is preparing to
introduce a number of DVD-Audio
software titles, without encryption, that
will play on its launch players.
Some years ago, Pioneer almost singlehandedly created the LaserDisc market,
and now the company seems to be about
to live up to its name once again by
pressing ahead with DVD-Audio despite
the difficulties. But it is ironic that the first
sales of DVD-A players in the world will
be encouraged, not by now-postponed
delights of DVD-A music from the majors*
but by the thought that at least the
machines will play SACD discs — which,
by the way, are copyright-protected by
Sony's and Philips' already-established and
presumably adequate 'watermark' system.

Pin SHARES GET DERA
NXT's development of its flat-panel
SurfaceSound speaker technology had its
starting-point in work done by DERA
(The Defence Evaluation & Research
Agency) on noise-cancellation. Now, NXT
shares have soared on the news of ajoint
venture with DERA. The new company,
2020Speech Ltd, 'will combine NXT's
skills in intellectual property, technology
licensing and marketing with the expertise
of DERA's Speech Research Unit'. This
is the first equity joint venture between a
British Government Agency and the
private sector, reflecting Government
strategy to transfer defence technology to
the UK commercial sector. It is said that
the speech recognition market will grow
to 88 billion by 2004, driven mainly by
speech recognition applications in wireless
telecomms and the the Internet.
DERA's speech recognition patents will
be licensed exclusively to 2020Speech and
'all know-how and technology will transfer
simultaneously with the staff'. NXT
chairman Farad Azima said: 'I am
delighted that we have broadened our
technology platform by being able to
introduce this important complementary
technology to NXT licensees. We intend
to be at the cutting edge of two major
enabling technologies for the Internet, as
voice becomes the principal means of
communication between man and
machine, replacing keyboard, mouse and
the like. Loudspeakers and microphones
employing NXT's SurfaceSound will
provide the means of transmission, while
2020Speech will provide the means of
recognition and translation.'
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FOR SALE - PRIVATE

Nottingham Analogue Spacedeck/Benz Micro Glider

ProAc Studio 100 speakers, light oak, transparent re-

£800, Conrad Johnson PV- 11£1300 (boxed) both vgc,

wired, boxed £400, Target re stands excellent combi-

will accept £ 1500 if bought together, Tel: 0796

nation £ 175, Tel: 020 8863 4492.

Mordaunt Short Performance 860 reference speakers,

7603166.

Proceed (
Levinson) pre-amp, fully-balanced, boxed

5-star reviews, excellent condition £995, Tel: 01869

Cello Audio Suite preamp and master supply, retail

with remote £700, Rega Planet CD boxed with remote

878249

£29,000, sell £5995 Mark Levinson no 20 reference

£275, Rega Radio tuner £ 130, KEF 104/2 Raymond

Exposure XXI remote preamp, current model, 2yrs,

class A mono amps £4495, Ruark Accolade speakers

Cooke SE, rosewood, boxed £900, Tel: 01933 318823.

mint as new condition, boxed, full demo given £550

£1595 very reluctant sale, Tel: 07939 266182.[G0561]

ono (£ 1050 new), Tel: 0131 538 9073 [G0443]
Revox B-200 Series Gold, cassette tape deck B215-S,

Krell KSA50 (£4200) new, just £ 1850 with acoustic

Nairn 250 Snaps, Naim 32 pre-amp, superb condition,

mass dampers, boxed and in very good condition, will

B260-S FM tuner and B250- S amplifier £ 1475, Tel:

little use £975, Marantz CD 85 compact disc player,

drive the most demanding loads with great low-fre-

0121 243 1830 or 07958 481087.

immaculate condition £300, all owned from new with

quency control, email: ian.gilbody@virgin.net or

original boxes, Tel: 01463 811779

07978 832320 / 020 8335 3521.

Quad 33/303 £ 150, ESL 57 black, excellent £500,

[G0412]

[GOBE]

Krell FPB200 amp, excellent condition £4250 ono,
XLO Signature 411 speaker cable £450 ono, Tel: Marc
01708 471727

[G0472]

Focal drive units, Audiom I
5VX £500, Audiom 7k2
£140, tweeters TC 120TDX £60, networks £70, cab for
above units, complete with damping int volume 123L
and 19L £200, Tel 020 8531 5979

[G0480]

Wilson 5.1 WATT/Puppy speakers (piano black), original wooden packaging £8500, cost £ 1800, Krell
KPS201/L CD pre-amp player £6000 ono boxed, Krell
KSTO100 amplifier, mint £ 1495, Krell KSP-(balanced)
+ PSU £ 1600 boxed, Krell FPB600 amplifier boxed
£7495, Jeff Rowland Consummate + phono £3250,
Wadia 850 CD player, boxed £3500, Sonus Faber
(Alimati) speakers £9000, Tammy 15in monitor golds
in Tammy cabs, near mint £900., Rogers LS3/5A
(BBC) 15 ohms £350, Quad II valve mono ore £595,

[G0559]

[G0562]

Cardas Quadlink cables interconnect. 75/1/1.25 £ 100

record player £ 175, Denon DCD860 CD player £75,

/110/120

Heybrook HB2 monitors £ 125 the pair, all ono, Tel:

turntable £ 100, Tel: 0208 546 2881

01233 860288.

Naim CD2 £950, NAC 72m-m/ NAP 140 £800, Intros

[G0566]

ry 6 months £950, Tel: 020 8330 7611 or 07776
236724, email markedigihan@yahoo.co.uk [G05881

Basik plus arm £220 ( 1100) five- level Soundstyle

Mark Levinson 333 power amp £3800, McIntosh C22

stand with isolation top, immaculate (290) £ 140,

and MC275 amp commemoration edition, sensible

Musical Fidelity X- 10D line buffer £50, Tel: Nick

offer, all bought from new, vgc, MIT 3tOcut proline

Days 020 7784002 eve

REF cable 1.5m £800 Tel. 0117 9565361 Bristol.

AVI Nu-Neutron loudspeakers, black ash £250 with
target stands, Sony TAFB 920 black amplifier £ 100,
Tel: 01582 414915 email Em9009@compuserve.com
[G0489]

342535 evening ( Hull)

Rotel RQ970BX £60, Chario Academy walnut £900,

PLS226 power supply and award winning Levinson m-

all mint condition, Tel: 07967 646089 [G0510]

e phono stage, mint, boxed, superb £ 1795 (original)

Quad ESL-63, excellent condition with American

£5450, Tel: 020 8325 6147

Arcici stands £ 1750, Tel: Aruv 020 8868 0369 leave a

Transfiguration Temper Supreme cartridge, as new

[G0490]

message, no time wasters please

£1500, Clearaudio Reference Turntable, Souther TQ

Mark Levinson No26 fully-balanced pre-amp with

[G0570]

Jeff Rowland model 2BP52 power amp, mint condi-

parallel tracking arm, spare armboard Silent Running

tion, flight case and manual cost £7000, accept £2995

Isolation Base, shaped to fit reference, mint. (new

ono, Audio Synthesis Passion 8S passive pre-amp, also

£6400) £2500, Tel: 020 8363 4963

mint, boxed £5000, Tel: 020 8518 1367 or 07714
321080
[G0520]
Art Audio valve pre-amp and monoblocks, VPI spe-

Meridian M60 Active Loudspeakers revised 2model

cial pre (chrome ) inc phono stage (m-m), separate

Sonus Faber Minima Anators, superb sound, excellent

[G0524]

Quad 34/306, excellent condition £350, Linn Sara 9
speakers, rosewood, superb £350, Quad 67 CD player,
excellent £500, Tel: 0114 2303619 ( Sheffield)
evenings or email tom@powel11935.freeserve.co.uk
[G0528]
Quad 34/306/FM4 track grey £595, Linn Keilidh
speakers, cherry £450, Technics SU-CI 000M2 batterypowered pre-amp/SE-A1000 M2 power amp (£650)
£365, all mint boxed, Leak stereo valve power amp
(rare) £350, Tel: 0121 602 2591

[G0530]

Audio Innovation 2nd Audio monoblocks, excellent
condition, recently re-valued £ 1100, Tel: 01208
872316

[G0536]

Apogee Caliper Signature, anthracite, bi-wirable

[G0571]

with additional balanced inputs excellent condition
£1195 ono, Tel: 020 8552 4981

[G0574]

condition, owned from new boxed £795 ovno, Tel:
01736 757721.

[G0575]

Valve stereo power amplifier, 30 watt KT88, I2AU7,
built to GEC specification, top quality components,
toroidal PSU, tinted glass cover, steel chassis £400,
Tel: 01235 511951

[G0576]

Sugden Masterclass, pure class Mi power amp £2000
(3000) ( 1999 model), Sugden Au51 c preamp £550
(£1000), both mint, boxed, original receipts, Tel:
01293 611293 or 0385 771819 Future@4unet.co.uk.
[G0577]
Linn Kairn LIC280, Isobariks, vgc £ 1800 ono, Tel:
Hertford 01920 863681 Nick.

[G0578]

Jadis JA80 monoblock power amps and Jadis JPL preamplifier £4250, Mission Discmaster CD transport
plus external power supply, Theta DSPRO II DAC
£1200, Tel: 01962 713832

[G0579]

£1350, Jeff Rowland Model 5 power amp, 150W/ch

Quad enthusiast has ESL-63s to part with at price far

SE/Balanced £ 1750, Meridian 208, CD player/preamp,

below current worth (Quad serviced) Interesting rea-

209 remote £500, Target 2-shelf floorstander £40, Tel:

son for such benevolence £550 brown and walnut, Tel:

907941 279826.

South Coast 01297 443327

[G0547]

Alon Y speaker 2200 ( 55000, Ruark Crusader Ii speak-

Audio Research LS7 (black) preamp, VT60 power

er £850 ( 1650), Mark Levinson 331 power, No 38 pre

amp (re-valued) 3 years old, one owner £2400 ono,

2650 (5000) £2200 ( 5000) Traxdata CD recorder 200

may p/ex, Tel: 01903 723031 or 0797 4049543 all as

(4000) Tel: Kenny 01493 856899 Norfolk [G0548]
Wadia 15 DAC £ 1450, Wadia 6 CD player £ 1600,

new.

Threshold FET 10E rep amp £ 1500, Threshold SA/4E

never mounted, erne Ultimate lsolationi as advertised

pure class A power amp £2600, KEF 107 Mark 2ref-

in this mag for £60 each, will accept £40 each ono, Tel:

erence speaker £ 1700, all mint, Tel: 020 8311 7182.

0121 745 6516 or 0121 745 6516.

[G0552]

Hydraulic
[G05871

immaculate boxed £260 (550) Linn Sondek Valhalla

£450, REL Stadium 2subwoofer in black, Tel: 01482

8677 7055 (eves)

Michell

£300, all mint boxed, Monitor Audio Studio rose cher-

Musical Fidelity A2 amplifiers £250, A2 CD ES()
tuner £ 150, KEF Rom 2 £350, Target R2 stands £ 150,

Rotel power FtB970BX 60W/ch £ 175, Tel: Chris 020

speaker £200.

demo (3500) £ 1000, REL Strata subwoofer Mk II

0958 607613

valve power supply, Quintet I5W/ch, ultra- linear
monoblocks, some new valves, boxed mint £ 1900, also

3m

Quad ESL-63, brown, boxed, excellent condition, can

ATC SCM20 speaker in teak with stands, immaculate

[G0515]

[G00586]

Quad 33/3/303 amps and tuner £375, Rega Planar 3

Krell Pam-7preamp + PSU £995, Tel 020 7349 9675 /
[G0484]

[G0585]

[G0581]

Moth two-tier wall brackets, two for sale, as new,

[G0582]

Kuza Stogi Reference Tonearm £ 175, Michell Iso and

[G0589]
Meridian MI Active loudspeaker system, rosewood
cabinets, 101 control unit with CD input, good condition £650, Tel: 020 8668 9637

[G0590]

Chord SPM800 power amp, boxed in mint condition
£895 ono, Tel: 01403 891120

[G0591]

Naim 42/110/Snaps with 2 x 8m Naim bi-speaker
cable, £400 Arcam 6 CD player little used £200
Musical Fidelity MC4 speakers very rare, superb £200
target 17i speaker stands £50 Revox A77/Ill £200 Tel
0208 2704824.

[G0592]

KEF Reference Model Four, black ash, mint condition,
£2200, Musical Fidelity X-P100 remote pre-amp £525,
X-A200 mono blocks, two pairs, £625 each, boxes,
year old, quality van den Hul cables, half price guarantees receipts . Tel 0208 771 6543
Quad 63 speakers, Quad service June 99, mint condition £ 1250 ono, Rosksan DPI CD DAC1 power supply
mint £750 ono. Radford STA25 Renaissance power
amp mint £650 ono Tel 01446 418207
Naim NAC 92R pre-amp with phono board, NAP 180
power amp, two years old, ex-condition worth £ 1900,
sell £ 1150 ono, Kenwood CD player £75, Yamaha ProLogic amp £ 120, No time wasters, Tel: 01536 316210
d/time, 01536 522489 eve

[G0595]

Sirius D200 amplifier with passive pre-amp, 200 watts
per channel, excellent condition, priced for quick sale
£1995 (3995), Tel: 01797 253073 East Sussex.
[G0596]
Nakamichi 1000 ZXL plus Hi Corn II noise reduction
unit, just serviced by Nakimichi Services £ 1600, Sonus
Faber Guaneri Homage, perfect and with the correct
height stands: £3500, Mark Levinson 25s phono Stage
and PLS-226 £3,450, Jadis JD3 DE Lux CD player
£1900, Yamaha CT700 turner £450, All mint, boxed
and manuals, Jadis JA80 monoblocks £3,300, all ono,
please ring and leave message. Tel: 01566 880025.
[G0597]
Conrad Johnson

PV1OAL pre-amplifier £490,

Ariston RDII turntable, almost identical to LP12 £ 190
including Grace arm, Arcam Alpha One CD player
£95, Nairn 62/90 £290, Tel: 0191 281 0260 [G0600]
Rogers LS88 speakers, as new boxed £ 150, Rogers
LS3/5A as new £425, E40A valve amp £225, M3001
amp £250, AB1 bass extenders £350, all items mint,
Tel: 01344 638830

[G0601]

Wadia 21 CD player, just upgraded latest technology,
perfect condition boxed £2990 onv, Tel: 020 8769 0819
eves.

[G0602]

Monitor Audio Studio 20 Sec Cherry, as new, boxed

Hera moving-coil phono amplifier £ 125, both mint and

Meridian 501 pre-amp, 8months old in mint condi-

with plinths £ 1400, may p/ex for DVD player, Tel:

boxed ( 1992), Tel: 01962 867551 ( Winchester)

tion, with Meridian system remote £450 ono, Tel: 020

07720 061885.
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Krell Full Power Balanced
solid-state amplifiers have
re-written audio history; their
Current Mode Gain is afaster.
more linear method of
amplification achieved with gain
stages operating in the current
not the voltage domain.With
fully regulated outputs, pure
Class A operation, true balanced
configuration for acleaner, more
secure relationship between the
loudspeaker and the amplifier, Sustained
Plateau Bias II, direct coupled signal paths and
full complementary circuits the FPB amplifiers
are at the 'bleeding edge' of music technology.
Available in 600,300 and 200-watt outpLts each
stereo power amplifier (
FPB 600c, FPB 300c and
FPB 200c) uses output devices manufactured exclusively for Krell by Motorola.These
amps are musical, fast and incredibly strong with an unprecedented level of speed,
current drive and musical accuracy. Fred Kaplan, reviewing the FPB-300 in Fi magazine
(Feb 1999) wrote of "an uncanny blend of grace and power". FPB monoblocs in 650,350
and 250-watt configurations (
FPB 600mc,FPB 350mc and FPB 250mc) are
available in handed pairs. Of the mighty FPB650m monoblocs Martin Colloms wrote,
"(they) define the present art of power amplification". If you think the 7500 watt into 1ohm
delivery of an FPB650m is impressive consider the 400 lb plus weight and 16,000Vok
Amperes of power that defines the Krell Master Reference Amplifier — the largest
most powerful amplifier ever designed for use by audiophiles. Its ' six digit' price apair
reflects an unprecedented engineering achievement.
Current Audio Signal Transmission (CAST) is simply abetter way to connect Krell
components. CAST is featured on all FPB amps and top-of-the-range Krell components

"/Academy Advancing High
Performance Audio & Video

and means the characteristics of interconnects simply do not matter. CAST works hand-

Olden Note Awards '98

in-hand with Krell Current Mode to eliminate the effects of interconnect impedance and
cable length. CAST means easier installation and more precise sound.

Krell KPS 25s — Audio
digital source design

Natural partner for the FPB range is Krell's KRC-HR High Resolution Remote

Krell FPB 650M — Solid-state

Controlled Preamplifier offering uncompromised audiophile sound with ease of
operation. Digital logic circuits operate gold-contact relays for positive switching with

electronics design

absolute signal integrity. Power supply and gain stages are refinements of classic Krell
Class A complimentary circuits with extraordinary levels of transparency and resolution.
The Krell Playback System KPS 25sc is the new reference standard integrated
transport/digital processor/analogue preamp that beats the performance of separates. Its
integrated fully balanced Class A preamp is among the finest Krell has ever produced.
Small wonder that the KPS 25s has been receiving rave rev,ews like Robert Harley's in H
magazine ( Sep 1998) — "amasterpiece of aesthetic design, functionality and musical
performance. To see, touch, and hear the KPS 25s is to want one. Don't say Ididn't warn you."
Home Cinema audio has to date been dominated by relatively inexpensive, mass-market
systems.Audiophiles have not been impressed. So Krell has determined to bring the best
audio and video together in one seamless experience — HEAT or High End Audio
Theater. Supporting Krell's outstanding KAV-S Home Cinema Director (
Dolby ProLogic,THX, DTS, and AC- 3) are Krell AV amplifiers — arange of 100 watt per channe ,
multi-channel amplifiers (the KAV-500/3, /4and /5), the 2,3 and 4-channel amplifiers cari
7 th e
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be extended with an optional add-on channel (me KAV-500 Rail)
The KAV-300i — Krell's first integrated amplifier — an integrated two-channel 150 watt
design has been cleaning up awards around the world.This fully discrete, wide
bandwidth, low-feedback design features full Class A dual mono output stage. Its
supplied remote control gives access to the basic functions of Krell CD players. For a
more powerful integrated consider the new KAV-500i while Krell now offers the
ultimate convenience of an audiophile receiver — the KAV-300r — with Theater
Throughput for easy Home Cinema integration
Matching CD players are available.The KAV-300cd, featuring HDCD, 2x20 bit BurrBrown DACs and Class A direct coupled output stages with both balanced and single
ended outputs, is now joined by the KAV-250cd
The KAV-250a stand-alone power amplifier offers 250 watt at £ 3145; amatching
preamplifier — designated KAV-250p is available at the fantastic price of f1999 — with
one balanced input, one tape loop and three single ended inputs one of which can be

"Don't say Ididn't warn

configured as aTheater Throughput.
Joining the KAV team is an affordable and
•

-

versatile two- channel. bridgeable 150-watt
amplifier — trie KAV-150a.
To discover where Krell components can work for
you — contact Absolute Sounds.

Absolute Sounds
58 Durham Road Cordon SW20 ODE
Tel (020 8971 3909) 0700 ABSOLUTE
Fax 0181-879 7962
Email info@absolutesounds.com
http://www abso.utesounds.com
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`The Ails
Musicode
system has,
in the
96kHz/24bit
tests done
for SDMI,
not been
audible to
the. skilled
listening
panel we
assembled'

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

WM ICLARIFICATION
Dear Sir, Nicholas Fulford [`Views',
Nov 99] and Barry Fox make
interesting points about SDMI, but
these reveal misunderstandings
which should be clarified.
As arepresentative of the
recording industry Ihave been
involved in SDMI from the outset.
Iwas also the manager of the
MUSE project whose watermark
testing has provided the foundation
for the current tests.
First, there are the concerns that
the principles behind the current
specification (which is confined to
portable devices) could be extended
to other formats such as the
uncompressed media Mr Fulford
mentions — Red Book, DVDAudio. However, more work will be
needed in the SDMI process before
these principles can be set. His
concern over the impact of
watermarking on fidelity is right —
and has been echoed by the
recording industry as it sceptically
evaluated the claims of the various
vendors of such systems. The /iris
Musicode system has, in the
96kHz./24bit tests done for SDMI
(and also for DVD-Audio), not
been audible to the skilled listening
panel we assembled. They
undertook the most sensitive tests
we could devise — the so-called
ABX methodology where subjects
listen on their own and in their own
time to original, processed and
unknown material. They then try to
determine whether the unknown is
the original or the processed.
Second, it should be remembered
that watermarking is voluntary: if
artists do not want the protection it
brings they do not have to use it.
SDMI systems will be enabled to
play any music unless it can be
shown to be pirated. Doubtless
many niche labels will see no need
for the protection. Regrettably, the
temptation to abuse copyright in
many areas means these controls
are necessary. Perhaps some labels
will make afeature of having no
watermarks. We believe that the
FEBRUARY 2000

first that even the most critical
listeners will know of watermarks is
when they try to do something they
should not with arecorder.
Third, the laws giving protection
to these new technologies are
themselves new — indeed as you
report [`News', Nov ' 99] the
European Copyright Directive is
still being worked on in Brussels.
However, both the US Law and the
draft European Directive give
strong protection to both
encryption systems and watermarking systems used to identify
the rights associated with music.
Fourth, there should be no
concern that lack of access to an
unencrypted data-stream may
impede progress. All the outboard
D/A conversion, de-jittering and
processing will still be possible —
but the equipment doing it will
have to work, at its interfaces, on
the encrypted data-stream. This is
to ensure that anyone building a
recorder which works outside the
agreed rules has to decrypt the
signal without permission and fall
foul of the law.
We are well aware that someone
with crocodile clips and alogic
analyser may be able to extract an
unencrypted stream. If he tries to
sell such asystem he had better
watch out. Likewise, someone
recording the analogue outside the
agreed rules may get access to the
music, but at the expense of all the
navigation information and addedvalue content which will become an
increasingly important part of the
recorded music landscape.
And finally, the rules are hardly
onerous for consumers. Music
loaded from CD into an SDMI
system can be transferred to up to
three portable players. New media
like DVD-Audio have similarly
relaxed approaches to copying in
the home. They may not give as
much as some would like, but they
promise fair returns for artists,
writers and investors in music.
Paul jessop CEng, Director of
Technology, IFPI
AQUESDON OF BALANCE
Dear Sir, In the Nov '99 HFNIRR
you published an important report
on abalanced turntable and phono
amplifier system. Before reading it,
Ihad decided to buy aWilsonBenesch Circle turntable with an
0.5 ACT tonearm and Ortofon
Jubilee cartridge. Ialready had an
Audiolab 8000 PPA phono stage in
my possession, but after reading Mn
Harrison's review Iam seriously
considering having the forthcoming
tonearm configured for balanced
transmission, and also acquiring the
Chord phono stage mentioned in

your very interesting article.
However, Mr Harrison did not
specify the choice of connection
from the Chord phono stage to the
Chord CPA 3200/SPM1200C
amplifier system which he used for
the listening tests. Was it balanced
or not? The Chord pre-amp has
both balanced and unbalanced
inputs only. If one of the Chord
pre-amp's balanced inputs was
used, then the very beneficial
results reported might be due to
balanced transmission, through all
levels of amplification, rather than
cartridge to phono stage only. In
this case, the substantial extra costs
for abalanced phono system would
bring no advantage to me.
Ihave the Musical Fidelity NuVista pre-amp/300 power amp; an
X-Ray CD player; and Dynaudio
speakers; with Nordost Flat Line
Red Dawn interconnects and
speaker cables. The capabilities of
the system please me alot.
For me, the turntable system is
the most important part to choose
correctly. Iown several hundred
vinyl records gathered during the
last 30 years, and my hi-fi
equipment was renewed primarily
for the sake of playing those. The
missing information on the
configuration of Mr Harrison's test
equipment is therefore crucial to
me.
E Petersen, Denmark
The beauty of the Michell/Wilson
BeneschIChord Electronics system
featured in November was its balanced
topology, from cartridge-tags up until
amplifier speaker terminals. So to answer
the principal question, the connection
between Chord phono stage and Chord
pre-amp was balanced — in fact, this is
the only output connection offered on
Chord Electronics' phono stage. So this
particular head amp would not be
suitable for use with the Nu- Vista's
unbalanced inputs. Even if the phono
stage had an unbalanced output,
converting to single-ended operation
halfway would reduce the overall benefits
of abalanced tonearm/phono stage link.
Look out for aforthcoming round-up
of head amps that will feature some of
the very best phono stages currently
available at various price points.
—Technical Editor
CD BURNERS
Dear Sir, Iwas very pleased to see
that you tested afew CD burners
[HFNIRR Dec ' 99]. But after
reading the article Iwas very
disappointed. Ihad hoped for atest
of the audio quality of afew writers.
Instead, Igot an article which
would do well in acomputer
magazine for the beginner. Reading
it as acomputer magazine article,
7
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Chris Percival is alittle bit too
positive about SCSI and too
negative about IDE. From my own
experience Iknow that both
systems work fine and both have
their advantages and disadvantages.
IDE is certainly fast enough if you
have amodern PC. Reading it as an
audio article, it would indeed be
difficult to distinguish these three
writers as they are in principle the
same. The Philips is in fact a
Yamaha 4416, the 4speed version
of the tested Yamaha 6416. The
La Cie is aYamaha 4416 in an
external housing. It now seems as if
there are no differences in audio
quality between different writers,
which is of course not the case. I
have had three writers myself, a
Philips 3610 (which was tested a
few month ago as aTraxdata) a
Plextor 4220 and aRicoh 7060S.
The first is ID, the last two are
SCSI. The sound quality of the
Philips is very good when CDs are
written at 1xmode. In fact they
sound (marginally) better then the
original. In 2x mode, copies
sounded (marginally) worse then
the original. The Plextor CDs
sounded good on my Meridian
500/NAD118 (self improved)
combination but very bad on my
old Marantz CD74 (also
improved). On my Marantz the
CDs sounded ever more worse the
faster you wrote. Iswitched that
one for the Ricoh 7060S. This one
sounds perfect on both machines.
The difference in sound quality
between the different writing
speeds is very small. Ihave the
impression that single speed is the
best but CDs written at speeds 2x,
4x, or 6x still sound better than the
original CD. You lose avery little
bit of detail at the higher speeds
compared to the single speed
recording.
Ihave found avery strange
anomaly with the Plextor and the
Ricoh. Ican't jump to linked tracks
on my Marantz. Tracks that are
separated with a2seconds pause
are no problem. This probably has
to do with the fact that both can
write CD-text, so they write the
sub-codes differently. If you know
someone who can tell something
knowledgeable about this
phenomenon... This is the sort of
thing Iwould have liked to have
read in an audio magazine, with
some testing to explain my findings.
Marcel Reijnen,
The Netherlands
ALL-TIME GREATS
Dear Sir, Ihadn't known about
your magazine until Iread the
November '99 issue; and all Ican
say is that I'm going to be areader
8

for life! Iwas fascinated by Ken
Kessler's ` All-Time Greats'
retrospective concerning famous
American-brand hi-fi gear. Audio
stuff of yester-year is what I'm
absolutely crazy about! No
component in my system (which is
practically in use every day) was
made later than the mid- 1970s.
Needless to say, it is difficult
even in the States to find classic
McIntosh or Marantz tube
amplifiers (but, boy do Ilook!);
however, many of the 'runners-up'
that you spoke of are actually easy
to come by. For example, Ihave
original Acoustic Research model
3a speakers in the main (and only)
stereo system Iplay. They'd cost
$10 at aweekend rummage sale!
The original drivers, luckily, were
not worn out. These speakers only
needed electrical contact cleaner
sprayed into the contour ' pots', and
one of the grille cloths had to be
reattached to its frame, They
remain in their usual, unfinished
cabinets with the original warranty
and instructions pasted on their
backs. Mine were made on 10
March 1964 — the date stamped
inside — and sound as good as
ever. ( If you are wondering whether
Idamaged the acoustic seal when I
took the woofers out, Ididn't. I
replaced it with abead of silicone
around the wooden opening before
Iput the speaker back. It did the
exact same job.)
The rest of the system consists of
a1976 Pioneer model RT-707
four-head, three-motor, autoreverse, stereo reel-to-reel tape deck
(my most favourite analogue
component, because Ihave over
100 reels of pre-recorded source
material from the 1950s-' 70s); a
Harmon Kardon model 150 + 200
watt, discrete four channel receiver
from 1973; and aThorens model
TD- 166 manual turntable circa
1978. My choice of cartridge,
though, will undoubtedly be an
insult: aconsumer-grade, m-m
design Empire! Idon't play many
records, anyway. I'm more into
reel-to-reel accessories.
I'd just like to cite some other
old-timely USA components you
may not have been aware of: an
Ampex model F-44 tube-type
stereo reel-to-reel tape deck from
1963; some of the early solid-state
2000 series Marantz receivers;
Rectilinear brand Type X ( 10) and
Type XII floor speakers; 1960s
Sherwood amps and receivers; the
ElectroVoice model Patrician IV
speaker from 1955 (this thing was
similar to aKlipschorn, but bigger);
aKLH 12 speaker system with
separate, external contour preamplifier.

In closing, Iwant to leave you
with my philosophy: CDs and
cassettes are for amateurs...
James Hoover, New Jersey, USA
FORGOTTEN DAC
Dear Sir, Ienjoyed Ken Kessler's
review of the SME 10 [
HFNIRR
Dec ' 99], but would like to take
him to task over one point. He said
in the article 'The finish,
inventiveness and sheer intelligence
of every SME product ever made
give this company atrack record
without fault'. Don't Irecall in your
'News' pages some years ago an
SME D/A converter? Quite a
product, Ithought at the time, for a
company dedicated to vinyl replay!
Martyn G Miles, Witney
The DAC could have been an excellent
product, but for various reasons SME
decided not to go ahead with it - Ed.

READERS'
LETTERS
We reserve the
right to edit or
shorten letters for
publication,
which should be
addressed to the
Editor and must
contain no other
material or
enquiries.
Correspondents
using e-mail are
asked to give
their full address
(which will not
be published).
Letters seeking
advice will be
answered,
resources

MILLEN(N)IUM CONFUSION
Dear Sir, You seem to be under a
common misconception regarding
the millenium [
sic]. Our date
system is based on an arbitrary
point in time of Jesus Christ's
birthday, 1999 years ago. The start
of this system is therefore zero
hour, at midnight at the beginning
of 1AD, and at the end of year
IBC. Therefore, at midnight on
December 31st next year sees the
completion of 2000 years, and the
end of the second Millenium (also,
the completion of the 100th year of
the 20th Century). There is no year
0, only zero hour. Just to confuse
things, the real Millenium occurred
some years ago, as scholars can't
agree on the exact date of Christ's
birth, but reckon it could have been
circa 7BC.
If you need confirmation of the
foregoing, contact the
Government's Millenium
Commission, who have publicly
admitted the error, which was
reported in the Daily Telegraph
during November.
Apart from all that, keep up the
good work in the mag, it's very
professional and entertaining.
John Morton, Suffolk

permitting, at our
discretion, but
we regret that we
are unable to
answer questions
on buying specific
items of hi-fi.
We cannot
answer queries
over the
telephone.

What Iactually suggested was that you
should have celebrated the new
millennium (note that we spell it with
two 'n 'shere!) on 1st January only if
you believed there was ayear zero
(which obviously there wasn't). I'm
sorry that my attempt at stating the
obvious in amore amusing way was so
easily misunderstood, but I'm glad that
there was official confirmation of what
we all knew to be the truth - so if you
really need ajustification for not visiting
the Millennium dome in the year 2000
now you have it - Ed.
FEBRUARY 2000
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Product of the Year
(AY proceseors/Arnps/Receiyers)
Receiver STR-0B930

Product of the Year
(Recorder)
MD Player MD SJE1930

r+n.JAMIP.OQUA I :
131,

47n,59s?.

Best Buy
(£201-f 300)
CD Player CDP-XB930

Beet Buy
(r151 -£200)
Tuner STS- B920

Tuned specifically for the British ear. ( Sounds incredible, doesn't it?)
A hi-fi tuned for British ears? Are you hearing things? Well, only what you're meant to hear. Our sound
specialists understand how demanding the Britisl ear can be. And, being the perfectionists that we
are, we felt obliged to tune our QS separates to suit that aar. Even going to the extent of tilting the
circuit board within each component by 2 degrees. But this attention to detail doesn't only let
your ears pick up the finer nuances of sound. It also helped us pick up a raft of awards from
What Hi -Fi? magazine. Awards won: Best Buy (£ 201-£300); CD Player CDP-X8930E. Best Buy
(£151-22.00); Tuner ST-SB920. Product of the Year ( Recorder); MD Player MDS-JB930. Product

SON-Y .

(AV Processors/Amps/Receivers); Receiver STR- DB930.
Sony is a egistered trademark of the Sony Corporation, Japan.

www.sony.co.uk

FoRCARDAS
of the LOVE
music

SHUN MQ9EK
devices th
nce the resolution,
transparency, and all th
•
dimensions of soundstage

OVEof

1151C

in a most efficient, but
simply applied
manner

tteiciott mathematical princ /plc called
"Golden Sect/on" is applied in all CARDAS
cables as "Golden Section Strandhe This
bas suddenly allowed interconnect,
loudspeaker tllgital and power cables
to improve the sound of any audio
system irra natured and harmonically Lywrect , tanner
CARDAS cables Ibr all
applications and syStems
bring the music
back to you.
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CONSULTANTS

Consultants for
Audiofreaks products*
and Proceed, Mark Levinson,
Marantz, Monitor Audio,
Proac, Lyra.

Consultants for Audiofreaks products*
and Canary Audio, EAR/Yoshino, Graaf, Pathos, Wadia,
Charlo, Opera, Lyra.

Sevenoaks Sound & Vision
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Tel: 01473 286977 Fax: 01473 211911
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news
SAMUEL JOHNSON AUDIO
IT'S A RARE event these
days for a new British hi-fi

from no fewer than four toroidal
mains transformers and all signal

company to appear on the
scene. One such, and very

switching is handled by high-

welcome indeed, is the

grade relays. This is aminimalist
design with no tone or balance

distinctively named Samuel

controls and no filters. There are

Johnson Audio, based in

just five control buttons on the
fascia, two of them operating the

Prestwick, Scotland.
Many would-be companies

motorised volume control. A

begin with more of awhimper
than abang, compromising

very neat four-button handset
controls input and tape record

the presentation of clever

output selection, and volume.
The matching ppa100 power
amplifier is rated at 50 watts per

design ideas because of limited
start-up resources. Behind SJ,
though, is ateam with a

channel into 8 ohms ( 100W into

proven record in the design and
manufacture of sophisticated
control electronics for industry,

'Marilyn Monme .jutting the hi-fi
shaped cake at STs launch party:
pictures of the real products
not
the real Marilyn.) to follow soon

of

4 ohms) and is of true twin
monoblock construction

manufacturing and investment issues already
resolved. The first products are in aso-called

(employing two 300VA toroidal
mains transformers) with aClass A
input stage. Full DC offset and thermal
overload protection is provided. The price for

Prestige series and comprise asolid-state
pre/power amplifier combination and adigital-

the pre/power combination is expected to be in
the region of £4000. The pcd100 D/A

to analogue converter, with aCD transport in
the wings. Presentation is superb, in midi-

converter is a 20-bit, eight-times oversampling
design and supports the standard 32, 44.1 and

width cabinets whose fascias juxtapose real
wood and anodised aluminium in astrikingly

48kHz sampling rates. Class A output stages

so it has the technology,

original manner. The pre-amplifier — or

complete athorough-going design, again with
elaborate power supplies based on an array of

control amplifier as it is called — has six line-

four mains transformers. The pcd100 is

level inputs (including two tape with separate
listen and record outputs) plus an optional
phono input. There are also four outputs. The
elaborate power supply arrangements derive

expected to be priced between £ 1,000-£1,200.
Samuel Johnson Audio, Ladykirk Business
Park, Skye Road, Prestwick, Scotland KA9
2TA. Tel: 01292 470000. Ivor Humphreys

KEF PLANS CRESTA RUN
JOINING KEF's Cresta 2 is a new super- compact speaker,
the Cresta 1, retailing at a penny less than £ 100/pair.
Its two drive units are a 25mm silk dome tweeter and
new long- throw 100mm bass/midrange driver designed
to achieve 'very good bass extension for its size' and
smooth integration, special attention having been paid to
its off- axis dispersion characteristics. Overall, the KEF
Cresta 1 has a quoted sensitivity rating of 88dB for
2.83V at 1m. Maximum sound output level is specified at
105dBA, and power handling is quoted as 70W. Further
details from KEF Audio, 01622 672261.
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Forget the 24/96 kHz battle
— but enjoy the benefits by
upsampling your whole CD
collection to 24/I92kHz...

SweeLer
CO

Sound

Make no mistake — this is not a
tweak, it's aREVOLUTION, anew
technology. Every listener is
staggered. There's aworld-wide
waiting list for the dCS PURCELL.
The benefits of upsampling are: great
naturalness, fuller richer midrange,
sweeter and more extended top and
abigger sound stage. You hear not
just the note but the CHARACTER of
the note and the AIR around it.
The dCS Elgar, the new Delius and
the Pass DIDACs accept the higher
rate data. Save money and improve
the sound by cutting out the preamp:
drive the amplifier directly from the
Elgar or Delius with their digital
volume controls.
Customers say we make some of the best
sounds they have ever heard. Our advice
takes account of your best components and
guides you where change is needed, in stages
you can afford. You AVOID EXPENSIVE
MISTAKES,enjoy

music along the way and

save money in the long run.

J
UST LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW
CD ACCUPHASE, ADVANTAGE, AUDIO SYNTHESIS,
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, dCS ELGAR, DELIUS AND
PURCELL, PASS, SUGDEN, W ADIA. VINYL:BASIS,
CLEARAUDIO, CROWN J
EWEL, DNM ,GRAHAM, LEHMANN,
MICHELL, STRATOSPHERE, SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL,
TRANSFIGURATION. AMPLIFIERS:ACCUPHASE.
ADVANTAGE, BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, CAT.
DNM ,LUMLEY, NAGRA, PASS, SIRIUS, SONNETEER, SPECTRAL,
SUGDEN. LOUDSPEAKERS :AUDIO PHYSIC, BKS,

QED MUSIQ CONTROLS MULTI- ROOMS

ETHOS, HARBETH, LUMLEY, MAGNEPLANAR, NEAT ,TOTEM.
TUNERS ACCUPHASE, MAGNUM DYNALAB.
CABLES .ARGENTO, CHORD CO., DNM ,NORDOST,
TICE, YAMAMURA CHURCHILL ETC

CAPABLE of distributing audio from a single,
centralised hi-fi system to as many as 24
rooms, QED's MusiQ hardware, which recently

The
Right
Note

went into production, aims to provide an easily
installed, inexpensive, wireless remote
controlled multi- room solution.
Key elements of MusiQ's ' plug and use'
system are its wireless docking remote control
handset, RFS Controller and RF Controller. Built
into the controllers are two 20W x 2ch
amplifiers. Controllers may be daisy-chained to
route the audio to extra zones ( rooms). Each
controller accepts signal from two main system
sources, invariably a CD player and tuner.
Among brands whose CD player/tuner remotecontrol codes are compatible with MusiQ are
Sony, Pioneer, Yamaha, Denon, Philips,
Marantz, Arcam and many others using the RC5
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protocol. A standard QED MusiQ system
including two RF remote control docking
handsets retails for £850. Further details from
QED Audio Products, 01276 451166.
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TECHNICS.
THE CLOSEST
YOU'LL GET
TO THE SOUND
IN HIS HEAD.
If god is in the details, then

the simplicity of John Tavener's

music aspires to the divine.

His devotion deserves heavenly

sound reproduction. A miracle

that is made flesh in the

Technics SU range of Variable

Gain Control Amplifiers. The
sin of deterioration in the

dynamic range is washed

away, transubstantiating even

moments of silence into pure

sound in which the music lives

forever. For more information

telephone 08701

578 577.

Technics
Technics

ik »me
www.technics.co.uk

SPONSORS OF THE TECHNICS MERCURY MUSIC PRIZE

news

TDK BACKS
BLANK DISCS
RESPONDING to the increased demand for blank
recordable media, TDK has created the new XS -i'
MiniDisc range and added an 80 minute CD- R to
its CD-RXG REFLEX line.
Complementing TDK's existing MD Colour, MDRXG (now available with 80 minute recording
capability), MD-RXG Pro and MD Studio recordable
MiniDisc series, the XS-iV range is instantly identifiable
by means of colourful outer packaging and inner shell.
XS-iV MiniDiscs are available in 74 and 80 minute
versions retailing typically for £2.49 and £2.99
respectively. MD-RXG80 discs also retail for £2.99,
while the 80-minute CD-RXG REFLEX sells for £ 3.49.
Later this Spring, TDK plans to introduce the first
limited edition series XS-iV MiniDiscs. Further details
from TDK UK Ltd, 01737 773 773.

HOME CUTTING LATHE
FOR VINYL JUNKIES
DJ EQUIPMENT specialist Vestax has announced
its own ' product for the millennium', the VRX-2000
Vinyl Recorder. This design uses blanks of a
specially-formulated vinyl which are to have far
longer playing life than Acetates or Dubplates and
come at afraction of the cost. Maximum recording
time is 24 minute per side. The VRX-2000 cutting
lathe retails at £ 5000, with vinyl blanks at £ 25.00
for three. Replacement sapphire cutting heads, giving
an average life of 80 hours, will sell for £ 50.00.
Vestax Eurpe Ltd, 01428653117.

QUICKSILVER LINES UP VALVES
QUICKSILVER Audio has developed a
new line stage valve pre-amplifier. The
Remote Control Line Stage pre-amplifier
features ' top quality Alps motorised
volume control', detachable mains lead,
gold-plated RCA jacks and carbide black
chassis. Supplied with two 12AX7 valves

(one per channel), such is the design that
more than 20 different valves may be
used without the pre- amp requiring any
adjustment. Key specifications include
overall gain of 18dB and a bandwidth of
0.1Hz to 60kHz. Further details from
Quicksilver Audio, + 1775 825 1514.

-

EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS
6-8 JANUARY Digital Hollywood at CES,
Las Vegas NV, 00 + 1703 907 7600
6-9 JANUARY 2000 International CES, Las
Vegas, Nevada. Contact + 1703 907 7600
18-20 FEBRUARY Sound & Vision 2000,
Marriott Hotel, Bristol. Organised by Audio
Excellence and Audio T, 01865 760844
26-27 FEBRUARY Copenhagen Hi Fi Show,
Falconer Center/Radisson SAS Hotel,
Frederiksberg, Copenhagen, Denmark.
Contact + 45 561 48585
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2-5 MARCH Hi Fi Show, Hotel Sofitel,
Moscow, Russia. Contact 007 095 145-51-33.
www.midexpo ru
6-9 JUNE BroadcastAsia 2000 International
Exhibition & Conference, Singapore, 00 ( 65)
338 4747 or 0171 862 2080
21-24 SEPTEMBER The Hi Fi Show, Novotel
London West, rlammersmith, sponsored by
HFN/RR. Contact 0208 774 0847
21-24 SEPTEMBER Live 2000, Earls Court,
London. Contact 0208 987 772725

TRANSCENDENTAL
AUDIO

With TRANSCEND, our highly
acclaimed CD Transport, we redefine
the boundaries of sound reproduction
by means of Isolation, Elimination
and N-Code.
Mechanical Isolation is ensured by
installing aheavy die-cast mechanism
tuned with nested mechanical filters
and encased in 17kg of machined,
non-ferrous mass.

To Eliminate the manufactured
imperfections present in all optical
discs we begin by creating an
ultra- low noise, spring mounted,
Stable Master Oscillator. This forms
the heart of the Eliminator, uséd to
eliminate imperfect timing waveforms
read off disc and replace with
immaculately formed originals.
Combining these now perfected clock
and data waveforms into the usual
SPDIF format would result in audio
degradation due to data- induced jitter,
alimitation on the SPD1F interface.
To remove this final compromise we
have developed N-Code, our
proprietary digital interface and auser
switchable facility on all 5digital
outputs of TRANSCEND.
Nobody does digital

better.

DEDICATED TO THE JOYS OF LISTENING
P.O. Box 50, Nottingham NG9 1DZ
Tel: 0115 922 4138, +44 1159 224138
Fax: 0115 922 9701, +44 1159 229701

www.audiosynthesis.co.uk

Available from the following dealers:

London and South

Musical Images, Covent Garden. T 0171 497 1346

Audio T, Reading. T 0118 958 5463

Phase 3 Hi Fi, Worthing. T 01903 245577

Musical Images, Edgware. T 0181 952 5535

Progressive Audio, Rainham. T 01634 389004

Audio Excellence, Cardiff. T 01222 228565

West

Audio Excellence, Swansea. T 01792 474608

Midlands

Audio T, Basingstoke. T 01256 324311

Leicester Hi Fi Company, Leicester. T 0116 253 9753

Music Matters, Birmingham. T 0121 429 2811 / 742 0254

Music Matters, Solihull T 0121 742 0254

Sound Academy, Bloxwich. T 01922 473499

North

Doug Brady Hi Fi, Warrington. T 01925 828009

Audio Reflections, Wakefield. T 01132 528850

River Crossing Audio, Norfolk. T 01263 741230

Global Hi Fi Centre, Newcastle. T 0191 230 3600

Northern Ireland

Moores Hi Fi, County Down. T 01247 812 417

Robert Ritchie Hi FI, Montrose. T 01674 673 765

Scotland

South West

Audio Excellence, Bristol. T 0117 926 4975

Chord Electronics Limited

The rumphouse, Faricigh Bridge, East Farloigh

01622 721444 F 01622 721555

Kent ME16 9NB, UK

email: sales@chord.softnet.co.uk

www.chordelectronics.co.uk

news
SONY LOOKS BEYOND
WALKMAN ANNIVERSARY
FOLLOWING the 201b anniversary of the
Walkman, Sony is busy forging ahead
with its latest range of MD and CD
Walkman products.
Among its latest launches is the world's
smallest recording MD Walkman, the
super- slim MZ-R90. It weighs just 105g
without batteries, provides up to 29 hours
continuous playback from standard AA
batteries and retails at £270. Three
models from the new generation of CD
Walkman products, designed to be
capable of withstanding three shocks per
second, are the round-design D-EJ101
(£300), and two teardrop shaped
Marathon models, the top-of-the- line DEJ915 and the D-EJ815 (£ 130). Both
Marathon models are designed to give the
'longest battery life ever' for aCD
Walkman. Later this year Sony is planning
to launch its SDMI-compliant Memory Stick
Walkman, embracing Internet downloaded
audio. Meanwhile, for those seeking to
upgrade their current Walkman, the new
MDR-EX7OLP headphones (£35) come from
Sony's new Fontopia range, all featuring
advanced 3D silicon mouldings which are
designed to sit comfortably inside the ear.
Further details from Sony United Kingdom
Ltd, 01932 81600.

VIRGIN BACKS
THOMSON MP3
LAUNCHING its £200 Lyra MP3
personal player to coincide neatly
with the expected pre-Christmas
stampede, Thomson made a surprise
move by supplying the device to
Virgin Megastores. According to Jim
Batchelor, Virgin Megastores' Head
of Product, 'The decision to stock the
Thomson Lyra proves that, instead of
competing with technology, we are
eager to work alongside it. Usage of
the MP3 will continue to grow, and
we are very excited to be in a
position to satisfy this specialist end
of the market.' Lyra customers at
Virgin received aCD ROM
containing six new singles from
Virgin Europe. Call Thomson
Multimedia on 01732 520920.

MORE SACD TITLES RELEASED
FOR its second phase of SACD releases, Sony Music
issued 20 titles from its back catalogue, including
Michael Jackson's Thriller, Billie Holiday's Lady in Satin,
Thelonious Monk's Straight No Chaser, and Glenn
Gould's 1981 recording of Bach's Goldberg Variations.
Meanwhile Audioquest has released two new hybrid
SACD discs, The Best of Mighty Sam McClain and
Blues Quest. Joe Harley, recording engineer for
Audioquest says 'DSD has forced me to rethink our
recording techniques since it significantly raises the bar
on the sonic standard achievable in consumer playback.'
A key development for SACD is the announcement by
Sonic Solutions, at AES New York in autumn 1999, its
plans to develop SonicStudio HD-DSD, the world's First
DAW (Digital Audio Workstation) based on DSD ( Direct
Stream Digital) technology. Sonic Solutions is working
with Sony to make SonicStudio HD-DSD ahigh
resolution mLltichannel professional audio mastering tool.
Further details from Sony Music, 0171 636 3434.

DENSEN'S OFFBEAT CD
DENSEN has resorted to several offbeat design
solutions for the new Beat B-400 CD player (£ 1280) These
include a 'custom-made' transport produced for Densen by Sony and featuring
glass optics for low scanning error and long life expectancy. All control electronics including servo and
motor controls are designed in-house by Densen, one aim being to keep signal paths short for low jitter
and high transmission quality. An unusual feature is the use of two microcomputers, one for digital
transmission, the other for display and remote control functions. The idea is to maintain constant load
for precise speed control of the microcomputer-governed digital signal. Densen has also created its own
data bus structure for precise digital signal transmission. The DAC contains aPacific Microsonics
PCM100 HDCD chip. Discrete left and right channel DACs are used and a6W analogue output stage
with zero negative feedback completes this unusual design. Call 01582 477 355.
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rite etau & Mu ehipili in CliÁcif
AC- 2Power cable - Silver clad, Teflon insulated at
10awg; this is the largest
gauge of power cord we
know of. The design of our
shielding system effectively
AC- 2
eliminates interferences
POWER CORD
from RF and EMI sources.
For the money.
Fitted with aMK Tough plug
thel's no mean feet
HI-FI World June 99
and IEC or Fig of eight
connector. European
connectors also available.
Solder connections with Wonder solder. 2ft £49, 3ft
£59, 4ft £69, 6f1 £89. Other
lengths to order. 4, 6and 8
way black all steel
distribution boxes with 3ft
He fi World • August 1999
"gained speed control and
of cable & MK Tough plug
Feder colles.on add musealdy
£149, £ 179, £209.
Analogue Interconnects, IC-50, IC- 80, IC- 100, IC200. Speaker Cable SS800, SS1000 and BIWIRE.
-

olL.

HiFi World Sep 99 "
IC-50 - this months bargain"

gendusca* rime:wed
Avante Garde RX20 - amere 36"
tall and 12" x12" at the base Absolute Sound review - "
atrue
torture test with abass line that's
big, super fast and continuous the Gershman's handled it
beautifully, servo driven Infinity
RS1 towers have more power but
are way too slow. The Magnepan
MG3.5/R's, can't match the low
bass impact of the Avant Gardes.
only the Thiel 3.6 can handle this
track with aplomb and even they
don't sound quite as fast. Unquestionably. the Avant
Gardes are atremendously musical loudspeakers".
X-1 Specter, Enigma 500-X, GAP- 520X

SUNFIRE CORPORATION
2700 watt True Subwoofer Mk11
11 inch cube. 18Hz. 100db SPL
235 cubic inches air movement
2700 watt True Subwoofer
Signature 13 inch cube, 16Hz
360 cubic inches air movement

SUNFIRECLASSIC
TUBE
PRE AMP
optional all valve phono stage ( MM/MC)
with CD input ( reverse RIAA equalisation)

STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER load invariant, 300
wpc HEXFET with no heat sinks CINEMA GRAND
five channel power amplifier 200 wpc x5 HEXFET with no heat sinks THEATRE GRAND
PROCESSOR
PRE AMP
with phono
stage, tuner,
Dolby Digital,
DTS, auto source sensing, intelligent remote

TIPERIIIRE - flat speaker cable
418 Biwire ***** What Hi Fi
also 420, 212, 215, 218, 222

allgl

QD4

4Arundel Road, Kingston Upon Thames
Surrey KT1 3RZ
Tel: 44 (0) 181 241 9826
Mobile: 07967 652629
Fax: 44 ( 0) 181 241 0999
E- Mail: cweere @ mcmail.com
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reader sales and wants
Target equipment rack AERS five shelves, perfect

Linn Classik CD amplifier (not the tuner version)

Technics SL P1200 CD player Semi pro model, £ 175

condition, taller bottom shelf space, looks great and

unused, still in the box with full receipt cost £995, sell

Tel 029 20403844.

sounds great, matt black with isolated top shelf £75

for £650 ono, Tel: 01925 702797 or mobile 07957

Nairn Intro speakers, black 19 months old, as new,

802463 anytime Lancs.

boxed £400, Rega Ela Ill black, 18 months old £275,

(£235), Tel: 01273 844719

[G0604]

[G0626]

[G0635]

Naim Nait 3amplifier mint condition £350, Tel: 01494

Audio Synthesis Passion passive pre-amp, superb

Surrey, Tel: 01372 742477

520784.

£325, Tel: 01233 740629

Townshend Rock Reference turntable, Excaliber ton-

[G0606]

[G0627]

[G06361

FM Acoustics 300A power amplifier £ 1495, Crimson

Cary Audio Slap 98 valve pre-amp, remote, ex condi-

earm,

610/630s pre/monoblocks £ 595, Sugden Symetra

tion £ 1000 ono, ProAc Response 3.5, black ash, very

William/Hart phono stage plus power supply £ 150, all

good condition, too big!! £ 1500 ono, Tel: 0208 365

very good condition, M Booth Tel: 01457 834465

monoblocics £695, Moth 100W monoblocics £595, AVI
integrated £525, ATC 50 speakers £ 1450, Dorset
01747 853372

[G0608]

Meridian 101 pre-amp, ( Russ Andrews mod) £60,Tel:
01732 461358

[G0609]

Snell type A, Linn Isobarilcs, Micromega T-Drive,
Audio Note DAC1, Audio Alchemy DD53/DDEU3,
EAR

802/509

Mk

II

pre/monoblocks,

Audio

Innovations rd Audio monoblocics, DPA 505, Maranta
CDIO, Audio Research SPII, all mint/boxed, Tel:
01992 718265

[G0610]

Meridian 263 DAC £200, SME 3009/2 with SL150,
MC 1
0Super £ 150, 2x eSound Organisationf racks 650
high £50 each. Sony all mint. Te1.01933 316818
[G0611]

3367 (eves)

[G0628]

Roksan Xerxes, rosewood, Artimez arm, Black
Chorus, virtually mint condition £575, Harbeth HL
Compact 7ES speakers, eucalyptus mint boxed £700,
Atacama stands £40, REL Storm £320, Greek MC
phono Stage SE model £95 mint, van den Hul Cd122 2
x5metres terminated £50, Sony ST8OF £70, Tel: 020
8952 2044

[G0629]

Quad ESL-63 £ 1550 boxed, brown, can demonstrate,
Threshold SL- 10 pre-amp £250 boxed, instructions,
Threshold CAS 02 amp £250 boxed, instructions,
Yamaha YST-I 50 woofer £ 100, boxed instructions,
Tel: Chris 01262 673747.

[G0630]

Krell KSAIII 505 power amp, 150wpc class eAf drives

Pink 'Triangle Export turntable (uprated power supply

down to 1ohm load , 1994 model with 2-stage Plateau

fitted by Pink) SME armboard, light use only, boxed

Biasing, no box but excellent condition £2250 ono,

superb sound £250, Tel: 023 9248 7511, 023 9226

Tel: 07720 426555

1585 (evenings/weekends) Nr Portsmouth [G0631]

[G0612]

Ortofon

MC

25FL

cartridge £ 1200,

[G0637]
Marantz CD94 Midi additionally fitted AT&T (ST)
optical output for high-grade transport, little used and
in excellent condition, boxed, manual, £495, Sony
MiniDisc deck MDS-JE510, as new, boxed £95 (£ 165)
Tel: 01483 282364.
Apogee Stage loudspeakers, anthracite with rosewood
trim £825, Tel: 01223 264839.

[G0386]

Quad ESL-63 loudspeakers on Arcici stands £ 1000,
Epos ES22 loudspeakers, light cherry £600, Luxman
SQ38s tube integrated amp £ 1500, Tel: 020 8642 6516
Lowther Acoustas early original, finish birch-ply
throughout, professionally renovated, finished in satin
dark oak, new DX3 drivers, total renovation cost
£1600 for sale at £895, plus new Lowther drivers half
price, Quad II stereo complete, recently overhualed by
API to Quad spec at £450, Tel: 01483 268804.
KEF Reference Model Four high-end loudspeaker sys-

Stax Lambda Nova classic headphones, with SRDx

Nairn Supercap PSU £ 1450, SNAXO 2-4 £500, black

pro energser, vgc boxed £425, Tel: 01454 857251 after

Snaic-17 interconnect £ 150, 2xNAP250 power amp

6pm.

£1200 each, 2x7metres NAC A5 speaker cable £40,

Audiolab 8000A integrated amplifier, 2 x 60W, late

year old, cost £3600 new, ask £2100 ovno, Tel: 0208

Flash remote £ 100, all items boxed and unused, Tel:

model with black case and VCR input, boxed and man-

7716543

0131 583 4861 email nmason28@hotmail.com

[G0613]

tem, black ash finish, magnetically shielded, totally
like new, four-way, six drive unit, boxed, guarantee

uals, as new can be seen running, £375 ono, Tel: Ian

Linn Keltiks plus active crossover/cards, latest tweet-

(01384) 820321, (07967) 772617

ers, superb bass and dynamics (new £6000) accept

WANTED

Heybrook TT2 turntable, Linn arm, new Ortofon car-

£2500 ono, Audio Synthesis/Ben Duncan Amp 02,

tridge, recently serviced excellent condition (similar to

Michell Hydraulic Reference or Transcriptor turnta-

excellent pre-amp (new £ 1900) accept £500 ono, Tel:

Linn LP12 in appearance) £ 150, Tel: 01329 235912.

bles, also Transcriptor Transcriber and Gale turntable,

07860 707594

any condition considered, Tel: 01450 860676 or 0403

[G06141

[G0615]
Wilson 5.1 speakers Desert Tope finish, easily the
finest pair in UK, Nos 664314, new Nov 98, cost
£18000, mint condition with shipping crates must sell
hence £9995, Midlands, Tel: Mike 01902 786818.
[G0617]
Linn Sondek LP12 Lingo, Ekos, recent service, walnut, excellent condition £ 1195, Nalcamichi Dragon,
fine example used only rare occasion £ 1095, Tel:
Arwel on 01792 523440.

[G0618]

Exposure XI pre-amp with Exposure XII power supply, both with original boxes and all in excellent con-

[G0632]

Professionally made black cabinet, glass doors, take

632236, Fax: 01450 860750.

large valve / solid state 19in by 19in deep, internal

Celestion SL700, preferably without stands, SL600s

takes five adjustable shelves height width depth £499,

considered as second choice, Tel: 020 8778 3877 or

Tel: 012685 72424 Alec ono

020 8852 7616

[G0633]

Notts Analogue Spacedecic, space arm, Tracer 2 £500,

Wanted Beard P100 Midi power amp, any condition

NVA The

for rebuild project, for sale: Audio Innovations Series

Emotive

Statement £600,

NVA The

Integrated Statement £500, Trigon Vanguard phono

500, recently re-valved £300, Dolan PMI pre-amp

£150, ProAc Response 15C (yew) £600, Tel: 01757

£400, Tel: John 01923 219711 (Watford) [G0623]

630573, 0370 954608.

[G0634]

Sage Supremos 2module (one only) good as spare for
exisiting owner spec similar to Krell 100 £ 120,

dition (£ 1350) £550 for quick sale, Tel: 01270 871390
(day), 07879 460935

[G0619]

Radford STA25 Serli power amplifier, Sc22 pre-amp

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENT ORDER FORM

with custom built regulated valve power supply,

Rates: £ 8.00 ( incl. VAT) per 30- word insertion for one issue.

Radford FM tuner, known history from new £750

For two months £ 14.00; three months £ 17.00. Additional words

including craftsman-made cabinet to house all with

50p each ( per section). Box numbers £ 3.00 extra

space for record deck and tape recorder, Spendor BC1

PRIVATE AD ORDER FORM

PLEASE TICK

Rates: £8.00 etc as before
Rates: £20 per 30-word insertion. 2months £35;
3months £45. Additional words 50p each

speakers, teak £ 100, 18in spiked loudspeaker stands
£40, TDI 50, upgraded suspension in oak plinth with
cover, Linn armboard and Grace wooden arm £75, Tel:

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS
Note telephone or product reference numbers count as one word Mg Pioneer A400 - two words)

01244 316790 day, 01244 570888 evening. [G0620]
Mark Levinson 380s pre-amp, as new condition,
boxed with manual, Tel Simon 01784 244944 or 0403
104964

[G0621)

Linn Sondelc, Alphason arm, £ 150, Tel: 020 8892 1744
[G0622]
Tannoy IIIZ speakers, mint condition, 10in monitor
golds, adjustable crossover and roll-off, gold-plated
Michell sockets, teak, you will not find abetter pair
£350, Audio Technica ATH 9000 electrostatic headphones, c/w energiser, 10 hours use if that, boxed as
new £ 16, can demo Central London, Tel: 020 7637
3937 (work hours).

Please publish the sham advenisement for
FOR SALE

Quad 57 speakers, fully rebuilt by Classique Sounds in
February, oak stands, lovely sound £600, RELI Storm

roderthe heading:

[ -IWAA7ED

Box number required

Lives [

.4ddrers

no

Cheque/pestai order enclosed for I'

(pounds sterling) made poyable ro Link, House Mogotines

OR Please charge wry AccessIVisalDinerstAmee Card Number
Daytime telephone number

subwoofer £375, buying Quad 989, Tel: 020 8235
2585.

Nakamichi DR 10, unwanted gift, as new £550 ono,
Tel: 01302 761058
IllFI NEWS & RECORD REVEW

Cut out your advertisement

[G0624]
[G0625]

SEFIFJABER 2000

Evers (date)
Please Incbcate who',

Signature
NÔ reunbursements will be due for cancellation of subsequent tnsentons

or photocopy) and

send to: Classified Advertising. Hi Fi News &
Record Review, link Houx. Dingwall Avenue.
Croydon CR9 2TA
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Products we sell include:

EXCELLENCE

BASINGSTOKE 01256 324311
4 Feathers Lane
BRENTWOOD 01277 264730
30 Crown Street
BRISTOL 0117 926 4975
65 Park Street
CARDIFF 029 2022 8565
134/136 Crwys Road
CAMBERLEY 01276 685597
173-175 London Road
CHELTENHAM 01242 583960
40/42 Albion Street
CHESTER 01244 345576
88/90 Boughton
ENFIELD 020 8367 3132
159a Chase Side
EPSOM 01372 748888
15 Upper High Street

audio 1"

THE BEST OF
BOTH WORLDS
Audio Excellence and Audio Thave joined forces

CHORD ELECTRONICS

to bring you the benefits and security of buying
as an individual specialist shop. Our staff are

DENON • DENSEN

enthusiastic and friendly, with the knowledge
and experience to satisfy your expectations. Plus,
we haven't forgotten that buying hi-fi should be
as much fun as listening to it!

If you want your Hi Fi equipment neatly and

HIGH WYCOMBE
01494 558585
30-32 Castle Street

connected. Call us for advice on how you can

SOUTHAMPTON
023 8025 2827
2-12 Hursley Road
Chandlers Ford

plan out the system to be installed, the choice
installed in your home and how it will be

WORCESTER 01905 619059
Independence House
The Trinity

•3YEAR GUARANTEE ON HI-FI SEPARATES
•FULL DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES
•10 DAY EXCHANGES

ONKYO • PANASONIC

•30 DAY NO COST PENALTY UPGRADES

PROAC • PRO-JECT

•PART EXCHANGES

QUAD • REGA

•INTEREST FREE OPTION ON SALES OVER f250*
•HOME LOANS AND HOME DEMONSTRATIONS
•EVENING DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT

For your FREE
copy of

MUSIC
AT HOME MUSIC
AT
HOME

The Ultimate
Guide 1999
XI

REL • ROTEL
RUARK • SENNHE SER
SHAHINIAN
SONANCE
SYSTEMLINE
TAG McLAREN
TALK ELECTRONICS
TANNOY • TEAC
YAMAHA

YSTEMS
AAAAA IS

AMMIEWES
CD PLATERS

LIASSTYLI SYSTEMS

www.audio-excellence.co.uk

MILLER & KREISELL

PIONEER • PRIMARE

•PRICE PROMISE

LOYOSPEARFIES
PARATI-ROOM SYSTEMS

please check our web sites:

MICHELL

NAIM • NAKAMICHI

,11•11

www.audio-t.co.uk

MARANTZ • MERIDIAN

•51 YEARS JOINT EXPERIENCE

CEDIA

For the very latest information

KEF • LINN • LOEVVE

MISSION • NAD

All shops are closed on Mondays
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DYNAVECTOR

enjoy music all round your home.

SWANSEA 01792 474608
9 High Street
SWINDON 01793 538222
60 Fleet Street

DYNAUDIO

ELAC • EPOS

CUSTOM INSTALLATION

of the equipment to be used, where it will be

READING 0118 958 5463
4 Queens Walk
Broad Street Mall

CELESTION

CURA • CYRUS

GLOUCESTER 01452 300046
58 Bristol Road

PRESTON 01772 253057
131 Fnargate

B&VV • CASTLE

from alarger dealer, yet each of our stores is run

attractively integrated into your home we can

OXFORD 01865 765961
19 Old High Street Headington

ALR/JORDAN
ARCAM • AVI

EXETER 01392 491194
156 Sidwell Street

LONDON: W. HAMPSTEAD
020 7794 7848
190 West End Lane

ACOUSTIC ENERGY

NOME CINEMA
ACCESSORIES

FREEPHONE
0500 101501

shop so please check with your local

(quoting reference HIN)

branch before travelling

or yist our web site at www.music-at-home.co.uk

Not all products are stocked by every

*Subject to status. Written details on request

news
IEE1394 ACCORD SOON?
THE long-awaited joint licensing
programme for the patents
essential to IEEE1394 digital
interface clicked into first gear in
mid-November last year.
The programme will establish abasis
for revenue streams to each of the
essential patent holders in IEE1394,
Apple, Compaq, Panasonic, Philips,
STMicroelectronics, Sony and
Toshiba, helping to clear the path
leading to its eventual, unambiguous,
cross-industry adoption. Among
outstanding patent claims is one
which Canon has submitted in the
USA. Patent holders wishing to
participate in the joint licensing
programme are invited to write to
Garrard Beeney, at Sullivan &
Cromwell, stating their interest,
listing their patents and stating why
they are believed to be essential. For
further details, including patent
enquiries, call + 1212 558 3737.

PRONTO
AT OUR
FINGERTIPS
PRONTO, the new
intelligent, universal
handset from Philips
features touch-screen
LCD display. Icons for
system components
such as TV, VCR, DVD
are selected by
touching the LCD window, hard keys on the Pronto
then controlling the basic functions of each piece of
hardware. Pre-programmed to operate all Philips Home
Cinema products, Pronto can be taught to control any
IRoperated A/V device. Software freely downloadable
from the Philips website at www.philips.com can be
used to programme Pronto, using the built-in serial port
and supplied RS232 cable connected to a PC. Pronto
retails for £250. Further details from Philips Consumer
Electronics UK Ltd, 0181 689 4444.

AR TURNS TO STATUS
PART of the new Status loudspeaker range
from Acoustic Research, the S40 three-way
floorstander (£300/pair) aims to combine
classic AR engineering elements in abass
reflex enclosure. With a 1in silk tweeter and
coated-cellulose woofer and midrange
drivers, the S40 claims a 26Hz-30kHz
frequency range with asensitivity of 91dB.
Crossover points are 300Hz and 3.7kHz. Key
design details include magnetically shielded
drivers, antimagnetic ABS mid and woofer
chassis, a 'massive El chipboard cabinet',
MDF Front baffle and adjustable spiked feet.
Call Recoton ( UK) Ltd, 0161 702 5000.

BOSCH HELPS
TAG SORT DAB
TAG MeLaren Audio collaborated
with Robert Bosch Multimedia
Systems to develop its new T32R
DAB/FM tuner (£2300), previewed

Weia
chario®

loudspeakers

11 AD
R EVOX

at the IFA exhibition in Berlin last
autumn. The 10 month development
programme aimed to create a reference
standard DAB tuner and .FM
performance surpassing that of the
TAG McLaren T20. The DAB
engineers focused on wars to develop a
'uniquely intuitive and flexible user

&EFF
L 1.3 .R Y VY1
7e,', 1
1°

interface and control software'. TAG
11cLaren Audio, 01480 415616.

o

BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING
DESIGN COUNCIL Millenium
Product deliberations were expected
to reach their conclusion with the
announcement by the Prime Minister,
Tony Blair MP, of the fifth and final
tranche of selected Millennium
Products in mid-December 1999.
Further details next month.
EGGLESTONWORKS, American
manufacturer of 'award-winning,
state-of-the-art loudspeakers' has
been acquired by Egglestonaudio
LLC. Call + 1901 525 1100
ELECTRO-HARMONIX has
launched anew valve line in the form
of the EL34EH (above right), said to
combine the smooth response and
exceptional linearity of the classic
Mullard EL34 and Telefunken types of
the 1960s. Call + 1212 529 0466.
JVC announced non-consolidated
sales of V274.9 billion for the first
half of fiscal 1999, an 8% decline
from the same period in 1998,
the results due in part to falling
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Electro-Hanewnix
EL34 EH tube (top);
Supra Classic cables

market prices and declining sales of
high value-added professional
equipment.
PHILIPS Research has produced its
first quarterly magazine, designed to
provide ageneral introduction to the
wide range of scientific and
technological activities that underpin
and drive the Dutch multinational's
core businesses. For more details call
+31 (40) 27 42204
SUPRA has launched three new
Classic loudspeaker cables, featuring
tin-plated Oxygen Free Copper
conductors to allow outdoor use, the
2.5, 4and 6 ( below) retailing for
£2.49, £3.95 and £4.95 per metre
respectively. Call 01622 664070.
WHARFEDALE is using the web to
test market its loudspeakers by
providing 50 pre- launch pairs of
loudspeakers at a50% discount to
Internet purchasers who complete a
detailed questionnaire. Results will be
published at www.wharfedale.co.uk.

The

usica

esign

o

Tel; 01992 573030,
Fax; 01992 574030
e-mail; mdc.hifievirgin.net
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Walrus Systems
amazon
ars acoustica
art
atc
audible illusions
audio note
audio physic
audio synthesis
avantgarde
canary audio
clearaudio
croft
dnm
ear yoshino
final
graham
helios
jm lab
living voice
morch

11 New Quebec St, London \N1

The best
loudspeaker
around £5K
money can
buy.*

avantgarde
.1 1 0 1
. SI
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"Quite possibly. Definitely the
best high-efficiency
loudspeaker.

The Avantgarde
Uno in midnight
metallic blue
£5300

J.C.Verdier Control B
preamplifier + power supply

Platine Verdier turntable

musical fidelity
myl
noteperfect
nordost
ortofon
plinius
rega
simon yorke
stax
sugden
tom evans
totem
transfiguration
trilogy
tron
van den hul
verdier
vienna acoustics
yamamurachurchill

1•111111111111M1
Tron 300B amplifier

tel: 020 7724 7224
fax: 020 7724 4347
email: mail@walrus.co.uk

*interest free credit available on most items. subject to status *

web: www.walrus.co.uk

technology

At Comdex,
Pnilips
confounded
its critics by
proving that
its DVD+RW
compatibility
demos were
genuine

p

hilips has been through some
bad patches over the last
twenty years, with astring of
flops including the Video 2000 VCR,
CD-Video (the daft 5in analogue
Laser Disc), High Definition MAC
TV, CDi and DCC. But the
company hit the jackpot with
recordable CD and looks like doing
the same again with the recordable
DVD system, +RW.
To recap only very briefly, there
are now at least five rival recordable
DVD systems: Pioneer's DVD-RW;
NEC's GigaStation; the official
DVD Forum system DVD-RAM;
Sony's recently leaked blue laser
system; and the Philips-inspired
DVD+RW. At the Berlin IFA Show
Philips demonstrated that + RW
recordings would play back on
existing DVD players and DVDROM drives, whereas the other
formats will not.
Immediately
Pioneer
and
Panasonic accused Philips of
cheating, saying the Dutchmen had
modified
the players.
Philips
vehemently denied this and at the
Comdex Computer Show in Las
Vegas pulled a masterstoke that
leaves Pioneer and Panasonic owing
Philips an apology.
Philips hired aroom in the Hilton
hotel and again invited the press to
try aDVD-FRW video recording on
any of five ordinary DVD players.
As at Berlin it played perfectly.
'But you could still have modified
the players' piped up a sceptical
journalist. Robert van Eijk (pictured),
who heads Philips' Optical Storage
division, simply dug into his pocket
and pulled out receipts that proved
all the players had been bought for
cash over the counter from alocal
Las Vegas store, only a few hours
earlier.
Buying the players cost Philips
several thousand dollars, but if, as I
and an increasing numbers of people
think possible, DVD+RW becomes
the future standard for home
recording and replaces VHS tape,
the Las Vegas shopping spree could
be the best money the Dutch
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electronic giant ever spent. As with all
phase change systems, like CD-RW,
heat from the + RW recorder laser
changes the blank disc coating from
apolycrystalline (more reflective) state
to amorphous (less reflective) to create
readable data marks. New data is
written over existing data in asingle
pass (Direct Overwrite) just as tape is
erased during re-recording. Blank
discs are supplied ready for use in the
polycrystalline state.
Philips worked with HewlettPackard, Mitsubishi Chemical,
Ricoh, Sony and Yamaha to develop
anew phase change alloy (of AgInSb-Te) with reflectivity of between
18 and 30%. This matches the
reflectivity of the second layer of a
dual layer DVD movie or ROM disc
(the first layer having a reflectivity
of 45-85%). As aresult, any DVD
drive that can play dual-layer discs
will be able to read the + RW
recording. Only a very few early
players (as sold in the USA) do not
have dual layer read capability.
The only real problems (which
probably prompted the Pioneer/
Panasonic accusations of cheating)

arise because the DVD standard was
rushed through in such unseemly
haste that there was no clearly
defined way for existing players to
distinguish between the dual and
single layers of adual-layer pressed
disc. The player looks at both layers
and hunts for alead-in index to find
the beginning of the recording. So a
few of today's players may be
confused by the phase change layer
of a +RW disc. A new firmware chip
can make them toe the line. Philips
is now producing test discs which
manufacturers can use to ensure that
all future players and drives
immediately recognise a + RW layer.
The launch delay, until late 2000,
follows Philips' decision to wait until
4.7 Gigabyte blanks are ready. The
oiginal idea of 3.0 GB blank has
now been reserved for data- only
applications. DVD+RW discs can be
double-sided, to double capacity.
DVD-RAM discs come in a
protective caddy and thus cannot be
played on any existing DVD players
or ROM drives. Why, Iasked Rob
Van Eijk, does Philips feel confident
in selling a phase change disc that

can be touched, when the DVD
Forum believes acaddy is essential?
DVD+RW uses ' defect management' which works like the defect
management on a computer hard
disc, continually sensing sectors of
the disc which have errors, and
mapping them out of use. There is
also more powerful error correction
on + RW, with data spread out wider
and thus more resistive to surface
errors.
'We started from the point of no
caddy', says Van Eijk. 'We learned
from CD-ROM that people do not
want to use caddies.'
The disc is guaranteed for at least
1000 overwrites. Altough no-one is
likely to try and record athousand
different programmes, the table of
contents index, and the Optimum
Power Control area of the disc (used
to set the recording laser power) may
be over-used if recordings are edited.
So the + RW recorder moves the
TOC and OPC areas around, so
that new space is continually
reallocated.
The data on the disc is formatted
to the UDF (Universal Disc Format)
standard and can be recorded either
at Constant Angular Velocity, like a
computer hard disc for data
applications, or at Constant Linear
Velocity for maximum capacity and
video storage.
To extend video playing time to
4hours per side, the video is coded
at variable bit-rate, with higher data
rates when the scene on screen
contains a lot of fine detail or
motion. Although the coding rate
varies, the writing rate stays constant.
A technique called Lossless Linking
packages lets the disc-writer start and
stop recording information with high
accuracy, to capture the variable bit
rate as bursts of constant bit-rate
data. The data is packaged in 32kb
blocks which are held in position to
1 micron accuracy by an 817kHz
timing frequency defined by a
wobble in the guide groove which is
pre-pressed in the blank disc to
guide the laser.
The only remaining mystery is
why the DVD Forum chose the
RAM format, with far less chance of
compatibility with existing drives.
The most likely reason is that DVDRAM was promoted by Panasonic,
and builds on Panasonic's failed PD
disc format. If so, foolish pride
resulteth in fall.
Philips estimates the cost of +RW
blank discs starting at around $20 and
then falling to the same price as today's
CD-RW discs (around $ 5or less).
Will DVD+RW use regional
coding?
'No, no consumer would want it',
says van Eijk.
Barry Fox
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O PEN YOUR EARS AND SUCCUMB
TO THE SOUND OF ARMONIA.
THEN OPEN YOUR EYES AND SURRENDER
TO ITS TRULY ITALIAN ELEGANCE,
SMOOTH CURVES IN PRECIOUS WOODS,
,41"

A SHAPE DISTINCTLY ARMONIA.
ARMONIA BY NIGHTINGALE.
THOSE WITH GOOD EARS
CHOOSE WITH OPEN EYES.

N IGHTINGALE IS MANUFACTURED BY SIMETEL S.P.A., VIA PIEVE TORINA 42 - 00156 ROMA - I
TALY
TEL. (+ 39) 0641 10546 FAX (+ 39) 0641 10557 E-MAIL: nightingalegsimetelit
http://www.simetel.it

brief encounters
Getting it Exact
CLEARAUDIO has a reputation as a
purveyor of fine turntables and

it quantifiably right. And so that
brings us to the solution favoured by

cartridges, so who better to build a

well-heeled/obsessive lovers of the
vinyl record: the electronic digital

precision balance to get the stylus at
its optimum tracking force?

stylus balance.

If you want to follow exactly the
manufacturer's recommended weight,

The Clearaudio Exact is an oversize
credit card-sized tool, about

there are plenty of inexpensive

108x84x1Omm (wdh), with two button ,,
below the LCD display, ' Off and

alternatives available — assuming you
have any reason to mistrust an existing
calibration scale included on the arm
itself. Most mechanical balances can be

'On/Cal'. The display reads 8888 on
switch-on while the unit self-calibrates,
then resets itself to 0.0g. Because the
display is only to two significant figures, it

after 2m of inactivity. This contrasts with

everyone that the SI unit of force is the
Newton, so tracking force should be given

will not directly show hundreths of a
gramme — Ican't imagine anyone being
this pedantic anyway — but you may

occasional charging — invariably just
when you need to set up acartridge. The
measuring area is much larger than that of

as such!) But why not dial in the

wonder what happens at, say, 1.75g?

approximate weight then gradually tweak
by ear, as many people would suggest?

Well, the unit is designed to alternate the

the DFG, being aflat plate lOmm across
that extends half the length of the

display between 1.7 and 1.8g. When it
spends equal time on each reading, you

balance. The needle is simply lowered
anywhere on this area for an instant

have 1.75g set. Accuracy tolerance of the

readout. Measurement range is 0 to 10g,
so it should cover any modern pickup
easily enough.

relied upon to get it right to within at least
0.2g. (Now is not the time to remind

What an accurate balance will offer,
such as The Cartridge Man's DFG digital
gauge [' Brief Encounters', March ' 99], is
an element of repeatability. Supposing
you found your Grooveracer 2000
sounded best tracking at 1.90g: wouldn't
it be agodsend if you could repeat this
setting without relying on amechanical
balance's 1.9g, +/- 0.2g, indeterminacy? If
you knew what to listen for you could just
go the mechanical route then adjust by
ear every time. But adigital balance gets

Exact is given as + I- 0.05gI tested it
against The Cartridge Man DFG and
found they both agreed exactly across a
variety of tracking weights.
The Clearaudio is arguably the more
attractive and purposeful- looking device.
It runs on apair of CR2032 lithium

the DFG's internal Ni-Cds which require

Easy to use, but at £285 about £ 100
more expensive than the DFG, this luxury
tool is the best tracking force balance I've
yet seen, reducing one of the delicate and
dangerous fine adjustments of arecord

calculator batteries supposed to last for
several years. To conserve battery power,

player to an entirely painless operation.

the Exact will switch off automatically

• Audio Reference, 01483 575344

Andrew Harrison

Nakamichi DR8 Cassette Deck
EARLIER this year Nakamichi made a
welcome return to the world of tape. Two
models have been released: the DR I0 three
head machine [
HFN/RR Oct '
99] and the
two- head DR8 under discussion here.
Visually the only differences between the
two players are the lack of monitor button on
the DR8 and changes to the orange-coloured
script which graces the brushed metal fascia.
Internally it is adifferent story. Opening the
loading drawer reveals the usual Crystalloy
heads, but with acombined record/playback
unit as opposed to the DR IO's discrete fitment.
Also, there is only one tape capstan.
Otherwise this is atypical example of the
breed, with reassuringly firm feeling controls
and ageneral air of indestructibility about it.
The air of quality is confirmed when
listening to pre-recorded tapes. Horowitz's
performance of Rachmaninov's Prelude in Gsharp- minor [DG 419 045-4] played with
Dolby- Bengaged was excellent. Speed

stability was excellent (the piano is still one of
the most revealing instruments to highlight
potential problems here) and the music flowed
in avery natural, undistracting manner. Naks
have always been renowned for their ability to
extract the best from pre-recorded material,
and this machine is no exception. Moving on
to Seal's Future Love EP [
ZANG 11 C], his
voice appeared perfectly centre stage as a
fully rounded entity; rhythms romped along in
afinger- snapping manner and the whole
experience was very enjoyable.
It is when switching to recording that the
limitations of the combined record/playback
head becomes apparent. Performance is
good, but record levels are restricted to
around a +2dB maximum, even when using
metal tapes, before audible overloading
occurs. TDK tapes seem to have aparticular
synergy with Nakamichis, and required the
least tweaking of the bias control to produce
their best results. A quick comparison with the

three-head DR I0
conlirmed that the DR8's recording
capabilities were alittle restricted though by
no means inadequate. The Dolby system
worked well in both Band Cmodes, the latter
seeming to virtually eliminate hiss altogether.
Serious recordists would be better served by
the more expensive DRIO, while occasional
usen will find this model satisfactory.
Retailing at around £550 the Nakamichi
DR8 is not cheap, especially for atwo- head,
single-capstan machine in the age of
MiniDisc, but the expense begins to be
justilied when you listen to what it can do. If
you want good sound quality, long life and
serviceability, then swallow hard, be nice to
the bank and take the plunge.
Tony Bolton
• BBG Distribution, 0181 863 9117
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ProAc Loudspeakers and
Chord Amplification, the
perfect audio
combination for the next
Millennium, can now be
heard in all four branches
of Musical Images and is
on oerrnanent
demonstration at our
Covent Garden Store.

With four branches
covering London and the
South East, 12 luxurious
demonstration suites,
award- winning service
and 0% finance
available*, if you're
serious about Hi Fi, make
sure your first stop is
Musical Images.

CPA 3200 Power Amplifier

Open Sundays

MUSICAL IMAGES
IS AN AU - HORISED
MAIN DEALER
FOR OVER 100
LEADING
MANUFACTURERS

Mow., Images
173 Stab0, Road
Edgware.
Middlesn Madl 7.
Tel

0208 952 5535

Edgware Bmnch
Mow. Images
45 Nuch Street,
Roue....
MMOIttes TWO IRU
TO

0208 569 5802

e-mail: sales@musical-imaaes.co.uk
Mum...suer
la Monmouth Street
Covent Garden
London « MI 411
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Tel

a

Up to three: years interest free credit available.*

0% APR subject to status. Ask for written details. Not saud with any other dromotions or offers. Subject Eo stock and availability. E&OE.

taus., Images
lib Nigh Street,
Beckenham.
Cent OR3 1E0

0207 497 1346
Co•ent Garden !Ranch

Tel 0208 663 3777
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brief encounters
Phase amplifier
FROM Russia comes this Class A
single- ended monoblock amplifier, at
£250 apair. It uses the Russian
military triode valve, the 6C33C, for its
power output stage, with output
optimistically cited as 15w/ch.
Running atriode power valve in singleended mode is asimple but elegant way to

to mirror the fact. Tried with Harbeth
LS3/5A and SCS Lancelot speakers it

amplify music. Crossover distortion is not
an issue as the valve is ' on' all the time, and
there is no need for any extra phasesplitting circuitry before adriver stage.
Power output is severely limited, of course,
unless two or more valves are paralleled,
and even then you would need valves the
size of transmitter tubes to turn over the
kind of output expected from modern
transistor amplifiers. But the rewards of
grain-free openness can often be more than
enough to balance these limits.
This amp is built into aclassically styled
slim chassis, with valves and shrouded
transformers above the rest of the internal
circuitry, based around two circuit boards.
On the rear is one pair of 4mm binding
posts, an IEC inlet, an RCA phono input,
and asmall volume control knob. This was
set to maximum, and levels were adjusted
via aChord Electronics pre-amp. There
was no provision for selecting speaker
impedance, which Iwould have thought
virtually essential for alow-powered unit.
The 6C33C has been seen in several
quality amplifiers recently, such as CR
Developments' Artemis [ Oct ' 98] and the
Graaf GM20 OTL [ Sept'98]. This Phasebranded example is priced well below
either of those, and the sound quality tends

had alight and lean sound with a
slightly crisp treble — more so than
either of these speakers would
normally provide. This gave the
sound aforward and bright quality,
without much weight below. But the
biggest hurdle to overcome was amost
audible mains-type hum, heard through the
speakers at aconstant low level.
Once Ihad learnt to ignore the hum —
an issue now solved on later production
models, assured the UK distributor — I
tried an extract from aTchaikovsky Violin
Concerto LP [ Chung/Montreal/Dutoit,
Decca]. This sounded clear and incisive,
with that translucent naturalness often
characterised by asingle-ended triode at
work. The solo violin had an addictive,
extended harmonic character that made the
instrument sound immediate.
Modern rock was less convincing, as the
mildly anaemic-sounding tracks from
Garbage's first album showed [ALM 05178
00041]. Again the balance was more light
and bright, although there was enough
depth to show what was happening in the
bass. Older jazz material worked best,
Django Reinhardt's ' Nuages' [
Djangology,
MFP 1054] showing again the clear clarity
of plucked guitar notes in the swinging mix.
Overall, an interesting amplifier with
virtues to show, and able to give ataste of
the single-ended magic at aslightly less
than high-end price.

Andrew Harrison

• Phase, 0181 205 2329

Straight Wire Interconnects
STRAIGHT WIRE has been producing specialist
interconnects for the American audio industry
for 15years, and are now selling their
products in Britain.

Its products are divided into four levels, with
achoice of three cables at each level. Here, the
mid- range cables from each of the first three
levels were chosen. They were run in for 50
hours before serious listening commenced, and
variously hookied up to CD players, tuners,
cassette and Minidisc decks, turntables, and as
interconnects between aCreek P43R pre-amp
and its matching A52SE power amplifier.
The Harmony interconnect is adual shield
co-axial design which retails for £ 19.99. Its
performance belies its price. The sound is
unpretentious, laid back and reasonably well
detailed. Anything that it misses is not obvious.
Whereas some budget cables leave the listener
aware of the imperfections, this one ¡ust gets
on with the job of relaying music in abalanced
way. The sound can be criticised for lacking
much depth; it leans toward two-dimensionality
but makes up for it with pleasing dynamics.
Moving on to the Level Two interconnect, I
tried the Symphony II, a 'star quad' design
retailing at £49.99. The immediately
noticeable difference was the more forward
11141 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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and spacious presentation. The orchestral
layout changed from being astraight
lineup between the speakers into
something more akin to the classic
horseshoe grouping around aconductor.
Definition improved to the point where the
violins in Mendelssohn's AMidsummer
Night's Dream Overture [
RSNO/Weller,
60 00 18 001/3] ceased to be amass of
sound and became discernible as
individual instruments. The perceived
frequency range seemed extended, and
the silences between notes more obvious.
The most expensive of the trio, the
Rhapsody II, retails at £ 149.99. This is
quite aflash- looking thing, with its coated
OFHC braided copper conductors shining
abright metallic blue through aclear
Teflon insulation. The sound, in some
ways, reflected its looks, trumpets in
particular having a 'shiny' feel to the
sound. It was not harsh but certainly had a
vividness which will not mix well with
leaner-sounding equipment. But overall it
performed well, giving awell defined and
precise sound. Stops and starts from individual
instruments were very clear, and there was an
even blacker background during silences. It did

not work well with aturntable, giving an
overblown, glossy sound, but redeemed itself
when working with CD players and cassette
decks. Careful system matching is indicated.
Tony Bolton

• CSE, 01423 359054
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Ki West One is proud to be
appointed exclusive UK retailer
for the legendary McIntosh audio
and home theatre products.
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In celebrating fifty years of
continuous growth, McIntosh
continue to set their own
impeccably high standards for
performance and construction.
As aresult, these wonderfully
hand crafted products enjoy a
special loyalty amongst music
lovers throughout the world.
To fully appreciate McIntosh's
unique status, we welcome all
serious enthusiasts to avery
special musical experience.
At Ki West One, you'll enjoy
aperformance of sheer power
and realism that's as rare and
distinctive as McIntosh's
legendary blue dials.
Mill111.11111k

McINTOSH MC2000
NEW MILLENNIUM EDITION
POWER AMPLIFIER
**breathtaking in the nay it resolves
arecording's most subtle details."
Stereophile November 1999
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End of an
era: the
best-known
audiophile
record label
closes its
doors after
22 years

E

ver bought an audiophile disc
and loved it? The superior
sound, the luxury packaging,
the prestige, the collectibility, the
thick, flat vinyl or the gilded CD?
Then put on a black armband for
Mobile Fidelity, one of the oldest
and probably the largest of the great
audiophile labels. According to a
press release dated 19 November,
1999, MoFi is no more, the victim
of an unfortunate series of events
which battered it financially.
After more than 22 years in
business, MoFi's press office
explained that ' the sale of MS
Distributing Company to PuzzleSoft
this summer and the closure of its
music division in September resulted
in a substantial percentage of
uncollectable receivables for MFSL,
plus the inventory it represented.
Without access to the funds or the
availability of inventory for re-sale,
the financial devastation was more
than a small company could
overcome.' Although there are
rumours of a group
interested in salvaging the
brand, any Phoenix-like
recovery would be a
different company.
What's
so
utterly
frustrating about this is
the timing: the press
release was accompanied
by the label's final
releases, two of which
should have heralded a
new era.
On the gold CD front
was the long-awaited
MoFi edition of a Roy
Orbison title on
Monument, Lonely
and Blue, long a
permanent fixture on
Kere.,•• • ..... • • •LAIMI
audiophile ` wants
1/11K/ 11111117“
lists' for its sublime
sound. But the other
two were indications
of what was to
follow, in the form
of MoFi's first Super
Audio
CD
and
UltraDVD
titles:
r
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Duke Ellington's Blues in Orbit and
Merl Saunders' Blues for the
Rainforest. The Ellington SACD
played perfectly in my CD player (I
don't have an SACD machine at
present), proving to me the viability
of dual-layer technology because it
didn't just work: it sounded
magnificent.
And the Saunders DVD was an
ideal balance of a music-only disc,
avideo disc and an interactive disc,
the set containing elements of all
three: live footage, straight music and
true multi-media interactivity with
no stench of PC CD-ROM-ness.
Which indicates just what an
adventurous and influential label
MoFi was, eager to commit to new
technologies while uncovering afew
of its own. When it was founded in
1977, MoFi was one of the first to
re-issue major artists' work as extrathick LPs on virgin vinyl, packed in
heavy card sleeves and sporting
special rice-paper inners. The roster
of musicians included the likes of the
Beatles, the Rolling Stones, Frank
Sinatra, Cat Stevens, Steely Dan none of that over-the-hill-forgottenjazz-artist crap, nor self-indulgent
promotion of third-rate performers
who couldn't get signed anywhere
else.
For a while, it also produced
audiophile- grade
pre-recorded
cassettes and long- championed
gold CDs. Along the way, it
developed the Ultradisc mastering
techniques,
which
eventually
reached second-generation status,
and GAIN technology, employing
the talents of industry heroes like
Tim de Paravicini, Mike Moffat
and Nelson Pass. And, as if to
show that its growth into a label
recognisable beyond the confines
of the audiophile world hadn't
diminished
its
audiophile
tendency, the company launched
Anadisc LP pressing...in the mid1990s. Brave? OK, in hindsight it
was foolhardy, but MoFi acted
while others just bitched about the
demise of vinyl.
Iwas fortunate enough to have
met co-founder, co-owner and past
president Herb Belkin prior to the
Anadisc launch; by the time it was
announced, he knew me well enough
to grant an interview for the US
magazine Audio, at the summer CES
in 1995. While the main topics were
GAIN and Anadisc, some of Herb's
observations serve as a fitting
reminder of what drove the
company:
Herb Belkin: '
You've clarified
something for me that's been
troubling me for months. About
Mobile Fidelity and how it's
perceived. And Ithink we actually
do ourselves a disservice by being

straight and honest. And Ithink that
we've become acompany taken for
granted by people like you.'
KK: '
By me?!?'
HB: '
No, not you personally. But
you've helped me realize something.
I'll give you an example, OK?
[names acompetitor], and it's not
really negative, but this is the reality:
when they leave the scene — which
they will — they will have brought
nothing to the business other than
clever selection of repertoire, and
marketing. They're not atechnology
company, and they have no
investment in technology. They rent
[their engineer], they rent [their
cutter], they rent their pressing plant
space. On the other hand, all we do
is keep building technology.
'We build af*****g record plant;
nobody gives a s**t. I've gotta tell
you something: it's the most unusual
record plant on earth. It's built like
a CD plant. The few people who
have come to it stand there with
their mouths open! I can't get
anybody interested in it. And you
know what it is? We've been doing
this the right way for so long that
it's ho-hum to people. And it's crazy.
And you made me realize it.'
KK: P̀eople seem to acknowledge
the fact that you put your money
where your mouth is, and made a
factory.
That has
not
gone
unnoticed.'
HB: '
My pet peeve right now,
and I'll share it with you — [names
a US audiophile reviewer]'s only
bitch with us is that he doesn't like
our repertoire. He doesn't talk
about the content of what we've
done, he's sceptical about why
we've picked something. What a
stupid f*****g thing to do! Let him
spend four or five million dollars
on acompany, and he can pick the
ones he wants.'
To that reviewer and everyone
else who loved or hated MoFi,
forget about what we will not
receive, like the announced Art
Garfunkel's Breakaway on SACD,
or The Complete Ritchie Valens and
Hot Tuna: Live At Sweetwater on
UltraDVD. Instead, remember the
joy of what we did receive, now
granted
instant
inflationary
collector's status: Beatles, Sinatra
and Rolling Stones vinyl box sets,
the completely over-the-top UHQR
LP versions of Pink Floyd's Dark
Side Of The Moon and the Beatles'
Sgt Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band,
gold Guns'n'Roses CDs, Duke
Ellington, remastered Who, Cream,
Jethro Tull and Traffic, Simon &
Garfunkel's Bookends, Nirvana,
REM, Ella & Louis... and no
Amanda McBroom, Bob James or
Sadao Watanabe.
Ken Kessler
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TURNTABLES & TONEARMS

An Outstanding
Selection of Carefully

USED HI-FI
All fully Guaranteed

AIR TANGENT I
BAir Bearing Tonearm £ 2000 £890
AR P77 MM Cartridge £75
£48
DUNLOP Systendeck 3 / Basik LVX / K.5 £750 £379
GRACE G707 Mk2 Tonearm £399 £ 139
KINSHAW MC Phono stage £299 £158
LINN Basik (Black) with Akito £800 £400
LINN LP12 with Basik Plus
£ 1600 £399
LINN LP12 with Lingo and Wok £3200 £1248
LINN LP12 with Lingo and Ittok £3200 £ 1648
LINN LP12 with Naim Armageddon PSU £3200 £1648
LINN LP12 (Rosewood) cut for Linn arm £900 £398
LUXMAN PD300 Choice of two from: £350
MICHELL ISO/HERA Phono Stage £895 £448
MUSICAL FIDELITY XLP
Phono Stage (MM & MC)
£ 130 £88

MICROMEGA DAC 2
MICROMEGA Drive 3 (Trans)
MICROMEGA Duo 3.1 (Trans)
MICROMEGA Stage 2CD
MICROMEGA Stage 5CD (Ex-Dem)
MICROMEGA Stage 6CD
MICROMEGA T-DAC
MICROMEGA Micro DAC
MONARCHY DIP (De-jitterer)
MUSICAL FIDELITY A2 CD Player
PINK TRIANGLE Ordinal DAC
PIONEER Precision PDS505 CD Player
PIONEER PDS904 CD Player
PRIMARE D320 CD Player

£499
£970
£1800
£700
£750
£900
£999
£500
£299
£548
£800
£549
f450
£899

£499
£529
£850
£399
£549
£598
£550
£200
£198
£328
£399
£258
£228
£438

The Trading Station specialises in
superior quality, previously owned hi-fi.
As part of aleading group of retailers
(established more than twenty-five years)
our lists can also include display and
ex-demonstration items, as well as used
equipment bought in or part-exchanged

VISITORS WELCOME
All of the products listed here can be
seen in our showroom (subject to
availability) and auditioned by
appointment in our listening studios.

FULL WARRANTY
All products are fully inspected and
tested before being offered for sale.
Acomprehensive warranty (with an
option to extend) is always included
unless otherwise stated.

NEXT DAY DELIVERY
All mail-order consignments are
carefully packed and fully insured.
Next day delivery is guaranteed on all
purchases made by credit or debit card
Our couriers can also collect your
`trade-in' or any items you wish to sell

COMMISSION SALES
We can sell your unwanted hi-fi
equipment for amodest commission.
Our promotions reach thousands of
interested readers in the specialist hi-fi
press, as well as on our web site.
We can accept and arrange all types
of payment so the likelihood of you
realising asensible price for your hi-fi
equipment is greatly increased.
Please call for details.
HOURS OF BUSINESS
Tues - Sat: 10am - 5.30pm
CLOSED MONDAYS
Don't Miss that Bargain - Call:

01733 - 555514

ORACLE Alexandra (Piano Black) £999
'INK TRIANGLE LPT + Roksan Tabriz £ 1500
PINK TRIANGLE PT2 (SME cut) £499
PINK TRIANGLE Tarantella + Rega R13300£875
REVOLVER Turntable with arm
£350
ROKSAN Radius + Tabriz £800
ROKSAN Xerxes + Tabriz (Walnut) £ 1400
ROKSAN Xerxes (
Black) Choice of three from:
ROKSAN Xerxes (Rosewood)
with Alphason arm and Sumiko BP £2400
SME Series 3Tonearm
£400
TECHNICS SLI50 + SME3C09
f499
THORENS TD125 + SME3012
on SME plinth
THORENS 11)165
£250
WILSON BENESCH ACT 2Arm ( Ex- D) £ 1199

£499
£499
£299
£698
£188
£449
£600
£499
£999
£140
£228
£428
£118
£798

GIVING UP ON VINYL?
carefully used
turntables, toneanns and unused cartriges.
Phono stages also required.
AND... why not trade-in your all your LP's?
Most collections of albums (pristine condition only)
accepted in part-exchange but sadly, not classical.

We have many customers looking for

CD PLAYERS - TRANS & DACS
ARCAM Alpha 6
AUDIO ALCHEMY Drive 3
AUDIO ALCHEMY Power Station 2
AUDIO ALCHEMY VI +PSU
AUDIO ALCHEMY V3 DAC + PSU
AUDIOLAB 8000CD
AUDIOLAB 8000DAC
AUDIOMECCA Kreatura Trans
AUDIONOTE DAC I
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO CD2 CD Player
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO DAC Magic I
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO DAC Magic 2
CONRAD JOHNSON DF2 CD Player
DPA Little Bit 3DAC
DPA Bigger Bit 2DAC 7
LFD Minstrel CD Player
LINN Karik CD
LINN Mimik CD Player
MARANTZ CDI7 KI Sig CD Player
MARANTZ CD63 (Clock 2) CD Player
MARANTZ CD94 CD Player
MERIDIAN 203 DAC
MERIDIAN 206 CD Player
MERIDIAN 206b CD Player
MERIDIAN 207 CD/Pre
MER I
I ) IAN 208 Trichord 3CD
MERIDIAN 263 DAC
MERIDIAN 500 Trans
MERIDIAN 518 DAC
MERIDIAN 563 DAC ( 18 Bit)
MERIDIAN 566 DAC ( 20 Bit)
MICROMEGA DAC 1

£600 £298
£649 £449
£250 £ 109
£489 £ 169
£900 £549
£1000 £648
£699 £448
£1250 £648
£999 £448
£300 £ 149
£189 £95
£199 £ 108
£2000 £ 1398
£499 £298
£800 £429
£650 £328
£1850 £ 1098
£880 £599
£1100 £848
£340 £ 198
f799 £498
£499 £258
£999 £398
£995 £398
£1200 £548
£1300 £898
£650 £248
£1325 £820
£1350 £698
£999 £449
£980 £599
£599 £320

PROCEED DAP DAC
PROCEED PD2/PT2 Trans/DAC
PROCEED PDT3 Trans
PS AUDIO Lambada Trans
QED Digit Reference DAC (Chrome)
QUAD 66 CD Player
RADFORD WS ICD Player
RADFORD WS2 CD Player
RE VOX B225 CD Player
ROKSAN DPI Trans
ROKSAN Caspian CD Player
SUGDEN SDT-1 CD Player
TEAC T-1 Trans
THETA Data Basic (Trans)
THETA Data Basic 2 (Trans)
THETA Data Basic + 0.5 Siltech (Trans)
TRICHORD Pulsar 20 Bit DAC
ACCUPHASE 200 Pre
ACCUPHASE 266 Power

£2400 £ 1198
£4500 £2498
£3500 £ 1998
£2000 £ 1098
£450 £ 199
£799 458
£
£999 £489
£1200 £698
£1100 £349
£1100 £558
£798 £498
£1300 £798
£549 £389
£3000 £1498
£2699 £1698
£2497 £ 1698
£1450 £789
£1279 £698
£1800 £858

AMPLIFIERS - SOLID STATE
ARAGON 24K Pre
£ 1600 £799
ATC SPA2-150 Power amp (Latest) £2699 £1699
ATC SPA2 Power amp (200 wpc) £2699 £1998
AUDIOLAB 8000a Integrated (Grey top) £499 £278
AUDIOLAB 8000a Integrated £499 £358
AUDIOLAB 8000LX (Amp)
£479 £348
AUDIOLAB 8000c Pre
£498 £298
AUDIOLAB 8000m 100wpc Power (Pair) £ 1600 £ 1000
AUDIOLAB 8000mx 100wpc Pwr (Pair) £ 1800 £1200
AUDIOLAB 8000p 100wpc Power £699 £528
AUDIOLAB 8000s 75wpc Integrated £699 £498
AVI 2000MP Pre
£ 1100 £679
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO P40
£ 199 £ 118
COUNTERPOINT Solid One ( Power) £ 1400 £499
CREEK A52 Power
£599 £298
CYRUS AV Master Dolby ProLogic Proc £699 £299
CYRUS 2Integrated Amp
£399 £ 168
CYRUS Pre-amp
£650 £399
CYRUS Straight Line Integrated
f399 £299
CYRUS PSX Power Supply for Cyrus 2 £349 £ 198
DENON AVP-1A Processor £2500 £ 1299
DNM PRE2 / PA IPre & Power £2800 £ 1099
DPA Renaissance Integrated Amp (Ex-dem) £599 £399
ELECTROCOMPANIET Class A Power f850 £398
ELECTROCOMPANIET 4.5+100 Prefflwr£3500 £2250
GALACTRON MK2121
£2000 £848
HAFLER DH101 Pre-amp
£250 £ 149
HARMON KARDON Citation 17 pre £699 £ 199
HARMON KARDON PA2200 Power £540 £198
HARMON KARDON AVPI A Processor £2000 £249
ION Obelisk Integrated
f299 £ 197
KRELL 300i Integrated £2590 £1949
KRELL KMA 100 Mk2 Mono power (pr) £5999 £2798
KRELL KRC-HR Pre
£6999 £3899
KRELL KSA 50s Power
£4800 £ 1995
LFD Line Stage LS1 Pre
f999 £498
LFD PA2M Power
£NA £ 1198
LINN Kairn Pre
£ 1700 £ 1098
LINN Klout Power
£2600 £ 1348
MARANTZ PM66 KI Sig Integrated £400 £248
MARANTZ SC80 Pre
£599 £300
MERIDIAN 201 Pre
£760 £329
MERIDIAN 205 mono Power Amps £999 £548
MERIDIAN 502 Pre with Phono Stage £ 1385 £999
MERIDIAN 562 V2 Pre with Phono Stage £ 1478 £ 1000

i
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Wilson Audio's MAXX is afull-scale,
true high- end monitor which copes effortlessly
with anything you can throw at it
by STEVE HARRIS

N

o photograph can prepare
you for the visual impact of
the Wilson MAXX when
they arrive in your living room.
They are huge! For me, at first,
they were a pair of Darth Vaders
which seemed to drive me out of
the door, to end up cowering in the
kitchen, listening to Radio 3 on a
tranny radio. But that was in the
beginning. As Iwill explain, all
came right later, and the Wilsons,
revealed in their true sonic glory,
could be seen for what they were:
not monsters of the evil Empire,
but aliving testament to the art and
science
of
a man
who,
unquestionably, is one of the great
speaker designers.
David Wilson began his hi-fi
career as arecording enthusiast and
his first love, loudspeaker-wise, was
the super- efficient Klipschorn.
Wilson's own designs have never
embraced horn-loading, but it's no
accident that they have aimed at
higher- than- average
voltage
sensitivity, in the quest for realistic
dynamics. However, this sensitivity
gain has tended to be at the
expense of load impedance, so most
Wilson models demand the use of
powerful
and
load- tolerant
amplifiers.
Wilson's first famous loudspeaker
was the outrageously expensive and
very
complex
multi- section
WAMM. The acronyms got cornier
as time went on, and some might
be thought that they were simply

part of a marketing hype which
somehow enabled Wilson to
charge, it seemed to his rivals, as
much he liked for his products. In
reality though, the loudspeakers
were always entirely serious, and
they have stood the test of time.
At the opposite extreme, sizewise, from the WAMM, was the
little two-way, pyramid- shaped
WATT, first reviewed by KK back
in 1988. This originated as a
nearfield monitor for recording
work, and from the outset its
outstanding qualities belied the
cutesy name: the initials are for
Wilson Audio Tiny Tot. Many
years before Rogers so neatly came
up with the AB1 woofer unit for the
LS3/5A, Wilson gave the WATT a
tower-like bass section to stand on,
and called it the Puppy. Successive
improvements to the WATT/Puppy
combination eventually brought us
the System 5 [ reviewed January
'95], now replaced in turn by the
current System 6 [to be reviewed in
the near future]. In the mid 1990s
Wilson alsoo launched the WIT!', a
three-way system rather larger than
the WATT/Puppy but costing less
(under £ 10,000), and the standmounting CUB, which, at a mere
£6000 or so, seems to have been
Wilson's concession to the need for
a budget model. Meanwhile,
although the WAMM remained as
the ultimate ' statement', Wilson
Audio had also developed a new,
very big system, selling for around
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£60,000 apair in the UK: the X-1
Grand SLAMM, tested by Martin
Colloms back in October ' 94. In
linear descent from this is the
slimmer but still massive MAXX.

INSTALLATION
The bare statistics can give you an
idea of what the MAXX is like to
handle. Packed in their wooden
shipping crates, apair of MAXXes
weighs about 11001b (about 500kg,
or half a metric tonne!). When
unpacked and assembled, each
speaker stands 5ft 3in ( 1600mm)
tall and weighs no less than 4001b
(just over 180kg),Installation is a
job for two men, and two strong
men at that, although it's not such
aHerculean task as commissioning
apair of X- 1s — but in any case a
Wilson Audio dealer or distributor
will be equipped to carry out the
whole job for you. Most of the
weight is, of course, in the large
bass section, which contains one
12in and one 10in woofer. In most
respects, the MAXX does resemble
aslightly scaled-down — you could
say more practical — SLAMM; for
example, the X- 1's bass units are
12in and 15in ( 310mm and
380mm), for example.
The drivers are massively
constructed, but what makes the
things so heavy is the material
chosen for the cabinet itself. As
with the SLAMM, the MAXX
cabinet is constructed from a
particular high- density phenolic
resin composite, which offers very
high hardness, uniform density and
dimensional stability. The hardness
is said not only to provide excellent
acoustic properties, but also to
provide an excellent surface for
painting: the MAXX is finished in a
high- quality, high- gloss durable
paint finish called Wilsongloss.
Finishes available as standard are
Diamond Black, Light Titanium,
Dark Titanium, Ferrari Grey,
Mercedes Silver, Metallic Black,
Ferrari Blue, Royal Indigo, Rossa
Forte Red, Ferrari Fly Yellow
(wow!), Cashmere Beige and
Vermont Green!
Once the bass units have been
heaved from their shipping crates,
they can be wheeled into position
on their suitably large soft-tyred
castor wheels. The idea is that you
assemble the speakers by bolting on
the upper modules, the mid/treble
'head' units, connect the whole
system up and then find the best
positions for the speakers in the
room, before finally removing the
wheels and replacing them with the
spiked feet.
With Wilson, room placement
and speaker set-up is a matter of
science, not black magic. Although
1141 NEWS 2. RECORD REVIEW
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it's recommended that installation
is carried out by a trained Wilson
dealer, the owner's manual
provides guidelines for those who
choose to do the installation
themselves, and in fact it gives the
most
lucid,
helpful
and
comprehensive instructions you
could wish for. The manual opens
with an extremely detailed section
on Room Acoustics which discusses
reflection effects, standing wave
problems, and resonance effects.
Coming down to specifics, the
manual explains clearly how best to
place the speakers and how to
orient them, to eliminate the sonic
influence of the side walls and to
get the desired bass balance. Wilson
specifies the optimum listening
distance from the speakers as not
more than 1.1 to 1.25 times the
distance between the tweeters of
the two speakers. More detailed
information is also given to allow
users to get the best out an

What makes
the things so
heavy is the
material

chosen for the
cabinet itself.
As with the
SLAMM, the
MAXX cabinet
is constructed
from a
particular
highdensity
phenolic resin
composite
Below: rear of the
upper module,
showing the timealigning angle
adjustment and also
the accessible
mid- and treble
section resistors
(normally covered
by ametal plate)

installation that will be used for
home theatre as well as twochannel listening.
An important stage of MAXX
set-up is the adjustment of the
upper module to maintain correct
time- alignment of the drivers for
the specific listening position and
listener ear height. Ideally, the
acoustic centres, the points from
which sound waves originate, of all
the drive units in a multi- way
speaker should be exactly the same
distance from the listener's ear. In
each of the upper modules are two
180mm cone midrange units, with
the lin ( 25mm) Focal inverted
titanium dome tweeter placed
centrally between them. Again,
there is a resemblance to the X-1
but it lacks the X- 1 'sextra upwardand rearward-firing tweeters. The
upper module rests on spikes, two
at the front and one at the rear, and
also pivots on its mountings
between the flanking side pieces; to
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CARY SINGLE-ENDED TRIODES
The Cary Audio Philosophy continues with arange of amazing
single-ended triode amplifiers, which will take your breath away and give
you goose bumps. Unequalled performance in the single-ended domain,
from the 5watts 2A3 monoblock to the 100 watts double decker, with
prices from around £2000. And we have 4ranges of speakers to
match
A Revolutionary Concept need not cost the earth:
TRULY TRANSPARENT, ACCURATE. DYNAMIC & HOLISTIC
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LOUDSPEAKERS
the rear, the top surface of the
woofer cabinet carries aspecial 15step metal alignment block on
which the upper module's single
spike rests, the steps allowing the
rear of the module to be raised or
lowered in small increments. This
gives a very precise adjustment of
the angle of the upper module, so
that the axis of the tweeter can be
correctly aimed to give timealignment of all the drivers. The
trigonometry has been done for
you: once the listening position,
and the height of the listener's ear
are established, simply look up the
listening distance and height in the
tables to find which step on the
alignment block to use. Place the
upper module's rear spike as
instructed and the drive units will
be correctly time-aligned.
THE SYSTEM SET-UP
For this review I was loaned a
system consisting of Krell KPS25sc
CD player/control amplifier, a pair
of Krell FPB650M monoblock
power amplifiers, Transparent
interconnects and speaker cables,
and the MAXXes. Ididn't even
dare to think about the cost of this
system, as it probably approaches
what we paid for the house, but of
course there'd be no point in trying
to review the MAXX without
suitable ancillaries. Although the
MAXX specifications quote a
nominal impedance of 8ohms, they
admit to a minimum of 3 ohms
(and see MC's lab report for our
measured figures), so the Krells are
arealistic choice.
Unpacking and installation took
acouple of hours But when it came
to the set-up, Pedro Jorge-Luis of
Absolute Sounds, not usually a
man to admit defeat, had to leave
the job unfinished. In order to
optimise the performance in my
room, he said, achange of mid and
treble level- setting resistors was
needed — and the necessary values
just weren't in stock at the time. So,
for a while, Iwas left with the
speakers as they were, hopelessly
bass-heavy and only hinting at the
glories to come. Absolute Sounds'
view, in the end, was that the
problem lay in the room itself. It's a
large room ( 30ft x 21ft max) with
an old-and-traditional looking but
actually recent floor consisting of
rough oak boards, which are
screwed down onto a marine subfloor, which is in turn fixed to the
joists, with nothing but the earth
and foundations beneath. As
suspended floors to, it's about as
solid as you can get, and when put
in, it produced a dramatic
improvement in the sound of the
room. But it may not have been
HI-fl NEWS aRECORD REVIEW
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solid enough to tame the bottomend of the MAXX.
Pressures of work on both sides
— this was around the time of The
HiFi Show — prevented a second
vist from Absolute Sounds for
several tantalising weeks. But at
last, the great day arrived.
I opened the door to Pedro
Jorge-Luis from Absolute Sounds
and Brian Rivas of Pinewood
Music. ' It's a two-man job,' Pedro
explained. ' We're going to start
from scratch.' They did just that,
and dismissed me to another room
for acouple of hours.
Then, with smiling faces, they
called me back in. When Isat down
in my favourite chair — now
precisely positioned, in accordance
with the Wilson precepts — and
listened, Ismiled too.
Since I'd gone through that
initial phase with the MAXX at
much less than its best, it would be
disingenuous to start describing the
sound with the usual formula,
'Initial impressions ...' All of the
following relates to the loudspeaker
and Krell/Transparent system as
finally and officially set-up.
SOUND QUALITY
In fact, whenever you switch on,
the MAXX's sound has immediate,
physical presence; it has height,
width and scale which seem to be
founded on its phenomenally
powerful and extended bass. The
rest of the audio spectrum grows
upward
from
these
mighty
foundations, and the whole
presentation has an absolute
seamlessness about it which belies
the complexity of the design, and
its visual unwieldiness. Shut out the
visual clues and forget that you
counted the drive units, and you
find that the sound never betrays
the existence of individual drive
units or their individual character.
As an example, Iturned to a
favourite Mozart piano concerto
CD: predictably, I'm afraid, the
Vienna SO/Segal with Alicia de
Larrocha [ K482 and K459 on
Decca 410 140], to assess the
loudspeaker's ability to present
orchestral music with areal sense of
scale; and this time Icertainly was
not disappointed. The orchestra
had width, depth and solidity, in a
truly panoramic presentation across
the width of the room with no
'holes'. More important than the
sheer weight and spread of the
image, though, was the way
individual instruments and sections
really could be heard easily. It was
as if each instrument was delineated
so clearly that the ear had no
difficulty in picking it out;
consequently, listening to afamiliar

recording, little details would
appear fresh to my ear — not
because they were exaggerated or
artifically emphasised in some way,
but because they were simply,
clearly, there to be heard. When the
piano entered, the size and weight
of the instrument was just right. It
had power, delicacy and resonance,
in a way I'd hardly ever heard
before. The pianist's wonderful
touch was superbly conveyed, and
you could almost see her fingers
coming down on the keys,
sometimes caressing them into
producing that singing tone that
seems such a miraculous achievement for a what is really a
percussion instrument. Here again,
although nothing was exaggerated,
the sheer effortless power and bass
extension of the system must be
partly responsible for the realism of
the result. The piano had height,
and it had real guts, and you could
hear all round it. You could hear
the contribution of the boards it
stood on. You could hear that this
was areal grand piano standing on
the boards of areal stage.
Visiting listeners were, it's fair to
say, knocked out by the system they
heard. Many kinds of music were
tried, sometimes in an attempt to
see if there was something this
system couldn't do. We listened to
some dance music including
Autechre [Warp CD38, from Warp
Records, Sheffield] and the
Chemical Brothers' remix of Dave
Clark's ` No- one's
Driving'
[Deconstruction/BMG]. At one
point on this disc, apowerful synth
note starts preity low ( maybe
55Hz) then suddenly swoops down

Above: drivers in the
upper module, which
are disposed to give
correct time
alignment at the
listening position

Ididn't even
dare to think
about the cost
of this loan
system, as it
probably
approaches
what we paid
for the house,
but of course
there'd be no
point in trying
to review the
MAXX without
suitable
ancillaries

A Perfect Ten...
For the past 18
years the
Wharfedale
Diamond has
been the UK's
most popular
loudspeaker. In
contrast to almost
every other speaker
manufacturer.
Wharfedale
designs all its own
components and
builds almost every
part in its own
factories.
These award winning
speakers incorporate the
finest acoustic engineering that
Britain can offer. The advanced
technology of the decoupJed
cabinets; the Audio Stealth'
moulded rock fropt and backs;
elliptically cut mineral loaded
sandwich cones;
magnetically linearised pole
pieces; double wound voice coils;
all continuing the dominance of
Wharfedale's technological lead
since 1932.
Across the world, the UK's No.1
best selling loudspeaker enjoys
the same reaction:Sound Quality

* * * *
Value for money

Again confirming that in every
way she's13 perfect ten.

• Male International Ltd.
rmine Business Park
Huntingdon
Cambs PE1:8 6VVA
Tel: 01480 447700
www.whaltedale.so.uk

Diamond 7.1'
Diamond 7.2'

£99.95
£129.95

Diamond Anniverslry

£149.95

LOUDSPEAKERS
into the subsonic abyss, stays there
for a while before sliding up again.

WILSON AUDIO MAXX
LAB REPORT

homes considerable

alignment to

into nowhere as it reaches the cut-

The MAXX gave
some fascinating

maximise sound
quality. Fig 2

off frequency of the speakers. On
the Wilson MAXX, the downward

test results. It's hard
to measure speakers

care was taken with
MAXX placement
to minimise

swoop was reproduced effortlessly.
At the bottom, the sound became a
felt vibration rather than a sound,

this size under
domestic conditions

but it was still there!
Impressive as it was, this was not

and try an idea of
its acoustic output
may be gained.

On most systems, of course, the
sound just disappears, a glissando

the aspect of the MAXX's
performance that did most for me. I
think Ihave to cite the continual

but with some cut

Key facors
include the high

excessive room
build-up at low
frequencies. Dealer
advice is essential o
assess the potential
match oyour
listening room.
With scope to tune
the overall tonal
balance (small level

revelation of new detail, the
astonishingly rich imaging abilities

sensitivity of
91dBW (8ohms)

and the sheer consistency of the
MAXX's sound. You feel it will
never let you down — although in

somewhat offset by

changes only
between drivers) the

apoorer than

speaker is unusually

average amplifier
loading denoted by
the 4ohm

versatile in this
respect.
Unsmoothed, the
axial response
generally fitted
+I-4dB limits, the

CONCLUSION

impedance (it
reached an absolute
minimum of 2.2
ohms in the low
mid). Powerful

There are speakers that would pass
the Chemical Brothers test with

amplifiers and
heavy-duty low

flying colours but break down on
La Traviata, or vice
versa, but the MAXX

resistance speaker
cables are essential
to get the full

my review set-up this might have
been in part a function of the
seemingly limitless capabilities of
the Krell FP650Ms, and indeed the
rest of the system.

apower capacity of

of +I-2dB through

around 500W (8
ohm rated), the

the main operating

ancillary equipment

peak current drawn

of
comparable
quality ( and hence

approached 40A, so
tight connections

serious bass output

are also important.

avery low 20Hz.
Moreover distortion

To

unfortunately
comparable
cost!), and above
all, it really needs
to be set-up by
someone who,

range. Depending
on the room used,
is available down to

level of 1I2dBA is
possible inroom
from astereo pair.

checks confirmed
that the distortion
levels were
exceptionally good,

Fig I. Wilson Audio MAXX: axial frequency

response,

lm, showing individual driver

responses (dashed line, necufield correction)
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1.5kHz, and would
suggest that it is
removed for critical
listening [Fig 3].
Generally good

For the spectral

Fig 2.

Wilson Audio MAXX: response family

at 2m, axial (solid), 15° vertica (dotted) 30°
lateral (dashed), 45° vertical (chain dash)

Fig 3. Wilson Audio MAXX: effect of grille
(ignore printed graph

scaling: see text)

expansion of the
energy/time decay,
the transient-related
view of Fig 4shows
avery fast response
on the waterfall
display indicating
dean, crisp
definition. A
longer-term
MLSSA display
(not shown) was
dominated by the

waterfall of energy decay (see text)
••••

Given the load

almost as good as
the amazing Grand
SLAMM. You can

be an over- used

rating of 100W is

expect 0.1% or

drivers. That

word but it is the

indicated preferably

better of distortion

16kHz tweeter

only
one
describe

to
the

solid state; as for

as ageneral rule,

mode was still

Fig 5. Wilson Audio MAXX: room averaged

valves, only the

even at significantly

the

most powerful of 4
ohm-rated or

high listening levels.

visible as as aridge
on the right. Proof

response and (lower trace)

impact

of the MAXX's

low distortion and
very high dynamic

'Awesome' may

of

MAXX.There are
plenty of speakers
that go very deep, or

go very loud indeed, or have lots of
detail, or have a huge and
convincing sound stage, or have a
coloration- free midrange, or
manage to conceal the fact that the
sound is actually coming from
several different drive-units, so that
the music is completely seamless.
But how many do all these things at
once? Well, the MAXX does. It's
just agreat, great loudspeaker.

10-

SUPPLIER
Absolute Sounds,
58 Durham Road,
London
SW20 ODE.
Tel: 0181 971 3909
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tapped designs
would be

The unusual
crossover response

sheer complexity of
the speaker and the

Fig 4. Wilson Audio MAXX: MLSSA

demand, a
minimum amplifier

like Pedro, knows
what he is doing.

••

A powerful
maximum sound

deviations of -2,
+5dB above

considered avery
serious artefact.

though, it needs to
be partnered by

all.

grille and found it
introduced response

Averaging across
the listening

deliver these results,

it

relative to the
central trend.
Ichecked the

larger than usual
variation due to the
geometry of the
large driver array.

performance. With

do

with good
integration seen

behaviour is shown
by energy/time
responses, with
some of the decay
slope due to the
moderate response
peak in the high
treble, and not

window validated
an intrinsic response

will

shows the off-axis
response family,

integrated sound
power is seen in the

approprate.
While the printed

may be seen in Fig
Itogether with the
axial reference

axial frequency
response is of

result, with
evidence of some

necessity an
approximation, due
to proximity effects,

low frequency
output even at 2k3kHz, significant

and treble are
skilfully blended to
aneutral

there is some

treble contribution

characteristic. That

indication of amild
bass lift, afeature

down w 1.5kHz,

acknowledged bass
lift is also visible in

more suited to US
style homes or to the
largest of UK

and anominal

"'

/

li • •

large number of

room-averaged
responseFig
[ 5]
where many octaves
of upper bass, mid

mid- treble crossover

this graph, of course

at 3k-4kHz. The

strongly mom- and
position-dependant.

listening rooms solid

delay alignment of
the drivers has

wall construction.
In both my and

given the designer
additional flexibility

describe aspeaker
of extended, very

Steve Harris's

in crossover

powerful bass, very

The results

....

=Le

m.•

range. Fine
transient definition
plus

accurate

Test results

rom.•

ame.

impedance

in-room energy and
tonal balance are
also indicated
qualities.
Martin Collems
Wilson Audio MAXX

Dimensions ( hwd. mm)
1600x430x560
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
100-500W
Recommended placement
floor standing, free space
Frequency response
±3dB ( 2m)
see text
Bass frequency rolloff (-6dB) at im
20Hz
Bass frequency extension
(typical in room)
20Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at lm
91dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level
(pair at 2m)
112dBA
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
2.2 ohms/4 ohms/below average
Forward response uniformity
good+
Typical price per pair (
inc VAT) £34,995
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In the beginning there was darkness
Then God created Music and it was good

The new Classic series of turntables from Pro-ject
Composer series loudspeakers from Vienna Acoustics
Somehow the world seems a better place

e
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h

Stunningly finished in piano lacquer and beautiful veneers
these Austrian creations are as pleasing to the eye as they are to the ear.
Classic turntables from £ 360. Composer loudspeakers from £ 650
it Ilk
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D/A CONVERTERS
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pecialist hi-fi manufacturer
Audio Note (UK) produces or

has produced for it an
astonishingly wide range of
products, in terms of both category
and price/performance. Founder
Peter Qvortrup is dedicated to the
search for sound quality as an
absolute, a single-minded passion
which can lead to unusual solutions.
Epitomising this is Audio Note's
direct-current moving-coil cartridge.
Having lived with the vagaries of
magnet technologies, Qvortrup
argued in favour of throwing away
the magnet altogether and built a
cartridge where the static magnetic
field, in which the moving styluscoupled coil operates, is generated
by an electromagnet fired up by a
very pure direct current. Sure there
are disadvantages — it runs hot and
is a real heavyweight — but the
intrinsic ' sound' of alnico, of
neodymium alloy, of samarium
cobalt or whatever, is completely
side-stepped.
Similarly lateral thinking has
driven the design of the Audio Note
DACs, in a valiant attempt to
address the irony that analogue vinyl

and

replay at its best generally sounds
smoother, more musical and more
spacious than most digital replay.
Other audio designers had been
working on this problem, looking at
it from different angles, believing it
to lie in aspects of digital signal
processing used in normal CD
replay, in so doing possibly
contradicting the established
teaching of digital audio engineers.
We have observed the general
untruth of the theoretical audio
premise which basically says that for
audibly ' perfect' sound all you need
is a sufficiently wide frequency
response/bandwidth, low enough
noise and distortion, and sufficient
loudness. These parameters are

l'eter Qvortrup

Digital engineers, avert your gaze —
introducing the Audio Note (UK)
DAC5 converter with no digital filter,
yours for £18,500
by MARTIN COLLOMS

filter-tree
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------..........................
.....................
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relatively easy to quantify by
measurement. Yet time and again
they prove insufficient for audible
perfection; indeed a slavish pursuit
of them is often counterproductive.
The industry has tried to make
audio products with the highest
power, widest response and lowest
distortion possible. And in general
we have found that these factors,
individually or in combination, do
not guarantee a sound quality
sufficient for musical satisfaction. If
that theoretical premise were
correct, then this industry would be
cut and dried, and ' music centres'
would be good enough for everyone.
However, most people — if they
wish — can show astonishingly
accurate perception and judgement,
finding important variation and
strata of performance among audio
products which, if judged by
established theory alone, should
sound equally perfect.
The Audio Note DAC5 is arulebending product which defies
convention by avoiding digital signal
processing, using neither the
popular upsampling nor digital
filtering. The claimed result is a
more natural, higher definition and
more spacious replay, more like
analogue masters. There are also
some serious technical issues, even
difficulties, discussed in detail later.
Presented in a big silver-fronted
alloy enclosure, and exploiting
Audio Note's established valve/tube
technology, this is one of the most
expensive 16-bit/44.1kHz-orientated
DACs on the market at £ 18,500.
The company has an even more
expensive version at twice the price,
with astill higher grade selection of
components and ahigher percentage
of pure silver in the wiring and
audio transformer windings.
DAC5 is full-sized, and seems to

ereeedre% Ateder•
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202 Findon Road, Worthing, West Sussex, BN14 OEJ, U.K.

Web page: http://www.hifi-stereo.com

E-mail: heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com

MARK LEVINSON BREAKS INTO A NEW DIMENSION

ML 383 Integrated amplifier
MUSIC PRESENTED WITH QUALITY

ML39 Cd player for uncompromising performance
LOOKS GREAT, SOUNDS GREAT.

THE THIEL 2.3
The system that rises above the others
See our Pre-owned list in the Classified section
0%

Finance Available* (* Subject to status)

Telephone: 01903 872288. Evenings: 0860 660001

Fax: 01903 872234

ONLY AT HEATHERDALE AUDIO CAN YOU AUDITION THE FULL MARK LEVINSON REFERENCE SYSTEM

SONY"

Part

SACD Systems

Why we need Super Audio CD!

SUPER AUDIO CD

MICHELL ARGO/HERA Pre-amp
£900 £598
MICROMEGA Tempo 2Amp
£900 £499
MUSICAL FIDELITY MVT Pre
f799 £350
MUSICAL FIDELITY 3a Pre
£379 £229
MUSICAL FIDELITY E100 Integrated
£700 £399
MUSICAL FIDELITY FI5 Power
£2000 £1198
MUSICAL FIDELITY F25 Pre
£2400 £1500
£130
MUSICAL FIDELITY XPSU
£88
NAIM NAIT 2Integrated
f499 £298
£749 £399
NAIM NAIT 3Integrated
NAIM NAC 32 Pre
£449 £199
£399 £150
NAIM NAC 42.5 Pre
£3600 £2600
NAIM NAP 135 Mono-power amps
NAKAMICHI IA3 Integrated
£300 £129
NVA A60 Power
£495 £329
NVA A80 Power Mono Blocks Pair ( New) £ 1460 £959
NVA TIS Integrated £ 1100 £799
NYTECH CPA602 Power
£400 £120
NYTECH CTP102 Pm/Muer £360 £120
ORELLE SPI50 Power
£500 £298
£69
QUAD 33 Pre
From
QUAD 34 Pre
From £159
QUAD 66 Pre
£799 £498
QUAD 77 Integrated £699 £348
QUAD 303 Power
£300 £120
QUAD 306 Power
£450 £229
QUAD 405 Power
£499 £220
QUAD 405 Mk2 Power
£499 £248
RAPPAPORT PRE 2Pre
£579 £395
STEMFOORT SF60 Integrated £799 £368
SONOGRAPHE SC1 Pie (
By Conrad Johnson t £
499 £220
TESSERAC Monitor Pre
£ 1500 £798
TOWNSEND Elite 600 Pre
£500 £230
YAMAHA DSP AI Dolby Digital Amp £ 1599 £800

TUNERS
CYRUS Tuner
HARMON KARDON TU9400
HARMON KARDON TU950
LUXMAN T210L (Classic)
MICROMEGA Tuner
NAIM NATIO1 + SNAPS
QUAD AM2
QUAD FM2
QUAD FM3
RE VOX B760
RE VOX B260S ( Black)
RE VOX H6
SANSUI TU710 (Black)
SONY STA-3ES
TRIO KT-9xi
YAMAHA CT7000
YAMAHA 180

£399
£249
£250
£269
£550

£178
£ 128
£149
£159
£398
£P0A
£NA
£48
IN STOCK
IN STOCK
£1 I
00 £549
£1100 £699
£1549 £948
£299 £ 149
£229 £ 138
£289 £ 128
£879 £430
£400 £ 159

CASSETTE & TAPE RECORDERS
AIWA AF80 3Head Cassette
DENON DRM650S Cassette
NACRA EL Portable Reel to Reel
NAKAMICHI 582 Cassette
NAKAMICHI 700ZXE Cassette
NAKAMICHI BX1 Cassette
NAKAMICHI CR2E Cassette
PIONEER 830S Dolby SCassette
PIONEER 830 Cassette

£250 £ 129
£199 £ 129
£4000 £ 1300
£799 £368
£1200 £698
£459 £249
£499 £200
£550 £329
£369 £ 198

AMPLIFIERS - VALVE

ARION Electra Integrated
£1200
ART AUDIO Quintet Power
£795
£NA
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 800
AUDIO RESEARCH Classic 60 Pwr
£3500
AUDIO RESEARCH LS5 Pre
£5995
AUDIO RESEARCH LS3 Pre
£1700
AUDIO RESEARCH LS7 Pre
£1650
AUDION Sterling SET Power Amps (Pr) £1200
£995
BEARD Hybrid Integrated
CONRAD JOHNSON MV 100
f2995
£1600
CONRAD JOHNSON PV Il Pre
COUNTERPOINT SAI2 Hybrid Power £1400
£750
CROFT Epoch Pre
CROFT Micro 5Pre
£370
EAR 509 MK2 Mono Power Amps ( Pair) £4700
EAR 802 Pre
£2200
EAR 859 Power
£1599
EDISON TECHNOLOGY HFAI2 Power £500
ELECTOR MFJ Pre
f489
GAMMA Aeon 20w SE-Triode Mono's
f4999
GOLDEN TUBE SEP1 Pre
£ 1100
GOLDEN TUBE SEP1 + 2X SE40 £3299
LUMLEY Megavox 75 Mono's £ 1989
LUMLEY Megavox Pre
£ 1899
LUMLEY Reference ST70 Power £ 1989
MICHAELSON Odysseus 40w Integrated £ 1150
MUSICAL FIDELITY F22 Pre £ 1500
SJS ELECTROACOUSTICS Arcadia Pre £ 1099
SONIC FRONTIERS Anthem Integrated £2000
SONIC FRONTIERS Assemblage 40w Pwr £999
TRILOGY 902 Pre (Chrome) £2090
UNISON RESEARCH Feather IPre £800
BRAUN 301
£269

£598
£495
£1098
£2297
£2999
£899
£1098
£598
£650
£1698
£999
£599
£499
£240
£1999
£1299
£739
£229
£299
£1750
£698
£1998
£1179
£1198
£1179
£699
£898
£750
£1398
£698
£1399
£558
£99

RE VOX D36 Reel to Reel
£700
RE VOX PR99 Pro Tape Machine
£2499
TANBERG 3034 Cassette ( Silver)
£400
£349
TANBERG TCD 320 AV Cassette
TASCAM 22.4 4Track R to R
£799
TEAC CX65OR Cassette
£300
UHER 4400 Report Monitor ( Portable)
£1299
YAMAHA KX580 Cassette ( Used Once!) £250

£348
£899
£189
£149
£398
£129
£799
£149

LOUDSPEAKERS
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AEI20 (Rosewood) £549 £348
ACOUSTIC PRECISION Eikos mini monitors £800 £599
APOGEE Centaur Minor ( Ribbon Hybrid) £ 1249 £798
APOGEE Stage ( Rosewood Trim) £4700 £1999
ATC SCM-20T ( Rosewood) £2400 £1298
AVI Newtron (Cherry)
£499 £328
B&W DM601 ( Black)
£ 199 £148
B&W P4 (Cherry)
£750 £448
CASTLE Chester ( Mahagony) £750 £479
CELESTION 3000 Ribbon Hybrid
£800 £299
CELESTION 7000
£ 1800 £648
CELESTION CS7 12" Bass
£350 £169
DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY
Cinema Package Inc BP20, BP8, CLR2000 £4000 £2200
EPOS ES Il (Walnut)
£499 £298
GALE GS301
£299 £ 118
GAMMA ACOUSTICS Epoch 5 (Cherry) £3000 £ 1599
HARBETH HLP3
£699 £430
HEYBROOK HB200 (Teak) £249 £ 139
IMF Domestic Monitors £799 £399
JBL Control 5
£499 £ 198
KEF 104/2 (Beech)
£900 £458
KEF Model 200C Reference Centre £699 £500
KEF Q30
£350 £218
KEF Q35 (Black)
£350 £240
KEF Reference 2 ( Burr Rose) £2150 £ 1399
KEF Reference 101 - Uni Q
£600 £249
LINN lsobarik
IN STOCK
LINN Kan (Teak I
f650 £295
LINN Nixus (Grey)
f450 £249

FAIR PRICE POLICY: ALL PREVIOUS PRICES SHOWN ARE BASED ON ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS LISTS,
CUSTOMERS OWN RECEIPTS, OR ESTIMATED VALUE OF COMPARABLE PRODUCTS IN CURRENT RANGES.

What about New?
You con always trade-up to any new item
from the exceptional range of equipment
available through our group stores.
Just take alook at what we can offer:
ARCAM • AUDIO ANALOGUE • AUDIO RESEARCH
BOSE • B&W • CASTLE • CYRUS • DCS • DENON
DUAL • EPOS • FUJITSU • GOLDING • GRAAF
GRADO • HARBETH • KEF • KONTAK • KRELL
LEXICON • LINN • LOEWE • MAGNAPIANAR
MARTIN LOGAN

MERIDIAN MICHELL • MISSION

MOTH • NAD • NACRA • NAIM • NORDOST • OPERA
ORTOFON • PM( • PINK TRIANGLE • PIONEER
PROAC • QED QUAD • REGA • ROTEL • REL
SENNHEISER • SME • SONUS FABER • SONY • STAX
STANDS UNIQUE • SUMIKO • TEAC • THETA
THORENS • UNISON • VIDICRON
WILSON • WILSON BENESCH • YAMAHA
LINAEUM LFX Ribbon Mini-monitors £600 £289
MAGNA PLANAR MG0.6 (Black) £ 1300 £898
MAGNA PLANAR 2.5 With slate bases £2500 £1498
MAGNA PLANAR SMGA (Oatmeal/Teak) £900 £449
MERIDIAN M IO
£2000 £998
MERIDIAN DSP5000 (Rosewood)
£4125 £ 1799
£750 £498
MISSION 753 ( Black)
MISSION 754 Freedom ( Rosewood)
£1399 £699
£999 £778
MONITOR AUDIO Silver 9i
MORRELL Bass Master 602 Inc stands
£1600 £728
NOTE PERFECT Virtuoso (Ex-dem)
£1699 £868
OPERA Callas Gold (Mahogany)
£1098 £868
OPERA Duetto (Mahogany)
£395 £298
QUAD ESL57
£PO
QUAD ESL63 (Recent £500 Service)
£3500 £ 1850
REL Stadium Sub ( Black)
£1498 £548
ROGERS LS33 + Sub units ( Black)
£600 £299
£400 £ 199
ROGERS LS4a (Teak)
ROGERS Studio 1 (Teak)
£620 £369
RUARK Equinox ( Black)
£2200 £ 1349
RUARK Talisman 2 ( Rosewood)
£550 £350
RUARK Templar ( Mahogany)
£500 £240
£1999 £999
SHAHINIAN Arc (Oak)
SHAHINIAN Hawk subs (Oak)
£P0A
£770 £449
SNELL J3 High Efficiency Monitors
SNELL Type E2
£698
SOUNDLAB Dynastar Hybrid Panels £3750 £1649
SOUNDLAB Quantum Electrostatic Hybrid £2250 £898
SPENDOR SP2/2
£800 £498
TANNOY 611 ( Black)
£495 £250
TANNOY R3 (Cherry)
£549 £398
£699 £328
TANNOY D50 ( Black)
£1200 £748
TANNOY D300 (Walnut)
£750 £329
TANNOY Devon
£350 £225
TANNOY R2 (Cherry)
£400 £199
TDL RTL3 ( Black)
TRIANGLE Graphite ( Black)
£800 £499
TRIANGLE Icare
£748

THE HI-FI COMPANY'S

35 Cowgate Peterborough

01733 555514
Fax: 01733 315079
www.audiotrader.co.uk

"Through its phenomenal acoustic performance and completely integrated compatibility with compact disc, Super Audio CD offers today's
home listener a unique proposition."
leffry van Ede, Sony HiFi Europe

SUPER AUDIO (Ti)

To realise the dream of truly outstanding sound quality
Last year, Sony introduced us to Super Audio CD. Magazine reviews have praised the outstanding sound quality provided by the first Sony
SACD player, the SCD-1, but do we really need another new audio format?
At its European SACD premiere, Sony announced initial plans to target the audiophile community. Will SACD ever be adopted as a mainstream audio carrier with similar potential to compact disc (CD), or will it remain aniche format?
Looking ahead, Jeffry van Ede, General Manager, Marketing at Sony HiFi Europe sees afuture packed with potential for SACD. Is van Ede arealist or an optimist? We talk to the man
responsible for introducing Sony's new family of HiFi systems in Europe.
Sony launched its first two SACD players
several months ago. How are consumers
reacting to the new format?
Reactions have been very positive. Ever since
the Japanese launch last spring we have seen
success, but now, even our most optimistic
forecasts look conservative. When we have
such large numbers of top-end players ordered
even before they enter the stores, we know
that something special is happening. At last
year's IFA show in Berlin, we staged hourly
sound demos on each of the ten public days.
Even on the last day, people were standing at
the back of the room. Most demonstrations
prompted applause from the audience.
What has been the reaction from the retail
sector?
Retailers welcome this new audio concept and
see great potential for future sales. SACD
gives retailers a completely new story to tell
and sell. It introduces anew standard in home
sound quality and gives the consumer a new
level to aim for. It motivates consumers to visit
stores and experience the new medium, like
they did with CD many years ago. Such innovations in home music listening are few and far
between.

The first Sony SACD products were launch-

So are you helping retailers promote
SACD?
You bet. For the consumer to know it is in the
stores is very important. We offer afull in-store
promotional support package covering hardware, software and even public demonstration
assistance. SACD is here now and we want as
many people as possible to experience it.
Your first players are expensive. Can
equipment costing so much ever win
mass-market appeal?
Our initial intention is to target the high-end
audiophile community. To establish SACD as a
revolutionary new audio format that offers a
significantly enhanced listening experience
compared to any current technology, even
compact disc. We plan to broaden our product range in the near future. DSD is not an
inherently expensive technology and within the
next few years virtually all our CD player range
will feature SACD playback, making it affordable for everyone.
Can you put timescales on these introductions?
We already have the reference SCD-1 and ES
range players available. A lot depends on mar-

1. The SCD-1 is the world's first stereo Super
Audio CD compatible player, providing outstanding SACD and conventional CD playback.

ed at last year's IFA exhibition in Berlin.
Developed for the high-end audiophile market, interest and sales have been strong.
Across Europe, music lovers are enjoying
the outstanding sound quality of SACD.

2. The TA- E1 Pre- amplifier from Sony.

Pulp

Pit Signal Processing
Using the newly developed Pit Signal Processing (PSP) technology, each
SACD has an invisible watermark that protects consumers and artists against
illegal copying. In addition, avisible watermark in the form of atext or image
can also be imprinted on the disc. This ensures that you will always
have original versions for the best sound possible.

ket dynamics, but already, we plan to introduce mid-range players this year.
What's the bottom line incentive for
consumers' evolution from CD to SACD?
Two things - wonderful sound quality and
security. Nowadays, when people replace
their CD players they normally look for ahigher
specification model, capable of better
sound reproduction. The step-up to SACD
yields a far more tangible quality improvement than even the highest performance CD
player can provide. Add to this future developments, such as multichannel sound and
the capability to access extra data stored on
the disc, and the proposition becomes clear.
So where does security come in?
Security comes from care and protection.
Two generations have grown up with CD
and many people have their entire music
libraries stored on this format. Consumers
don't want to restart their music collections.

They want to play their old CDs on their new
player. As well as providing incredible high
resolution SACD sound, the new Sony players are also great CD players. Furthermore
the compatibility is two-way. Through its
hybrid disc option, SACD lets you play your
latest SACD disc on your old CD player. It is
the only format that provides such support.
The two carriers are completely integrated
so that the decision of when to step-up to
SACD is up to each consumer - not the
manufacturer.
What about mobile SACD players?
That is some time away. But already, the
hybrid disc option allows SACD replay
through your CD Radio cassette in the park,
your CD-Walkman° on the move and your
in-car CD player on the way to work. When
you return home, you can hear the same
music in high definition on your SACD player.
No other format combines outstanding sound
quality with this versatility and compatibility.

3. The Sony TA-N1 Power Amplifier.
Sony's new reference models, the TA- El Preamplifier and TA- N1 Power Amplifier are designed
to support the SCD-1 reference Sony SACD
player. Capable of handling the very high-resolution
audio information that makes Super Audio CD so
remarkable, these amplifiers excel at reproducing
the purest audio quality.

4. The SS-M9ED speaker system focuses on
several key areas of performance in order
to reproduce Super Audio CD's
superb sound quality and realism:
playback resolution and detail, wide dynamic
range and expanded bandwidth.

What is your expectation for SACD in
the near future?
It's hard not to sound too emotional but I
believe that SACD will have amajor impact
in Europe - very similar to CD in the 80's.
Time and again during development, we
asked the simple question, 'what does the
consumer want.' The consumer wants
exceptional sound quality and also away of
preserving their much- loved CD collections.
This is SACD: such customer focus will
benefit us in the future. This year, our product diversification and pricing strategy are
set to build on SACD's early success.
SACD is here, now. If you haven't already
heard SACD, then go into a store and ask
for asound demo. During my entire career in
the HiFi industry, I've never heard anything
that compares with this innovation. We want
all music lovers to experience the fantastic
audio quality that is SACD.

SACD - superior audio technology
developed out of experience
Direct Stream Digital DSD audio technology

Part 1:
SACD Format

DSD

2.8224MHz sampled 1- bit audio for 100kHz frequency
range, more than 120dB dynamic range within the audible
(frequency) range and apure waveform very closely resembling the analogue original.

Direct Stream Digital

SACD provides backwards and forwards compatibility with CD
SACD offers three disc variations, including ahybrid disc which can be
played by SACD players and standard " Red Book" CD players.
Sony's top London studio fits DSD Mastering & Editing
DSD Mastering and Editing at Whitfield Street Studios is hailed for its high
standard and ease of use.
SACD ensures complete copyright protection
Mandatory invisible watermarking; optional visible watermarking; and optional
encryption protects copyright holders against unauthorised copying
and piracy.
Many record companies produce SACDs
Since the launch, many leading record companies, including key audiophile
labels and multinationals have started producing SACDs.
Sony launches new state-of-the-art amplifiers and wide-range
loudspeakers to optimise SACD playback
SACD launched in Japan on 21 May, in Europe on 27 August
and in North America on 31 August
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DSD and Super Audio CD is attracting keen interest in the European record industry.
Sony Music's SACD catalogue continues to expand and includes many music genre from
classical to jazz, rock and pop. Also, agrowing number of independent record labels in
Europe are producing SACDs — many highlighting the appeal this enhanced audio system
has amongst their artists and record producers.

Sony Consumer Products Group
Registered Head Office:
Sony United Kingdom, The Heights, Brooklands
Weybridge, Surrey, KT13 OXW

SONY"
Sony

line

http://www.sony-europe.com

D1Á. CONVERTERS
weigh a ton, so a dedicated audio
platform is advised. A low-vibration
platform will also deliver maximum
clarity especially in view of the tube
amplification content. There are no
controls save an on/off switch on the
back. Outputs are Lemo balanced (a
proprietary locking multi- pin
connector), plus pairs of normal
single-ended phono sockets, with all
contacts silver-plated; digital input is
via phono socket, BNC, or XLR
(not internally balanced).

TECHNICAL STORY
Paramount is the obvious lack of
two important aspects of accepted
modern DAC/CDP technology,
namely up/oversampling of input
data, for example, by 4, 8, 16 or
even 64 times; and alias filtering,
either from a fully-programmed IC
or a DSP in conjunction with
auxiliary filter software.
In an approach shared by very few
other designers, Peter Qvortrup and
Andy Grove (now with Quad) chose
not to process the 16-bit/44.1kHz
data at all, but instead fed it directly
to an 18-bit DAC. The chip used is
the Analogue Devices AD1865,
which should perform to asuitably
high 16-bit accuracy in this role.
Input data lock is from the popular
Crystal CS8412.
We know that any DSP process
must be undertaken with sufficient
precision if rounding errors arising
in the data computation are not to
appear at alevel which might impair
sound quality.
A second line of attack concerns
the algorithms used to generate the
digital filter characteristics. It's
suggested that the ripples appearing
in the time response before and after
a ` perfect' representation of a
filtered digital impulse do have an
audible blurring or merging effect
with complex music signals. I'm
sure that a lively correspondence
will develop on this subject!
So, in this design, the DAC
output is a staircase of current
containing all the data in the DC-to201cHz band, and then inevitably an
alias repeat of it ranging from 22kHz
to 44.1kHz, and so on; the
ultrasonic spectrum will finally
decay according to the finite rise
time of those staircase steps.
First integration of the steps to a
smooth audio signal is performed by
a high performance audio- grade
transformer operating as a currentto- voltage converter, and it also
supplies the first stage of the
necessary high- frequency filter
function.
In the Audio Note DAC5 this
transformer is followed by silverwired inductors to form a thirdorder passive filter. This is tuned to
HER MEWS IRECORD REVIEW
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give the best compromise
between alias filtering above
20kHz and a subjectively
neutral audio passband
below 201cHz.
After this filtering the
voltage signal feeds a classic,
tried and tested Audio Note
valve output stage which
provides both single- ended
and balanced outputs. These
outputs are achieved via a
high- quality transformer,
eliminating the usual coupling
capacitor. The amplifier uses a
pair of 5687 triodes in a zerofeedback, anode-follower form,
with around 35dB of gain.
Step-down ratio to the output
is set at around 35 to 1.
Audio Note first considered
the direct DAC conversion
route in 1994, and began
serious work on it a couple of
years ago. The use of a
transformer for DAC current to
voltage conversion was proposed by
Audio Note in 1992 and is now
patented. Since 1998 two other
companies have built ' straight'
converters — Sakura Systems, and
Ilungo Audio — the latter product
early in 1998. For background, see
Kunosoki's summary of his series of
three articles ( first published in
Japan in 1996-97) on www.
sakurarystems.com.
Readers will also recall the online
experiments made available to
owners by Ishiwata in the Marantz
CD7 player concerning noise
shaping and different digital filter
options. Several others have been
also been researching this field of
digital filter design and sound
quality issues.

SOUND QUALITY
The listening system and the
comparison products used for this
review included Krell KPS25s CD
player/controller, Naim CDS II CD
player, Audio Synthesis DAX
Decade D/A converter and Meridian
200T CD transport, ConradJohnson ART and Audio Research
Reference Two pre-amplifiers, Cary
300SE LX20, Krell FPB650M and
Naim NAP250 power amplifiers,
and Wilson System 6loudspeakers.
From the start there was
something different about this
digital replay. Several technology
elements seemed to have found a
point of musical focus in this
product and there's no way Icould
begin to guess their individual
contributions.
Whether it was due to the absence
of
digital
processing,
the
transformer- matched
I/V
conversion, or the valve electronics,
or a combination of all three, is

dio Note first
considered the
direct DAC
conversion
route in 1994,
arid began
seriois work
on it a couple
of years ago.
The use of
atransformer
for DAC
current to
vcItaga
convers,on
was pro Jose('
by Audio Note
in : 992 and
is rcw
patented

immaterial. What matters is the end
result, the sound. In direct
contradiction of the dire predictions
made by digital scientists, no
untoward effects were noted in
respect of those ultrasonic signals
known to be present in the DAC
output during my tests, though I
cannot vouch for all equipment
combinations.
While the DAC5 doesn't hold all
the sound quality aces, there were
some striking aspects. One the most
memorable, Ican only describe as
an ' absence of smear'. It's arelative
term, but immediately apparent
when you compare live sound with
recorded. For example, live piano
possesses a dynamic power and
harmonic richness which has rightly
made the instrument so popular.
Reproduced piano misses much of
the satisfaction of the original, not
only in terms of dynamic contrasts
but also in the resolution of the
separate, complex harmonic trains
from
each
note,
and
note
combination. These also help
determine timbre and clarity. Piano
reproduction via digital can be crisp
and hard-hitting but seems to show
weakness on more complex chords
and fast note runs particularly with
some sustain. You may hear a kind
of blurring of pitch and general
muddle which in the loudspeaker
field can often be associated with
break-up resonances in midrange
speaker drivers.
With the DAC 5, there was an
immediately rewarding combination
of naturally driving rhythm, of fast
unexaggerated transients, crisp, and
unblurred. And not a hardened
piano replay, but an easy sense of
presence and air. That ' air' was
more of asoft glow than a sharper,
keener,
upper treble focus,
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reminiscent of vinyl replay and still

frequencies were rolled off by

more so of studio master tape

measurement, the actual tonal

replay. While not quite of deep

balance configured by Audio Note

'solid-state' tautness, the low bass

for this design did not suggest any

was impressively good, showing

severe loss at the highest treble

almost no loss of extension, while

frequencies. Certainly there was a

the upper bass was percussively

little less sparkle at

positive, driving a highly tuneful
rhythm line on natural bass such as

audibility but it did not sound too
dull.

jazz double- bass. . The mid was

On the minus side was a level of

naturally rich, well-balanced and

absolute transparency which fell

showed convincing perspective

slightly behind the top references,

layering in the stereo sound stage

Naim CDS II and Krell KPS25s,

together with convincing dynamic

and apreference for simpler and less

expression.

highly

Lisps and teeth sounds, sibilants
and fricatives for the technical, were

Material which is densely scored, for

handled very well, so naturally that

sections sung flat-out, show some

they felt acomplete part of the vocal

loss of detail and definition with the

line and not some whiskery off-stage

DAC

emphasis or zingy distortion. Closeup singers sounded appropriately

hardening of texture, contrasting

'breathy' rather than scratchy.
Though the very high audio

modulated

the edge of

recordings.

example, complex dramatic choral

5,

together

with

some

with the generally natural tonal
balances on the usual run of test
programme. But, comparing with

Lisps and
teeth sounds,
sibilants and
fricatives for
the technical,
were handled
very well, so
naturally that
they felt a
complete part
of the vocal
line and not
some whiskery
off-stage
emphasis or
zingy
distortion.
Close-up
singers
sounded
appropriately
'breathy'
rather than
scratchy

those established references, the
Audio Note design frequently had
the ability to make better musical
sense

of

my

'performance'

test

discs.

quality

The

of

the

recordings seemed to be brought
out. It was somehow more lifelike,
without sounding more 'hi-fi' in the
usual sense.
One's ear/brain processor seems
to

have

to

work less

hard

to

appreciate the music content, while
the mechanics of sound replay
seemed less relevant, less important.
I found stereo images to have the
right width and depth, while focus
was very good; in fact, particularly
stable for complex wide- range
sounds.

It

involving

sounded
on

most

vital

and

classes

of

programme, with an enhanced sense
of spaciousness. Ifound the DAC 5
made an important contribution to
my understanding of the factors in

AUDIO NOTE DAC 5
LAB REPORT

a7to 8dB droop by 20kHz. Incidentally this design

generate the spectral range shown. But again, full-

That loss in the extreme high range was confirmed on
test, the DAC showing almost perfect flatness to

doesn't have ade-emphasis function so weed out those

level 20kHz is actually rare in recorded music.

8kHz before falling 2dB by 10kHz and then an

expect them to play more brightly.

increasingly severe -6dB or so by 20kHz. This need

very few pre-emphasised discs in your collection or
The input signal in Fig 1stops at 19kHz. There's

not be aserious subjective problem; other fine

agap and then the first alias signal appeares

sounding DACs, notably earlier Wadia and Krell
designs, have used proprietary low-order DSP
software with measurable high-frequency truncation,

attenuated by only 12dB below peak level. The input
spectrum then repeats in reverse up to anull at the
44.1kHz sample rate, before reappearing in the next

up to -4dB by 20 kHz and also significant alias

band. Even at 60kHz the filtering was barely 30dB.

products above 20kHz. Moreover the well known
Legato Link filters of Pioneer digital replay have

I've come to expect that power amplification and
some electronics would react adversely iffed such a

deliberately generate synthesised frequency

diet, perhaps running hot and/or with degraded sound
quality.

components above 20kHz in abid to avoid the
'sharp' 20kHz filtering normally applied, and to
impart asound which appears to have awider
bandwidth, and so may appear more natural.
In measurement many of the usual results for the
DAC 5will inevitably be clouded by the quantity of

Where the design didn't miss out was resolution.

Looking on the good side, in a90kHz spectrum for
a ¡ kHz tone at -70dB level, the alias distortion and
spuriae were satisfactory at -95dB or better (relative
to peak bits), and the distortion components of the
-70dB ' kHz tone were fine, - 100dB relative to full
level. Thus the lower level fidelity and transparency is
fine with an analysed general noise floor at - 120dB.
At full level, ¡kHz, the DAC 5output stage
generated predominantly second harmonic with an
expected zero-feedback style monotonic progression of
higher harmonics. THD was about 0.9%, with upper
range harmonics about -90dB down on full level.
Channel balance was OK, 0.5dB at low and mid

That novel current-to-voltage converter didn't

frequencies but degraded to 1.5dB by 20kHz. This

prejudice linearity and the graph, typical for both
channels [Fig 2/ showed afine result to -86dB, with

implied difference in the output filter led to a
measured 204° of phase shift between channels at

¡dB accuracy. It hung on respectably to -100 dB of

20kHz, indicating that the channels will not sum well

when measuring frequency response, even though the

code modulation, this of course thanks to the dithered
input codes used for this test signal. A full 16-bit

to mono. Channel separation was more than

16-bit/44. ¡ kHz code signal nominally stops at

`CD' resolution was achieved.

alias signals present above 20kHz. For example,

20kHz, the alias response extend the apparent
response to more like 40kHz despite the soft analogue
filtering present from 12kHz.
All Ican say is, that just like azero-feedback

Driven flat out, the high frequency
intennodulation result was about as bad as I've ever
seen [Fig 3]. So how can the DAC 5sound any
good? One can only speculate that the rarity offull

valve power amp the high sound quality has defied

high-level high-frequency tones in music - full

interpretations based on conventional measurement

power at 20kHz' - and the fact that the alias
spectrum naturally falls in level with normal

data. Like asingle-ended triode power amplifier, this
DAC confounds technical assessment by measuring

modulation levels, is not afixed quality: in practice

poorly in several respects. Even Iwas surprised by the

the `mean' or music-related distortion products are

errors in certain departments, and yet Imust stand by
the sound quality Iheard, referenced as it was to the

actually not agreatly significant audible factor in this

best analogue and the best digital replay alternatives.
As Pioneer found when adding Legato Link
harmonic processing (in some respects asimilar case),
some treble cut below 20kHz gave amore natural
result. In the case of the DAC 5we are looking at an
average of -2.3dB by 10kHz, -4.0dB by 14kHz and
-6.8dB at 20kHz, assessed by filtered measurement.
Simple measurements are still complicated somewhat
by the alias power lying just above 20kHz. Perhaps
the safest way to measure the response is to spectrum
analyse amulti-tone input signal as shown in Fig I.
There's alot to say about this graph which indicated
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unit's sound quality.
In respect of this view look at the IM result for
10dB lower modulation in Fig 4. While questionable
it is hugely improved over that seen in Fig 3and the
noise floor is now tolerably good.
Certainly there are several IM products at
approximately -45dB. Ican only speculate that it is
the poorer-than-average IM perfomance at high
recorded levels which may be associated with the
`hardened texture' noted on the listening test with
powerful choral material.
In Fig 5asingle full-level 20kHz tone was
applied. It is strongly intennodulated with its alias to

satisfactory. Signal-to-noise ratios were fine, at 90dB
unweighted, 104dB ex hum, 104. ¡ dB 'A' weighted
and 98.2dB CCIR ['kHz] ARM. The output level
was 2.IV unbalanced, 4.2V balanced while alever
switch allows for halving the output uso desired.
The output impedance was very low - this DAC
will drive anything, balanced or unbalanced.
Test results

Audio Note DAC 5

20Hz
20kHz
Channel balance ( dB) -0.3
-a5
-1.5
Stereo separation (dB)
95.3
76
48.2
Channel phase difference 0.08°
4.6°
204°
Frequency response (dB) -0.08
-6.2
Distortion ( THD vs level, dB):
At OdB ( inc noise) -33.2
-41.3
n/a
At -10dB ( inc noise)
-50.5
At -70dB ( inc noise)
-38
Resolution (
lineally, dB):
Error at -90dB. L/R
-1.3/-2.5
Output level, OdB
2.1V1+0.5dBI, or 1.05V
Output Impedance
<50 ohms
Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz tones (dB)
At OdB/-10dB
-36.3/-46.4
Signal-to-noise ( dB)
20Hz-20kHz unweighted
90.3*
CCIR/ARM, lkHz ref
98.2
Aweighted 24bit
107
Spuriae up to 100kHz (
dB)
see text
Dimensions (
hwd, mm)
445x140x410
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£18,500

o

'104dEl excluding hum
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filtering, no de-emphasis correction
nor HDCD or whatever.
How on earth can a 16
bit/44.1kHz DAC of simplified
design come close to matching the
subjective performance of the best
available replay of SACD and
96kHz/24-bit and 176kHz 16-bit
high definition audio? And there is
more. This DAC can happily replay
24-bit/96kHz as well. That's my
next listening project when the
Pioneer 717 DVD transport returns.
If you really want 16-bit/44.1kHz
discs to sound involving and musical
in the best analogue tradition you
have to consider this DAC and its
technology*. But be warned — Istill
can't
be
sure
that
some
amplification will not react adversely
to the Audio Note's quota of out-ofband signals and you should check
out your kind of music on this
design before getting too serious. +

digital replay quality. While Ican't
predict how all audio systems will
react to it, Icame to the conclusion
that for my tests results, the DAC 5
had achieved an historic maximum
score of 53 points for sound quality
for the 44.1kHz format, in fact
rather similar to the high-definition
experimental systems tried so far.

CONCLUSION
In many ways, this is a shocking
review, because yet again, aproduct
which has been designed for
listening
pleasure
and
not
conformity with the textbook has
delivered good sound in spades.
This raises a number of very
awkward questions when the
controversial lab test results are
considered. Book trained digital
designers will protest that this DAC
can't work, that the sound must be
fatally flawed but Ifound otherwise.

Certainly there
are several IM
products at
approximately
—45dB. Ican
only speculate
that it is the
poorer-than average IM
perfomance at
high recorded
levels which
may be
associated
with the
'hardened
texture' noted
on the
listening test
with powerful
choral
material

The very fine sound quality
overwhelmed almost all misgivings
— the adverse test results, the very
high cost, the absence of good

)flp

Fig 1. Audio Note DAC

5: spectrum analysis of multi-tone signal

Fig 2. Audio Note DAL' 5: hneartty wor, to - 120dB
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'it may be that we
should regard this
very expensive
product as just a
showcase for the
technology, or
perhaps 'work in
progress'. We eagerly
await the chance to
review the sub-L-1000
version! — Ed.
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Fig 3. Audio Note DAC 5: high-frequency intermodulation test,
spectrum resulting from 19kHz and 20kHz tones, full-level (see text)
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Fig 4. Audio Note DAC 5: high-frequency intemodulation test,
spectrum resulting from 19kHz and 20kHz tones, at - 10dB (see text)
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Fig S. Audio Note DAC 5: spectrum resulting from asingle 20kHz

Fig 6. Audio Note DAC 5: spectrum resulting from 1kHz tone at

rones, full-level (see text)
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eMac,

take a bow. However
absurd Ifind the whole Apple
Mac thing, I've gotta admit that
Apple's no-brainer computer has
influenced all manner of consumer
electronics, and not just those which
are computer- related. First, the
blueberry version [
the colour's
actually called Bondi — Ed] made
cream-coloured systems seem as old
and boring as we know they were.
Then, iMacs inspired or mobilised
non-Apple printer, keyboard, mouse,
scanner and monitor manufacturers
to produce peripherals in the same
colour. Irecently saw examples of
mobile phones and digital cameras
in iMac blue, so who knows where it
will end? Hi-fi, you say?
Did you honestly think it would
be that long before an audio
company saw the light?
OK, so we're not talking clear
plastics, but the colours have been
emulated so unashamedly that
FASE's new Nimis Naïf is actually
marketed with an image not
unfamiliar to those who have seen
iMac ads. One of the publicity shots
(as above) shows five amps in five
colours,
photographed
from
overhead, the units arranged in a
38
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Only the Italians could come up
with an amplifier in ice-cream colours:
the FASE Nimis Naïf gives our scribe a
good excuse to slag offApple users...
by KEN KESSLER
circle. And Idon't think Apple
should complain, having itself been
cautioned by the Beatles and a
certain hi-fi manufacturer in upstate
New York. If anything, they should
be flattered.
But colours and low pricing are
where the similarities end, because
Nimis is not aimed at people too
stupid to live, as is iMac. While the
latter combines style with the
promise of easy computing for
morons, Nimis Naïf merely alters the

The five
colours on
offer are
orange,
purple,
blue, yellow
and green,
but the
company
resisted
using
Ben'n'Jerry
nomenclature

presentation of hi-fi so that what is
in reductio a loony tunes purist
amplifier seems like ahi-fi system
ideal for Barbie, the Teletubbies or
the sort of hairdressers who drive
Vauxhall Tigras in an attempt to
look butch. And it's an absolute
hoot, a deception which just has to
be the niftiest audio gag since GAS
named an amplifier Ampzilla.
Leaving aside for a moment the
paintwork of the Naïf version, the
Nimis is the smallest model in a
range normally finished in black with
a deep reddish wood trim, with the
knobs in natural metal. It's the
lower- powered of two integrated
amps and most assuredly an entrylevel design by any standards. At
£749 for an exotic Italian import, we
are looking at a bargain which can
only be likened to Fiat's Seicento.
Even with the cost advantage of
inland shipping, our native brands
known for watching the pennies are
hard-pressed to deliver an all-tube
integrated amp for such asum, and
when they do, their offerings
invariably look like merda. Nimis
oozes style, even in its standard
colour,
and
yet
it
doesn't
compromise its true purpose
FURUARY 2000
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AMPLIFIERS
or not they're using horns) which
says that just because aspeaker has
high sensitivity, say better than
92dB/1W, it doesn't mean you can
get away with a meagre 10W or
12W. And while Iwas perfectly

anywhere bar the power output.
Offering four line inputs and one
pair of outputs for tape, the icecream coloured Nimis contradicts its
Toys'R'Us ambience by being not
only all- valve but also true dual
mono. As is Croft's wont, Nimis
sports two source selectors and two
volume controls, the two channels
sharing only the mains transformer
and the chassis. You can split it
down the middle and you'll find
mirror-imaging throughout. FASE
arranged the four rotaries on the top
of the chassis plate, in front of the
cage protecting two 12AU7/6189
and four 6BQ5/EL84 tubes, the
latter operating in pentode mode
and delivering 15W/ch into 6 ohms.
Input impedance is 100k ohms,
output impedance is 6ohms [
Shurely
shome mishtake! — Ed] and the
stated frequency response is 20Hz20kHz. Behind the cage are the
mains transformer and two output
transformers.
The Nimis occupies a space of
only 320x120x220mm (whd) and
weighs amere 10kg. It's so cute, so
bijou, so chic and so absurdly nontech that it upsets the entire silveror-black hard- edged, no-nonsense,
take- me- seriously- or- die mien of
traditional post- 1965 hi-fi hardware.
In many ways, it's as much of a
shock as Swatch was to watches, or
as the Smart or the new VW Beetle
is to cars.
There are no sharp edges or
exposed metal corners, but it's the
colours themselves that make the
amp all warm'n'fuzzy. Every unit
bears the same creamy top plate and
valve cage, with the choice of
contrasting colour applied to the
chassis surround, knobs, transformer
caps and legends. The five colours
on offer are orange, purple, blue,
yellow and green, but the company
resisted Ben'n'Jerry nomenclature.
To be accurate, the purple is more of
a plum colour, the green is a light
mint and the blue is Bugatti-ish.
Once you get past the novelty
value — and you can't help but
wonder what ancillaries you can use
with Nimis, short of speakers à la
B&W solids, which will not destroy

the image — you still have to assess
this as an amplifier. Ifed it an SME
10 turntable/SME Series V arm/Lyra
Lydian m- c front-end via Musical
Fidelity X-LP phono stage, and a
Krell KAC-300cd CD player, using
Nimis to drive Tannoy Ris, Sonus
Faber Concertinos and, yup, Wilson
WATT Puppy 6.
Either this is one helluva powerful
15-watter, or Ijust listen too softly.
As if to confirm that WATT Puppy
6 will work with, say, single-ended
triodes of nominal wattage, the
Nimis powered them to my
preferred listening level in my
12x18ft room with the controls shy
of the 12 o'clock position. Ican
assure you that levels were not an
issue. Where you learn that you're
using agenuinely small amp, literally
and figuratively, are in two key areas.
But they are areas only really thrown
up by the likes of the WATT
Puppies.
There's no escaping it: the Nimis
exhibits the soft'n'cuddly lower
registers of vintage valve amps like
Quad Ils and the smaller Leaks.
Categorically, its bass will not
impress Pete Tong or Mr Zoe Ball.
The other area? An amp the size of
Nimis simply cannot exploit the
dynamic capabilities of the WATT
Puppy. If anything, it's vivid proof of
the argument used against the
single-ended triode brigade (whether

Once you get
past the
novelty value
— and you
can't help but
wonder what
ancillaries you
can use with
Nimis, short of
speakers à la
B&W solids,
which will not
destroy the
image — you
still have to
assess this as
an amplifier
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Audio Images,
128 London
Road North,
Lowestoft
NR32 1.9B.
Tel (01502)
582853

happy to tootle along with the Nimis
driving the WATT Puppies, Ihave
to admit that speaker-busters like the
soundtrack to Glory revealed its
limitations: the sound just runs out
of steam, and you'll find yourself
wanting more power. So what you
must do is think of it like the
aforementioned small-displacement
motorcar, and drive it accordingly.
And as with the Seicento, it will still
get you from A-to-B.
But, hey, this is an Italian amp, so
Ispent most of the time using it with
the Sonus Faber Concertinos,
listening to the DCC Sinatra CDs,
the new Dean Martin compilations
and the soundtrack to Big Night. All
of these exploit the rnidband, not the
frequency extremes nor the absolute
dynamic swings. And despite the
amp compressing slightly with big
works like Glory, it positively
embraces less frenetic or bombastic
material. It even projects a sound
stage so large and cavernous and
whole that you forget all of the other
effects related to `bigness'. Think of
it as you would a surround sound
system minus a sub- woofer, and
you're there.
Why do Inot find it surprising
that this tiny amplifier prefers
romantic lounge-lizardry, in which
the singers are too cool to either
raise their voices or raise a sweat?
This amp, despite its Ronald
McDonald attire, seduces, charms
and romances. It reminds me of the
words of asage of horizontal dancing
who once said that there's nothing
sexier than, a love-making partner
who makes you laugh. And with that
in mind, then this amp is sexy.
And it's also an objet d'art,
although Ido have to wonder at
whom it is aimed. Imean, how many
kitsch collectors are also audiophiles?
Naturally, the usual British response
at the HiFi Show to the coloured
Nimis Naïf was, ' But is it available in
black?' Stronzi inglese...

A BIT ABOUT FASE
I
was confused, too, having seen the FASE's products and personnel at
numerous shows and still failed to figure out what the company was
actually called: FASE? Synthesis? Nimis? FASE was founded in the early
1960s in the Marche region of Italy, manufacturing output transformers
for pro amplifiers, including the Model 3.370.063 for the legendary
Vox AC30 guitar amplifier. One of FASE's earliest products, the
company can proudly proclaim that it is still being used by professional
musicians like U2 guitarist 'The Edge'; too bad Idespise U2. Anyway,
FASE's diversification eventually led to production of the transformers
with domestic applications, so that by 1987 the company had finalised
its first prototype home audio tube amplifier. Oozing potential, the amp
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underwent aperiod during which the designers optimised the various
components, naturally focusing on the supply and output transformers.
The final version was presented to the public in 1992 at the 11th
Adriatic Hi Fi Expo in Ancona, when FASE also introduced the brand
name, SYNTHESIS Art in Music, to identify its hi-fi division. SYNTHESIS
Art in Music — which is aridiculous mouthful for abrand name, so I'll
stick to FASE — kicked off with the PL- 1line preamplifier and ST- 1
stereo power amplifier fed by aMicromega CD player and driving a
pair of LS3/5As. The catalogue now contains nine models, all of which
are severely under- priced, gloriously finished, and — in the case of the
Nimis Naïf — more fun than an episode of Frasier.
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Is your hi-fi

Believable?

JM

Wisdom

In the hi-fi world, we are always looking for words
to describe sound. We've all heard words like
Neutral, Dynamic, Musical, Rhythmic, but we seldom
hear the word Believable. At Sounds of Music it is
comparatively common, why? Well maybe its
because we look at things slightly differently. We
believe above all that asystem's sound should
be truly believable, if this is the case then all
these other adjectives fall into place. But how do

Michell

you know that you have achieved believable sound
or the perfect match of components in your system
for your particular environment?
At Sounds Of Music we specialise in making sure
the results you get are just about as good as you'll
achieve within your budget and your listening
environment. We'll not just offer you accuracy and

ProAc

Advantage

1
ATC

detailed performance because this is not the whole
picture. Well also give you asound that's totally
musical and above all - truly believable. When
you finally achieve this,your musical enjoyment will
be greatly enhanced.
To assist you on this search we offer the best
service around. Our now famous one month trial/
exchange system will allow you to become familiar
with products in your own home. Our free room
assessment will help solve acoustic problems; we
also offer awealth of room tuning products, also
available on our trait system. Wherever you live
we'll deliver free of charge and in some cases well
install your products to! Our interest free credit
facilities and generous part exchange scheme mean
you can afford the hi-fi you want. All of the
products we sell come with three years all parts and
all labour.

Zingali

SME

Pass Labs

With several demonstration rooms set up as
closely as possible to simulate your domestic
listening environment and the finest range of hifi components around having good sounding hi-fi
becomes considerably easier. So what's your
problem? call us today. We will offer you the best
service and advice and we are confident that after
you visit us your hi-fi will produce the most musical
sounds around but best of all asound that can only
be described as totally believable.

Where Else Can You Compare All These Products:

Avantgarde,Audio
Analogue,
Argento,
Quest,Audio
Anthem,
Synthesis,
A.V.I., Advantage,
A.T.C., Acoustic
AudioEnergy,
Physics,
Atacama,
Audio Refinement,
B.C. Acoustic,Apollo,
Base, Balanced
Audion, Audio
Audio Note,
Technologies,
Audio Research,
Beyerdynamic,
Audiii
Boulder, Bow, Bose, Burmester, Carfrae Horns, Covergent Audio Technology, Chord, Copland, Cadence, Cable-Talk, Celestion, Copulare, Clear
Audio, Dunlavy, Echo- Busters, Eggleston- Works, Electrocompanient, Eikos, FM Acoustics, Genesis, Graham, Goertz, Goldring, Gershman, Grado,
Hales, Harbeth, Helios, Hovland, Jamo, JM Labs, Koetsu, Krell, KEF, Klipsch, Lyra, Lumley, Lyra, LAI., Lavardin, Musical Technology,
Magnum Dynalab, Micromega, Marantz, MVL, Martin Logan, Mitchell, Musical Fidelity, Neat, Nordost, Opera, Optimum, Ortofon, Orchid,
Parasound, Plinius, Pathos, Project, Passlabs, Pro- ac, Pink Triangle, Primare, QED, Quad, Rockport, Rel, SME, Shure, Sennheiser, Sonic Link,
Soundstyle, Sound Organisation, Sumiko, Straight Wire, Sonic Frontiers, Sonus-Faber, Stands Unique, Target, Trilogy, Teac, Theta, Tannoy,
Totem, Talk Electronics, Thule, Townshend, Transparent, Transfiguration, Triangle, Unison Research, Van Den Hull, Wisdom, Wilson,
Wilson-Benesch, Wadia, XTC, XL0, Yamamura Churchill, YBA, Zingali.

10-12 Chapel Place,

Visit .
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Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN1 1YQ

London SE1

tel: 01892 547003 / 616383
fax: 01892 547004

34 Horselydown Lane,
tel: 0171 357 8882
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CD PLAYERS

S

ince Musical Fidelity started
the runaway X- Series, there
have been several distinct
ranges to suit different aesthetic
tastes and budgets. We have the X
range, continuing in its unmistakable extruded round tubes, and
latterly spawning the high-end NuVista products; the Elektra series in
black lacquered traditional- sized
boxes; and now the A- Series in
brushed aluminium and gold. The
A3 CD player is the range's only
player, but as its electronics are
based on the popular X-Ray player,
it promises good performance at the
same price of £799.
Digital conversion is undertaken
by a 24-bit delta-sigma chip. Low
jitter performance is claimed, thanks
in part to attention paid to the clock
and data re-timing circuitry. PostDAC filtration is made by a linearphase, 5-pole filter, this said to help
remove most digital artefacts from
disturbing the following amplifier.
Fit and finish of the case are
excellent, and even if the bi-metal
styling is not to your taste you have
to admire the attention to the finish
of the casework. A heavy-duty
wraparound lid is secured with
Torx-style tamper- proofs, over a
solid powder- coated chassis and
accurately- machined front panel.
Legends front and rear are cleanly
silk-screened.
Facilities on the rear include
audio out, on a pair of heavy-duty
RCA phonos, plus co-ax S/PDIF
and TosLink. Controls on the front
are in the same style seen on the
Nu-Vista range, inset metal buttons
over soft- touch switches that
operate positively and accurately.
Only the essential play/pause, stop,
skip and open/close are included
here, so if like me you enjoy being
able to cue a track, you'll need to

The display
keep the remote handy. The mild
is a mild green
green fluorescent display shows
fluorescent
track number, elapsed time and
display that
index number, and can be dimmed
shows track
or extingushed from the remote.
number,
Also on the remote are a couple of
elapsed time
buttons rarely seen on serious hi-fi,
and index
but useful nonetheless: an autospace
number,
button to include extra gaps
and can be
between tracks ( helpful when
recording to cassette, allowing a dimmed or
extingushed
deck to auto- find the gaps more
from the
easily), and introscan, where the
remote
first 10 seconds of each track are
played sequentially until you hit the
play button upon finding the
required track.
Takemitsu's ' How Slow The
Wind' from Quotation of Dream
showed the stage depth and sense of
air and space that is possible from a
well-engineered player. Strings and
wind instruments were well
separated and easily distinguished,
with the pauses and silences in the
piece
holding
attention
as
compellingly as the drama in
crescendos. High strings were not
SUPPLIER
too monotonic in harmonic detail,
15-16 Olympic
suggesting that this player manages
Trading Est,
better than many others.
Fulton Road,
'Ode to Billy Joe', as sung by
Wembley,
Sinead O'Connor [
Help, Go! Discs
Middx
HA9 OTF
828 682] has awell-miked drum kit
Tel: 0181-900
in the intro that was heard with the
2866
tight kick of a real kit. ' The

Precious metal styling, but can
Musical Fidelity's new CD player give
gold performance at a silver price?
by ANDREW HARRISON

Musical Fidelity

Magnificent' from the same album
showed the dynamic fever of the
track well, albeit with alittle loss of
distinction within the complex mix,
but only when measured in absolute
terms. Bass went really low and was
admirably controlled. Arguably the
most natural recording on the
album, ` Dream a Little Dream of
Me', with the duet vocals of Terry
and Marina, sounded crisp and lush
— very immediate and honest.
Referencing back to an Arcam
Alpha 9, it did lack some
holographic transparency, but the
A3 has abetter projected midrange
that seems generally to favour vocal
music; bass was alittle tighter here,
if not as timbrally convincing as the
Alpha 9 can sometimes be. Upper
treble was incisive yet subtly
smoother on the A3 too, suggesting
this player may be more systemtolerant and even-handed across
different musical genres.
From the new Leftfleld album
Rhythm
and
Stealth
[
Sony
HANDCD4], ' Africa
Shox'
bounced
along,
beautifully
underpinned by a low pad bass
sample. Like many players, it can
hold its head up with rhythm-based
rock, pop and dance, keeping up
with the outline of the beat.
After spending some time with
the A3, as both a ` background
music' machine, and then more
critically as an audiophile player, I
came to view it is a very good
example of amodern CD player. In
fact it holds all the virtues we can
now expect of good CD sound: very
clean and controlled, revealing but
without trying to impress by
thrusting explicit detail from the
outset. It's able to play all styles of
music equally well and show what is
available from compact disc, at a
less than high-end price.

CD Player

MUSICAL FIDELITY A3 CD • 24 BIT CD PLAYER
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EXCLUSIVE TRADE CLEARANCE
AT THE HI-FI COMPANY'S TRADING STATION

A Fabulous Selection of

BRAND NEW, EX-DEM
& DISPLAY STOCK

FROM LEADING RETAILERS AND

--

AUDIO RESEARCH LS8 Pre
AUDIO RESEARCH DAC 1 20 Bit
AUDIO RESEARCH CD2 CD Player
AUDIO RESEARCH DAC 3Mk2
AUDIO RESEARCH VT 60 Power
AUDIO RESEARCH LS5 Pre
AUDIO RESEARCH LSI5 Pre
AUDIO RESEARCH DAC 5
AUDIOGRAM MB1 Integrated Amp (Remote)
AUDIOGRAM MB2 Integrated Amp (Remote)
APOGEE Mini Grand ( Black Gloss)
APOGEE Centaur
CALIFORNIA AUDIOLABS Alpha DAC
CALIFORNIA AUDIOLABS Delta DAC
CALIFORNIA AUDIOLABS Sigma DAC
CALIFORNIA AUDIOLABS DX1 CD Player
COPLAND CSA14 Hybrid Integrated Amp
COPLAND CTA 401 Integrated Valve Amp
COPLAND CTA 501 Valve Power Amp
COPLAND CTA 301 Valve Pre Amp
COPLAND CSA 303 Valve Pre Amp
GOLDMUND Mimesis 4Tuner
GOLDMUND Mimesis 6Amplifier
GOLDMUND Mimesis 6b Amplifier
PAPWORTH TVA50 Ex-dem
PS AUDIO 5.6 Pre
PS AUDIO 6.1 Pre
PS AUDIO 6.2 Pre
PS AUDIO UltraLink 2HDCD DAC
PS AUDIO DigiLink 2DAC
PS AUDIO DigiLink DAC
PS AUDIO ReferenceLink Pre AD/DA
PS AUDIO Delta 250 (Mono Powers) Pair
PS AUDIO Delta 100 Power Amp
PS AUDIO DL3 DAC
PROAC Studio 100 (Black & Walnut)
PROAC Studio 125 (Yew - bruised corner!)
PROAC Studio 125 (Other shades, slightly imperfect)
PROAC Studio 150 ( Black or Oak) New
PROAC Studio 150 (Rosewood) Ex-dem
PROAC Response Two 'S' (Black or Walnut)
l'ROAC Response CC1 (Cherry) Ex-dem
PROAC Response One Sc (Oak) Ex-dem
l'ROAC Studio 250 (Mahogany) Ex-dem
PROAC Response 1.5 (Cherry)Prototype
l'ROAC Tablette 2000 ( Mahogany) Both left handed
PROAC Studio 100 (Black) Both left handed
PROAC Tablette 2030 Signature ( Ebony) Prototypes
PROAC Mini Towers ( Black)
OPERA Platea ( Mahogany) New
OPERA Pavarotti ( Black Ash) New
OPERA Super Pavarotti (Black Ash) New
OPERA Callas gold (Mahogany) New
OPERA Davini (Cherry) New
OPERA Aida (Cherry) New
•
1UDIO ANALOGUE Maestro CD New Silver
UNISON RESEARCH Simply 4Int Amp New
UNISON RESEARCH 35 Power New
UNISON RESEARCH Feather New
UNISON RESEARCH One Remote New
UNISON RESEARCH Smart 300B Mono's New

£1550 £1079
£3740 £1349
£3500 £2429
£3999 £2249
£1999 £ 1349
£5290 £2699
£2999 £2149
£2335 £ 1439
£493 £319
£599 £359
£7598 £4329
£2300 £1259
£1809 £999
£1099 £629
£955 £539
£735 £449
£1199 £729
£1698 £999
£1750 £ 1049
£1299 £899
£1099 £729
£6106 £3449
£2900 £ 1699
£3124 £ 1799
£2700 £ 1948
£1090 £599
£799 £449
£899 £499
£2590 £ 1449
£999 £439
£995 £429
£4550 £2499
£2980 £ 1669
£1499 £799
£777 £439
£699 £449
£1100 £799
From £649
£1399 £899
£1539 £989
£2000 £ 1299
£599 £449
£1199 £949
£1699 £999
£2000 £949
£699 £489
£699 £489
£899 £749
£799 £499
£795 £629
£695 £539
£995 £799
£1095 £859
£1495 £ 1169
£795 £599
£1100 £799
£1595 £ 1199
£1525 £ 1139
£795 £569
£890 £695
£4150 £2999

DISTPIRurre%Rs

£P0A
UNISON RESEARCH Performance One Ex-dem
£P0A
UNISON RESEARCH Dual Mono Int Amp Ex-dem
GRAAF 50 50 Power amp
£ 1995 £1549
GRAAF WFB2 Pre amp
£ 1350 £1049
£299
MONRIO ASTI Int amp New
£400
£359
MONRIO ASTI ST (Remote) Int amp New
£550
£539
MONRIO ASTI CD Player New
£695
£350
AUDIO ALCHEMY ACD2 CD Player
£490
£395
AUDIO ANALOGUE Bellini Pre-amp
£495
AUDIO ANALOGUE Donezetti Power
£595
£475
AUDIO RESEARCH CD2 CD Player
£3449 £2750
AUDIO RESEARCH LS5 Mk1 Pre
£5995 £2495
AUDIO RESEARCH LS8 Pre
£ 1550 £1195
AUDIO RESEARCH VT50 Power
£3499 £2799
B&W THX Speaker System
£4975 £2995
£499
CASTLE Avon (Cherry)
£729
£449
CASTLE Severn Mk2 (Black)
£599
£999
DENON DCD-S10 CD Player
£ 1299
£999
EPOS ES22 speakers (Cherry)
£ 1350
KEF Model 3 ( Black)
£2250 £1599
KRELL 250 A Power
£3498 £2895
KRELL KAV300i Integrated
£2589 £2199
KRELL KAV300CD
£4290 £3399
KRELL KRC 3 Pre
£3250 £2695
£595
MERIDIAN 501/2 Pre
£740
£785
MERIDIAN 518 Digital Processor
£985
MERIDIAN 561 Digital Controller £2850 £1850
£695
MERIDIAN 562V Digital Controller £995
£595
MERIDIAN 563 D-A Converter
£705
£995
MERIDIAN 566 24 Bit DAC
£ 1380
MERIDIAN DSP5000 Digital Speakers £3885 £3295
£995
MERIDIAN M33 Active Speakers
£ 1495
£900
MICHELL Gyrodeck - Bronze RB300
£ 1200
£695
MICHELL ISO HR Phono Stage
£895
£495
MICROMEGA Stage 5CD Player
£750
£749
MUSICAL FIDELITY XA1OOR Int Amp
£ 1000
£79
MUSICAL FIDELITY X-ACT
£ 129
MUSICAL FIDELITY X-DAC
£299
£179
NOTE PERFECT Virtuoso Speakers
£ 1995 £1295
£699
PINK TRIANGLE Tarantella - RB300
£899
QUAD ESL63 Speakers
£3500 £1950
THETA MILES SE CD Player
£2390 £1999
£399
THORENS TTA2000 Power Amp
£599
UNISON Simply 4Integrtated
£1595 £1295
WILSON AUDIO 5.1 Graphite Grey
£ 17,990 £P0A
WILSON AUDIO Witt 1
£ 10,995 £6495
WILSON AUDIO Maxx
£34,995 £P0A
WILSON BENESCH Actor
£3999 £2499
WILSON BENESCH Orator
£2900 £1900
£478
ALCHAMLST Kraken Power Amp
£600
£398
AVI NuNeutron Speakers
£499
£488
HELIOS Model 3CD Player
£600
£318
MONRIO ASTI Line Level Amp
£400
£798
MUSICAL FIDELITY XA200 Mono Power Amps (Pair) £999
£398
MUSICAL FIDELITY XA50 Mono Power Amps (Pair) £499
£798
MUSICAL FIDELITY XA200 Mono Power Amps (Pair) £999
£398
OPERA Prima Speakers
£495
£528
TALK ELECTRONICS Storm 2Integrated Amp
£654
£478
TALK ELECTRONICS Tomado 2Power Amp
£599
MARSTON AUDIO Silhouette CD Player
£699
£300
£350
MARSTON AUDIO Silhouette DAC
£799

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

TRADING STATION HOURS OF BUSINESS

QUICK STOCK DISPOSAL FACILITIES FOR
ALL TYPES OF HI-FI & AV EQUIPMENT

TUESDAY - SATURDAY 10am - 5.30pm
CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY.

ASK FOR MALCOLM HILLIER ON ( 01733) 555514
ABSOLUTE CONFIDENTIALITY ASSURED

FOR TRADE CLEARANCE ITEMS PLEASE CALL

0870 608 8211
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Even our offkilter friends
from Brum
couldn't get
away with
something
which looks
like it was
made in 1957
and was only
discovered
during a dig by
the local
archaeological
society under
the ruins of a
recentlydemolished
row of shops

lus ça change: here we are only
just into the new millennium,
and ol' Glenn Croft is doing
his best to keep us in touch with the
century which gave us valves, hi-fi and
analogue. Since I'm a firm believer
that Retro Is Good, I have no
problem with the company issuing a
latter-day equivalent of the original
Croft Micro pre-amplifier — 15 years
on and still one of the finest budget
buys of all time. But a lot has
happened since ' 85, and even our offkilter friends from Brum can't get
away with something which looks like
it was made in 1957 and was only
discovered during adig by the local
archaeological society under the ruins
of a recently- demolished row of
shops.
Dubbed the Vitale, in adeliciously
blatant attempt at adding afrisson of
Italian-ness, the new pre-amp shows
that Croft still adheres to the belief
that the only things of any importance
are what's on the inside and how does
it sound. This is, of course, in direct
contradiction to the last 20 years'

taste for style and finish, something
which the key players in the current
government are more than happy to
exploit, given that their true colours
show through their Hugo Boss suits.
And yet here is Croft producing
something which looks like an
illustration from an ancient HiFi
Yearbook. Maybe we should run the
pics in black-and-white.
The upside, though, is that Croft
retains its belief in a home- spun,
Whole Earth philosophy which goes
something like this:
Looks count for diddly-squat.
Designer components? merda di
toro.
Cheap or dear, it's not what bits
you use, but how you use them.
PCBs suck. Real men use hardwiring.
To this, you could also add that

worth of consumer trends, during
which even the most crass and vulgar
lout learned the difference between
Bic
and
Montblanc.
British
consumers have had afew (duringand post-Thatcher) years to develop a

Is Glenn's new Vitale pre- amp still the

o
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What's behind the Italian- sounding
name and new wood fascia?

genuine Croft article?
by

KEN

KESSLER

profit is a no-no, commercial nous
and decent margins are the Devil's
work, ad nauseum. As it stands, Croft
is to hi-fi what the Morris Minor is to
cars, while everyone else wants to be
Ferrari. But those who have played
with Croft gear in the past know
better than to judge this particular
book by its dog-eared, foxed, waterstained, musty, peeling cover. Ten
minutes' use will show you that the
Vitale is so damned good and such an
obscene bargain that fearful rivals
might feel that it should be stifled, like
the apocryphal 100mpg carburettor or
the carcinogen-free cigarette. If word
got out and Croft could make
enough, the Vitale could kill the
market for all pre-amps selling for
under £ 1000 or even £2000.
Don't mistake Vitale for a hotrodded Micro. For openers, it comes
in a 442x105x355mm ( whd)
enclosure, which contains more
empty space than aPC software box
— no surprise when you consider that
the whole thing weighs only 2.5kg. I
suspect that the reason the Vitale isn't
housed in atiny case like the Micro is
down to one of Croft's rare moments
when reality interfered: the chassis,
and even the valve-holder plate inside,
are clearly suitable for dearer, more
complex models. Even the back-plate
has exposed, pre- drilled holes for
extra input and output sockets.
Someone with some sense must have
whispered to Croft that he would save
awhole Porsche-load of money if he
used aone-size-fits-all approach for
the chassis. As such, this housing just
begs to be filled with, say, an all-tube
Croft integrated amp with aVitale for
its front end. Under £799, two EL84s
per channel... but Idigress.
Inside, Vitale is classic Croft, with
nary a PCB in sight and everything
connected through point-to-point
wiring. As this is a truly minimalist
design in alarge case, everything is
spread out like an exploded drawing.
With its lid off you can see the
regulated heater supply in its own
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large chunk of real estate, some very
serious, very large caps with loads of
breathing space right behind the front
panel, three valves (two ECC83s and
an ECC81) mounted horizontally on
a metal strip, metal film resistors,
polypropylene coupling capacitors
throughout and matched polystyrene
capacitors in the phono stage. The
joints are secure, the wiring tidy and
the overall layout promises easy DIY
servicing decades hence. Because
there's no congestion within
and the lid is well-ventilated.
the Vitale runs cool.
It's worth pointing
out how the Vitale differs from
the Micro, whether it's regarded as a
continuance or not; even if there are
no links, Vitale now represents Croft's
entry-level. The potentiometer has a
lower value, for better synergy with
the proliferation of line level sources;
this is said to contribute a more
extended high frequency response.
The line stage now has gain and bears
only one coupling capacitor per
channel in the signal path; the Micro
had two. Vitale's phono stage has only
two coupling capacitors per channel,
while all four of the Micro's
electrolytics have been eliminated. All
of the resistors are of much better
quality, +/- 1% 5Oppm types, and the
Vitale's RIAA capacitors are now
matched channel- to- channel. The
cabinet, too, is more robust, and the
controls have better feel.
Croft supplied the deluxe version
with the optional wooden front panel
and brass knobs. And where there's
brass, there's muck. Iwas told its
finish wasn't up to shop- ready
standard, but even akiss from the guy
who lacquers Sonus Faber Amatis
couldn't save this baby. It's ugly with
acapital ` ug'. The Vitale fell out of
the ugly tree and hit all the branches
on the way down, as the saying goes.
Since Ihaven't seen the model with
the £ 50- less- expensive black front
panel and plastic knobs, Ican't say
which is more hideous.
Ironically, there's a touch of
elegance in that the Croft badge lights
up when the power is on, its
refinement reminiscent of a threeyear-old child's attempt at making a
birthday card for Mommy: the ' N's
and ' S's and ' R's might be backward,
but it's the thought that counts.
Two volume rotaries — Croft
continues to adhere to dual-monoism
— and asource selector reside in a
cut-out in the middle of the fascia. To
spare you having to adjust two volume
controls every time you change
sources or LPs, the three line inputs
and phono input are separated by
muted positions ( except between
tuner and tape). Thus, when changing
an LP, you can leave the levels as they
were and just move the selector one
HI-FI NEWS 8 RECORD REVIEW
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notch for full
muting. Aside from a
tasty little on/off toggle
switch in the lower righthand corner, that's it for the
It's worth
Vitale's front panel.
pointing out
Around the back, the Vitale has
how the Vitale
phono sockets for CD, Tuner, Tape
differs from the
In and Out, Phono and Main Output.
Micro, whether
An IEC three-pin socket accepts the
it's regarded as
AC cable. And, just in case you were
acontinuance
thinking that someone had inserted
or not; even if
the word ' luxury' into the Croft
there are no
dictionary, there's atacky flying lead
links, Vitale now
terminated in an alligator clip for
represents
earthing your tonearm. Only aBritish
Croft's
manufacturer...
entry-level
Matching the Vitale to other
components seems straightforward,
aside from its high output. Its phono
stage is specified as having an input
sensitivity of lmV for 0.5 RMS, with
the usual input impedance of 47k
ohms. The line inputs' sensitivity is
125mV for 0.5Vrms, with 100k ohm
impedance; output impedance is 4k
ohms. But the pisser is the maximum
output — 40V RMS — and the
perceived gain of the phono stage. I
barely had to turn the volume control
to drive the Musical Fidelity NuVusta 300 to ear-splitting levels. And
the phono stage — wow! The Lyra
Lydian, alow-output m-cin serious
need of amplification, acted like a * A kit version would
Shure moving- magnet. Whatever
seem obvious, but the
Vitale is so
power amps you might consider
underpriced in builtmating to aVitale, please try them
up form that Ican't
together before handing over your
see how akit would
loot. Inever looked at more than a offer any savings.
quarter turn on the volume controls,
and that was with LP. When playing
CDs, Iturned the controls no more
than 30°.
S
In aperiod during which the Vitale
EIJI incur Audi ,,
15 Harrison
was mated with avaried mix including
Road,
old Quad amps and ESLs, the
Erdington,
aforementioned Nu-Vista, Dynaudio
Birmingham
Contour 1.3SE and Wilson WATT
B24 9AB.
Tel 01746
Puppy 6speakers and Krell, Maranrz
7691561
and Musical Fidelity CD players, it
0121 373-1442
dawned on me that Iwas using asilk

purse decorated to look like asow.
Dig up any cliché you like: the Croft
Vitale is high-end guerrilla warfare,
luxury camouflaged as proletariat
banality. All too apparent is that
this pre-amp makes wonderful
music in arobust, no-nonsense
manner, such that it paints Glenn
Croft as a self- abnegating
Mother Theresa of adesigner.
While sounding classically vintage
in its warmth and near- total
preclusion of edginess and grain, the
Croft nods to modernity in sounding
big, palpable and commanding certainly qualities which could never
be levelled at a Quad II or Leak
Varislope pre-amp. It paints ahuge
vista, with a wide and deep
soundstage, complemented with
slightly better- than- average image
height. What snaps you back to the
real world as you explore its massive
arena are enough low level tube noise
and fuzziness to make you utter
subconsciously
a mantra
of
`No transistors- no transistors- no
transistors'. Quiet? Not quite. Quieter
than even a mint Quad II? Yes.
Quieter than aNu-Vista. Er, no.
But the intrusion is no worse than
vinyl swoosh, and it will disturb only
those who have never experienced
other than the silences of wholly
digital playback. If anything, it's
comforting to an old fart such as I,
like a child's smelly ol' blanket,
because, once you listen through the
mild haze, you hear arich midband
which positively cossets the human
voice (this amp could be amemorial
to Dusty Springfield), asweet top end
which even had me listening to violin
(OK, so it was Grappelli), convincing
dynamics, adequate kick and the kind
of bass which impresses rather than
oppresses. And, in absolute denial of
all that I've just said, the Croft betrays
its funky tubeness by being fast and
precise in all matters transient.
It's as if Croft sat down and made
a list of all the tube and transistor
virtues, decided which were
complementary and necessary for
ear-friendly, wholly musical playback
and found a way to achieve it
through the simplest, low- partscount method possible. The result, at
£350 with black fascia or £400 if you
need the wood, is the biggest bargain
ever in non- kit* valve preamplification.
It is an astonishingly musical,
wholly satisfying device which begs
only apartnering amplifier of similar
cost. And I'll tell you this: if Glenn
Croft or whoever it is that styles his
stuff, were to allow someone with
taste to create anew look, and if the
company behaved like it really was in
business, it'd grow faster than a
Tony Blair's ego.
But then it wouldn't be Croft. +
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To become Scotland's foremost
quality hi-fi outlet you don't sell boxes,
you offer solutions.
Over the past five years we've worked
hard to build and maintain our
reputation for friendly, approachable
and knowledgeable advice that aims

Leowe hi-fi TV,
absolutely interest
free over I
2months!

Bang 8/ Olufsen and
Bose step aside!

Whether or not the Music Mill would
progress into the world of hi- fidelity video
equipment to compliment our superb range

toward customer- led solutions.
This approach, coupled with the

of audio equipment, was never in doubt.
Our problem was finding the manufacturer whose company philosophy not

world's very best in hi-fi equipment

only produced superb aesthetic design, but

and other services such as delivery

to- use technology

was also responsible for matchless, easy-

Nakamichi Soundspace 8 features 5

and installation anywhere in the UK

disk CD player, 30 pre-set tuner and

at competitive prices, has built the

at an amazing price.

Music Mill into Scotland's foremost

Nakamichi Soundspace 8

speaker package including subwoofer all

quality hi-fi outlet.

Nakamichi Soundspace I
0 features 5

disk DVD/CD player, full Dolby Digital

Innovation and development are

processing, 5x100W output, twin subs,

also part of the unique Music Mill mix.
This year alone we've added new
demo rooms, introduced high fidelity
video products and are currently
developing our presence on the world
wide web.

£ 1100

Our search stopped with Loewe.

x4 satellites, xl centre speakerThis is the

See the new Loewe DVD player at under

ultimate in lifestyle home theatre

£500, designed to match theVCR at £400.
Please visit our showroom or check out

Nakamichi Soundspace 10

£5000

www.loevve.de/english to view this stunning
range of German designed and

Nakamichi Soundspace 5features 3

manufactured video equipment and discuss

disk CD player with built in tuner x2

how you might best integrate it with your

compact speakers with interchangeable

audio system.

LOEINE.

coloured grills
Nakamichi Soundspace 5

£800

Nakamichi Soundspace 3. The ultimate
clock/radio/alarm.This is amust for the
serious gadget collector
Nakamichi Soundspace 3

£500

rilNakamichi
All sytems available by mail order.
Buy now pay later*

Beauhorn / Loewe AV / Pro Ac / Krell / ARC / Martin Logan / Primare / Sonus Faber / AVI / JBL
Maranti / DNM / Alchemist / Rotel / Copland / Project / TEAC / JA Michell / Theta / Nakamichi

Music Mill

72 Newhaven Road Edinburgh EH6 5QG / Tel: 0131 555 3963 / Fax: 0131 555 3964 / www.musicmill.co.uk / advice@musicmill.co.uk
*Cash price El 0000. Deposit El 000. No more to pay for 12 months. Then either settle the balance of £9000 before the first due date and incur no interest charges or make 36 monthly
payments of £462..78, 29.8% APR (fixed). Total amount payable L17660.08. Interest will be charged from the date of the agreement if the balance is not paid in full before the first payment
date. Credit is subject to status.A written quotation is available on request.

LOUDSPEAKERS

T

his German company is one of
very
few
producing
loudspeakers with a tonal
quality balanced to recognised
standards of neutrality. You don't
need to make allowances for national
taste or character — with Audio
Physic you can take the design on its
merits without adjustment or
compromise with respect to treble
loudness or inappropriate bass
tuning. This helps make the new
Libra comfortable from the start,
with regard to sound balance.
Weighing 601bs ( 27.5kg), the
Libra is priced at £ 5000 apair. All
surfaces are in natural veneer finishes
with achoice of Black Ash, Birds Eye
Maple, Cherry and Rosenut.
It is an unusual, some might even
say slightly odd, speaker, with its
strongly visual disposition of
essentially black drive units
undisguised by form of grille.
Presented naked, the speakers are
intended to execute the designers'
intention
free
of
acoustic
encumbrance.
It stands 106 cm tall, poised yet
offset on an irregular satin-black
plinth, stabilised by strong floor
coupling spikes. Its distinctive
appearance is reinforced by its
narrow-fronted ( 165mm) slab-sided
form, which has amaximum depth of
465mm, accentuated by the front
panel's 7° rearward tilt. Three black
outlines are evident on the front, two
at the top and one near the base. The
latter is a large bass reflex port,
which may be plugged to adjust the
low bass according to taste and
speaker/ room interaction. As for the
upper two outlines, these comprise a
120mm mid driver together with a
25 mm soft dome tweeter placed
above; it is built on a 110mm black

face- plate. There are yet more
drivers: two 180mm bass units
placed back to back in the sides of
the enclosure. Thus the Libra is afull
three-way system with apotentially
impressive bass capability.
Audio Physic gives the sensitivity
as 86dB/W for a4 ohm impedance.
Given that the sensitivity is for an ' 8
ohm watt' this is relatively low
sensitivity loudspeaker. However, in
view of its trim dimensions that low
sensitivity has been traded in afair
exchange: namely, exceptional bass
extension, quoted as 26Hz (-6dB).

TECHNOLOGY
A maximum power rating of 250W is
given, so with a reasonably load tolerant amplifier, a pair should
provide good in-room sound levels of
105dBA.
Conversely, Iwould recommend a
minimum power input of 35W, and
would definitely favour solid-state
over valve amplification in view of
the current required.
Given the speaker height, the usual
listener position, plus the 7° tilt-back,
the Libra aims to provide some timecompensation for the mid and treble
driver array.
The narrow frontal aspect,
working in conjunction with the
strong edge bevel allows diffraction
to operate smoothly with aminimum
of enclosure- induced secondary
sources. The resulting good polar
responses should lead to sharply
focused stereo images.
Twin 170mm diecast chassis bass
units, equipped with resin-bonded
carbon fibre cones and low loss
rubber surrounds, operate in a
volume of about 30 litres, and are
mass loaded to develop the intended
bass extension. The large reflex port

is flared to minimise turbulence and
tunes the system to a low 27Hz. If
operated as a sealed enclosure, the
system resonance lies at 44Hz and
good in-room extension should still
be available down to 36Hz or so.
Highest frequencies above 4kHz are
handled by an SEAS Excel soft dome
tweeter fitted with a diffraction
controlled cast faceplate and rear
chamber. Silver wire is used for the
voice-coil winding.
A Vifa driver has been selected for
the mid, built on adiecast frame with
a coated resin bonded fibre cone.
their patented ' 5 corner' diaphragm
whose edge geometry improves the
response and decay performance in
the upper range.
A 15-element crossover network
divides the frequency range into
three, the bass section physically
separated from the other two. Cored
inductors are used for the low range,

SUPPLIE
.lanvil Audio,
Woodvale Heath
Road,
Woolpit,
Bury Sr
Edmunds,
Suffolk,
IP30 9RU.
Tel: 01359
240 687

Ci
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As with earlier models from this company,
the Audio Physic Libra takes some
unconventional ideas and makes them work
by MARTIN COLLOMS

Audio Physic
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A3 RANGE.
M ACHINED, MIL- SPEC ALUMINIUM
FRONT PANEL.

TWENTY-FOUR CARAT GOLD
PLATED FITTINGS.

REMOTE CONTROLLED.

PHONO STAGE.

POWERFUL, ROBUST, BUILT.

MUSICAL FIDELITY
A3 RANGE: I
NTEGRATED AMPS, PREAMPS, POWER AMPS, TUNER, CD PLAYER AND HOME CINEMA DECODER. FOR DETAILS OF YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST RING 020 8900 2866.

LOUDSPEAKERS
air core for the high, together with
polypropylene film capacitors. The
system is hard-wired throughout.
Signal connection is via WBT gold
plated connectors for single wiring.
Built of MDF, the enclosure is
acoustically quiet thanks to complex
multi- bracing which divides what
began as asix-sided box into 26 subpanel areas.

treble, with errors limited to ahint of
nasality and some ' breathiness'.
Some moderate ' thickening' of
texture was heard in the upper bass.
While not as obviously quick or as
rhythmic a speaker as some AP
designs, the Libra was pretty upbeat
in the Audio Physic mould. It could
drive a beat, and the mid treble
timing was nicely judged. In

AUDIO PHYSIC LIBRA

LAB REPORT
Sensitivity was on
target at
86.5dBW, a
below average
result in view of
the honest, near
4ohms amplifier
rating. Imeasured
aminimum value
of 3.6 ohms and
would suggest a
mean value of 5
ohms for this
design, which
qualifies as a `just
average' amplifier
load. For the axial
response [Fig 11,
the 1m result
showed an
essentially fiai
characteristic
excepting amild
but audible 2dB
trough from
600Hz to 950Hz,
itrite twit and ncsover
perhaps associated
with the bass mid
integration matter.
consequence, it was an even-handed
SOUND QUALITY
and could swing with awide range of
It was well
When Ifirst heard this speaker more
extended in the
programme: lively enough for rock
than ayear ago at the Frankfurt High
bass measuring
End Show, Iwas impressed. In a and jazz, sufficiently poised for
-6dB at alow
large space it proved to have a impressive orchestral reproduction.
To make the best of the timing, a 35Hz and
smooth,
articulate
midband,
operative to 27Hz
fast, grippy amplifier is worth
recognisably truthful to familiar
depending on room
considering — the Naim NAP250,
programme, especially female
conditions:
for example, seemed to bring out the
vocalists. However, in an average
virtually subbest in this speaker.
room where you will be closer to the
woofer
speaker, say 2-3m instead of a
performance. It
CONCLUSION
preferred 3-5m, there seems to be
Essentially well balanced, the Libra
met awide range
some loss of integration between the
of 40Hz to 20kHz
rewarded
listeners
with
bass and mid-range regions.
exceptionally stable, strongly for +I-3dB limits.
My listening room is fairly large
The Libra also
focused stereo images, with awide,
but even here the Libra bass verged
demonstrated a
on excess with the bass ports open. I deep soundstage. It could play at
high levels without distress, and the
first rate set of
can well imagine Home Theatre
power
handling
was
forward responses
levels of bass drive without need for a bass
[Fig 2], nicely inparticularly good for the size of
sub-woofer. On loud rock the open
enclosure. It represents afair 4ohm
phase at crossover,
ports generated the best slam and
load not unduly taxing for a and the vertical
dynamic effect — such big bass is, in
symmetry was
modern amplifier, but the below
my view, best balanced for US open
average sensitivity indicates the use first-rate (dotted);
plan ' A' frame houses, and Ifelt
the lateral off-axis
of perhaps 70W plus. The Libra is
more comfortable with the ports
results for 30° and
well engineered and well finished
plugged.
45° off-axis were
with sufficiently accurate frequency
Good low frequency extension was
above average for
still present, while the whole effect
responses for consistent reliable
uniformity with
performances. A high dynamic range
was faster and better balanced.
the axial trend
matches the excellent stereo sound
Despite that slight sense of
(solid trace).
stages and natural articulate middetachment, the mid-range was of
range. Good results on drive and
Energy time
fine quality: natural, open yet not
response was very
liveliness are also plus points for this
forward, tactile and well resolved.
tidy, apromising
recommended speaker.
The sound was airy through the
trend supported by
THE SYSTEM
the waterfall
graphic
Comparison speakers: B&W 803N, Spendor SP2-2, Quad 63, Wilson Witt II.
presentation of
Ancillary equipment used for this review included Krell FPB650M and Naim
energy decay with
NAP250 power amplifiers, fed via the Conrad-Johnson ART pre-amplifier by
frequency. The
Marantz CD7, Naim CDSII and Krell KPS25s CD players, and aLinn LP12
result for transient
Lingo/Naim Aro/van den Hul GIA IV record playing system.
speed was

Fig ¡ Audio Physic Libra: axial frequency
response, 1m (dashed line, neatfield correction)
.
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Fig 2. Audio Physic Libra: response family at
2m, axial (solid), 15° (vertical) 30° lateral
(dashed), 45° vertical (chain dash)
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Fig 3. Audio Physic Libra: MLSSA waterfall
of energy decay (see text)
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Fig 4. Audio Physic Libra: room averaged
response and (lower trace) impedance

exemplary, while
that for implied
coloration was also
extremely good. So
the clean
transients, very
moderate
coloration and fine
transparency
heard were
supported by these
acoustic test results
[Fig 3].
Examining the
Test results

room averaged
response the bass
was well tuned, if
alittle heavy, and
driving well down
to 35Hz by this
measurement.
There was adip at
around 500Hz
before the fine mid
range and treble
re-established this
spatially averaged
response.
Audio Physic Libra

Dimensions ( hwd, mm)
1060x165x465
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
35-250W
Recommended placement
floor standing, free space
Frequency response
±3dB ( 2m)
40Hz-20kHz
Bass frequency rolloff (-6d8) at lm
35Hz
Bass frequency extension
(typical in room)
27Hz
Voltage sensItivtty
(ref 2.83V) at lm
86.5d13/W
Approximate maximum sound level
(pair at 2m)
> 105dBA
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
3.6 ohms/5 ohms/average
Forward response uniformity
excellent
Typical price per pair (
inc VAT)
f5000
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The Bristol Show is brought to you by the
UK's two leading specialist dealers
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www.audio-t.co.uk

See the late
Compare Sony's SACD with DVD Audio • Watch DVD on
Plasma televisions • Enjoy home cinema through DIP projectors • Listen to digital radio and flat loudspeakers • See
the new Quad II Forty amp — based on the 1953 classic •
See the AE Aegis Compact • See the UK launch of Arcam's
up-market FM.1— in its sleek new, all- metal casework
Your opportunity to see everyone who is anyone in the
world of hi-fi and home cinema under one roof
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GETTING TO THE SHOW
Temple Meads Station is ashort
distance from the Marriott and is
accessible by bus, foot or taxi.
By car, from the M4 ( Wales io
London) take J19 ( M32
Bristol) at J3 the M32

A15118
GLOUCESTER
CHELTEMHAN

becomes a
conventional dual

A14115
10400ft
SOUTH WALES

carriageway.
Follow signs for
City

learn all about custom installation

Centre.

Easy local parking in Parkway NCP

BRANDS ON SHOW: AKG, ATC, Acoustic Energy, Alchemist, Apollo,
Arcam, Atacama Audio, Audio Analogue, AudioQuest, Audiophile UK, B&W,
BCD, Beyer, Bose, Boston, Bow Technologies, Bryston, Cable Talk, Castle
Acoustics, Cherished Record Co, Chord Co, Cyrus, Dali, Denon, Densen,
Diapason, Dynaudio, Dynavector, [ lac, Electrocompaniet, Energy, Final
Acoustics, Fonè, Goldring, Graaf, HNE, Heybrook, Hi Fi News, Hi Fi World,
Incognito, Jamo, KEF, Kudos, Lexicon, MIT, Marantz, Meridian, Michell,
Mirage, Mission, Morgan Audio Systems, Moth, MusiQ, Myryad, NAD, Naim,
Nakamichi, Neat Acoustics, Nordost, Nova Sonique, NXT, Onkyo, Opera,
Optimum Intl 2000, Ortofon, PMC, Parasound, Path, Pathos Acoustics,
Pioneer, Polk, Primare, Pro-ject, ProAc, Quad, Reference Music Systems,
Rotel, Ruark, Sennheiser, Shahinian, Sonic Link, Solid, Sonus Systems,
Sony, Sound Organisation, Soundstyle, Stands Unique, Stewart Filmscreen,
Systemline, T3, TAG McLaren, Tannoy, Teac, Technics, The Direct Disc, UK
Distribution, Unison Research,Van den Hul, Vienna Acoustics, Vivanco,
Vivante, VPI Record Cleaning, What DVD?, What Hi Fi?,
Yamaha Electronics

make it a
18-20 February 2000, 10-5 ev
at the
Marriott Hotel, Lower Castle Street, Bristol
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WHAT HITI?

AMPLIFIERS

N

elson Pass is one of the
legendary
amplifier
designers, with a status
comparable to that of Peter Walker
in his heyday, and only ahandful of
others in recent times. He made his
name at Threshold with a range of
amplifiers which featured ' error
correcting' topologies conceptually
similar to Quad's feedforward circuit
used in the 405 (apparently the two
collaborated at the time), but he later
left to found the company that bears
his name to produce single- ended
MOSFET amplifiers.
The Aleph P pre-amp and X350
stereo power amp — the latter being
the smallest in the three-strong Pass
Labs high power X range, and rated
at 350 watts per channel — both use
power MOSFETs, 48 in the case of
the X350. But this is arguably the
least innovative element in the
designs.
If there is asecret to the circuits in
the pre- and power amps featured
here, it is their simplicity, a quality
with
more
than
the
usual
implications for sound quality, as the
circuit techniques adopted are
said not to work properly with
more complex architectures.
This is the reason for the use
of single-ended circuits, which
are fundamentally simple (
le,
the audio signal passes through
fewer components), and have
no overall loop feedback, though
the design notes are at pains to
point out that there is always
some local feedback.
In both pre- and power amp,
just two stages of active gain are
involved. The first consists of two
single-ended Class A voltage gain
blocks operated in balanced mode;
and the second is a power
MOSFET current gain stage which
is also feedback-free, also operating
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in Class A balanced mode — though
it will eventually drop out of Class A
if driven hard enough. Both pre- and
power amps are balanced from input
through to output, though they can
be driven from single-ended sources,
and ( if you can think of a good
reason to do so) interconnected
single-ended.
This is not one of those amplifiers
that uses inverting op- amps to
generate the second, inverted parallel
gain blocks; and single- ended
connections are made to just half of

Nelson Pass is
one of the
legendary
amplifier
designers, with
astatus
comparable to
that of Peter
Walker in his
heyday, and
only ahandful
of others in
recent times

A high-end pre-Ipower amp
combination using
`supersymmetricar circuits
by ALVIN GOLD

the circuit, so, not surprisingly, there
is anoticeable performance hit when
it is used single-ended. Using Wadia
27ix/270 and Linn Sondek CD12
CD players, it was possible to make a
direct comparison.

TECHNOLOGY
Balanced operation normally results
in cancellation of some distortion
and noise products where the two
mirror-image halves of the signal are
summed at the speaker terminals,
and the Pass Labs take full advantage
of this: but only as a starting point.
In addition, the circuits employ a
technique
known
as
`supersymmetry': in essence, to use
very accurately matched mirrorcircuits, achieved by component
matching, and, in the case of the
semiconductors, using substrates
from the same wafer to ensure that
the two halves of the symmetric
waveform
behave
as
nearly

son

STANDING OVATION
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LE GRAND SPECTACLE DU SON

"For me, this is truly the ultimate desert island loudspeaker..."
Jack ERIK Stereogbile, whom 19 as. 5.

Grande Utopia

"I am comfortable in saying that, to this point,
these are the best speakers Ihave ever heard. Ilove them..."
Mean Sail, Stereophile. volume 21 no. 4.

Utopia

Mezzo Utopia
Mini Utopia

Sub Utopia

Sound Image UK Ltd • 52 Milton Road • East sheen • London • SW14 8JR
Tel 0181 255 6868 • Fax 0181 255 6869 • http://www.focal.tm.fr

Poole's Premier
»remelt...
HiFi Centre
Latest equipment currently available for demonstration includes:

Shearne Audio, Phase 2 & 3amplifiers, Phase 5
Monoblocs, Phase 6 pre- amp and the stunning new
Phase 7CD player.

Crimson amplification - excellent sonic performance at areasonable price.

Densen B100 Beat, B200 pre- amp, B300 power
amp and the B400 CD Player.
All the French Helios CD players in stock, including the
incredible Stargate, which has left our staff lost for words!

Roksan Caspian Series.

Visit us on the world wide web:
www.movement-audio.co.uk

Movement Audio

Our

quality

speaker

range

include

the

Audiovector Cl, Ml, C2 & M2 and the mighty
Elac Jet 310, Celestion '
A' Series, Castle
Inversion, Mission, B&W and the New
Mission 780 Series.
Full home cinema demonstration facilities.
Two demonstration rooms and
friendly, knowledgable staff.
Also in stock:- Tag Mclaren
and full Cyrus range. Including
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AMPLIFIER S
identically as possible. Because the
two out-of-phase unbalanced circuits
behave nearly identically, the noise
and distortion residual after they
have been summed together is closer
to zero.
This much is achieved in a
conventional balanced circuit
without feedback, but with greater
accuracy here, thanks in part to the
use of ultra-simple circuits and the
minimum number of stages. The
overall result is said to be a circuit
with about one-tenth the distortion
and noise of aconventional balanced
circuit.
The pre- and power amplifiers are
built to the highest standards in their
class, though in curiously contrasting
style. The Aleph P is functional but
austere. Tested in its remote control
version (£3895), it has four inputs
and two outputs, one for tape at
fixed level, the other the main
output, all of which are available in
balanced or unbalanced form. The
operating mode is determined in
each case by the connection method
adopted: phonos for unbalanced and
XLRs for balanced, plus a shorting
link for unused XLRs.
The Aleph P also includes
individual gain controls for each
channel, and a master gain control
which makes a loud ratchety sound
when operated. The latter is a
digitally controlled 64- step ladder
network with the kind of tracking
accuracy over the whole volume
range that is only possible with such
designs, though the audio remains
analogue throughout. The remote
control limits itself to selecting the
input and setting the volume.
Whatever the pre-amp lacks in style
it more than makes up for in build
quality: the casework, for example, is
fabricated from thick alloy sections,
though the not quite perfectly
countersunk fixing screws were a
disappointing detail. The remote
control is made in much the same
way, though it needs aclearer line of
sight than most.
The power amplifier (£ 9950) is
quite a contrast. Finished in bright
alloy, this 68kg monster is
extravagantly styled, with front panel
standby
switching
and
a
magnificently crafted if not very
functional set of handles at
the front framing a large
moving- coil meter, lit in
deep blue, which shows
half- scale deflection when
the amp is drawing its
normal standing current, and
which deflects further only
when the amplifier is driven
outside its Class A operating
range. In practice this won't happen
very often, unless it is driven hard
into very low impedance loads.
NISI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Power output is given as 350W/ch
into 8 ohms, with maxima of +/-20
amps and 80.volts, and an idling
consumption of 600 watts, which
means it always runs very warm. The
no-feedback topology means that the
damping factor is relatively low at 30
into 8 ohms, which in turn means
that thick, short cables are
recommended to maximise control
over the loudspeakers, and that low
impedance loudspeakers are less
effectively damped. Notwithstanding
this, the amplifier is said to be
unconditionally stable into any load.

SOUND QUALITY
In
practice
the
Pass
Labs
combination gave every indication of
being true to its word on stability,
but there were indications of lack of
absolute control when driving
problem loads: the clearest example
of this Iencountered was the B&W
Nautilus DM802, whose bass always
sounded semi-detached and slightly
over-warm and slow, though sound
quality was otherwise nothing less
than superb, and the mid and treble
had never sounded so tactile and
organic.
This quality in the bass has been
more or less aconstant in the time
the speaker has been on test, and
might have been blamed on the
speaker itself, except that asample of
the Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 300
did manage to control the speaker
better, providing amore seamlessly
integrated, quicker and more
homogenous sound, albeit without
the Pass Lab's very special finesse
and transparency.
This was about the only blot on an
otherwise near perfect copybook. It is
tempting to describe the Pass Labs
using the kind of terms normally
reserved for single- ended valve
amplification, and the Pass Labs
does indeed have the kind of
harmonic purity and the absence of
an identifiable electronic signature
often associated with the best
amplifiers of this type.
It is even possible to hear the Pass
Labs bass in valve amp terms, as
being slightly warmer and lusher

It is tempting
to describe
the Pass Labs
using the kind
of terms
normally
reserved for
single- ended
valve
amplification,
and the
Pass Labs
does indeed
have the kind
of harmonic
purity and
the absence of
an identifiable
electronic
signature often
associated
with the best
amplifiers of
this type

than most traditional solid state
designs; but over the greater part of
the audio band the amp is finely
honed, highly articulate, and devoid
of any suggestion of excess. ` Rich,
deep and controlled' were typical of
the kind of comments that were
made with full orchestral material.
More to the point, the Pass Labs
is dynamically capable in away that
is unheard of in the world of
thermionic valves, and with the
volume wound up it can be
devastatingly, awesomely powerful
and in command — yet the amplifier
maintains
its
grip
even
at
background listening levels. But it
was the Pass lab's superbly refined
and detailed midband and treble
that really set this amplifier apart
from the crowed — this and the
complete absence of glare or any
other synthetic cues. Perhaps as a
result, the amplifier was capable of
superbly stable three-dimensional
imagery, with a hint of forwardness,
but still with fine discrimination in
the depth plane.
The pre- amplifier was tested by
being bypassed altogether, using the
on-board volume control of aWadia
27ix/270 CD player combination,
with equivocal results: the Wadia was
the more transparent and accurate at
higher volume settings, where bitloss is not aproblem; but the losses
were smaller than with any of the few
high- end pre- amplifiers I have
experienced in recent years, and the
Wadia sounded slightly harder at low
volume levels.

CONCLUSION

IER
Zentec
Distribution,
10112 Chapel
Place,
Tunbridge Wells,
Kent TN1 1YQ.
Tel 01892
539595

It is difficult to make a definitive
assessment of products of this kind,
as the Pass Labs is not without
character, and system synergy is
clearly of great importance.
In some respects this is not the most
accurate high- end solid-state
amplifier around, speaker load
sensitivity and low frequency voicing
being the areas of major concern, but
separately and together the pre- and
power amps have a level of detail,
authority and naturalness that places
them among the finest at any price.
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Lintone Audio
SFIE(TED151.0 £011PMENT AND SfECIALIgale
AC. Energy AEI Loudspeakers
(mod) ._.. 1300.00
Arcam X., One 5Channel Dolby Pro Amp ( ex dun).- £449.95
Arum Alpha 5Cl) Player
used)._..£180.00
Amain Alpha 7Tuner ( Re-furb)
( new).....£179.95
Ammo Alpha SSE Cl) Player
( used)£3 , )0
Arcann Alpha 10 Amplifieo/Phono Mod
( used) £650.00
Amarro Delta 250 Transpon
(
oued)
£395.00
Aud:o Analogue Bellini/Donizetti Pre Power Amps ( used) £800.00
Audolab LX Amplifier
( new) £ 349.95
Audrolab 8000A Amplifier
( mod) £ 350.00
Amkolab 8000C Pre Amplifier
( used) £250.00
Audioiab 8000CDM/k000 DAC Cl) Player
used) £ 1200.00
Auchoiali 0000M Mono Power Amplifiers
( used) £995.00
Audio Research LS7 Pre Amplifier ( mod) £995.00
Humer-ter 785 Pre- Amplifier
( used) £350.00
CVILS 31 Amplifier
( modem) £499.95
C.
Yroos ook/V Master Dolby Pre-Amplifier ( ex deal) £550.00
Cyrus 31 Amplifier
( used) £390.00
Dahl/aim TIQI 0Loudspeake • ( used) £ 595.00
Denson Beat 100 Amplofia inr MM Module ( used) £450.00
KEF 70S Rear Speakers
used) £ 180.00
Lund./ LM : 20 Mono Power Amps ( Inc. Table). ( En dem) £ 1995.00
Mourne MA500 Power Amp(ifiers
used) £ 350.00
Marmite PM17 Ampliier ! Gold)
sed £650.00
MusiFrd Pre- Amplifier 2
( used)
Mon Rd 35 Pre- Amplifier
( mod) £ 150.00
Morahan 565 Digital Surround Processor ( used)...11600.00
Mo-rocLan 561 Digital Control Processor
used) E1995.00
Mendon 555 Power Amplifier
(
used)
£495.00
Merid:an M33 Active Loudspeakers
used) £ 1000.00
Michell Micro Tumtable/R13300 Tonearrn ( used) £ 395.00
Mission 752 Loudspeakers
( mod)
395.II)
Nairn CD3.5 CD Player
( en dom)
£800.00
Nairn Nail 2Amplifier
( mod) £ 295.00
Naim Nail 3Amplifier
1m dom)
£500.00
Nairn Nail 3Amplifier
( used) £400.00
Nairn NAC 92 Pre- Amplifier
1m dom)... £395.00
Nairn NAC 92 Pre- Amplifier
( used) .£295.00
Nail, NAC 32 Pre- Amplifier
used) .£ 150.00
Nairn NAC 82 Pre- Amplifier
( used) £ 1800.00
Nairn NAC 90 Power Amplifier
1m dem)... £350.00
Naim NAP140 Power Amplifier
( used) £500.00
Pioneer C73 Reference Pre Amplifie
used). £ 300.00
Pioneer PD- 9700 CD Player
( used)
1150.04)
Quad FM3 Tuner
( used) £ 120.00
Quad 2Valve Power Amplifie
(
mod) £450.00
REL & rat/2 Active Sub Woofer
( used) £ 395.00
Roksap SI Power Amplifier
(
oued)
£800.00
Rotel 013978 6Channel Power Amplifier ( used) ..£ 240.00
Technics SLP2000 CD Player
( used) £495.00
STOCKISTS OE NAIM. MERIDIAN, TAG MCLAREN, CORES, KRELL RUARK,
OPERA, RUARK, MARAhTZ, MICHELLE, CASTLE. TEAC, KEE ARCAM ETC, ETC.
Viril our web site at http://www.lintone.co.uk
e-mail on, Lintone.andioevirgin.net
7-11 Park Lane, Galehead, Tyne & Wear NFB 3JW.
Tel 0191 477 4167
Fax 0191 477 2771

JPS Balanced Superconductor 2
1999 Stereophile recommended component
W e manufacture very high quality:
INTERCO NNECTS:RCA ,BA LANC ED, DI
GITAL
SPEA KER CABLES :SING LE.BI-WIRE D,IN-W ALL
HOME THEATER CAB LIN G:AUD I
O CAB LES ,
'
S' , COM POSITE ,AND COM PONENT VI
DEO ,
VIDEO AC CORDS FOR DIGITA LVIDEO GEA R.
VERY SPECIAL AC POWE R CORDS .
OUTLET STRIPS .AND IN W ALL AC W I
RING
Sold exclusively in the UK by:

AUDIO SALON
Tel: 0141 357 5700
See our dealer ad near the back
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IS control
Despite their compact size and
`mainstream' image, the Cyrus aCA7
pre- amplifier and aEQ 7phono
equaliser have real audiophile
potential
by MARTIN COLLOMS
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I

t's probably just as well that my
review of the Cyrus APA7
monoblock power amplifiers
[Oct ' 99 ] did not also cover the
matching pre-amp, since it turned
out that Cyrus was in the process of
freshening-up this design. We were
subsequently lent a new ' 2000'
version,
partnered
by
the
monoblock power amps and the
aEQ7 phono equaliser. Introduced
rather quietly a year or so ago the
aEQ7 is designed to match the

Cyrus range of electronics but will
,operate with other systems too. We
also had the optional pair of PSX-R
performance-boosting regulated
power supply units.

CYRUS aCA-7 PRE-AMPLIFIER
Operating as a line level control
unit fitted with full-function system
remote control handset, the £ 800
CA-7conforms to the ' straight-line'
format: it has no tone controls or
filters. For immediate purchase, or
FEBRUARY 2000
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further upgrade the PSX-R power
supply adds £ 328, bringing the
total to anew price point of £1125
and, in theory, to a second
performance tier.
Other matching components in
the range are the dAD3 and
dAD3Q24 CD players [the latter
reviewed last month by AH], also
both amenable to PSX-R upgrade;
afull remote FM tuner; two sizes of
power amplifier including the
recently- reviewed
150W
monoblocks, and the ' Phono' aEQ7
moving-magnet/moving-coil LP
equaliser. All may be linked via
MC- Bus control for synchronised
power up and standby plus
intelligent systems control and
sound operation.
The aCA7 is well equipped with
inputs with — five line and two
tape, in the normal single- ended
RCA phono jack format. Four
outputs are provided: single-ended
(phono) and balanced (XLR) line
outputs and two tape outputs.
Proper conversion of unbalanced
input to balanced output signals is
accomplished if your power amp
can benefit from this source. A nice
touch is the inclusion of a
headphone socket, even if this is
located less than conveniently on
the back panel. The power
amplifier feed is automatically
muted when headphones are
connected. Power connection is via
atwo pin active IEC cord, plus the
PSX-R auxiliary power connection
when used.
With on-board microprocessor
intelligence, this pre-amplifier has
user-assignable gain for each input,
so that volume levels from different
inputs
can
be
matched.
Incidentally, one of the tape
facilities is a full three-head type
buffer, the other a simpler twohead- compatible type circuit.
The wide- range digital
volume control has
essentially ldB
steps over the
entire range. To
improve -teability,
it
has
an
'accelerator' (like the
control software for a
computer mouse), with
three
speed
options.
Precision control of channel
balance is also available.

TECHNOLOGY
When the PSX-R is connected, the
aCA7's internal power supply is
directed to the microprocessor and
control circuitry while the PSX-R
powers the analogue circuits. 5532
IC op amps buffer the inputs to the
electronic FET-switched precision
R2R attenuator chip. A highWI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Early on
Isatisfied
myself that
the unit
could drive
any of my
amplifiers to
good effect.
Generally
this unit did
its job in a
self-effacing
manner

performance, discrete, current
feedback amplifier follows, driving
the
unbalanced
outputs
to
maximum performance. Where
balanced connection is required, a
pair a 5532 ICs generate the plus
and minus phases for the XLR
sockets. Thus the single-ended and
XLR output connections may be
used
simultaneously
and
independently. A separate parallel
IC is used to independently drive
the headphone circuit.
The powerful remote has agood
range and may be operated at almost
any angle or distance. Volume
operation is silent (no clicks) and the
'moving' LED scale gives useful
indication. One could always wish
for alarge numeric readout, perhaps
on afuture model...

SOUND QUALITY
Early on Isatisfied myself that the
unit could drive any of my
amplifiers to good effect. Generally
this unit did its job in aself-effacing
manner. A line controller should be
neutral and not get in the way of
signals en route from the sources to
the power amplifier. It was
significantly more transparent than
earlier generations of Cyrus pre amplification.
Itried the unit first without the
PSX-R option. In an arguably
perverse attempt to buck perceived
wisdom, Iplaced the pre-amp on
the PSX-R, the latter powered up
but not connected to the pre-amp.
Frankly
the
results
were
uninspiring, just satisfactory with a
score of 12 on my usual subjective
listening- test scale — low for its
class. The sound was veiled, lacking
drive or definition. The treble had a
mushy cast, while rhythm and
dynamic expression were both
below par.
In a sense proving the
inherent merit of this
design, it responded to
a measure of TLC
and
common

sense. Moving the PSX-R aside and
placing the pre-amp separately on
an audio shelf, it shifted up agear
to 16 points on my scale. In context
this is certainly satisfactory. The
unit now sounded tidier and
clearer, better-defined and betterfocused.
Soundstage
width
expanded. Fairly good ambience
and image depth were portrayed.
The bass was well extended and
controlled, while the coloration was
restricted to hint of glare or
forwardness in the upper mid range
as well as a trace of grit in the
treble, unlikely to be noticed except
with the finest sources.
Handsomely
meeting
the
advertised claim, connecting the
PSX-R supply really did make a
new and better pre- amp, in my
view almost a 40% improvement,
raising the score to 22. This was a
worthy result for the category, now
putting it in the lower levels of
audiophile grade components.
Careful choice of matching
components — support tables
cables and mains supply quality —
is worth making, to bring out the
full performance. PSX-R added
substantial clarity, essentially
removing the mid colorations and
delivering above average rhythm,
timing and dynamics. Image depth
moved to the 'good plus' level with
stable and satisfying image focus
and naturally layered depth
perspectives. Undoubtedly this was
a significant advance over the

earlier incarnation of this design,
which Ifelt was unworthy of the
phono EQ and the new mono
block power amplifiers when these
system components were taken to
the limit.
Without the PSX-R, there was
less quality difference between the
SE and XLR outputs and for long
cable multi- room applications I
might well opt for the XLR, despite
the slightly lower quality, However
with the PSX and when properly
placed, the gain in overall
performance for SE working left the
balanced output connection behind,
; the latter scoring around 18 marks,
more than satisfactory but certainly
not preferred for highest quality use.

CYRUS aEQ7 PHONO STAGE
The aEQ7 is a stand-alone unit
which provides line -level, RIAA
equalised signals from moving-coil
and moving-magnet cartridges, and
one of each may be simultaneously
connected. A switchable IEC
bass/rumble filter is present while
the MC input offers a range of
conveniently switched loadings from
lk ohm / lnf to alow of 10 ohms.
An auxiliary PSX-R power supply
may be added to create a higher
53

performance alternative. The m-m
input is the standard 47k ohms.
Allowing two pickup cartridges to
be connected simultaneously, via
individual input amplifiers, one for
moving-coil and one for movingmagnet, a low loss relay switches
between the two without noise or
fuss. Both inputs use low noise
discrete amplification with only
moderate feedback.
After pre- pre amplification the
first
section
of the
RIAA
equalisation follows ; low frequency
feed back only via trusty NE 5534
op amps this followed by the treble
part of the equalisation using a
passive RC filter. An advantage of
this method is the maintenance of
equalisation
to
ultrasonic
frequencies, in theory maintaining
superior linearity and headroom to a
full feedback type. An ultra low
noise, double shielded toroidal trans
former provides local power, and
the resulting stabilised supplies are
then relegated to the control
circuitry when the aEQ7 is operated
in advanced PSX-R mode.
Then this 300 VA regulated
auxiliary power supply has
essentially boundless reserve for this
low- power but critical piece of
electronics. The case is of inert nonferromagnetic cast magnesium, with
useful low-resonance properties.

SOUND QUALITY
Given the customary warm-up and
initial trials, the two Cyrus units
were tried individually and in
combination with the matching
power amps and also the other
components of the test system. We
also made use of the easily
switchable cartridge matching
settings of the phono equaliser.
Having been some weeks without
analogue, due by recent system
changes, it was good to set the
faithful LP12 spinning again.
Trying out a second hand
Supertramp LP bought for apound
in astreet market in deepest France,
Iwas impressed by this equaliser's
even handed approach to noise from
some surface damage and moderate
wear. After a few bars, worries
about the disc condition evaporated
as the music took over.
From the outset the moving coil
input of the aEQ7 established its
credentials, It made no attempt to
make LP sound more natural, more
like digital, rather it proved faithful
to the sound of this established
technology, the Linn, the Koetsu
and not least the vinyl disc.
Establishing a driving pace that
put many noted and costly CD
players to shame, this pre-equaliser
showed a fine balance from low
bass to high treble. Nothing was
54

of cartridges and using many
different input settings, Iwas left
with an overall impression of a
relaxed yet involving musicality
with a low fatigue index, very
welcome. Ifound the 1k setting
optimum for MC while the
optional 1nF additional capacitor
added some coloration and
impaired dynamics in my setup.

CONCLUSION

out of place,
nothing
exaggerated in the
frequency range.
With the IEC button
out the bass flowed
deeply yet retained that
authentic `boppy' crispness
in the upper bass. The mid
was naturally balanced, lacking the
trace of ` electronic' glare heard in
some solid state amplification. In
the treble it was finely resolved,
well focused, open, yet kind to
surfaces and cartridges with a less
smooth top end.
For its class, soundstages were
wide and deep while transparency
was reaching towards standards
expected of units costing twice the
price.
It replayed classical and rock
programme with equal confidence
showing that 'good plus' dynamics
are no barrier to a fine sense of
rhythm in the replay. It may be that
the distinctive lack of upper mid
'glare' makes it sound a little less
dynamic than some of the
competition. What Idid find was
that you quickly acclimatised to the
'Q7 and the more it was used, the
better it was liked. It continued to
burn in over the course of aweek
before settling down.
The above characterisation
related to the full blown PSX-R
augmented unit and on my scale
gets a commendable 25 marks,
compatible with fine audiophile
grade phono cartridges.
Delete the PSX power unit and
the ' Q7 is certainly not broken: it
retained acompetitive performance,
still upbeat, notably clear and with
fine depth and transparency. By
comparison it showed the PSX
alternative to have a richer, more
neutral mid band, slightly better
balanced treble, together with
enhanced depth and dynamics. A
score of 21 without the PSX is still
most respectable for the class, while
the inner potential of the design was
clearly demonstrated by the PSX
supply.
Rounding up an extended range

In standard form the latest
version of the aCA7 pre-amp
is a worthy example of the
art, well suited to the
overall demands made upon
it in Cyrus and similar quality

For its class,
soundstages
were wide and
deep while
transparency
was reaching
towards
standards
expected of
units costing
twice the price

systems. It improves substantially
when the supply option is invoked
lifting it to point where it achieves
audiophile status and may drive the
Cyrus 150W monoblocks to good
effect. In PSX-R form it is neutral
and lively performer with useful
features and awell thought out and
smooth running user interface. Do
take note of the interface issues,
maximum input and output, and
the modest gain in other than
Cyrus systems. In non PSX form it
is well worth considering while for
me it became a recommendable
contender with the PSX option.
Turning to the phono equaliser,
the standard aEQ7 unit is something
of abargain, carrying out a critical
task with fine sound quality and
good accuracy. The facilities are
versatile and will suit many available
cartridges. It is certainly not
restricted to Cyrus only systems.
The aEQ7 with PSX-R has been
what's known in the trade as a
'sleeper': its virtues have so far gone
unrecognised. Here the performance
climbed easily into the reference
class comfortably working with top
class moving- coil and movingmagnet cartridges, providing
satisfyingly musical reproduction
from vinyl programme of all classes.
As such it is firmly recommended
and is fine value to boot.

THE LISTENING SYSTEM
THE aCA7 was tried with both single- ended ( phono) and
XLR balanced connections, with amplifiers including the
Krell FPB series and Maim NAP250, and of course with t
he matching Cyrus aPA7 monoblocks
Comparison pre- amplifiers included the Krell KPS25s,
Conrad- Johnson ART and Premier 15, Vidmar Viking
One, Conrad- Johnson PVIO, XTC PRE, and Audio
Synthesis Passion passive controller and Maim Prefix disc
equalisation. Loudspeakers used were Wilson WITT II,
Quad ESL63, Spendor SP2-2. CD sources were the Krell
KPS25s, Naim CDS II, Marantz CD- 7and Exposure CDP.
LP playback was provided by aLinn LP12 Lingo/Naim
Aro arm, with Koetsu Rosewood Signature H, van den Hul
Black Beauty and Goldring Excel cartridges. Cables used
included Transparent, Siltech and van den Hul.
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AMPLIFIERS
In standard
form the latest
version of the
aCA7 pre-amp
is aworthy
example of the
art, well suited
to the overall
demands made
upon it in
Cyrus and
similar quality
systems. It
improves
substantially
when the
supply option
is invoked
lifting it to
point where
it achieves
audiophile
status

CYRUS aCA7 & aEQ7

Fig 1. Cyrus aCA7: frequeny responses, line

Fig 2. Cyrus aCA7: high-frequency inter-

Fig 3. Cyrus aCA7: distortion spectrum

input (
left and right channels virtually identical)

modulation test, 19kHz/20kHz tones (see text)

resulting from 1kHz tone (see text)

Cyrus aEQ7

gain, alittle under 6dB or x2, or x4
via the balanced output, matched to the
high gain Cyrus amplifiers, so there are

As agood line preamp should, this one

some compatibility issues to check out

demonstrated impeccable accuracy, was
flat in frequency response, easy to drive
(50k ohm), uncritical of loading,

with your dealer in anon Cyrus line
up. For example, the maximum output

approximately 47 ohms output
impedance, and with excellent channel
balance and high levelsetting accuracy.
The frequency response extended

3.5V SE phono, and 7V balanced, just
enough to clip about anything but not
drive mixing desks. Correspondingly as

LAB REPORT

virtually to DC in the bass and stretched

Ihave found with other designs using
'electronic' volume controls, the input

to 3IkHz -0.5dB and sensibly -3dB at
86.5kHz. There is no point letting lots

clipped really severely at greater than
3.5V input. There are few sources

of radio interference into
the system

which exceed this level and for example

and this

adding an input step up transformer to
the aEQ7 for avery low output

shows in

cartridge could also breach this limit.

this result

Generally Idon't think it need cause any

[Fig 1].
Channel

real concern.
Exceedingly linear, total harmonic
distortion bettered - 100dB over the audio

balance was
excellent,
0.0IdB at full
level, 0.024dB at
-20dB and was still
0.013dB accurate at
-60dB.It had quite alow

bandwidth and the high frequency twotone intermodulation results were

towards afine 90dB mid band, astill

balance was excellent as was the low
measured hum levels. For IHF input

movingcoil cartridges. For these, astep
up transformer to the moving-magnet

levels, O. 5mV for mc, 5mV for MM
cartridges, the 'A' weighted noise levels

input would be needed. RIAA
equalisation was most accurate, both

were also good at 75 and 90dB

why this filter option sounds
slightly

intermodulation results were fine while
the actual gain was matched to the
high overall gain of aCyrus system.
Thus a5mV input gave 380mV out on
m-m, and aO. 5mV input was needed
at the moving-coil terminal for the

wide band

6.4V before overload. Overall these are
agood set of results showing careful

excellent, better
than 85dB while
input overload
margins were also
(ne on m-m at greater
FEBRUARY 2000

respectively, and with the tougher CCIR
[I kHz] weighting it still made 72dB
and 82dB respectively. High frequency

same level, about 58dB of gain

systems.
Stereo
separation was

respectable 64dB at 20kHz.

m-m at typically 27dB. Channel

dry in the
bass using
replay

MHz] at -104dB 'A' weighted with

side band spectra were also very good. It
was nice to see that the distortion held to

than 26dB and were similarly good on

1dB by 40Hz which partly explains

innocuous second harmonic even at 105dB, seen in the spectral analysis at..
IHF operating levels, mid band
frequency [Fig 3].
Input noise was fine, -94.3dB [CCIR
negligible hum. DC offsets were
negligible. Stereo separation reached

This unit isn't the quietest nor the
highest gain unit in the business and is
less suitable partnering the lowest output

selected it was spot on at -3dB 20Hz.
This defined `rumble' filter is of course -

Cyrus aCA7

Distortion ( dB)
20Hz 1.kHz 20kHz
Total harmonic distortion
at 0.5V output, aux input -105.6-103.2 -90.7
intermodulation
19kHz/20kHz, 0.5V, aux
-100.5
Noise (
dB)
Aux input ( IHF, CCIR wtd)
-94.3
Residual (unwtd, vol at min) -105.4
DC offset, left/right
<0.5mV/<0.5mV
Input overload (
dB)
Aux/CD input ( IHF)
16.7 16.8
16.8
Stereo separation (
dB)
Aux input
116.3 89.2
64.3
volume/balance tracking
OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux input ( dB)
0.01 0.024 0.013
Input data
Socket type
phono
Sensitivity
270mV
Loading
50k ohms
.-- 100pF
Output
Max level
3.5V
Impedance
.-.50 ohms
Dimensions (
whd)
215x75x365mm
Typical price ( inc VAT)
f.800

similarly excellent at - 99dB for the
difference tone [Fig 2] and the hum and

Cyrus aEQ 7

on m-m and mc, +0.2, -0.1dB 20Hz
to 20kHz [Fig 4] with good extension
beyond. With the IEC bass roll off

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

was sufficient if not overly generous at

Test results

maximum. The unit can deliver up to

accurate design.

Cyrus Electronics,
Stone/ill!,
Huntingdon,
Cambs
PE 18 6ED.
Tel: 01480 451777

Fig 4. Cyrus aEQ7: R1AA equal .
sation
accuracy, moving-coil and moving-magnet
inputs (see text)
Test results
Cyrus aEQ7
Mtermodulation
19kHz/20kHz, 0.5V, aux
-75
19kHz/20kHz, 0.5V. mc
-75
Noise (
dB)
Disc ( m-m) input ( IHF, CCIR wtd) -82
Disc ( mc) input ( IHF, CCIR wtd)
72
DC offset
none
Input overload (
dB)
Disc ( m-m) input ( IHF)
n
n
n
Disc ( mc) input (
1Fin
n
n
n
Stereo separation (
dB)
Disc input
n
n
n
Aux input
n
n
n
Input data
ma
m-e
Socket type
phono
phono
Sensitivity
7.7mV
0.77mV
Loading
adjustable
Output
Max level
6.4V
Impedance
< 100 ohms
Dimensions (whd)
215x75x365mm
Typical price ( inc VAT)
£500
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by phone or the web
[www.sonicfrontiers. corn],
the able
Assemblage kit range
comes from The Parts Connection
in Canada. Since my review of the
Assemblage DAC-2 [Sept ' 98], the
company has released the DAC-2.5.
D-A technology has of course been
moving on apace, and The Parts
Connection has followed recent
advances, as it has since the first
DAC-1. There's even a DAC-2.6
now, very closely related to the 2.5.
Like the DAC-2, the 2.5 is
diminutive, just 1.5in deeper, overall
measuring 9.5x2x8.5in (whd). The
2.5 is available as afinal assembly kit
with the circuit board fully stuffed,
or entirely assembled for an extra
$50. Final price is $ 699 (US) for the
basic kit; add $ 149 for the Signature
parts upgrade.
Looking at the fascia, it'll be
apparent to DAC-2 users that the
input select and phase-invert toggle
switches have been banished,
replaced with gentle, soft- touch
buttons. The power LED is now
cool blue, a colour I've loved since
first spied on a Krell. Around the
back you'll find new inputs for
AES/EBU, plus TosLink and coax
BNC (phono adapter provided).
Inside, there are changes that
permit 24bit/96kHz operation
through anew Crystal receiver chip;
the HDCD digital filter remains.
Burr-Brown PCM1702 DACs have

given way to 24- bit 1704s.
Output buffers now use B- B
OPA134s in place of AD817s.
HDCD gain-reduction reverts to
the digital domain. If you choose
to implement this option, you'll
suffer agreater sonic penalty than
with the 2. The upside is that
ignoring gain reduction will now
give even greater benefits than
before — the associated potential
divider and relay have now been
removed from the output
section, hence a cleaner signal
path.
Component quality in the
standard version is already high,
while the Signature upgrade kit
takes this to another level. Silver
wire,
Caddock
resistors,
Multicap and Os-con capacitors
and LT regulators will upgrade
the already fine components,
including Holco resistors, found in
the DAC-2.5. To install this upgrade
you will need good soldering skills
and afine tip to your soldering iron.
I'm advised by TPC that the sonic
differences between 2, 2.5 and the
latest 2.6 are in that ratio.
Experience suggests the 2.6 should
be just a touch better than the 2.5.
So the key question: is the DAC-2.5
really a step up from the 2 that so
impressed me in September 1998?
Knowing the impact of the
Signature parts upgrade on the
DAC-2, Iwent straight there. Initial

The Parts Connection keeps up the good work
with a new version of its Assemblage DAC-2 kit,
the '24196- capable' DAC-2.5
by CLIVE MEAKINS

impressions were of a sound very
closely related to the 2. The DAC2.5 Signature had the ability to be
more dynamic, demonstrated
especially well on percussion. Bass
was snappier. Somehow tracks
seemed to pass more quickly. There
was a more analogue nature to the
sound of this 2.5, suggesting an even
easier delivery of music. Both DACs
portray atmosphere and emotion,
but the 2.5 did this more
consistently than the 2.
Finally, Iwired up the AES/EBU
balanced input on my Trichord
transport. This demonstrated that
even the simplest 110 ohm Maplinsourced cable on AES/EBU
outperforms my much more exotic
75 ohm cable on the coax input, so
is well worth trying.
A lot of similarities yet a
worthwhile improvement were
shown by the 2.5 over the 2. There
is no reason to think that the 2.6
won't build on the 2.5, although I
would expect the improvement to be
incrementally smaller.

Looking at
the fascia, it's
apparent the
input sellect
and piase
invert toggle
switches lhave
been banished,
replaced with
gentle, soft
touch buttons

¡he Parts
Connection,
2790 Brigiron
Road,
Oakvige,
Ontario,
Canada
Tel: + 190.5
829 5858

Assemblage upgrades
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Radlett Audio
i1:
9Holywell Hill, St. Albans,
Hertfordshire, All lEU

-a% 01727 855577

SAME PLANET

FAX: 01727 858 727
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Higher I.Q. I
The IRIQ Intelligent Remote
by Madrigal and Microsoft.
For universal remote controls, higher
intelligence should mean higher performance.
With IRK), the intelligence of the remote is
used to organise and simplify its operation.
Control virtually any infrared device you own,
audio, video, lighting, curtains etc. with IRK).

Critically acclaimed for the past 18 years, these preamps have
become the benchmark of class Asingle-ended valve designs.
Stereophile, Feb 1996 - M. Fremer: "All this adds up to what
is clearly one of the finest-sounding, best-built, full-function preamps
in the world and reviews from around the world reflect that."
Recommended Component - "Class A" - Tube Preamplifier
Audiophilia Online, June ' 98 - A. Chasin: "With affordable
full-function preamps becoming as rare as a ' 57 Rothschild, Audible
Illusions should be applauded for continuing to develop and market
the Modulus3a, asuperbly musical and highly affordable device
capable of extracting the best from both analogue & digital sources."
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS TAKE THE SHORTEST SIGNAL
PATH AND GET THERE FIRST: TO THE MUSIC!
Distributed exclusively by Sounds Transparent Ltd.
94 Church Path

Deal

Kent CTI4 9TJ

Tel/Fax: 01304-382037
E-mail: sounds@transp.globalnet.co.uk

•The programmable, backlit touchscreen
shows only the buttons you need, and
you can name them what you like.
•Macros can be used to send asequence of
commands by touching one button.
•Choose from thousands of preprogrammed
IR codes or teach IR commands for new
components through the learning port.
•The innovative new selector wheel
make IRIQ the ultimate surfing tool,
rolling the wheel changes channels,
selects menu commands, scrolls
through text and more.
IRIO combines aPC- programmable
touch- screen with basic hard buttons
and an innovative selector wheel.
Together, these controls help you simplify
the operation of even the most complex
audio and video systems.
For further details please contact Path Premier
Unit 2, Desborough Ind. Park, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3BG
Tel: 01494 441736 Fax 01494 440360 Email: premiereipath.co.uk

LOUDSPEAKERS

ir

hese pages have carried reviews
of a number of speakers from
B&W's Nautilus- derived 800
and 600 series, and now we have the
entry level model in the junior 600
series. So, welcome to the DM601
S2, the replacement for the original
DM601, selling for £200 (
the stand
shown is an optional extra). It is
interesting to note that B&W has
avoided the trap of trying to undercut
everyone else's entry level model, and,
as the results show, has concentrated
instead on doing the job right.
Here are some more numbers.
Like virtually all such speakers, the
DM601 S2 is a two-way reflexloaded design, with the port on the
front panel, which eases positioning
requirements. The crossover network
is fourth- order at 4kHz, and the
drivers are a 165mm Kevlar cone

caps. There have also been detail
improvements to the crossover in the
cause of reduced distortion and
compression. The speaker looks
quite similar to its predecessor,
however, with the wood baffle
stiffened by amoulded mica-loaded
polypropylene surface layer which
also supplies most of the cosmetics,
including a semi-horn loaded recess
for the tweeter, and aflared exit for
the reflex port.
It is a constant surprise just how
flawed big, costly speakers turn out
to be and how good many very
inexpensive ones are; and from this I
postulate my first theorem of
loudspeakers, which is that the
design difficulties of any loudspeaker
are proportional to the square of
their low- frequency bandwidth.
There is plenty of science that could

601 s2
Here's the baby B&W's recently- launched
'Series 2' 600 range — but it's more grown-up
than most 'entry level' models

by ALVIN GOLD
bass/midrange unit, and the tweeter
a 26mm aluminium dome. A
nominally 8 ohm system with a
minimum impedance given as 4.3
ohms, power handling is 100 watts
continuous, which implies suitability
for amplifiers rated up to, say, 150
watts;
quoted
sensitivity
is
88dB/watt, and for once this figure
seems believable, perhaps even atad
pessimistic. The enclosure is
classically proportioned — tall and
deep, and not too wide — and
measures 356x204x244mm (hwd).
Improvements incorporated into
the new models include the Nautilus
tweeter tube, which acts rather like a
transmission line, damping the
fundamental
resonance
and
absorbing back radiation from the
tweeter diaphragm and turning it
into heat, and a flat ring tweeter
suspension instead of a roll
surround. The woven Kevlar driver
has astiffer suspension spider, and
less resonant bullet- shaped dust
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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be used in partial justification of this,
and more empirical evidence than
you can shake astick at. The 601 S2
is firmly in the narrow bandwidth
class, and claims an anechoic
response extending to 70Hz (-3dB),
which should have eased the
engineers' task considerably. Even
taking this into account, however,
B&W has done an excellent job, not
just
with
the
fundamental
engineering but of the final voicing,
an area with which it has not always
been so successful in the past.
The DM600 takes awhile to settle
in, more Ithink than much of the
opposition, and the result is that, if
you hear it in the shops freshly
plucked from the carton, you'll find
it tends to sound thin and jangly. It
does settle-in nicely though, not to a
completely colour-free baseline,
but fairly close. The balance
between detail resolution and
what might be called ripeness or
sonority is adifficult one that is open

It is interesting
to note that
B&W has
avoided the
trap of trying
to undercut
everyone else's
entry level
model, and,
as the results
show, has
concentrated
instead on
doing the job

right

to endless interpretation, but B&W
has struck a particularly effective
balance here. There is no trace of the
presence-band shelf lift that is an
almost indivisible part of any B&W
story, just a hint of a treble
resonance, and an overall tonal
balance that is somewhat richer than
with previous generation models,
which helps the speaker develop a
more extended and varied range of
tonal colours.
The bass has a nice tangible
quality, and, if memory serves right,
it is significantly fuller than its
predecessor. If there is any loss of
tunefulness and solidity, Idon't hear
it. The bass may extend no further
than the figures suggest, but the
subjective feel is of a bass that is
surprisingly potent and complete,
even with full- bore orchestral
material, where small
speakers tend to dry
the sound out —
though turning the
volume
beyond
medium loud ( the
upper
80dBAs)
dries
the
bass
significantly, and
eventually leads to
audible
compression.
Sof sof, as they
say in Ivrit, the
designer has opted
for quality rather
than quantity, and
the DM601 is an
uncommonly
sophisticated entrylevel model with a
wide enough low frequency
bandwidth to be fully
useable with virtually any
type of music or home
cinema material, not
because it wouldn't benefit
from being propped up by
a subwoofer in an AV
system for example, just
that musical fundamentals
doesn't necessarily suffer
much when left tthe 601's
tender mercies.
The
601
S2
has
outstanding tonality, aless
overtly forward presence
band than its predecessor,
and high levels of detail,
with a very ` moreish'
delivery that wears well in
extended listening. Scored
out of ten, and then adjusted
for value, Igive it eleven. 4-11-1r1f711-11

B&W
Loudspeakers Ltd,
Meadow Road,
Worthing
BNI 12RX
Tel: 01903
524801

it is because YBA
has
h
as a fine ear for corny
puns, or simply that it is
one of these Gallic things designed to
needle Anglo Saxons is unclear, but
naming aproduct range Complete
when it palpably isn't, and then using
the same word in the names of each of
the products that form part of that
range, is an oddly interesting use of
language. Still, it is perhaps preferable
to the current craze for anarchic
capitalisation, as in iMac or Wilson
benesch. You might even say it is
rather like using the words audio and
refinement in conjunction as the
parent name of abrand that covers
audio, and is meant to be refined. In
any case, it sticks in the brain, so it
does its job. The range is a new
project from the pen, and probably
also the personal computer, of YvesBernard André, who some may
remember as being linked to anumber
of high end ventures, most famously
Goldmund, and more recently the
company that bears his name, YBA
itself.
Audio Refinement is essentially a
more cost effective alternative to YBA,
and is made in the Far East to YBA
specifications. Prices of the models
reviewed here are £ 699 for the
Complete Integrated Amplifier, £649
for the Complete CD player and £40
for system remote.
If you're familiar with YBA, then
the identification with the senior range
is unmistakable, not least in its
characteristic use of a tripod
arrangement of three solid aluminium
feet with rubber inserts ( ceramic
inserts are available as an option);

Audio
Refinement
is essentially
amore cost
effective
alternative
to YBA, and
is made in
the Far East
to YBA
specifications

Built for YBA in Taiwan, the Audio
Refinement Complete CD player and
integrated amplifier seem well worthy
of the French parent company

by ALVIN GOLD

though placing the singe foot at the
front instead of the rear is slightly
idiosyncratic, and can make it less
stable when mishandled, as one does.
On purely mechanical grounds,
however, the use of a tripod
arrangement makes good sense, and is
typical of the pragmatic approach so
often associated with French
engineering in general.
You'll see more of that if you take
the lids off and notice the little
touches: the liberal use of damping of
critical components, and around the
edges of the top wraps for example,
the use of non-magnetised steel bases,
the aluminium tops, and let's not
forget
the
fearsome
looking
proprietary reservoir capacitors. Iwas
also intrigued to note that no attempt
has been made to conceal the true
identity of the range as YHA, which is
advertised on the rounded aluminium
Unifying System Remote Control
handset (£40), and indeed in ahuge
type across the back of the
manufacturers literature. You'll also
come across some idiosyncrasies of the
kind that are only associated with the
French, such as the two verticallydisposed buttons for cue and review.
But
these
mannerisms
are
superficial, and for the most part Iwas
bowled over how good these two
components looked, how well they
handled, and by how sensibly they had
been designed. From adistance they

could be confused with the equivalent
YBA components, but with softer,
more rounded lines, and asmoother,
better finish. There is something Mark
Levinsonesque about the way they
look.
The Complete Integrated amplifier,
whilst it may be nothing of the sort,
delivers 50 watts/channel from its
svelte 442x105x320mm (whd) frame,
and has six line inputs, two of which
are tape circuits, with separate listen
and record selectors. The only other
variables are the volume control, and
the (two-state) on/off switch. There is
no balance control, no headphone
socket and just one set of very good
quality loudspeaker terminals made by
YBA themselves. The similar- sized
CD player has anecessarily slightly
more complex control set, which is as
it must be given that the system
handset is an option. Cueing, track
skip, repeat, programming and
alternative modes for the calendar type
fluorescent display are included on the
laid disposed fascia.

DESIGN HIGHLIGHTS
Aside from making extensive use of
non-magnetic materials, design
highlights include adouble C section
transformer in the amplifier mounted
on rubber damping bushes to protect
the rest of the circuit. The internally
mounted heatsinks are used to screen
the gain stages, which is hardly
unique, but is not universal either.
Capacitors ( other than the main
power supply reservoir caps) are from
Wima and Roe, resistors from Vishay
and motorised volume control is from
Alps. The amp is otherwise a
reasonably straightforward Class AB
bipolar design.
Within limits set by price, the CD
player is just as concerned with
solidity in the cause of controlling
parasitic vibrations, and uses many of
the same, or similar components and
build features. The mechanism is from
Sony, with additional damping
applied, and the D to A processor is
an 18-bit Sanyo part with 8- times
oversampling and custom screening,
plus retiming and filtering of the
ingoing signal added by Audio
Refinement. The master clock is
positioned adjacent to the DAC to
help minimise jitter. An electrical
S/PDIF output is available, but there

CONVICTION
MIWAY2000
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CD PLAYERS/AMPLIFIERS

mild but welcome surprise to those
familiar with the YBA integrated CD
player, which unlike its partnering
amplifier is arather disappointing and
bland sounding design. The CD
Complete is altogether better
sounding, with amuch more engaging
quality, amore colourful and dynamic
SOUND QUALITY
manner and with superior stereo
While Audio Refinement draws on
imagery. It is not agreat player, but
YBA expertise and design influences,
for the price it is avery good one, and
it does not sound like a cut-price
in common with the amplifier it has a
YBA, as Ihad half expected. The
very listenable, moorish quality, with a
amplifier is aslightly softer, smoother,
little more bite than some CD players
more emollient operator, alittle easier
at this price level, without the
on the ear, with undoubtedly the right
downside, the bark or edge that
kind of balance for less expensive
sometimes spoils the party with mid
systems. In short, this is not the lite
price compact disc.
version of an audiophile amplifier,
I spent some time with both
which the integrated YBA certainly is,
components inserted into various
but an amp reinvented for driving
test systems, and
modestly specified real world systems,
found them both
and which is particularly well suited to
to be good allmedium size stand mount speakers
round performers.
and smaller floor standers, speakers
which invariably
with sensitivity levels typically around
made full use of
the 88 to 89dB level. Much less
whatever strengths
sensitive than this, and the amplifier
were available on
will star to sound distinctly
tap in the speakers
incomplete. Pushed hard, especially in
they were driving,
largish rooms and with insensitive
but which also helped
speakers, and the sound doesn't so
smooth over some
much fall apart as start to compress
of the rougher
and to lack conviction. You could end
edges. The same
up thinking you're listening to Classic
FM when in fact you're tuned to
comments apply
when using either
Radio 3, and the inescapable
the amplifier or the
conclusion is that there are more
CD player with partners
powerful amps at this price level and
from
third
party
less, from Rotel and NAD for
producers. During this
example, but refinement really is the
test they were used with
Complete Integrated's middle name.
end
Krell
Sort of. The CD player may come as a a low

is no optical alternative, which is only
of concern to MiniDisc users.
Mechanically the CD player has all the
refinement that is promised on the
nameplate, though the loader
mechanism is slow.
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integrated CD player amp, Musical
Fidelity counterparts and various
DVD players used in stereo from CD
and from 24- bit 96kHz sources.
Loudspeakers included mainstream
models from Musical Technology,
B&W and others, and on the whole,
the liveliness associated with low and
IER
middle price B&W speakers meant
Sound Imag‘
UK Ltd, 52
they were near ideally matched, and
Milton Road,
produced systems with astrong sense
East Sheen,
of synergy. All the same, the Audio
London
Refinement amplifier began to sound
SW14 8YR.
Tel: 0181-255
1 out of its depth with heavy duty
6868
material played at serious high volume
levels, which was noticed first with a
Naxos recording of Vaughan Williams
Antarctica symphony, awork whose
density
and
power
demands
something altogether more muscular
and hard hitting to bring the music
to life.
Overall however, the two
Audio Refinement components
are well designed and attractive,
and they look as good as they
sound. They have the kind of
operational feel that instils
pride of ownership, and the
kind of sound quality that
whilst it may not be as
immediately arresting as
some, works well for
long term listening. They
are in the very best
sense low fatigue
components.
And
while there are no
means as complete
as
the
name
suggests, there is, or shortly well be
amatching AM/FM tuner.
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Previously Cherished Items, Or something
new from
e
Clearance
Items

Description

Choice
Price

Audio Alchemy DDE 1
Pink Triangle Ordinal 1307
Meridian 206 Delta Sigma
Meridian 203 dac
Arcam Alpha plus
Meridian 563 dac 20 bit
Audion Silver Knights
Micromega Tempo 2Integrated
Audion Golden Knights
Linn lsobariks
McCormack DAC
Cambridge Dac Magic
Audio Alchemy DDS 2CD Player
Exposure VActive xover (3way)
Magnum P200 pre amp

£
5000
£ 495.00
£ 395.00
£ 150.03
£ 150.03
£ 450.03
£ 995.00
£ 395.00
£ 1496.00
£ 495.00
£ 395.00
£
75.00
£ 395.00
£ 295.00
£ 795.00

n
\-11

Oni
gnal
Retail Price
200.00
900.03
1000.00
500.00
500.00
950.00
300000
906.00
4000.00
995.00
150.00
90000
995.00
1895.00

New in

Pre

£ 1995.00 £ 3500.00
£ On Dem £ 3140.00
£ 195.00 £ 450.00
£ 695.00 £ 900.00
£ 4500.00 £ 5700.00
£ 195.00 £ 450.00
£ On Dem
3400.03
£ 2250.03 £ 4000.00
£ 250.00 £ 600.03
£ 295.00
603.170
£ 895.00 £ 1195.00
£ 1095.00' £ 1845.00
£ 475.00 £ 767.00
£ 1995.00 £ 2500.00
£ 9995.00' £ 28,000.03
£ 399500 £ 8000.03
£ 650.00 £ 1035.00
X-Dem £ 5750.03
£ 699.00 £ 799.00
£ 795.00 £ 1500.00

'Reduced this month

This Month
POWER AMPLIFIERS

4995.00
8995.03
3695.00
1495.00
3950.00
550.00
650.00
1495.00
1495.00

£ 5500.00
£15,570.00
£ 5180.00
£ 2500.03
£ 5303.00
£ 803.00
£ 800.00
£ 3000.00
£ 3000.06

1595.00
395.00

£ 41300.03
£ 600.03

Electrocompaniet Qube
£
895.00
Soundlab Quantum
£ 1495.00
Wilson System 5.1
£ 9950.00
REL Studio Subwooter ( unopened) £ 3495.00

1400.00
£ 2400.00

Mark Levinson 334
£
Jadis JA 200
£
Jadis JA30 ( latest)
£
Kenwood 1.100e pre/L100M Power £
Tag McLaren Aphrodite System, Speakers 8Remote £
Audiolab WOO S
£
Maniai Fidekty X-AlOOR Integrated Power £
Burmester 850 Monoblocks £
Musical Fidelity 01000
£

PRE AMPLIFIERS

Krell KBL pre amp
£
Quad 66 pre 8remote
£

SPEAKERS

CD PLAYERS & DACS

£
£
£
£
£
£

Musical Fidelity X- Ray
Marantz CD7 ( new)
DPA PDM1 mklIl
Wadia 8Transport
Mark Levison No. 39
Micromega CD 3.1

TURNTABLES/ANALOGUE/VARIOUS
Linn LP12/LVIINalhalla £
Michell Syncro RB300
£
Muscial Fidelity X-Plora
£
Quad FM4 Tuner
£
Rega Planar 9Incl. Ann
£

g
Ei4

Amplifiers

Boulder L5 Pre Amp
Audible Illusions P3A Pre mm/mc
Naim 42.5
John Sheam Phase 6Pre
Naim 52+ Super Cap new
Naim 42.5
Plinius 16P Phono/remote
Mark Levinson No 28
Meridian 201 Pre
Exposure VII
Electrocompaniet EC4.5 (New)
Audio Research LS3
Naim Nac 72
Audio Research LS9
Cello Audio Suite + master supply
Jeff Rowland Consumate yPhono (3box)
Meridian 541 Dolby Surround
CAT. SL1 Ultimate
Musical Fidelity X- P100
Exposure XI pre XII psu

550.00
3295.03
795.00
1995.00
3795.00
1095.00
595.00
450.00
399.00
395.00
1395.00

£1800000
£ 4000.00

£ 799.00
£ 3500.00
£ 2000.03
£
£ 5003.00
£ 1995.00
£ 1200.00
£ 599.013
£ 650.00
£ 179520

Quality
Speakers
Audio Physics Rhea Sub
£ 2350.00 £ 3099.03
£
95.00 £ 170.03
Mission 771 8Stands
Shahinian Arcs
£ 1195.00 £ 1875.00
Audio Physics Steps
£ On Dem £ 999.00
Audio Physics Caldera
£ On Dem £ 10,030.00
Acoustic Energy AE120
£ 350.00 £ 500.00
Wilson Cubs
£ 4995.00 £ 6000.00
Acoustic Energy AE1 P/ 01k + Stand £
795.00 £ 1500.00
OLN Sig. + Stands
£
995.00 £ 1800.00
Apogee Mini Grand
£ 2995.00 £ 8500.00
Audio Physic Tempo II
£ Special £ 2499.00
Naim Credo
£ 695.00 £ 1175.03
Sonus Faber Minima Amators Iron Wood Stands £ 1295.00 £ 1980.00
Audio Physics Spark
£ On Dem £ 1749.00
Mondor Audio Studio 50 SE Piano Black £ 1695.00 £ 4.00
Proac Resp 1SC + Stands
£ 895.00 £ 1500.00
Audio Physics Virgo
£ On Dem £ 3400.00
Cello Stradivari Grand Master
£ 16,950.03' £ 60,000.00
(Rosewood and Piano Black)
Audio State DC1+ (Audi Silver) £ 2650.00' £ 4250.00
Rogers LS3/5A Black (New)
£ 575.00 £ 798.00
Rogers AB1 Sub ( New)
£ 450.00 £ 598.00
Rogers LS55 (New)
£ 330.00 £ 430.00
Aloe Adriana New
£ Special
£ 10,000.00
Aloe VmklIl
£ Special £ 5500.00
Meridian M 2500 Sub
£ 10195.00
£ 1600.00
Jamo SW3105 active sub
£ 495.00
£ 800.03
Orelle Swings
£
795.00 £ 1200.00
Dynalab 2.8 Ref (New)
£
495.03' £ 1200.00
Audio Physics LIBRA
£ On Dem £ 5000170

Turntables
& Analo

Amplifiers
FPB 600
Krell (SA 250
Krell 505
Jadis JA 80 Monoblocks
Krell KAS 2Monoblock
Krell JA500
Graff 50/50
Pioneer A300 Integrated
Cary 850 CMonoblocks
Cary 300 se 1120 Monoblocks
John Stream Reference Phase 3Power
John Stream Reference Phase 2lnteg.
Naim 135 Power Amps ( unopened)
Audio Note Ongaku (new)
Plinius SA250 mk IV
Tube Tech Synergy PPS
Quad 306
Exposure IX Power supply
Restek Monoblocks Exponent ( 1.2kw)
NRG 401M
Meracus Intrare
Audio Research Classic 150 M/blocks
EAR 861 Power amp
Linn LK100
Audio Research VT60
Adcom GF565
Rogers E400 ( new)
Musical Fidelity A3 Integrated
Quad 77 Integrated
Anaphase E203 Integrated
Cary 572 SE Monoblocks
Audio Note Neiro (as new)
Plinius SA 100
Boulder 102 AE
Jadis Defy 7mk Ill
Exposure XII psu
Musical Fidelity F19
Muscial Fidelity XAS 100 (X-dem)
Quad 405
Counterpoint SA12
Exposure Super VIII
Exposure VIII
•Reduced this month

%dice

£ 8995.00
012,900.00
£ 2750.00
£ 6700.00
£ 1995.00 £ 369000
£ 4995.00
£ 10,000.00
£ 9995.00 £ 18,000.00
£ 6995.00 £ 21,000.00
£ 1650.00 £ 2150.00
£ 90.03 £ 180.00
£ On Dem £ 7995.00 +
£ On Dem £ 5250.03 +
£ 550.00 £ 749.00
£ 475.00 £ 79950
£ 2995.00 £ 3800.50
£ p.o.a. £ 45,000.00
£ On Dem
C «0.00
£ 3750.00 £ 6900.00
£ 275.00 £ 400.00
£ 795.00 £ 1500.03
£ 6495.03 £ 12,000.00
£ 5495.00 £ 13,00000
£ X-Dem
C 995.00
£ 5500.00 £ 12.000.00
£ 1595.00 £ 3000.00
£ 450.00 £ 600.00
£ 1295.00 £ 2645.00
£ 1295.00 £ 2200.00
£ 1495.00 £ 1848.00
£ X-Dem
C 850.00
£ 450.03 £ 900.03
£ 795.00 £ 1695.03
£
Dem £ 2350.00
£ 9995.00
016,503.00
£ 2850.00 £ 3450.00
£ 2650.00 £ 340.00
2950.00
C 4790.00
£ 495.00 £
£ 2250.03 £ 400).00£ 699.00 £ 799.03
£ 225.00 £
£ 795.00 £ 1403.00
£ 550.00 £ 800.00
£ 450.00 £ 700.00

LP12. Valhalla, LVII
£ 695.00
£ 1400.00
Rega Planar 2+ Bias cartridge £
190.00
£ 260.00
Musical Fidelity XLIT 2
£ 395.00
£ 495.00
Cyrus 7Stand (7Shelf)
£ 295.00
£ 500.00
Tborens 10280 mk IV
£
185.00
£ 240.00
Linn LP12/Lingo/Ekos/Arkiv/Cirkus £ 2250.00 £ MOO
Naim Nat 02 Tuner
£ 850.00 £ 1165.03
Audiolab 80001 Tuner
£ 550.00 £ 800.00
Goldmund Ref Turntable
£ 8995.00 £ 30,003.00
Oracle Mk VTurntable
£
P.O.A. £ 4199.00
Pink Triangle PT Too Ref Bearing, platter, clamp £ 495.00 £ 950.00
Linn LP12/ARO/Annegeddon/Prefix/Hi Cap/17 DII £ 2500.00 £ 41300.00
Linn LP12/LVIII Lingo Cirkus K9
£ 1095.00 £ 2000.00
Linn Klyde
£
375.00 £ 500.00

.
1

Players

Meridian 565
Forsell Air Ref Transport mk II
Mark Levinson 30.5/31
Krell ( PS 25s
Wadia 860 X (24/96)
Mark Levinson 360S
Maranta CD14
Naim CDS 2+ XPS (unopened)
Cyrus Dac Master
Cyrus Dics Master
Wadia 830
Krell (AV 250 C.D.
Krell (AV 300 C.D.
lean P500
Muscial Fidelity 0- ACT
YBA Integre
Oracle CO12000 Transport
Musical Fidelity A3 CO
Mark Levinson No 39
Quad 77 CD Player (Quadlink)
Helios Model 3

el 0181
fax 0181 392 1994

& DACS
£ 1495.00
£ 4995.00
£11,500.00
£14,995.00
£ 6500.00
£ 5250.00
£ 1295.00
£ 5500.00
£ 495.00
£ 595.00
£ 2495.00
£ 1895.03
£ 2495.03
£ 395.00
£
95.00
£ On Dem
£ P.O.A.
X-Dem
£ 4250.00
£ 495.00
£ 495.00

Acoustic Energy
Advantage
Alon
ATC
Audible Illusions
Audio Physics
Boulder
Bryston
Cary
C.A.T.
Chord
Clear Audio
Denon
DNM
Dynavector
Egglaston Works
Graham
Helios
Michell
Musical Fidelity
Nordost
Oracle analogue
and digital

P.M.C.
Plinius
Rockport
Shahinian
SME
Tara Labs
Target
Teac
Totem
Transfiguration
Trichord
Trilogy
Van den Hul
VP!
Wilson Benesch
rtIVD Players now
available from
Sony, Panasonic,
Pioneer and many
more.

-10 In-depth experience on high end
new and used equipment

-11E) Generous part exchange

ue

VARIOUS

15cr,

STOCKIST OF:

1E) Best prices paid for top quality
equipment

Reduced this month

Power

Choice

2500 00
£ 8000.00
£24,000.00
£19,995.00
£ 7500.00
£ 6895.00
£ 1600.00
£ 6500.00
£ 899.00
899.00
3000.00
£ 2599.00
£ 4290.03
£ 600.03
O 130.80
£ 1095.00
£ 7299.00
£ 850.00
£ 5000.00
£ 700.00
£ 700.00

1E) Show room/dem room
10 Long term trade in policy, to allow
continual upgrading
All credit cards inc. Amex
1E) Mail order
Export service
-NE) Finance arranged subject to status
10 Widest range available
10 Unbiased advice
-10 Unique 'Hi-Fi Exchange' - a
computerised database of sales
and wants - will put you in touch

Choice hi-fi make it easy for you to fulfil your
sonic dreams. Quality hi-fi is not just about
expensive brandnames, it's about aspiring to
the very best sound, about choosing your ideal
system from the widest selection in the country,
in a unique no- pressure environment. It's about
taking advantage of our unrivalled knowledge
and being given the freedom to choose and
upgrade the audio equipment you want, when
you want. Others may sell you hi-fi, Choice hi-fi
will sell you solutions.

392 1959 & 0181
e-mail choice hifi@msn.com

392 1963

open from lOarn to 8pm by appointment

All previously cherished items in mint, second hand or as new condition - guaranteed

WORLD CLASS HIGH FIDELITY
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what Canadians make
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THE USA

PASS LABS '
The king of Class Aamplification'.

•

11:1;

I IZINGALI
'The Omniray Horn,
lifelike sound
reproduction'.

1111 SWEDEN
ADVANTAGE '
Simply irresistable'.

When it come
detail, the Cana
unlike the Swiss.
cuckoo perhaps. Bu

Natural

can dispute their speake
winning awards all over t
place.

In

fact the newly

arrived Energy Take5 - series
for home theater have pretty

Sound

well cleaned up in America.

THE UK

Ill

MUSICAL FIDELITY
'When music matters most'.

The big news is, they've just
arrived in the UK. So take a

AGENCIES

look at the Take.5 -series or for

ADVANTAGE,
HALES, HOVLAND,
APOLLO, ARGENTO, JAMO, LUMLEY,
ATACAMA,
MIT, MVL,
AUDIO ANALOGUE, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
AUDIO QUEST,
MUSICAL
AUDIO VECTOR,
TECHNOLOGY,
AVI, BALANCED
NAD, NEAT, OPERA,
AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, ORCHID, ORTOFON,
CAT, CHORD,
PASS LABS,
COPULARE, CREEK, PROCEED,

that

matter

Energy

any

of

the

line of speakers.

While doing so ponder this
important question, how can
a country that's so damn
cold, make speakers with

EGGLESTION WORKS,

sound that leaves you feeling
so incredibly warm.

ErEGYr
LOUDSPEAKERS
MIJSICZ.AL

TR.LJTF.1".

For more information about becoming an API retailer, please contact: Colin Hinkins,
General Manager al Audio Products International (UK) Ltd., Fairfax House,
Goddard Road, Ipswich, Suffolk, ENGLAND

1P1 SNP Phone: 44 (0) 147 324 0205

Fax: 44 (0)147 324 0218 or e-rnail: apLuk@blinternetcom
www.energy-speakers.com

PROMENADE,
PURESONIC, SME,
SOUNDSTYLE,
SUPRA,
WILSON BENESCH,
TARGET AUDIO,
TEAC, UNISION
RESEARCH,
WISDOM,
ZINGALI

PROJECT,

B
g, NN9y,c
o Rubio

Itti

The Old Coach House,

off South Street,
Ashby de la Zouch,
Leicestershire LE65 1
AN

TELEPHONE 01530 414128
Mobile 0976 571875

block box

After
identifying
how
conventional
distortion
measuements
could be
wide of
psychoacoustic
reality, BD
begins to
describe a
simple new
measurement

RFerreFENCE:
[I] Many amplifier
makers — particularly
in the USA - are
incapable of
distinguishing
(according to their
manuals and
advertising) from
'complimentary' —
which means giving
chocolates, or cash in
brown envelopes —
and 'complementary',
which means (for
audio purposes)
'beneficial opposites
contributing mutually
lacking poles to create
awholeness'. New
makers, particularly in
the US and Pacific
rim, are distinguished
by their use of
'complementary output
stage', as either the
last word in
sophistication, or as if
it had only just been
enjoyed, not since
circa 1968.

L

- ast month, along with a recap
on audio performance testing
reality, some little publicised
aspects of crossover distortion (XOD)
were considered. One of these was
implicit: the possibly surprising fact
that crossover distortion remains —
after half a century —
an
ineradicable, regular feature of most
amplifiers having anything less than
wholly class-A operation in all stages.
The majority of textbooks on audio
and even higher books on electronics,
skate over the subject of ` XOD',
giving at least two false impressions:
crossover distortion only occurs in
transistor amplifiers. False: it was first
encountered in battery-powered valve
amplifiers. Second, grossly simplistic
coverage implies that XOD in bipolar
output stages is perfectly solved by
biasing and (for example) atopology
employing notionally complementary
parts. Hardly. What are at first smart
solutions, or at least ameliorations to
such a complex problem, have
inevitably produced even more
complex side effects. Crossover
distortion in 'bipolar-transistor-land'
has never fully gone away — despite
intense work by some determined
workers over the years.

WHAT SIZE IS REAL?
Which projection? Conventional total
harmonic
distortion (%THD)
measurement aims to consider the
overall amount of harmonics that are
added to a pure test signal, after
passage through an audio device, or
(far more rarely, but far more
tellingly) any relevant combination of
audio gear. To the extent that such
aone dimensioned measure is useful,
and ignoring noise (' S&NSN'
remember — see prior part), it is
naturally important that % THD
figures are based on a consistent
summation of the harmonics that are
present. Consistency is emphasised,
because combinations of harmonics
can
readily
create
dramatic
waveshapes. They are able to do this
in part because each harmonic's
phase — or timing — can vary; thus
the multiple, largely integer-related
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waves may cancel at one point, then
sum additively moments later,
creating abrupt amplitude changes.
This is a counterintuitive result
considering the gentle curves of the
notionally constituent sinewaves.
The mathematical tool enabling
an ' unbiased' summation of such
uncorrelated (almost randomly
constituted) quantities, both in
statistics and electrical calculations,
is ideally employed as follows: we
measure the sizes of all the individual
harmonics, square their values at each
instant,
sum
these
squares
arithmetically (h2+h3), and then
uncover the answer, by ' square
rooting' that sum. This ' root sum
squares' (RSS) method is what's
behind a true, academic THD
measurement, requiring narrow, spot
measurements at each harmonic
frequency. But no commercially
available distortion analyser works
this way. The standard % THD+N
test is vastly simplified: atrue RMS
(root mean square) measurement, of
either voltage or current, is taken.
The difference is that the sum of the
harmonics is being measured, then
squared, then averaged over the
sampling period, summed, and
finally, square rooted. Then in sweeps
of % THD against frequency, it is
the total wideband harmonic level at
each indicated frequency, at the
instant that that frequency was
stimulated, that is being graphed! By
making a true RMS reading, a
numerically consistent evaluation —
regardless of waveshape or ' crest
factor' is then assured. But only
implicitly. And only audibly for those
strongly right-brained people who
`hear only with their eyes'
One trouble with this approach is
that RMS measurements accurately
represent latent power delivery; but
not energy, less like the true % THD
`RSS' method. The representation of
transient events such as crossover
spikes is thus diminished. Only brute
`area under the curve' is rated.
Equally, the use of RMS values to
create a ' level playing field' has
missed the higher, psychoacoustical
point entirely: such ahomogenising
process is the last thing needed by
audio. This is supposing makers and
reviewers aren't afraid for the public
to see the harmonic residues revealed,
and
risk
putting
equipment
performance in a far more (if not
fully) musical perspective.

PEAK'AL RECOGNMON
As we have just seen, conventional
distortion testing instruments are, due
to the use of ` true' RMS sensing
(which could be seen in this case as
`truthal homogenising technology'),
are insensitive to differences in the
size of XOD spikes — whether

absolute or relative. However, if you
rewire your %THD analyser, and
install a peak detector, then a
refreshing, complementary! kind of
data is created, namely a % THD
figure based on asummation that is
biased towards energy, not power.
Audio Precision's ' System One' is
one of very few test sets where the
user can choose to read peak values
of %THD at the touch of one
button. This may be plotted
alongside ordinary ' rrns % THD' —
the lower of the two. By looking at
the difference, a further new
measurement is then arrived at: the
distortion residue's 'crest factor', alias
its 'peak-to-rms ratio', also commonly
abbreviated ` PMR' (confusingly,
'Peak-to-Mean Ratio'). Bear in mind
that for apure sinewave, the peak
value is fixed at almost 1.4 times
(140%) of the RMS value. Any other
value indicates that (waveform)
distortion is occurring. It is ironic to
note that real music is almost
completely made out of waveform
distortion! The fact remains though,
that testing has to be done with
almost pure sinewaves. Typically, the
crest factor of adistortion residue —
for amplifiers with output stages
working in class B or A-B made with
bipolar transistors - varies from
between 1.5x for some sorts of

Upper panel shows typically spikey XOD
residue of a bipolar output stage, which is at
first exciting, then fatiguing to listen to. A
'distortion crest factor' test would highlight the
spikey-ness as an easy-to-grasp «x12'. Lower
pane shows the rounded, small 'spikelets' of a
comedy biased amplifier using L-MOSFETs,
sonically far more acceptable. Ordinary
%THD figures — in this case 0.16% THD
(upper) and 0.12% (lower) hide the obvious
visual and aural differences

`smooth' and innocuous distortion
(very close to apure sinewave in lack
of 'peakiness', therefore), up to 20x
for highly spikey kinds that tire ears.
The latter result is not surprising
considering such spikes may be
instantaneously as much as 1% of the
total signal amplitude. Subject to
noise (S&NSN) being reasonably low,
such figures — the %THD's crest
factor - give a high corroboration
when applied to basic power amplifier
listening tests. They are notably
apposite in their findings where there
are chequered qualities with level and
frequency.
Ben Duncan
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theAUDIO
CONSULTANTS

hne
systems

FINE AUDIO SYSTEMS
We firmly believe in the sonic benefits of awell designed, active
pre-amplifier. CD players, even those with built-in pre-amplifiers,
can sound very two dimensional and uninvolving when played
directly into an amplifier. Passive pre-amplifiers, too, sound very
mechanical. Agood, active pre-amplifier can resolve the finest
details which reproduce the air, space and ambiance of the recording, contributing greatly to the realism and musical enjoyment of
the system.
And, they drive cables and amplifiers correctly.

polished granite and hardwood modular racks exchange, modify or add to later
Eel/fax 01777 708673

Viking Tube Line Pre-amplifier Avery smooth sound at
avery affordable price - £ 550

Graaf GM 13.5B Mkil pre-amplifier Exceptionally high quality
sound, up there with the best - £3950

hE
rdecama
Cable es

Pathos Cassic One Integrated amplifier, remarkable sound and looks for
the price - f995

Amplification Audio Analogue • Canary Audio • conrad-johnson
EAR/Yoshino • Graaf • Luxman • Muse Electronics • Pathos
Sonographe • The Affordable Valve Company • Unison Research

Vinyl Replay Nottingham Analogue • Benz- Micro cartridges
Kuzma • Lyra cartridges • McCormack & Trigon phono amplifiers

Digital Replay Audio Analogue • conrad-johnson • Exposure
Resolution Audio • Wadia

Loudspeakers Audiostatic • Avalon Acoustics • Beauhorn Virtuoso
Charlo • Diapason • Musical Technology • Opera* Zingali

Accessories Barnatt & Oswald bespoke furniture • Cardas cables
& power cords • Esopower mains stabilisers • finite elemente pagode
equipment stands • Harmonix • Nordost cables • shun mook
V- Damp isolating system

Copland
Cyrus
Epos
Harman-Kardon
JBL
KEF
Krell
Marantz
Martin-Logan
Mendsan

kindle
Minion
Monitor Audio
Muscal-Fideety
Pickering
Pins Tnangle
Psoneer
Pnmare
Protect

ar...
d'eI ló
• Widest choice in the area
• Independent advice
• Qualified staff
• Comfortable dem rooms
Superb showrooms
• Main road lot:linen
Major car parks nearby
• Insurance estimates
• Over 30yrs experience.
• Service Dept
• Delivery & installation
• Pan Exchange
• Open 10:30-5:30 6days

Meridian

The very best
in HiFi and
Home Cinema...

Up to 3 yrs.
Interest Free

Quad
REL
SME

Credit

Saws Faber
Spendor
Tannoy
Thomas
Yamaha

MartinLogan

deposit any 20el d
OCO• for 12 months
MM. tor 24 months
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Tuners Magnum Dynalab
Home trial schemes available. All systems installed by us.
Mail order carriage free. Efficient tax-free export.
Ex-demonstration and used equipment always available,
part exchange considered.
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Demonstrations by appointment only, Mondays to Saturdays
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Smootled
Opinion by Barry Fox

21st century TV
T

delivered to the box by phone line, during
an automatic daily download.
And this is where the hidden agendas
lie. Philips admits that the price is 'heavily
subsidized' by the fees which owners must
pay to make it work: $ 10 amonth, $ 100 a
year or $ 200 for alifetime subscription to
the enabling telephone service. Without
this, TiVo will not work.
A PAL version for Europe is expected
soon, and the BBC is already promoting
the TiVo concept heavily, taking every
opportunity to demonstrate a box as the
future face of TV. Could this be because
the BBC sees TiVo scheduling as away of
earning money without increasing the
licence fee?
If so, it may not work out. Unlike the
USA, European TV uses teletext, which
provides programme scheduling. There is

hese are the ' old days' for TV. The
sci-fi idea of using acomputer hard
disc recorder to ' tape' TV was
patented five years ago by US company
Gemstar, developers of the VideoPlus
system for programming VCRs.
Gemstar envisaged a (magnetic) hard
disk that stored several hours of video, with
the record and replay heads working
separately so that the recorder played a
television programme as it was being
recorded off air. If the viewer wanted to
pause viewing, for instance to answer the
phone or go to the front door, the record
heads continued capturing the programme
while the replay heads sat in limbo. When
the viewer then returned to the TV set, the
replay heads could start playing back the
recorded programme from where it was
interrupted. At the same time, the
recording heads would continue capturing
the live programme.
The viewer could either continue
watching a few minutes behind the real
time transmission, or fast forward up to
the current time. At the end of the
programme the viewer could either erase
the recording or dump it on to VHS tape
for more permanent storage.
As a bonus, the disc recorder could be
set to ' tape' all programmes of aparticular
style, say football or soaps, without the
need to set a timer. At the end of an
evening out, or weekend away, the hard
disk would have a menu of favourite
programmes on tap.
Others picked up on the idea and the
whole subject of ' TV anytime' was
debated at a seminar held during the
International Broadcasting Convention at
Amsterdam in September 1998. Far, far
faster than anyone expected, several
companies in the USA announced
product, and the most aggressive launch
came from US company TiVo, now
financially backed by Philips, Sony and
DirecTV, the American Hughes/Thomson
digital satellite service.
The next time you struggle with a
Windows PC, and curse Microsoft, it may
help to remember that it is only thanks to
Windows that devices like TiVo are now
an affordable reality. Microsoft has so
bloated its software with fancy features
that the hardware manufacturers have had
to increase the capacity of PC hard discs,
to cope. This, and mass production, has
driven down the price of hard disc storage
to levels which make video recording a
practical option.
TiVo, as sold in the USA, costs $ 500

$1,000 for a 22GB, 30-hour unit ( the
operating system software need only be
stored oil one disk). The recorder
converts analogue video into MPEG-2
digital video for disc storage. Storage
capacity reduces (to as little as four hours
per disk) if better- than- VHS picture
quality is chosen, but it will not be long
before TiVo recorders can store literally
hundreds of hours of high quality video.
Currently TiVo comes as an add-on box
that looks like aVCR, but the hardware
will soon be built into aTV set. TiVo is
already integrated in asatellite receiver.
Although the system is sold as offering
`Live TV you can pause', recorded
programmes are listed on screen with a
thumbs-up or thumbs-down rating option
that helps the box learn what programmes
the viewer is most likely to like. The
programme types are identifed by flags
added to the 14-day schedules which are

no technical reason why a TiVo box
should not use the teletext listings to work
without a subscription. So there could be
a version that costs more to buy but
nothing to run. A teletext-dependent box
would work without a phone line
connection and thus be popular with the
increasing number of people who worry
about the remote access collection of
viewing data, as now routinely practised
by Sky's digital satellite service.
With automatic time shifting, there is no
longer any peak viewing period or
watershed. Adult movies, which would
normally only be viewable late at night, can
now be watched at any time. With TiVo, all
advertising slots are of equal ratings value.
And because TiVo allows fast forward
searching, viewers can avoid commercials.
TiVo even advertises this in its literature,
promising that it ` lets you choose which
commercials to watch and which to skip'.
There are vague plans to try to encourage
viewers not to skip commercials, either by
reducing the subscription for those who
watch or adding penalty charges for those
who skip. But these fly out of the window if
there is a TV Anytime box that works
without asubscription.
Whichever way you cut it, TiVo has
changed the face of TV viewing
completely.

Hard-disk AV from lmerge

UK streaming- media company Imerge says its new range of hard-disk based roducts, to be
shown at the Las Vegas Winter CES in early January, include multi- and single- room audio
and video players. The Imerge SoundServer stores thousands of music tracks and its 'Virtual
DJ' software can automatically select tracks according to parameters such as beats per minute,
genre or artist. The same software is used in ' merge's VisionServer to record programmes to
your personal choice, creating avirtual TV channel. ' merge, 01223 875265.

for an 11 Gigabyte, 14-hour model, or
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Oxford Audio Consultants
Í

HI-FI SPECIALISTS

BEAUTY and the BEST

THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE

Our superb service is the same,regardless of price.

NOW DEMONSTRATING
WILSON AUDIO SYSTEM 6 T. MAJOR ADVANCE ON WHAT WAS OUR BENCHMARK
LOEWE TELEVISION - WE NOW STOCK THIS PREMIUM RANGE INCL
THE ACONDA TRUE FLAT
MARANTZ CD7 CD PLAYER - OUTRAGEOUS VALUE FOR MONEY
LEXICON MC1 HOME THEATRE PROCESSOR - SUPERB QUALITY
THETA CASANOVA & DAVID - HOME THEATRE MADE REAL
SONUS FABER AMATI HOMAGE - asensational world -beating product from our
favourite Italian company
KRELL KPS25 CD PLAYER - THE NEW REFERENCE - we become more and more
impressed as each day goes past; it is just outrageously good!
B&W NAUTILUS 804 LOUDSPEAKERS - AGENUINE BARGAIN AT £2500
NAIM AUDIO CDS MK2 - asensationally good CD PLAYER for the money- audition
an absolute must!
NAMAMICHI SOUNDSPACE 8 - PERFECT ON THE WALL
KRELL FPB POWER AMPS- THE NEW RANGE IS OUT- AUDITION AMUST!
DENON AVC-A1D HOME THEATRE AMPLIFIER - A KNOCK-OUT FOR THE MONEY
VIDIKRON HELIOS PROJECTOR - PININFARINA LOOKS & PICTURE
DAVIS DL450 LITEBEAM PROJECTOR - FANTASTIC VALUE FOR MONEY!!!
NAIM 82/250 - top-quality British products BOTH IN TERMS OF BUILD AND SOUND
SONUS FABER SIGNUM - areplacement for the wonderful MINIMA AMATOR at £1249
DE NON DVD5000 - sets the DVD standard at this price point
AUDIO ANALOGUE PAGANINI CD PLAYER- staggering build quality and
unrivalled sound; on dem at last after along wait
GRAAF 13.562 PREAMPLIFIER - AGREAT SOUND
CABLES & ACCESSORIES FROM TRANSPARENT NORDOST, CABLE TALK, GM
AUDIO, STANDS UNIQUE, SOUNDSTYLE, TARGET, KONTAK etc
GM AUDIO EQUIPMENT TABLES - THE ELITE - NOW EVEN BETTER LOOKING
AND SUPERB VALUE
MAIL ORDER INTEREST FREE CREDIT NOW AVAILABLE
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Agencies include: Audio Analogue. Audio Research, B&W, Cable Talk, Castle, Copland, Denon, GM Audio
Tables, Goldring, Grad, Jadis, Jamo, Koetsu, Krell, Lexicon, Loewe. Lyra, Marantz, Martin Logan, Michell,
MRS, Musical Fidelity, NAD, Naim, NEC Gas Plasma Screens, Nordost Cables, Onkr, Opera, Orto! on, Pioneer,
Proac, RUM), REL Subwooters, Rotel, Sennheiser, SME, Sonance, Sones Faber, Stands Unique, Stax, Tannoy,
Target, Teac, Theta, Thorens, Transparent Cables, Unison Research, van den Hul, Vidikron, Wilson, Yamaha.

WE'VE MOVED RIGHT NEXT DOOR TO MUCH BIGGER PREMISES WITH
SUPERB PURPOSE-BUILT DEM ROOMS

Oxford Audio Consultants
Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford OX1 1JE
Telephone: Oxford (01865) 790879
Facsimile: Oxford (01865) 791665
email: Oxford.Audio@btinternet.com
Website: www.oxford.audio.co.uk

For further details please contact Path Premien
Unit 2, Desbarough ltd. Pork, Desborough Park Rood,
High Wy ,omhe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3BC
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Its modular mainframe construcion lends itself readily to upgrades and ongoing design
improvements. The Wizard is asound investment in every sense of the word.

Tel: 01494 441736 fax: 01494 440360 Erne prerruer@poth.co.uk

EX DEM 84 P/EX BARGAINS
SONUS FABER EXTREMAS
£3295
AUDIO RESEARCH LS8 PREAMP
£995
AUDIOLAB 8000S
£495
KRELL KAV300i AMPLIFIER
£ 1795
MICHELL GYRODEK/REGA RB300/DYNAVECTOR DV10
P.O.A.
SONUS FABER AMATORS
£ 1750
ROKSAN CASPIAN INTEGRATED AMP
£295
ROKSAN CASPIAN POWER AMP
£395
GRAAF WFB TWO PREAMP
f950
GRAAF GM20 POWER AMPLIFIER AS NEW
£2250
ROKSAN ATTESSA CD PLAYER
£595
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 60
£ 1095
AUDIO RESEARCH LS8 PREAMP
£995
AUDIO RESEARCH VT60
£ 1495
MUSICAL FIDELITY A1001 AMP
£ 1795
AUDIO RESEARCH LS9 PREAMP
£ 1495
COPLAND 288 CD PLAYER BLACK
f995
AVI REFERENCE CD PLAYER
£495
KRELL FPB300 POWER AMP
£6495
CYRUS DACMASTER CD & DAC
f795
MARTIN LOGAN LOGOS CENTRE SPEAKER
£ 1595
NAIM CD' CD PLAYER
£ 1095
ATC SCA 2PREAMPLIFIER
RO.A
MARTIN LOGAN SL3 black & light oak
£2395
ROKSAN OJAN 3S SPEAKERS WITH SUBWOOFERS £ 1495
GENESIS DIGITAL LENS
£795
KRELL KPS201 DELTA 09
£5995
B&W SILVER SIGNATURES BOBINGA WOOD
£2995
WILSON SYSTEM FIVE EX DEM
£9995
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDS 3
£295
UNISON RESEARCH SMART 845 - our demonstrators £2495

Row Technologies proudly introdutes the Wizard Single Chassis CD player. Carefully crafted
by hand in Denmark, the Wizard employs only precision engineered mechanical pet and
components specifically selected for their electrical performance, long term thermal srability
and audiophile grade sound polity. For the ultimate in system flexibility, the Wizard
is fitted with single ended RCA and balanced XII analog outputs and three digital outputs.

Esoteric High Fidelity CABLES
Dealers in: Absolute, Audio Note, Delec, -e lectrocompaniet,
Harmonix, Kimber, Mandrake, MIT, Siltech, Symo,
Transparent, Van den Hul, WBT and others
. . the RIGHT cables

. . in YOUR system
. . . for YOUR ears
. . in YOUR home
Contact us by phone, fax, or letter and we'll do our
best to help you achieve your goal.
(Auditions may be subject to ahandling charge)
CONNECTIONS 13, JOHN PRINCES ST., LONDON WIM 9HB
(A division of Connection 90 Travel Ltd)
Tel: 0181-348 5676 (2.00-7.00pm)
Fax: 0181-341 9368

MERIDIAN PROCESSOR SWITCHED ON FOR
FUTURE FORMATS
MERIDIAN'S new two-box surround
sound processor and A/V switcher
went into production late last year. The
568 Surround Sound processor,
developed from Meridian 561 and 861
predecessors, includes PC set-up for
ease of installation, and digital
buffering for optimum audio
performance and compatibility with the
latest high resolution digital formats.
The 562V.2 A/V switching unit
processes audio and video signals,
converts between analogue and digital
formats, and triggers screens and TV
inputs. Like the 568, the 562V.2 is set
up using aPC. It features four S-Video
inputs and converts from S-Video to

M&K has developed
its first active biamplified satellite
loudspeaker, the S- 150P THX. Based on the existing
S-150THX, the new active model is said to provide
increased clarity and detail, wider dynamic range and
higher output capability. A THX Ultra certified
product, the S- 150P THX is designed to be the main

composite. Prices are £3600 for the
568 and £ 1385 or the 562V.2.
Further details from Meridian Audio
Ltd, 01480 521444.

THULE ADDS MORE POWER
THULE AUDIO'S new 100W x5channel power amplifier, the PA250B, is
easily switched to two-channel mode via data comms cable. Designed to
match the PR250B Dolby Digital/DTS Home Cinema pre-amplifier/
processor, the new power amp also automatically reconfigures itself for 5-

ch operation. Prices for the new Thule amplifiers are £ 1700 for the PA250B,
£1700 for the PR250B processor and £ 1800 for the IA250B 5ch integrated
amplifier. Further details from UK distributor Glaive Ltd, 01622 664070.

SUPRA UPDATES
HOME CINE CABLES

SUPRA has developed three new
Home Cinema cables. For digital
audio or composite video, Supra
Trico has twin braided screens to
minimise RF interference, asilverplated OFC conductor and PE
foam insulation. Trico retails for
£34.95 per metre phonoterminated, or £ 39.95 BNCterminated. Supra AV6, anew
multi-core cable available with SVideo, SCART, phono, BNC or
DB25 termination, features
individually shielded conductors
and asimple aluminium foil outer
screen. One metre of AV6 with SVideo termination retails for
£49.95. Supra sells its new fibre
optic cable, ZAC, in 1, 2, 4, 5and
10 metre lengths. ZAC is priced at
£44.95 for asingle metre with metal
Toslink termination. Further details
from Glaive Ltd, 01622 664070.
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M&K
ACTIVATED
AND
BI-AMPED

ABBEY ROAD
PICKS KRK
ABBEY ROAD
Recording Studios
has bought five
Protape KRK E8s loudspeakers and a
RoK Bottom subwoofer for its latest 5.1
surround monitoring system. Chris
Bolster of Abbey Road said the choice
was made after comparisons 'with
various other active monitors... they
provide afull and detailed sound at all
listening levels. They are awelcome
addition to our 7000 and 8000 series
monitors.' Now available in the UK is
KRK's smaller active monitor, the V6
(£599/pair), with 1in silk dome
tweeter and 6in woven Kevlar bass
Call Protape Ltd, 020 7616 5500

pair of loudspeakers in an audio system. Its built-in
amplifiers, one for the tweeters, one for the woofers
are said to feature 1% metal- film resistors and
polypropylene capacitors which have been chosen to
enable optimum sonic performance. The second
order electronic crossover results in afourth order
acoustic roll-off. A selectable level control gives
variable and fixed level operation. Call M&K's UK
distributor, Gecko Inc, 0181 681 1817.

THX SURROUND EX FOR THE HOME
LUCASFILM THX has created THX Surround EX, a
home cinema application of the enhanced threedimensional multi- channel surround processing used
on Star Wars: Episode 1 - The Phantom Menace. THX
Surround EX is an enhancement that decodes a back
surround channel in a digital film soundtrack. The
process provides for full 360° surround sound effects,
enabling precise spatial placement of sounds which can
envelop listeners. THX Surround EX was
demonstrated at CEDIA Expo 99, Indianapolis,
through licensed products including the following
controllers: JBL Synthesis SDP3, Lexicon MC- I, and
Onkyo Integra Research RDC-7. Mark Levinson and
Pioneer Elite models will also include THX Surround
EX. Details from Lucasfilm THX, + 1415 492 3900.

ELTAX ANNIVERSARY SPEAKERS

ELTAX celebrated its 40th anniversary with the launch of
four loudspeakers in its new Chroma series, finished in
high gloss black with aluminium drive units. The Front
floorstanding model (£399/pair), rated at 200W power
handling, uses two 165mm bass/mid drivers and a
25mm dome. Bipolar surround speakers (£ 199/pair)
and Satellites (£ 199/pair), and the Center (£ 149)
complete the system. Call Eltax UK, 01908 226 464.

MYRYAD PROCESSOR WILL ROUTE 7.1 CHANNELS
MYRYAD promises exemplary multichannel sound from current and future
formats with its new MDP 500 Digital
pre-amp/processor (£ 1500); it has
Dolby Digital and DIS decoding, four
DSP modes for Cinema EO, MPEG 2
decoding and a7.1 ch direct analogue
input suitable for decoded DVD-Audio
sources. Audio processing is by Crystal
20- bit ADC/DACs and CS4926 DSP
engine. Among its other attractions, the MDP 500 enables multi-room control from aPC, Crestron or
AMX system via RS232, with three DC triggers to control screens, lights, and blinds. Myryad's My-link
control bus is integral to the package as is an illuminated learning remote. Myryad has also unveiled
the MA 360 three-channel power amplifier (£ 1300), rated at 120W/ch. Call Myryad, 01705 265508.
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arasound is one of a number
of key US brands with an
audiophile background that
has transmogrified itself into the
high-end home cinema equipment
supplier of note, as they say, with a
wide range of sophisticated products
to itscredit. The list includes the
AVC-2500
processor
which
competes in Lexicon and Meridian
territory, and as many as five THX
certified multi-channel amplifiers.
Many Parasound products are
generally conceded to be quite

Parasound
is one of a
number of key
US brands with
an audiophile
background
that has
transmogrified
itself into the
high end home
cinema
equipment
supplier of
note

Ifyou love lots of power but hate fancooling, Parasound's five- channel
HCA-2205A may be the hunk for you
by ALVIN GOLD

aggressively priced for the particular
modestly to 300 watts into 4 ohms,
blend of performance and features
with a maximum current capability
on offer. One industry insider I of 60 amps per channel. This is a
discussed this with suggested that
prodigious power output for such an
Parasound represented the rough
amplifier, but what sets it apart is
and ready part of the high end, a what it doesn't have: namely fan
colourful piece of hyperbole, but
cooling.
with akernel of truth.
If you don't find this impressive,
One of the Parasound range of
think again. Parasound claims that
rough and ready exotica is the HCAthe HCA-2205A is the most
2205A (£ 2500), which is a fivepowerful multi-channel amplifier in
channel power amplifier in what in
pre-decimalisation days used to be
called a standard 19 inch housing.
There are anumber of amplifiers of
a similar configuration available
from the country that gave us what

the universe not to have fan cooling.
My own experience has taught me
that fan- cooled multichannel
amplifiers are usually a bloody
menace. On one occasion Ifound it
necessary to remove an otherwise

they like to call ' home theater', but
none has quite the Parasound's
particular blend of features, benefits
and down-to-earth pricing. Power
output is an impressive 220
watts/channel into 8 ohms, rising

excellent ADA amplifier from a
system precisely because its fan was
so intrusive — it sounded like a
barely muffled vacuum cleaner —
that it made low level listening
impossible. From experience with

Five-channel

ill SC
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Parasound
products are
generally
conceded to
be quite
aggressively
priced for
the particular
blend of
performance
and features
on offer.
One industry
insider
Idiscussed
this with
suggested
that
Parasound
represented
the rough
and ready
part of the
high end,
a colourful
piece of
hyperbole,
but with a
kernel of
truth

SUPPLIER
CSE,
Unit 9,
Centre Park
Holdings,
Tockwith,
York
Y026 7QF.
Tel: 01423
359054

other systems Iknow, this is not an
isolated occurrence, either with this
brand, or generally with amplifiers
of the type. The usual solution is to
place the amp in an enclosed
housing, and there are home cinema
and multi- room dealers who
specialise in this kind of installation
work. Given suitable ventilation it is
perfectly viable, but it not a
complete solution since at best the
noise is attenuated rather than
eliminated. It can also cost
substantial sums of money.

feature with power amplifiers of the

type, but this is not true of another
item, namely independent input gain
controls adjacent to each input on
the back panel, asource of noise and
the
potential
for
longterm
unreliability, and in exchange for —
what, exactly?
The design is the progeny of John
Curl, and follows abasic blueprint
that is used with various iterations in
most of his designs. The subject of
this test is no featherweight in any
sense. It weighs in at nearly 39kg,
and a 2kVA toroidal transformer is
specified,
with
independent
TOO HOT TO HANDLE
windings and regulation for each
Have no illusions, the Parasound
channel. Reservoir capacity is
runs hot. Quiescent current through
150,000pF. The input transistors
the output devices is relatively high,
are J-FETs, with MOSFET drivers,
biasing the amp more strongly into
and a total of 40 15 amp 60MHz
Class A than you might expect, and
bipolar output devices, with a DC
after an hour or so it is too hot for
servo to stop loudspeakers turning
comfort, and certainly hot enough to
into toast rather than capacitors or
invoke the ` oh no, Idon't like this
inductors, which have a sonic
much; so let's whip the hand away
signature of their own, and cause
then' reflex. The Parasound gets rid
frequency- dependent phase shifts
of its heat by convection through
leading to group delay.
massive heatsinks bolted to each side
Loudspeaker switching is by relay,
of the housing, extending from the
front to the back — and this is a and indicators show standby, normal
operation, current overload and
much deeper box than normal. It
overheat. The output sockets are
will require substantially more shelf
decent but unexceptional 4mm
depth than most, thanks to its
binding posts, colour- coded to
outsize vital statistics, which are
match the Tiffany input sockets.
483x178x502mm (whd). Taking all
Damping factor is said to be greater
cable and other overhangs into
than 1000 at 20Hz; the power
account, the shelf depth requirement
is around 600mm, or a little less if bandwidth is 5Hz-100kHz + 0/-3dB
at 1watt. THD is less than 0.03% at
the front panel is allowed to
full power (frequency not specified,
overhang the shelf.
which suggests lkHz), and input
Note that the HCA-2205A is far
impedance is 33 kOhm, which is
from being the only amplifier in its
high enough for any half decent preclass not to have a fan. My

design as long as its input sensitivity
(IV for 28.28 volts output, or 1.5
volts for rated output) and absolute
phase are correct, a feature that
allows THX amplifiers to be mixed
and matched to order. Another
feature of the HCA-2205A is that it

amplifier, even through long leads,
but is not as high as expected given
the use of input FFETs, which are
intrinsically high impedance devices.
The HCA-2205A was used with a
wide variety of AV systems and also
as a stereo amplifier, where it was
compared to Parasound's own
flagship HCA-3500 stereo power
amplifier, driving some serious
loudspeakers, including a rather
exotic JM Labs Mezzo Utopia and
the big Definitive Technology
BP3000TL system tested in this
issue [ page 72], using TAG
McLaren, Parasound, Lexicon and
Meridian processors, and various
CD and DVD players. Over the
course of about two months'
intermittent use, the Parasound
proved completely reliable and
dependable, and provided that it was
allowed a reasonable warming- up
period it performed to a standard
that — and you must make of this as

can be powered on and off using an
external low voltage trigger signal,
which is on tap from most
comparably priced AV pre-amps and
processors. This is a standard

you will — is as close as dammit to
high end audio standards.
Ihave to own up at this point and
admit that at no point was Iin any
obvious danger of driving the

researches have uncovered several,
including a Proceed model rated at
125 watts/8 ohms and 250 watts into
a4ohm load; and Meridian is about
to introduce its counterpart, whose
8 ohm rating is 200 watts/channel:
only trivially less powerful on paper
than the Parasound. Both amplifiers
have balanced as well as unbalanced
inputs, a refinement the Parasound
lacks. But the Proceed costs £3995,
and subject to confirmation the
Meridian is expected to go on sale
for around £4500, quite a step up
from the Parasound's £2500.
The HCA-2205 is a THX Ultra
compliant amplifier, though in itself
this means little for any high quality
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Parasound into the buffers. For
most practical purposes and in most
rooms it is going to be an effectively
limitless source of power. More
impressive than the raw power
output, however, is the ease and
consistency with which that power is
delivered. The HCA-2205A has a
winning openness and well-oiled
ease, and there is absolutely no
audible change in sound as the
volume level changes: that telltale
tightening of tension, or narrowing
of the frequency extremes that
afflicts lesser amplifiers. This is the
hallmark of a truly powerful
amplifier, and it was noticeable that
the stereo Parasound HCA-3500,
which is rated at 350 watts/channel,
sounded almost exactly the same,
except that it managed to inject an
even greater feeling of flow and
effortlessness into the music.
But the HCA-2205 is already a
tremendously
easy,
smooth
sounding amplifier, finely detailed
and dynamic, but completely free of
granularity or harsh sounding
artefacts, and with just enough ' give'
at the bottom end to let you know
that this is not a Krell beater after
all. It images well, and is
consistently capable of some great
stereo and fine detail from 24-bit
96kHz sources (using various DVDs
and a Chord DIA), and also in
multi-channel form from DTS discs
from Telarc and others.

COMPARATIVE VALUE
By Krell standards the Parasound is
alittle sweeter, but it is palpably less
disciplined. Krell often seems to
have a hard-nosed quality that
doesn't always go down well in
inappropriately matched systems,
but which really rocks and rolls in
the right one. The Pass Labs X350
is more characterful and system
dependent, but ultimately capable of
better performance still. But in a
way this is not the point. The
Parasound is not a high end audio
amplifier, but amulti-channel home
cinema amplifier that can mir it with
high end audio without being shown
up. As an achievement this is
impressive enough.
If you have come into the
narrative at this point, it may seem
surprising to recommend this £2500
amplifier on value for money
grounds, but that's how it is. As
Parasound puts in its literature, ' if
you live in Northern California then
we are your logical choice'. Sorry,
no not that one, but this one,
quoting a magazine review: ' One of
the Best Value electronics lines'
available anywhere in the world. I
don't know where they got their
capitalisation from, but the
sentiment is just fine.
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Making the step from stereo music to
surround-sound movies is easy with

Arun
B

yadding an additional plug-in
board, the top- of-the- range
Alpha 10 stereo amplifier is
transformed into a five- channel
surround-sound processor. Include
the revised 10P stereo power
amplifier as well (dubbed the 10133),
its extra channel inside making a3x
100 watt unit, and you have all the
electronics you need for processing
and amplifying five channels of
discrete multi-channel audio.
DAVE is an acronym of Digital
Audio Visual Entertainment, a
sophisticated digital processor that
sits above the amplifier's main
circuit board. It costs £ 900 as an
upgrade to the standard £ 799.90
Alpha 10 ( that is, £ 1649.90

Arcarn's clever upgrade

by ANDREW HARRISON

•11
together), while the Alpha 10P3
amp is priced at £849.90. The new
board provides an expanse of extra
inputs and outputs to the back
panel, but leaves the amplifier
visually unchanged from the front.
In surround sound mode, DAVE
can decode Dolby Digital 5.1, DTS
5.1, and Dolby Pro-Logic, the latter
also processed in the digital domain
after the analogue DPL signal is
passed through an audio A- D
converter. Video sources can also be
routed through DAVE, so that
switching between, say, VCR and
DVD on the amplifier will result in
sound and pictures being routed
together as you change input
programme. Feeding video through

afilli11111!Ette
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Digital
Audio
Visual
Entertainment,
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DAVE also allows onscreen menus to be
readily accessed for
setting
up
channel
balance,
as
well
as
providing
graphical
representation of volume
level setting in normal
use. This sliding volume
bar on the On- Screen
Display ( OSD) can be
switched off if found too
distracting. Hidden within
the five pages of set-up
menu are adjustments for speaker
sizes (so that less bass content is
routed to smaller speakers, typically
used to protect small rear speakers);
speaker distances can be calibrated
in Metric or Imperial units; centre
or sub- woofer speakers can be
switched in or out of circuit
depending on room configuration;
and a circling test tone allows
calibration of level from each
corner, either by ear or in
conjunction with an SPL meter.

TWO BECOME DAVE
Setting up the DAVE section was
found to be straightforward, and
should be intuitive to anyone
familiar with the basics of surround
systems, and almost as easy for the
complete newcomer. The only
stumbling block may be in the
configuration of the digital inputs:
there are two digital audio inputs
(with optical and coax options on
each) which will be typically
assigned to aDVD player and then
perhaps aCD or other audio player.
By default the digital inputs are
assigned to the amp's ` DVD' and
'AV' inputs, but if you wish to move
the DVD input to a different
position, you'll have to remove it
from its current position first
through the OSD menu.
Other features offered by the
extra processor include: anight-time
mode ( where dynamic audio
material is kept within a smaller
dynamic envelope, so that quiet
dialogue can be heard in action
films without having to reach for the
volume control upon the next
explosion); easily accessed ' Trim'
buttons for altering rear and centre
level from the remote handset
without recourse to multi- page
menus; and manual switching
between surround modes, such as
between two- channel stereo and
analogue Pro-Logic on TV material.
In fact just about all set-up
parameters could be accessed and
addressed from the front panel of
the beDAVEd Alpha 10, which is a
refreshing change from some new
AV
products
that
require
connection to aTV monitor just to
navigate your way around the set-up
FEBRUARY 2000
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procedure. The manufacturers in
question must forget that there is an
audience for surround music, an
audience that will not have a
television or monitor in their
listening rooms.
There is no pretense at pseudosurround modes from DAVE, like
the dreadful ` Hall', 'Jazz Club' and
`Stadium' settings so beloved of
many cheaper processors. Instead
there are just the standard three
modes: Dolby's Digital and ProLogic, and DTS. Most DVD films
offer at least two formats, so the
chance to select easily is most
important. Switching between
surround modes, however, showed
an annoying click to be sent to all
speakers, somewhat spoiling the
seamless feel to the unit at work.
One oversight that may be noticed
in the future is multi- channel
analogue- in, as DVD-Audio and
SACD players may be crippled with
analogue audio output only. Given
the already densely packed rear
panel it's easy to see why this may
have been omitted.
Video inputs options are well
covered: with the exception of Scart,
the standards — Composite and Svideo — are covered, plus the high-

DAVE IN CONTROL
INCLUDED with DAVE is afullyfeatured remote control handset,
designed to operate acomplete Arcam
system - and just about every other
piece of audio or video electronics with
infrared control.
At one time, universal remotes were

made as pre-programmed units, with
hundreds of devices' codes pre- loaded,
or as alearning remote, that could copy
the transmit code from another handset.
This CR 9000 handset, made for Arcam
by Universal Remote Control, Inc, does
both. It has remote codes for well over a
thousand Pre- amps, Processors, Satellite
and Cable boxes, TVs, VCRs, CD and
DVD players, even Tuners, Cassette
decks and Home Lighting systems. And
if you still cannot find the product code built into
this remote, you can send over the code from the
original handset, allowing the CR 9000 to store
it in memory and replay it from any desired
preset button.
The compact and slender form includes an
LCD at the business end to display the
component currently under control. For example,
from the top Device Buttons, selecting 'Audio'
will by default allow control of all functions of an
Alpha 10 with on- board DAVE; 'CD' for an
Arcam compact disc player, and so on. Up to
eight components are readily accessible, and

even the default name assigned to the
Device Button can be exchanged for
another from alist of 24 device types.
Macros, pre-programmed scripts of
commands, can be designed that will
send aseries of commands to different
devices at the touch of asingle button. For
example, pressing MI can result in the TV
and video recorder being brought out of
standby, the DVD player to start playing
and the Alpha 10 to select its DVD source
input. Or perhaps for the lights to dim, the
curtains to draw, and seductive music to
fill the room in glorious surround- sound but only if relay- switched controls have
been plumbed in for these mod cons....
A useful treat is the backlight, bathing
the entire button array in acool blue light
for easy navigation in dark home theatre
moments.
In use, Ifound this remote easy and
comfortable to operate, with design details like
the soft rubber button finish helping fingers to hit
the right button, rather than slide off onto a
neighbour: aproblem with some hand-held
touchscreen remotes. The transmit range was
also found to be very good, able to send aclear
signal to most equipment even when not in lineof- sight. by reflections off walls. The remote is
included at no extra cost with the DAVE module,
or for £ 120 separately.

end alternative of Component
video.
The straight Alpha 10 integrated
amp was reviewed last year [ DB,
April ' 99] and found to be a solid
100 watt music amp. This was a
good starting point for testing the
performance of the new AV
combination, which Itried initially
with stereo music material in two
and four-channel (phantom Dolby
Pro-Logic) mode, as well as with
DTS surround CDs. As a twochannel amplifier, the Alpha 10 is
no grouch at launching itself into
the musical action. It has a
controlled, full-bodied sound, able
to allow smaller, inefficient
bookshelf speakers to turn in
excellent results, and keep control of
larger fioorstanders without letting
the ` tail wag the dog'.

DUST AND SHELLS

A recent DVD release was enjoyed
through the system, The Matrix in
all its special effect- laden glory.
High-volume set pieces came across
cleanly and with gusto, without
sounding overblown. The slow-mo
shoot ' em up that precedes the
helicopter sequence, for example,
was charged with dust and empty
shells — simultaneously on-screen
and echoed vividly by the
soundtrack. The Dolby Digital
soundtrack showed plenty of
ambient effects and the moody
soundtrack to underscore the action.
When set into any surround
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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The DAVE module before installation. Note the daughterboard with SAID processor chips

mode, background noise increased
marginally from all speakers: not a
problem for most Hollywood films
but a just- audible artefact heard
when enjoying music in surround.
As someone more used to the
relatively silent noise-floor of twochannel music systems Ifound this
a little disconcerting, but it seems
this is not so unusual with home
theatre processors.
Overall, the Arcam DAVE system
was found to be very easy to live
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with, with great sound and little
sense of strain, even when playing
challenging dynamic soundtracks or
full-flight music, whether orchestral
or rock. When in two-channel stereo
the Alpha 10 DAVE is still apotent
music amplifier, but it can now also
boast an entertaining extra
dimension with its newfound
multimedia capabilities. As an
option for present or future users it
makes the Alpha 10 a great allround amplifier.
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2999

1995

Unison Research Pentode 35 Valve Integrated (4xEL34)

1500

995

Preamplifiers

Was

Now

Alchemist Forsetti Preamplifier

1299

499

Now

Audio Alchemy DDE1.0V D/A Converter

399

149

Audio Alchemy DDE1.1V D/A Converter

399

179

Audio Note CD2 ( New & Boxed) Valve CD

1000

695

Audiolab 8000 DAX D/A Converter 24 Bit

1099

549

Densen Beat 400 CD Player ( New & Boxed) HDCD

1280

999

Alchemist Kraken Preamplifier

650

199

DPA 1024 Upgraded to DX512 DAC

8000

4499

Audio Analogue Bell:ni Preampliïer

495

329

DPA Enlightenment DX32

o
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Sirius D200 Power Amplifier 2X200W
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Helios 2 CD Player

800

350

Audio Note M2 Line Preamplifiei

999

750

1000

595

Audio Research LS2 Hybrid Preamplifier

3980

1299

1999

1399

799

499

Midiman 24 Bit A to D Converter Flying Cow

350

250

Audio Research LS9 Remote Solid State

Marino 18132 DAC

950

499

DPA Enlightenment New Style

Marna Bit Match Transport

950

599

Gate Audio Line Valve Preamplifier

1699

650

Marano Privilege 20 Bit CD Player

950

699

Linn Kairn / Brilliant PSU Preamplifier

1395

649

Nakamichi DV10 DVD DTS/5.1

799

549

Mod Squad Line Drive AGT

3000

2250

Resolution Audio CD50 HDCD CD Player (with volume)
Resolution Audio D92 24/96 DAC/Processor

1500

995

Resolution Audio VT960 DVD Transport

3500

1995

229

125

Theta TLC

Sony Reference Preamplifier Escteric TA lES

695

299

3000

2399

Loudspeakers
299

199

Audio Note AN-J/SP Light Oak Loudspeakers

1230

750
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629
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375
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Now
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6500
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1795
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2500

995

Odeon Rigeletto 91dB Horn

1850

995

Meridian 551 Integrated ( Phono Fitted)

1098

549
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1050

649

Meridian 555 Power Amplifier

950

450

Snell JMK2 Loudspeakers Blacki Huygens Stands

900

349

Pathos Model One Hybrid Integrated (6 months old)

999

750

Spendor SP7/1 Black Ash

1900

850

Quad 33/303 Amplifiers ( New caps Fitted)

N/A

199

VelodyneTX810 Mk 2 Subwoofer

695

379

Roksan Caspian Integrated

795

549

Amplifiers
Audion Sterling Integrated Line
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'Best selling' high- end speaker
specialist Definitive Technology offers
a home cinema system based on its
massive BP3000 bi-polars
by ALVIN GOLD

Defini Ive solution

I

they are also very narrow, which
helps reduce intrusion and widen
dispersion, and minimises the
secondary radiating area of the baffle
itself. One benefit of the Definitive
Technology approach is that there
are two subwoofers rather than one,
which helps average- out room
modes, and the interface between
bass and mid is under the speaker
designer's control, and less arbitrary
than with ` real' subwoofers. Of

course the benefit of using the
internal amplifier to take up the bass
load, and thereby ease the task of the
system amplifier, is retained.
This speaker is a long way from
being all brawn and no brains, but
the numbers really are impressive.
The BP3000TL, which constitutes
the front main speakers in the system
we're examining here, stands nearly
1.4 metres tall, weighs about 70kg,
and is equipped with a46cm ( 18in)
cast basket bass driver driven by a
IkW (!) MOSFET amplifier. The
passive complement includes asingle
25mm aluminium dome tweeter
flanked by two 16.5cm magnesium
basket
and
mineral- loaded
homopolymer coned bass/mid
drivers with butyl rubber dustcaps
and surrounds. They are arranged in
a D'Appolito configuration facing
towards the listener, with an
identical array facing back. Despite
their similarities, the two sections are
differentially tuned by their
enclosures and their Linkwitz-Riley
crossover networks as a way of
avoiding coincident resonances.
The enclosure is not merely heavy,
it is extensively braced; and the
panels are acoustically near dead,
partly because they are covered in a
black stretch body stocking, which
applies some useful surface
damping. The cloth is pulled tight
and tied at the top, which in turn is
covered in an immaculately finished
black gloss cosmetic wood panel.
The stocking also replaces the usual
frame baffle cover, and the lack of a
solid frame makes its own useful
contribution to sound quality. The
enclosure edges are radiused, and
the drivers are flush mounted; and
because the bass units use a side
panel as a baffle, the speakers are
produced in mirror image pairs for
symmetry.
Connection possibilities are
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was surprised to read in
Definitive
Technology's
literature that the BP2000 is the
best-selling high end loudspeaker,
ever. Be that as it may, it has
certainly been asuccess on that side
of the Atlantic, and on this side it
was more or less single-handedly
responsible for getting the brand off
the ground. It has always been hard
work for a US, or US/Canadian

manufacturer like this one, to
achieve any real success with
speakers on the European side of the
waters. Something to do with the
costs of shipping air all that way I
suppose. But Definitive Technology
has achieved the nearly impossible,
and it has been done in style.
Over the last couple of years the
range has broadened considerably,
and the new flagship is the
BP3000TL, which is a kind of
BP2000 and ahalf, but still based on
the same ideas, scaled up to suit.
Essentially, the speaker consists of
apowered bass section or subwoofer
(call it what you will) in an enclosure
with a passive two-way, six-driver
speaker covering the mid and high
frequencies. The passive section
operates in bipolar mode, roughly
emulating a point source, with the
additional benefit of relatively benign
first reflections from nearby surfaces.
Integrating a subwoofer into the
speakers means that the speakers
end up being extremely large, but

NI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

volume levels may overturn these
findings.
It remains a very strong case,
however. The BP2000TL is an
awesome loudspeaker, and has the
usual superb imaging expected of the

extensive, with achoice of full range
line or LFE (the 0.1 Dolby Digital
channel) inputs, but a speaker level
drive can be connected. At high
(speaker) level, inputs to all drivers
are normally commoned with arear
panel link, but bi- or triwiring are
possible. Of course, bass level can be
adjusted as appropriate.
The centre speaker embodies
many of the same ideas as the
BP3000TL, and includes an active
bass section driving an upwards
firing 25cm bass driver, and a
forward facing trio of drivers
resembling the front facing section of
the BP3000TL turned through 90°.
The extended frequency coverage
allows the system AV processor to
treat the centre speaker as ' large',
but this should be subject to
experimentation, and you may find
that the conventional ' small' setting
gives more consistent results: likely
to be the case when the front
speakers are relatively close together,
as of course they will be in narrower
rooms. This speaker too can be
triwired, with a choice of full range
(not LFE) line or speaker level bass
inputs. The speaker can also be
angled slightly, using supplied inserts
that fit in the base.
Finally, the surround speaker is a
bipole, each of whose angled faces is
home to a loudspeaker complement
essentially the same as the passive
speaker array in the front speakers,
and which radiate in phase, unlike a
dipole, whose out of phase output
gives an output null on the axis of
symmetry. In this case there is no
separate bass section, and there is no
biwiring facility either. The speaker
will clearly look best when wall
mounted, and it can be used in the
listening plane, usually well above
ear height — but the maker points
out that they can be pulled towards
the back wall, and this works well in
practice by helping generate amore
spacious soundfield, though there is
adanger of asoundstage ' hole' at the
sides. This issue should be addressed
on a case-by- case basis. From my
own tests, narrow rooms tend not to
favour the use of surround speakers
too far behind the listening plane.
A great deal of machismo is
invested in speakers like these, which
begs some rather obvious questions,
such what kind of room do you need

brand. The system produces a very
sharply delineated soundstage, with
excellent localisation for listeners on
and off axis, and only begins to
sound a little phasey when listening
from 45° off axis or more. Within
those limits it all happens with a
sense of freedom and spaciousness
quite out of keeping with direct
radiating speakers, and this begs
another question. How does the nobipolar but active bass equipped
C/IJR3000 manage in this system?

to make sensible use of a
loudspeaker like the BP3000TL in
particular? Given the weight, an
apartment might not be appropriate
even if you can manhandle them in
place, and with two massive bass
drivers
and
system
power
somewhere around 3kW total, and
taking due account of the high
(92dBw) speaker sensitivity, it would
be insane to use them in small rooms
or where neighbours are likely to
become involved.
There is the more general
question to answer concerning bass
behaviour in normal size rooms, and
it is hard to avoid concluding that
the BP3000TLs did tend to
overwhelm the test room, which
measures about 10 x 3.5 metres.
With bass levels carefully held in
check, the system was capable of an
awesomely extended low frequency
reach and more than acceptable
control, but the smaller BP2002
used in the same room — and this is
partly aFOOM effect — is undeniably
sharper and better integrated, and
the bass is still well extended. Of all
Definitive Technology's active/
passive bipoles, the BP2002 is the
one that best makes the designer's
case, but larger rooms and higher

Agreat deal
of machismo
is invested in
speakers like
these, which
begs some
rather obvious
questions,
such what
kind of room
do you need
to make
sensible
use of a
loudspeaker
like the
BP300011
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Ihave already pointed to alack of
consistency when the front three
speakers are used close together, as
in a narrow room, but with
reasonable mutual separation, the
extra weight and dynamics from the
centre speaker when used in the
'large' full bandwidth mode gave a
real improvement, edging the centre
channel towards the capabilities of
the main speakers, and incidentally
enhancing soundstaging still further.
The bipolar surround worked no
less well, with the spaciousness of a
dipole, but without the loss of image
focus, making them near ideal for
digital sources like Dolby Digital or
DTS, but less so for Dolby
Surround/Pro Logic, which really
does benefit from the additional
diffuseness and spaciousness of a
dipole.
More important than this, the
three different speaker models are
based on closely related main, mid
and treble drivers, and the result is a
consistently voiced system which
sings from the same songsheet to a
greater extent than most.
A lot more could be said about
this system, for example about the
possibilities for fine tuning by using
the appropriate speaker input
choices, but the instructions cover
the various possibilities well enough,
and the only real problems involved
settings bass levels so as not to
overwhelm the listening room. What
sets this system apart though is the
unique way in which it combines
sophistication with sheer, gutwrenching authority, expansive
imagery and visual style.

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS
Product

internal amp
power

BP3000TL
1000W
1397x229Wx483mm
C/L/R3000
150W
BPVX
n/a

nominal
impedance
4-8 ohms

sensitivity

power
handling
92dB for 2.83V30- 600W

frequency
response
13Hz-30kHz

dimensions
(hwd)

4-8 ohms
4-8 ohms

91dB for 2.83V20- 400W
90dB for 2.83V20- 400W

22Hz-30kHz
31Hz-30kHz

211x635x406mm
562x289x197mm

Prices: Definitive Technology BP 3000TL £ 5500.00 pair; C/L/R 3000 £ 1250.00
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each; BPVX £ 1495 00 pair; system as tested £ 8245.00
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ore than a year back
[HFNIRR June ' 98], I
looked at the Stentor II,
one of REL's bigger designs. This
cost upwards of £2000 in anatural
veneer finish: the latest Mk III
version of the Storm, reviewed
here, is around half that. Yet the
Storm is built to the same high
standards and displays comparable
fidelity, and a low frequency
extension to at least 20Hz. So Iwas
intrigued to see whether the Storm
III would do the same job with
greater economy.
The first and most obvious
difference is the size and acoustic
motor complement. The Stentor
has apair of 240mm ( 10-inch) bass
drivers operating in a bigger
volume, while the Storm uses a
single 10in driver, still reflex-loaded

ahead

like the bigger design. So while it
won't play as loud, or drive as large
aroom as its big brother, Ifound it
had more than enough ' grunt' for
both hi-fi and sensible home theatre
use. The Storm comes in real
furniture grade veneer (£900) but
you could save £ 100 by choosing a
`Grittex' black textured enamel
exterior.
I've learned to differentiate these
larger REL sub woofers from much
of the competition. Some makers
will use less capable low-frequency
drivers in too small a volume,
relying on an overdriven, oversize,
bought-in power amplifier to try to
make up the deficiency. On the
other hand, REL uses generous
enclosures with high-capacity reflex
ducts, fitted with audiophile grade
woofers of optimised size. As a

This one
plays loud
and fast, with
the kind of
dynamic,
percussive
clout
associated
with top of
the line
designs

REL continues to
offer value for money
and true fidelity with its
subwoofer designs.
This review assesses the
new REL Storm III
and revisits the
compact REL Q200

result, no additional bass boost is
needed to get alevel bass response,
and so all of the quoted amplifier
power is available to generate the
required performance.
The Storm III stands 650mm
high on its spiked, floor-clearing
feet, by 415mm wide and 330mm
deep. It comes with adouble-length
detachable IEC mains cable and
signal connecting leads, including a
10m run to the ` Speakon'
connector, the recommended (and
I agree!) connection to your
amplifier speaker outputs, Storm
also has a XLR pro standard
connector for easy use in studio
installations. It boasts a REL
designed
150W/8ohm power
amplifier of hi-fi quality, with a
toroidal power transformer and a
DC coupled MOSFET output
stage. A notable feature is the use
of atwo-switch crossover frequency
selector rather than the usual,
rather crude single, wide range
rotary control. Via four ' coarse'
switch settings and six fine, the
crossover point may be precisely set
over a range of 24 frequencies, in
appropriate semi-tone musical pitch
increments from 22Hz to 96Hz. By
this proportional scaling, the
highest resolution is given in the
low range, eg, 1Hz resolution,
where it's most needed.
The enclosure contains a40 litre
volume loaded by a deep, 75mm
diameter high power port, flared at
the exit. Built with 30mm thick
MDF, the box is suitably rigid, free
from panel resonances. The whole
weighs 30kg.
Both port and driver are
downward facing, the base panel
elevated from the floor by milled
Delrin feet, threaded to accept the
8mm floor locking spikes. Specially
built for REL by Volt, the 240mm
diecast frame bass driver has an
ultra- rigid high mass cone, fitted
with a long- throw coil and
suspension system. It needs to be
heavy duty, considering the
conservatively rated 150W on-board
power amps, good enough for full
range never mind bass-only duty.

SOUND QUALITY
Installation was quite easy as the
well-calibrated and versatile control
settings allowed a good low
frequency blend to be achieved in
both high fidelity and home theatre
settings. This one plays loud and
fast, with the kind of dynamic,
percussive clout associated with
top- of-the- line designs. In fact I
preferred it to some bigger and
more powerful competition whose
subjective attack and focused
definition was not up to Storm III
standard. With this design, quality
N141 NEWS lk RECORD REVIEW
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counts rather more than absolute
whack.
It performed well for home
theatre use in a medium sized
room, ` detuned' from the driest
alignment for abit more 'grunt'. In
the 30-40 Hz range (and when set
at ahigher than specified crossover
frequency), while using the
proverbial T- Rex [Jurassic Park]
clip, the windows didn't rattle, but
the effects of those famous footfalls
on the ground were realistic in
sound quality terms — more of a
powerful impact than a rolling
boom. On multi- channel music,
working via DVD, the high quality
of this subwoofer was readily
appreciated.
The Storm also excelled in a
stereo installation, and positively
sailed away with the Wilson
WATT/Puppy
System
6,
complementing them for detail and
transparency at lower frequencies
while providing convincing, decent
power extension to a real, in-room
25Hz: impressive. Use with a
compact Sonus Faber also springs
to mind while it's more than
powerful enough for aQuad 63. I'd
have no problems in recommending
stereo pairs of the Storm III where
only one Stentor could otherwise be
accommodated; it might even be
preferable if you had the space.
While the Q200E below did well
for its size, and to some degree price,
the larger Storm had a clear
advantage in headroom, lower
distortion, significantly greater
dynamic expression and, not least, LF
reach: genuine `sub' bass.

room coupling advantages with two
subs that could well tip the balance.
Note that the ' 200E now carries a
calibrated scale for setting crossover
frequency and may be obtained in a
luxury wood veneer finish plus a
grille, as the Q201E (£ 700) in
addition to the unobtrusive textured
black enamel version at £600.
REL founder Richard Lord
assures me that the physical
resemblance between the Q200e
and the Bob Carver- designed
Sunfire sub [ reviewed along with
REL's Stentor in June '98] is purely
coincidental. In addition to a
complete divergence in design,
drive and acoustic loading, the
apparently similar 10- inch bass
driver comes from a different
source and is exclusive to REL. But
both designs are intended to give a
higher-than-expected sound power
for the size. The much more
expensive Sunfire uses an auxiliary
reflex radiator, while the REL
design is sealed box, infinite-baffle,
which some ears prefer to a reflex
design on grounds of speed and

The Storm
also excelled
in astereo
installation,
and positively
sailed away
with the
Wilson
WATT/Puppy
System 6,
complementing
them for
detail and
transparency
at lower
frequencies
while providing
convincing,
decent power
extension
to areal,
in-room 25Hz

still hear no significant untoward
effects: just what is intended.

SOUND QUALITY
As asingle sub in ahome theatre set
up, the Q200E performed well and
really didn't need any excuses made
for it. The confident way it handled a
variety of sources made this design
convenient ' fit and forget' device,
even for medium size rooms. For
greater effect you can use two!
There is another issue here. If a
given sub has agood extension for
size and price but isn't quite
powerful enough, the effect of two
not only provides more even bass
distribution in the room but also
gives a significant improvement in
bass extension. Each unit may not
have to work so hard, so two good
small subs might beat one biggie!
This was certainly the case when I
doubled up the 200E. The pair really
did perform like amuch bigger sub in
power and extended linearity, though
Ididn't experience avery great gain
in absolute quality. The improvement
in room drive was however apparent.
As Richard Lord predicted, Iwould
like one Q200E, and be impressed by
abrace of them, but in pure hi-fi
terms, would find they couldn't beat
a rather bigger and more expensive
REL design.

coloration, even if there is a small
loss in maximum loudness and/or
low frequency extension for agiven
package.
REL hasn't taken any short cuts
so far as the speaker driver is
concerned. It's a massively built,
custom 10-inch (245mm) very long
throw driver with agenerous, highly
linear half- roll surround, with
sufficient stiffness to resist the great
internal pressures generated in use.
This heavy-duty woofer is volume
loaded by about 17 litres and is
driven by a UK made REL 200W
CONCLUSION
power amp using MOSFET power
It you want tine bass sound quality
devices and direct coupling. And
from a well finished, generously
this sub is really, really compact:
built but genuinely specified and
just under 300mm cubed — most
genuinely deep- reaching subunobtrusive for the promised
woofer, then the REL Storm III
acoustic power delivery!
could be the one for you. Operable
Equipped with super rigid resin
as a superior home theatre woofer
bonded fibre cone, the front is
for a smaller installation where
'decorated' by aflat panel of dense
sound quality matters more than
polypropylene foam. A diecast
quantity, it also works just fine in
chassis supports the vast doubleits primary high-fidelity application.
layer magnet energising a 50mm
Here one Storm does well, and I long throw coil. The power amp is
suspect apair would be even better.
designed to provide constant
acoustic level below resonance
Ra Q200E
down to a turnover point at 25Hz,
This new REL ultra compact sub
with useful output available down
was first reviewed by KK [Oct '99],
to about 23Hz.
and aroused so much interest that it
The 200W capacity means
seems appropriate to supplement
there's agood headroom for all but
Ken's original review with a the most demanding programme;
technical report. In addition to the
demand beyond full power is
review of a single unit, there's the
eventually addressed by the ' safe
possibility of using the Q200E in
set' circuitry, which electrically and
pairs; it's so compact that it might
unobtrusively cuts back the volume,
well be easier to have two ' 200Es
avoiding audible distortion or
than asingle, larger sub. There may
excess mechanical overload of the
generally be significant acoustic,
bass driver. In home theatre use,
channel balance, stereo image and
you can ` over- drive' the unit and

REL has achieved a remarkable
performance from a very compact
package. It's not as truly powerful
as the similarly dimensioned
Sunfire, but costs a lot less and
manages to bridge successfully
home theatre and high fidelity
applications.
Where
compactness
and
unobtrusiveness are important, the
Q200E will deliver all you could
reasonably want. A pair is almost as
easy to locate, providing stereo
capability and some mild increase in
extension, down to 25Hz at
reasonable power. In use it doesn't
get in the way of the main system
subjectively and is surprisingly fast
and dynamic, comparable in this
respect with many larger and more
expensive designs. Recommended. +
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There was a little less ` in your
chest' percussive punch than with a
big sub, but a pair of 200Es
certainly gave better stereo in the
low frequency band, and with some
accompanying improvement in
tune-playing definition in the mid
bass amusically rewarding aspect. I
enjoyed considerable success with a
single ' 200 for stereo ' satellite'
speakers up to £ 1,500 a pair, and
with two Icould kick out to several
thousand pounds, even trying the
Wilson Audio WITT without great
embarrassment to the REL.

CONCLUSION
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REL has
achieved a
remarkab e
performance
from avery
compact
package. It's
not as truly
powerful as
the similaily
dimensioned
Sunfire, but
costs aloi less
and manages
to successfully
bridge home
theatre and
high-fidelhy
applications

REL STORM and 9200E
setting (top curve)
the power peaked
at 60Hz, the
nominal crossover
point (-5dI3) was
at 100Hz, with the
20Hz point at
-10dB, though this
wasn't the final

LAB REPORT

REL STORM

1110110.11

cut-off. This didn't
occur until alow
17Hz, at least at

Fig I. REL Storm III: frequency responses at crossover control settings
from `max' (bold) w

medium sound
pressure levels
before overload As

I8Hz reach was
possible, with an
effective crossover

they are the basis
for trial and error
adjustment for the

Flat out in the
upper range, clean
bass at 95dB spl

the crossover
frequency was set
lower and lower,

point of about
40-50Hz. In
practice, this will

best results.
For audible
chuffing from the

was possible
(70Hz). Distortion
was commendably

the bandpass
flattened out, but

depend on the
performance of the

port, the Storm
generated about

low at normal

matching system.
More detail on the

70dB spl, free field
for alow 20Hz.

In Fig 1the

filtering frequency,

note that room gain
will normally help

absolute free field
response can be

the moderately
increasing bass

out at increasingly
lower frequencies.

filter switches can
be found in the

By 25Hz the
available acoustic

seen for four spaced
settings of the
crossover frequency
control. Points to

extension with
lower filter
frequency and the
well controlled,
vice-free mil-off

Thus the top curve
will typically be
flat' in-room to
30Hz or so.
Near the lowest

manual. The
complex interaction
of level and filter
settings means that
for any sub woofer,

power had risen
strongly to 80dB
while the 30Hz,
84dB reading free-

above the working

crossover position,
and with the right

the specified
crossover

placement and sub
woofer volume
setting, agenuine

frequencies must
not be taken
literally; rather

note are the precise
calibrated spacing
of the crossover
positions, the well
defined reduction in
the effective

bass band It was
typically 30dB
down by 200Hz.
At the widest

field corresponded
w asubstantial,

operating levels.
An in-room power
of 85dB, 30Hz,
showed only 1%,
-40dB, exceptional
for abass system.
Driven 10dB
harder, third
harmonic was held
to 10%, another
good result,

typical in-room
reading of 93dB,
quite loud if not a

confirming the

THX performance.

listening tests.

uncoloured sound
heard on the

REL Q200E
On test the Q200e

to pick up by

recommended

proved to be well
tuned and filtered,

25Hz. Here a
78dB test reading

levels weren't
possible at the

low in distortion

for true free-field

mandatory test

and graceful in

corresponded w a

frequency, but this

overload, not
drawing undue
attention w itself

well useable 85dB
in atypical room;
this can certainly

aside, for smaller
rooms and for
non-lunatic use on

In free field the
20Hz output level
for aurally
tolerable distortion

be felt. At higher
frequencies, 82dB
free-field came

home theatre
systems, it
provided
satisfying bass

was quite low at
the frequency

into view (
30Hz)
while in the upper

outputs. Driven

10'.0

18100

100.0

Fig 1. REL Q200: frequency responses at crossover control settings of
'100Hz' (bold), 95Hz', '50Hz' and '25Hz'

bass, 95dB was

hard, distortion

extreme, just
70dB for 20Hz,

possible, though
you would rarely

was in the range

is seen in Fig 1.

example, the

5-10%,

As indicated, the

`25Hz' setting

numeric settings

73dB for 22.5Hz,

need or encounter
it. THX

essentially of low
order, while at

100Hz setting

had a Rat'
response from

at quite low

but was beginning

moderate sound
levels 1%
distortion and
better was within
reach, agood
result.
For its size, it
had aclean,

SUPPLIER
REL Acoustics
Ltd, North Road,
Bridgend,
Mid-Glamorgan
CF31 3TP.
Tel: 01656
768777
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healthy output,
very well filtered
from the mid
range. The action
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(bold on the
graph) gave a
response extending
to 100Hz, while

about 25Hz to

bass was

frequency of
70-80Hz. To this

concentrated in
the upper range
centred on 50Hz.
As the filter
frequency setting
was reduced, the
crossover point

65Hz with an
effective crossover

result must be
added the effects
of room gain,
which of course
vary according to
room build and
sub-woofer

tended to use

frequencies,
23-35Hz
typically, together
with really careful
adjustment of the
corresponding
phase setting and
woofer volume.
For its own
protection, the
output is
deliberately rolled

of the filter

moved down,
though not in full

position. This also

off below about
23Hz, perfectly

frequency control

proportion. For

explains why l

sensibly.
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422 Richmond Road
East Twickenham
Middlesex. TW1 2EB
Tel: +44(0)208 892 7613 Fax: +44(0)208 892 7749
soundadvice@riversidehifi.co.uk

Demonstrating this month

J- Oillapemott
9(am
KRELL SETTING
THE STANDARD
You like your music and you like your movies - but
can you get uncompromised performance from both
in one system? Surely not? Surely yes - especially if
you direct your attention to the KRELL HIS (
Home
Theatre Standard).
This thing is shockingly good: the BAC and analogue

Krell 250 CD

preamp alone more than justify the price, so it will
happily

form

the

nucleus

of

a top

quality

two-channel system and still give you good value.
But why waste those other channels? Feed amovie

Krell 300 R

into it and you'll see just what else it can do.
Dialogue intelligibility is second to none, while the
musical shock tactics in afilm such as 'Scream' will
blast you out of your seat and scatter your popcorn
Sonus Faber Signum

Various interest free Credit options
Available or the above
Subject to status

all over the carpet. We have never heard such blazing
dynamics.
User upgradable with easily replaced plug-in rails,
this is a design that will stand the test of our

Authorised dealers for

Leading experts in Multi- room,
home cinema design and
installation

Spacious and relaxed
demonstration rooms

Export orders welcome

Audio Research
Bang & Olufsen
Bose
Boston
Castle
Copland
Denon
Kef
Krell
Martin Logan
Michell
Monitor Audio
Musical Fidelity
Nad
Pioneer
Project
QED
REL
Sony
Teac
Theta
Vidikron
Wilson

Stop Press
Latest Sony Plasma screen on demonstration

ever-changing digital times and definitely joins
Pinewood's high end rave list.
The HTS is at home in any high end system, from
Sonus faber Concertinos up to X-1 Grand-SLAMMs.
We know - we've tried it. So why don't you? But be
prepared to be shocked with an ear and eye-opening
experience. Telephone Brian Rivas for achat about
the HTS - or any other Krell, Wilson Audio or Sonus
faber design.

.
-)
PmemetriAtbile tonitume
Knights éBroadway Road • Broadway
Ilminster • Somerset TA19 9RE

Telephone: 01460 54322
Consultation and Demonstrations by appointment only
Please telephone

SHOW REPORT

Dub
In
Delights
At the Burlington Hotel,
Cloney Audio's 'Dublin
Millennium Hi-Fi Show'
lived up to the promise
of the same organiser's
successful ' 98 event

C

loney Audio is probably Ireland's
leading high- end retailer and
distributor, and the show reflected
the quality and diversity of products on
offer. There were quite afew launches, but
the most newsworthy has to be the first
sighting on this side of the Atlantic of
Arcam's striking new ' silver' products,
previously shown to the trade at the
CEDIA Expo at Indianapolis. In the
upmarket FMJ range ( unofficially ` Full
Metal Jacket'), Arcam's moulded fronts
are dropped in favour of a classy
machined-metal fascia. The FMJ 23 CD
player (£ 1099.90) is apparently a
development of the Alpha 9, again using
the dCS Ring DAC converter but with a
new motherboard and power supply that
includes a second transformer. The
mechanical integrity of the panel and
chassis are said to help performance, and
Arcam believes the CD23 represents ` the
pinnacle of CD reproduction at a realworld price'. Meanwhile, the FMJ A22
amplifier (£ 999.90) uses Arcam's
modular concept like the Alpha 10, can
be similarly be extended to AV or multiroom operation by adding a DAVE or
MARC module. Promised are FMJ DT26

Ever- genial onute °Teem...ter

1,1UnCy UMILI

t

“grit,

Fred Clayton of Castle with an inversion speaker
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digital tuner (£ 999.90), FMJ A21 FM
tuner, FMJ P25 power amp (£749.90) and
FMJ P25 three- channel power amp
(£999.90).
The Show's most visually-striking new
products also featured metal: Oheocha
Design Ltd, based in Lapworth,
Warwickshire, uses polished aluminium
and coloured composite materials in its
style- conscious D1 and D2 speaker
models. D1 is a metal-carcassed
floorstander, while the eyecatching retro
D2 stands 575mm high with a base
diameter of 375mm.
Crossing the border from Moygashel,
Co Tyrone, the reorganised Arion Audio
was at the Show with its value-conscious
range of integrated valve amplifiers,
including the single-ended 300B Nereus
(£1200), push-pull 5881 Tycho (£ 1350)
giving a claimed 50W/ch, and the new
Triton 2ultra-linear, using four EL34s for
35W/ch (£950). An ECC83-based m-m
phono stage is priced at £495.
Meridian waved the flag for high-quality
home cinema in demonstrations which
used the new 5500 ' 24-bit' active speakers
and 5000s at the rear. Pioneer's stunning
plasma TV was seen in the large Mission
room, which featured the new 782
loudspeakers and Cyrus dAD 3 Q24 CD
player [both reviewed last month]. There
was more AV from Yamaha and from
distributor System Video, which showed
Barco projectors and Fujitsu plasma
widescreen systems, as well as speaker
brands Jamo and Acoustic Energy.
'Lifestyle' products included Nakamichi's
SoundSpace series while multi- room
options were B&W's CASA and QED's
new MusiQ distribution systems —
installer Instacom also exhibited.
For those more interested in ' pure
audio', Marantz demonstrated the CD7
high-end CD player, while Quad played its
99 system and new electrostatics, available
soon, we were again promised! Absolute

Arcam's FMJ 23 CD player (above); Arion's valve
amplifier range (rop left); and Aonghus O'hEocha's
Oheacha D2

loudspeaker (top)

Sounds had two rooms, one with the
Martin Logan Scenarios, the other
featuring Sonus Faber Grand Piano
speakers, electronics by Krell. UKD's
demonstrated two systems, the GRAAF
GM13.5B pre-amp and GM20 OTL/OCL
valve amp driving Final 0.3 speakers, and
Pathos Classic hybrid integrated driving
Opera SuperPavarotti speakers, both with
Audio Analogue Maestro CD player at the
front. Castle's Fred Clayton was on hand
to demonstrate the Electrocompaniet
EC1.3 integrated amp as well as the Castle
Inversion speaker range.
Those looking for trendy hi-fi furniture
could appraise the Sound Organisation
and Soundstyle ranges as well as
beautifully-crafted modern hardwood
pieces from David Cooke Designs of
Naas, Co Kildare. Cables were seen from
QED and Ixos and Nordost (persuasively
demonstrated by the ebullient Lars
Christensen).
Something missing? Well, although
Cloney Audio enthusiastically purveys
good-quality turntables, there was really
no analogue to be heard at the show.
Better than analogue, of course, is live
music — and this was provided. On
Saturday, we were regaled by the Phoenix
String quartet, and on Sunday afternoon
we were able to enjoy the playing of the
great jazz guitarist Louis Stewart with his
trio ( Gerry Lynch also on guitar, Mick
Coady on string bass) — right in front of
the HFNIRR stand! What nicer way to end
one of the most friendly and enjoyable hifi shows Ican remember?
Steve Harris
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egular readers will recall the
recent-ish series of ' self build'
projects aimed at enhancing
the quality of the mains power and
earth wiring for listening purposes.
These have covered changes to
earthing for noise reduction (Radex
earth wires and RF -optimised
earthing spikes), the Super Spur
mains wiring system, non- bruteforce power conditioning which can
also beneficially reduce the supply
voltage ( Pure Power'), and heavy
duty spike and lightning protection"
which won't pollute the main CPC
wiring. These carefully engineered
approaches, applied individually or
in free combination, have since
proved beneficial in diverse set-ups,
both in the UK and abroad. If you
have missed any of these pieces of
the jigsaw of articles ( 1995-9; afew
only listed here as references), a
compendium is available, as well as
individual copies and data sheets.
NEW EARTH ENHANCEMENTS
Optimum earth wiring strategies
which meets both the local safety
regulations (in UK and elsewhere)
and audio needs, were covered in
previous articles'•". A point that
needs stressing is that the system I
have described adds supplementary
earths which, while enhancing RF
earthing,
do
not
involve
disconnecting the ordinary mains
safety earth, alias ' CPC' wiring
(even if this latter is rewired or
enhanced). The disconnection of
the audio outlets' green CPC wire
from the rest of the house wiring
and ultimately the earth/neutral
terminal
appears
to
be
recommended by asupplier of hi-fi
supply re- wiring kits', but this
practice is potentially dangerous and
moreover is specifically forbidden in
most national regulations. If the
existing safety CPC is felt to be

A

SAFETY FIRST! A

ALL mains installations must meet current general regulations
and must be approved by the electricity provider prior to
switch-on. Work should be carried out by or approved by a
qualdied electrician. All mains- related items offered by the
HFN/RR Accessories Club ore supplied on the basis that
safety is the responsibility of the purchaser. Neither HiFi
News & Record Review, the Accessories Club, nor the author
accept any liability whatsoever for any consequences arising
from the installation or use of the components offered.

Mains quality is crucial to hi-fi
performance: here's an update on
some practical strategies, starting
with the all-important question of
earthing and earth noise
by

BEN

DUNCAN

introducing RF noise,
then
prevention or suitable amelioration
can still be achieved by an
intrinsically safe alternative. This is
to add asuitably rated and designed
inductor ( alias ' earth choke') into
the CPC. In most instances, where
the RF concerned is not especially
high in level or low in frequency,
such a part is readily made by
DIYers — as illustrated in principle.
A ' self-build' information sheet is
available; or if preferred, the choke
can be purchased ready-made.
Another enhancement is to subtly
change the rules set down° about
how rewire audio spur CPCs are run
back to the supply source. While still
running the CPCs of the spur lines
— preferably next to their respective
neutrals — the CPCs should also be
kept mutually close together. At
best, this means pressing next to one
another, at worst it means following
the same path, within say 50mm ( 2
inches). In difficult cases, it might
be useful to twist the CPCs together
— excepting perhaps any that are
suspected of carrying RF noise. This
may include those for outlets
supplying CD players, DACs, and
amplifiers with switching power
supplies. In case of doubt, install
two CPCs, one close, one fully
separated. Then evaluate the sonics
with each CPC wired-in, in turn.
Obviously such temporary test
wiring must be 100% solid for valid
listening, as well as for safety.
Meanwhile, the purpose of this
layout detail — keeping the earth
wires of each spur generally next to
each other — is to ' collapse the loop
areas' of the multiple CPCs of the
'n' audio spur circuits. The reason
for doing this is to minimise any
induction of magnetic noise (various
hums and buzzes comprised of
harmonics of 50/60Hz) caused when
poorly designed equipment creates
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MAINS SUALITY
blatant hum loops. This arises when
both ( i)
unbalanced
level
connections are cascaded and (ii)
when safety-earthed casing is hard
wired ( zero ohms) to the signal
ground ( OV). The induced hum
level may then be strongly
aggravated by the area of the loop
involved. For example, if two CPCs
are strapped together so the
conductors are 3mm apart, then
over a 10m run, the area of loop =
(10 x0.003) = 0.03m 2.At the other
extreme, if run along quite different
routes, the loop area could easily
end up at 100m 2 or more — which
could potentially raise induced hum
by a factor of ( 100/0.03) = 3333 =
70dB. This is all the more true of
ordinary, ` uncollapsed' ring power
circuits — which is why they are
best not used for audio.
Another area to review applies only
if you're using multiple earth rods. If
you connect a ` Radex' earth wire to
more than one equipment chassis,
wires from different chassis are best
connected to individual earth rods.
The resistance in the soil between the
two connections — at typically 3 to
30 ohms — is then enough to prevent
ablatant hum loop occurring, in the
worst case. Also, where more rods
are used to get a lower resistance
connection, these are best spaced (in
any moist direction) by at least their
depth, and fed by individual Radex
wires'. Lastly, longer lengths ( say
greater than 5m) of ` Radex' wire of
any size will work best when made
from several insulated units, twisted
or plaited together.
The original ' Pure Power'
conditioner is acomponent part that
is best looked at as something you
wire at the front end of adedicated
audio supply — yet you can evaluate

Pure Power, a 1:1 transformer, can isolate
equipment from incoming mains problems

it straight away as aplug-in item. A
20-page installation guide is now
supplied with two pages of colour
wiring plans.
A new family addition is a ' mini'
version of Pure Power that isn't so
heavy to lift. This suits those who
want the simplicity of a plug-in
version that's small enough to be
placed on the shelf beside
equipment, and also those users who
can accept a modestly de- rated
capability — that is fortunately still
comfortably over- rated for most
systems with amplifiers of or below
50W/ch. A feature that many readers
may have missed is the ability of the
Pure Power units to change the
supply voltage. This is not just useful
for imported gear, but also for the
many listeners whose equipment is
working under par because of the
mains voltage rising too high at the
times — often late at night —
precisely when they are listening. The
effect of the high mains can include
annoying acoustic noise and also the
strangulation of the transformer's
ability to pass energy, hence
degraded sonic quality — often
described as ' anaemic'. If the
electricity supplier refuses to reduce
the supply voltage, or does not
reduce it far enough, the 'AV' — the
adjustable voltage version of Pure
Power — comes into its own. The
sonic effect of dropping ahigh supply
by 5 or 10% can be dramatic. Even
the ordinary 1:1 versions can be used
to achieve slight voltage reductions of
about -2.5%, with no added cost, by
a simple re-wiring exercise given in
the installation guide.

requires explicit miswiring
of a mains plug, while the
distinction
between
reversing polarity of class 2
(safe)
and
class
1
equipment ( less safe) is
blurred. This is where
Pure Power comes in. To
change the polarity to all
the equipment being fed,
the live and neutral
wiring to Pure Power's
input can be simply
and safely flipped.
Alternatively, and
provided a suitable
RCD is fitted (30mA
safety
breaker;
`RCCB', or `GFI' in
US) to Pure Power's output ss
the polarity thereafter can be safely
changed (by flipping the nominal ' L'
and 'N' wires) on individual outlets
— experiment according to what
permutation sounds best. A suitable
RCD with low noise and quality
contacts is being made available.
Care is needed when judging mains
system differences. In a recent
newsletter, another audio supplier
trumped (' RA - 1, Ben Duncan - 0')

Audio Quality

Mains Slimes
•Mcks,

BenDunca n

G'"enmrtnrn,,,,,

MSS»

This 50+ page
compendium of Ben
Duncan 'sextensive
articles on mains
supplies for audio,
Audio Quality
Mains Supplies' is
available from the
HFN/RR Accessories
Club

MASTERING POLARITY
In a previous ' Black Box', mains
polarity was discussed. In the UK,
US, and much of the rest of the
world, everyday single-phase supplies
are unbalanced to ground. In fact one
side — the neutral — is purposely
tied to earth where the supply
•
enters the house, and before. In
a different cross- section of
countries that includes the US
and Europe, two-pin plugs may
be used (ideally only for class 2,
'double insulated' equipment).
Some
audiophiles
have
discovered that pin reversal
(hence mains 'polarity reversal')
can affect sonics. The reasons for
this — to do with 'common mode
noise' — have been explored
elsewhere. In territories using threepin mains plugs only for audio gear
power, this sort of experimentation

Above and Far
that its form of 'ring' system delivers
left: Solve earth
better bass. Other than the fact that
noise safely with a
the ring, as used, may be seen as a
DIY noise isolator.
topologically- collapsed spur with
The full prescription
parallel wiring, the listener whose
for 'Earth Henry'
comment was cited had intended to
(DIY or readyconvey precisely the opposite
made) is available
message — since they had
from the Accessories
Club
themselves later realised the bass
improvement was due to tightening
the drive-unit fixings at the same
time as swapping between Super
Spur and the ' ring' system! This is a
classic case of cause and effect
SUPPLIER
confusion, invoked by changing two
Accessories Club,
variables at once. To avoid possible
PO Box 200,
false conclusions it is advisable to
Bedford
always make only one change, or
MK40 1YH
Tel: 01234
type of changes, to your system at
741152
any one time.

References:
B Duncan, Groundwork, HEN/RR, March '97
B Duncan, Pure Power, HEN/RR,Jan '98. Pi B Duncan, Super Spur, HI ,NRR, Nov and Dee '98.
14J B Duncan, Black Box, HFN/RR, Dec '98 (
5f B Duncan, Black Box, HEN/RR, Mar '97. (
61 .7Marks, Ben Duncan Interview, p.32-5 and adjacent pages, HiFi Plus,
Nov '99 f7/ P Giddings, Audio Systems — design & install, chapter 6, Focal Press, Oxford, 1990.
Note: CPC = Circuit Protective Conductor. See books on BS-EN- 7671, the lEE regs'. The (safety) earth wire of each circuit, running between incoming mains power
neutral &for earth, and the fixed power outlets. Acknowledgments to Toby Hunt at Funktion One Research, and Paul Houkien for their electrical advice.
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SCOTLAND'S FIRST AND FOREMOST DEALER
•Established 1979 ( formerly The Music Room)• Four dem rooms in dedicated premises

MADRIGAL'S COMPAC
INTEGRATED MUSIC SYSTEM

LET THE MADRIGAL TEAM DESIGN YOUR HI-FI SYSTEM
Of course you could mix and match components in the old way,
and save money... until you count what you have spent over the
years! Madrigal, the most successful high-end manufacturer to
date, now employs 28 specialist designers in-house to optimise
industrial design, digital, analogue, component and circuit layout,
control software and some aspects previously overlooked.
Models emerging in the last 3 years have included benchmark
and definitive statements like the Mark Levinson No 39 CD
processor and now the No 383 integrated amplifier. These yield
advantages rather than compromises in single-chassis products.
Whether these or the traditional two-chassis products (control and
power amps, CD transport and digital processor) depends on
your individual needs. In a single-source system the 39's digital
inputs and defeatable analogue variable volume permits the use

Acoustically matching loudspeakers for Mark Levinson systems are
now available at all desirable price points. When Madrigal
launched its audiophile speaker company 2 1/2 yea's ago, Iwas
amongst the cynics ... now Ieat my words. The scale of operation
and in-house manufacturing now yield Ultima technology in more
conventional cabinets for £2,890 (the Performa F30) and £ 1,795
(M20 with pedestal). These have been designed from the ground
up, and priced to avoid being overlooked!! With the synergy
factor, Madrigal's Integral system is much better value than you
will find in the used and ex-dem advertisements. Phone right now
for a special offer, free finance and a free 1metre fully balanced
Madrigal Cz Gel interconnect worth £419.
Reprints on these products and on Revel are available on request.

of a 334 power amp. There is more to this decision than meets the
eye and a well- briefed dealer can discuss the pros and cons.

Equipment by:
AUDIO NOTE • BOW • MARK LEVINSON • LFD LYRA •
MICHELL • PASS LABS • SME • STAX
SUGDEN • SUMIKO
Loudspeakers by:
A- R- T • Final • Pro- Ac • REVEL • TOTEM • ZINGALI
•Zingali Studio Monitors

5 Crown Terrace, Hyndland, Glasgow G12 9HA
E-mail: jack@audiosource.co.uk
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Last autumn's shows reveal that hi-fi
is alive and well in Eastern and
Central Europe. Here we report from
Zagreb and Budapest
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Travelling by tube? Budapest He End Show flier

(left) and the Grand Hotel venue (above); and, seen at
the show, the Swallow CD player (right)
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ver since the early ' 80s, when Croatia
reached apeak in the evolution of its
audiophile community, there has
always been at least one show in the capital
of the republic, Zagreb. To this very date
the tradition has not been neglected and
the Zagreb Hi-fi Show 99 (29-31 October)
once again gathered the most reputable
and active distributors and importers of
some of the best audiophile and high-end
products money can buy. Within the walls
of one of the nicest hotels in Zagreb, and
assembled in almost 20 luxurious rooms
and salons, one would hardly tell the
difference between exhibits seen here and
those usually to be encountered in much
more ' advanced' audio societies of the
modern world.
So, what was there to see and hear?
One of the most respected systems
consisted of the Meridian 506.24 CD
player, Electrocompaniet ECI 3integrated
82

amplifier and the latest Martin Logan
Aerius loudspeakers ( in bright red!).
AudioQuest CV4 cables connected these
individual components. For the very first
time in Croatia, visitors could have hear
the Audiovector M3 loudspeakers with a
new technology tweeter, the new Arcam
Alpha 7SE CD player as well as the Theta
DaViD CD/DVD as a multistandard
player. Just a few hours before the show
ended on Sunday, the public was really in
for a treat — an Audio Research
LS8/VT100 combination drove the
majestic Sonus Faber Amati loudspeakers.
There was something worth notice in
almost every room of the show — Pass
Labs, Helios, WireWorld, ASC Tube
Traps, you name it. Needless to say, DIY
projects incorporating Audax drivers and
crossovers proved once again that
enthusiasm and will to build your own
components still hasn't died out. Not to
mention the limited budgets for audio that
are still the main obstacle for most music
lovers and audiophiles in today's Croatia.
Looking at the more affordable
products available, Kenwood showed the
Nova range of mini systems which
actually did not sound bad at all! It was
good to see that the home theatre
movement did not bypass Croatia either; a

well-prepared presentation including the
Jamo
Cinemaster system
clearly
confirmed that even less experienced
audiences recognise a quality home
theatre illusion against lesser offerings.
Plenty of British products as well! A
new range of Magnum amplifiers was led
by the IA200 and IA170 integrateds,
while Acoustic Energy and ALR Jordan
attracted positive comments for their
latest achievements.
If one was to search for the most
pleasant sonic experience from the Zagreb
HiFi Show 99, it has to come down to
two rooms and their systems. One was
that already mentioned, with Audio
Research and Sonus Faber products. The
other would have to be the acoustically
well-treated room which housed a Mark
Levinson 37 CD transport plus 360S
processor, 380 pre- amplifier and 355
power amplifier, driving a pair of Revel
Performa F30 loudspeakers, making their
first European show appearance in
FEBRUARY 2000
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SHOW REPORT
Zagreb. MIT Z-Center and Kimber Cable
Select cables connected the components
while unwanted resonances had been
dealt with succesfully by the Shun Mook
Spatial Audio Quartet.
Less is more, people often say. Judging
by this year's edition of the Zagreb HiFi
Show, interest in good audio and home
thatre still has abright future in Croatia.

BUDAPEST HIGH- END
The High End show in Budapest has been
looked at with respect and acclamation by
both industry and enthusiasts. Last year's
exhibition ( 5-7 November) once again
offered a real insight into the high-end
scene in Hungary, occupying more than
30 rooms of the luxurious Grand Hotel.
Without a doubt, the greatest amount
of interest was generated by the Anglo Hungarian company Magnetron, which
demonstrated very futuristic and
unconventional four-way loudspeaker
called the Magnetron Linear. It consists of
narrow magnetostatic curved panels and a
cylindrical subwoofer. Claimed bandwidth
is 15Hz to 441cHz! The system also used
Magnetron's 211- based valve mono
power amps, and Mark Levinson pre-amp
and digital source. The obscenely high
cost of these items ( around £ 35,000)
must have cooled down even those who
were gobsmacked by the sound!
Merlin Audio, the leading Hungarian
high- end distribution company led by
Istvan Csontos, who is also one of the
organisers of this show, lined up an
impressive display of products. We were
able to see and hear the second generation
of the OnGaku amplifier, now of course
marketed under the Kondo brand name,
as well as the Audio Note AN-E/SE highefficiency loudspeakers, IO Limited
moving- coil cartridge, ARM- 2 tonearm
and the AN-S7/Vz step-up transformer.
The same distributor also demonstrated
the latest Sugden Audition amplifiers,
Townshend loudspeakers and Goldring
cartridges.
Jadis impressed the public with the JA200 and JA- 500 monoblocks in a system
with the affordable Kuzma Stabi S/Stogi

Al
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Zagreb highlights, clockvnse from top left: jamo Cinemaster and Sony Vega TV screen, Meridian 506.24,
Electrocompanie ECI3, Martin Logan Anita, Mark Lennson digital source and amplification, Accuphase DG20

Reference tonearm and the van den Hul
Frog cartridge. JM Lab Electra 920
loudspeakers completed this highly
musical set-up. Musical Fidelity's NuVista amplifiers and X- P pre- amplifier
successfully processed the information
retrieved by the Copland 266 CD player
into Sonus Faber Amati Homage
loudspeakers. Wherever they go, these
monumental Italian loudspeakers attract
unreserved attention and longing looks in
audiophiles.
Magnetron products are not the only
quality audio components made in
Hungary; Swallow is the name of a very
impressive looking and mighty built CD
player. But this was a passive display,
regretably, so we couldn't judge whether it
sounded as good as it looked. Another
room accommodated products by a
company called Natural Sounding ( an
amplifier, and a 24- bit DAC called
Lupus), but somewhat of a coup was an
exhibit
consisting,
among
other
components of a heavily modified and
tweaked Technics SL-PG480 CD player.
Godina Audio, now one of the better
known Hungarian manufacturers, showed
10W mono amplifiers with EL84 output
tubes and in-house designed and
manufactured capacitors. However, the
most impressive performance coming

from a Hungarian audio production was
from Etalon, which exhibited virtually all
its products, except a forthcoming CD
transport which is still said to be in the
final stages of preparation. Songer 2 are
the loudspeakers, Integrale lA the Class A
amplifier. Digital-to-analogue processors
and line conditioners as well as cables are
also on offer.
Another proud ambassador of the
British audio industry was Wilson
Benesch, creating very pleasant sounds
with its Act 2 loudspeakers driven by
Audionet G2 pre-amplifier AMPII mono
amplifiers, with the ART CD player as the
main source.
Last, but not least, Sony brought over
the SACD format, with the SCD-1 player
along with very best components from the
impressive TA range.
Strangely enough, the absence of most of
the usual 'big' names of the contemporary
high- end industry did not have much
influence on the success of the Budapest
high-end show. Creative distributors and
local manufacturers prepared themselves
admirably and showed anumber of quality
products, which should have a long life.
Once again, Budapest proved to be one of
the better and more enjoyable European
hi-fi exhibitions.
Milan Rupic
23
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TEST RECORD
abold audiophile would dare to
call himself 'The Cartridge Man',
but Len Gregory has as much right
O
nly
to the name as any. He's known for keeping
cartridges working well into the Age of CD,
he's apeerless rebuild maeen and his
favourite cartridges are Deccas and
Grados... which kindio says it ail. So we're
talking terminal cartridge nut, and his
reputation precedes him. All of which kept us
from slamming the phone down when he
suggested that we collaborate on atest LP.
His call was timely. Len wanted apartner
to help prepare, press and market the first
new Test Record in adecade- plus. He had
customers clamouring for them, and we
knew that there was oreal demand, judging
by the 'wants lists' sent to the Accessories
Club. Alongside adecent stylus balance
(we're working on it...), acomprehensive test
LP is the most requested audio tool one con
name. So, purely by coincidence, we fell : nto
each other's company. Now we're proud to
announce what might be the world's find
ORDER FORM

test LP, the Hi-fi News Test Record Test
Record for amere £ 14.95.
It's adoozie: detailed notes, aset-up
'bible' courtesy of John Crabbe, locked
grooves between tests, pristine virgin vinyl
pressings and — best of all — audible and
visible dues rather than aneed for test gear.
Side One contains nine tracks for L/R
channel identification, phase, channel
balance (- 20dB pink noise L"- R), the some
again for left channel only and right channel
only and four different tracks for setting bias,
increasing in 2dB steps. All these tests
require are your ears, but the instructions
will guide you through every step.
Skie Iwo features seven tracks which
cover tracking ability, cartridge/arm
resonance and cartridge alignment. 'Tracking
ability is assessed through three sections, all
using a300Hz signal ( L+R, + 15dB). The
three tracks are positioned as the first,
middle and last tracks so you can gauge
performance across the whole arc of travel.
(Or line of travel, if you're the lucky owner of

I
please send me ...... ... copies of TEST LP HFN001
'
at £ 14.95 each.
jI
enclose remittance of £
I
NAME (
CAPS)
IADDRESS

Postcode

otangential arm...) The two cartridge/arm
resonance tests consist of test sweeps with
pilot tones, and you'll actually see the arm
misbehaving if there's any horrible mismatch
in your set-up. The cartridge alignment test
allows you to adjust the azimuth for
minimum output, through a300Hz vertical LRsignal at +6dB. Lastly, there's atrack to
show residual noise, consisting of
unmodulated grooves. And this one will
prove to be areal party trick if you use an
idler-drive deck and none of your friends are
willing to believe it's aquiet runner...
We can't tell you how pleased we are to
be offering the Last Vinyl Refuge. Forget your
worn copies of HFS75, those test LPs you're
too scared to take out of their sleeves, even
though you know you need to run aset-up
check. Now you can have afresh test record
to ensure that your analogue front end is
working at its best. The good news? We're
going to keep the Hi-fi News Tee Record ' in
print' for as long as there's ademand.
Enjoy!
hen Kessler

U Ienclose Cheque/PO/MO'
1J I
wish to pay by Access/Visa/Amex"
My Card number is
Expiry date

111111111111111
Signature

Please send orders to: HFN/RR Accessories Club, PO Box 200, Bedford,
MK40 1YH. Cheques should be made payable to HFN/RR Accessories
Club. Delivery subject to availability.
Accessories Club Hotline ( 01234) 741152.
Non UK sales VAT FREE but where applicable subject to additional carriage

charges. Photocopies of this form ore acceptable. E&OE.

'
Please delete as necessary.:

sidelines
in asporadic manner by aspecies of
quasi-dissonant edginess or ' grain'
when concerted strings or choral
groups produce sustained notes or
chords above mezzo-forte — amatter
mentioned several times in these
columns and raised last year in
'Views' (see letters from Smith and
Walker, April and Sept '99).
Then there's ' piano tone', a
unitary expression misleadingly
applied to the sound of afamily of
instruments whose tonal qualities
vary widely. One knows what is
meant in ágeneral sort of way, but

14

it worries me that loudspeakers, for
instance, are sometimes assessed for
piano purposes simply in terms of

straight ahead of me. There was no
obvious architectural asymmetry to
explain the effect, so if the players
had reversed their lateral positions,
the clarinet's perceived location
would presumably have done
likewise. I wonder what a single
stereo microphone would have made
of it.
Back in the recording studio,
solving performance or balance
problems can sometimes produce
unexpected outcomes, and involve
compromises which might worry
musical perfectionists as well as
hi-fi purists. Thus Iremember that
during CBS's BemsteinfLSO Verdi
Requiem sessions at the Royal Albert

recently devoted space
the reviewer's preferred type of
to various aspects of recorded
instrument. Not long ago Iattended
balance, and the achievement
a recital where the pianist had
Hall in 1970 there was a nearof believable reproduced images
insisted that aparticular somewhat
farcical succession of attempts to
within an acceptable ambient setting,
unkempt 1930's Broadwood be
capture a particular phrase at the
it struck me that such considerations
made available because he specially
right level from mezzo-soprano
all too easily presuppose the
valued
its
sound.
He
had
Josephine Veasey. These culminated
existence of undistorted real musical
programmed ademanding range of
in a boost applied at the mixing
sounds which simply have to be
material, which suggested as much
desk coinciding with aspecial effort
captured in the best possible
confidence in the piano as in his
from the singer (inflated by an
manner. Of course, during recording
own abilities. But the result was a involuntary move nearer to the
there are inevitably small mistakes
severe disappointment, for though
mike), causing her voice to
in playing or singing that sometimes
he played well, the instrument had
overpower the entire orchestra when
call for retakes, which are then
amuffled, undynamic quality which,
heard on the ensuing playback.
carefully slotted into place, apractice
if heard on disc, might make
Being on aseparate tape track, this
giving rise to sundry debates about
listeners (or reviewers!) accustomed
was sorted out later, but at another
the respective merits of note-perfect
to the modern Steinway assume
point it proved necessary to augment
'bleakness' at one extreme and the
either that here was a badly re- soprano Martina Arroya's voice on
'warmth'
of error-prone
live
mastered historical recording, or that
some low notes by means of
recordings at the other. But beyond
the loudspeakers in use had apoor
carefully played clarinet tones. This
that, and rarely taken into account,
transient response. Iwas able to try
seems to have worked, as to my
are those unpleasant sounds which
various listening positions, which
knowledge no critic subsequently
confirmed that the piano was indeed
noted anything amiss; but mixerthe culprit, and not the venue.
dependent loudness and instrumental
In real life there are also
tonal back-up were so taken for
sometimes oddities which, if
granted that I've wondered ever
reproduced accurately, would pose
since how many other recordings of
directional puzzles. One Iparticularly
similar music have dealt with
remember involved aperformance
problems of vocal dynamics or toneof Brahms's Clarinet Quintet in a
colour by such means.
medium-sized school hall, where I
More recently Ilearnt of aHoist
sat close enough for the players to
Planets recording where the oftsubtend an angle of 90° or more.
repeated fading unaccompanied
The clarinettist was placed just right
wordless choral motif in 'Neptune'
of centre, facing half-left, with the
was so badly intoned during the
strings arranged so that the five
sessions that the producer felt
performers formed amodest arc. But
impelled to take the most accurately
the direction from which the
sung of the early chants and perform
crop up routinely in much music- clarinet's sound seemed to emanate
Leonard Bernstein
the whole fading operation by means
making. Unpleasant, that is, in the
was
both
intermittent
and
consults his producer
of electronic repetition. Again, nosense
that
if
heard
in
a
recording
indeterminate. Having a small
during the 1970
one noticed anything wrong and the
they might easily be put down to
CBS sesstons for
mouth, this instrument has an
recording was highly praised. Some
audio
distortions
or
colorations
Verdi's Requiem
approximately
omnidirectional
critics might have been less kind had
rather than performing deficiencies,
radiation pattern except at very high
they known about the contrived
which Isuspect they often are.
frequencies, so in the absence of
fade-down, but do such things really
For instance, `congestion' during
severe local reflections one would
matter if innocent ears find the
tutti
orchestral
fortissimos
is
expect its notes to come more-oroutcome
both
effective
and
sometimes every bit as objectionable
less from itself. But they did this
enjoyable?
at live events as when heard via
only occasionally. For most of the
After all, from time immemorial
domestic loudspeakers, as can be the
performance its sound seemed to
musicians
have
grasped
at
gruff quality of strongly accented
come from abroad region on the
opportunities
to
overcome
staccato string chording in chamber
floor beneath the two violinists to
performing limitations, and recording
music, or momentary instrumental
the left. Indeed, with eyes closed
technology simply enlarges the
protrusions from otherwise smoothly
(which Iusually find worth abrief
possibilities.
John Crabbe
blended symphonic textures. For
try at concerts) it was uncanny how
some listeners these things are joined

Nasty
sounds in
live music,
deceptive
piano tone,
an elusive
clarinet,
crises
in the
recording
studio
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the instrument persisted in emitting
its sounds from that improbable
direction despite its physical location
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RECORD REVIEW
MUSIC
87 Güher and Süher Pekinel talk to Joanne Talbot
89 Maria Kliegel talks to Joanne Talbot
RECORD OF THE MONTH
92 Bach Wedding Cantatas sung by Christine Schafer
CLASSICAL REVIEWS
92 Bruckner's Ninth Symphony; Rimsky-Korsakov operas;
Stravinsky's Rake's Progress

97

100

101

102

96

Double Concerto
Pekinels/Philharmonia/Marriner

92
93
92

Symphony 9, String Quintet - Adagio
larr.I
Leipzig Gewandhaus/Blomstedt
Symphony 9
RSNO/Tintner
BPO/Wand

CAMBINI

94

Symphonies & Symphonies
concertantes
Academia Montis Regalis/
Mangiocavallo

97

96

94

94

Slavonic Dances Opp.46 & 72
Czech PO/Mackerras

95

95
95

['Allegro, N Penseroso ed il Moderato
soloists/King's Consort .3, Ch/King
Duetti Italian'
Bertini/Cavina/La Venexiana

Hommage à Nelson M.
Hhegel/Froleyks

107

The Grass Is Blue

Les Fresques de Piero della Francesca
VPO/Kubehk
Double Concerto
Pekinels/Philharmonia/Marriner
Double Concerto K365
Pek/ne/s/Phiiharmonia/Marriner
Piano Concertos H466 & 491
Brendel/Scottish CO/Mackerras

100

Wind Quintets
Prague Wind Quintet
The Legend of the Invisible City of
Knee, Kashchei the Immortal,
The Tsar's Bride
soloists/Kirov Opera/Gergiev

SCHUMANN

In Concert, On Stage and Breathin'

DAFELDECKER/KURZMANN/
FENNESZ/O'ROURKE/
DRUMM/SIEWERT

Requiem for Mignon, Nachtlied,
Das Paradis und die Peri
soloists/Monteverdi Ch/ORR/Gardiner
Songs with orchestra, Four Last Songs
Mattilla/BPO/Abbado

rock reissues
MAGGIE BELL & STONE
THE CROWS
108

102

Both Kinds Of Music

108

The

108

LONNIE DONEGAN
Talking Guitar Blues

108

Astigrnatii

KRZYSZTOF KOMEDA

108
108
108

JOSEPHUS

THE IMPERIALS
108

108
108

Free Improvisation

VHF

108
108

ALBUMS OF THE YEAR
THE CHESTERFIELD KINGS
105

11m Rose/Love, A Kind Of Hate Story

FRANK SINATRA & TOMMY
DORSEY & HIS ORCHESTRA
108

It's All

108

lean.

JAMES

DAVE SWARBRICK
108

XTC

Rags, Reel, •

VARIOUS
108

ANNLEE

H You Wanna Be Happy

VILLAGE PEOPLE

Dreams

108

CROSBY STILLS NASH 8,
YOUNG
105

Pussy Cats

TIM ROSE

rock/pop

105

Late Night In With Dean Martin
Hurtin' Country Songs

NILSSON

Extracts

Apple Venus Vol.1

I'm On the Outside ( Looking In)/
Reflections

DEAN MARTIN

VARIOUS

105

MsBA`,
LITTLE ANTHONY &

Working With The Elem.

Millionaires

lst/Excalibur
Zephyr National/Myopia
Deal It Out/Precious Gems

108

GLENN SPEARMAN &
DOMINIC DUVAL

105

Music In A Doll's House/
Entertainment

TOM FOGERTY

Prophecy

103

103

Fair

FAMILY

Con Attetto

These Are My Roots: Clifford Jordan
Plays Leadbelly

103

Canted

NAT ' KING' COLE

Impressions Of ' A Patch Of Blue'

103

103

The Very Best of

CANTERBURY FAIR
108

FRED HOPKINS/DIEDRE
MURRAY QUARTET

R STRAUSS
101

107

News From The 70s

THE GANELIN TRIO
102

RIMSKY -KORSAKOV

100

Love And The Russian Winter

VARIOUS

MISNA FEIGIN

MUCHA

99

LeAnn Rimes

SIMPLY RED

CLIFFORD JORDAN

Symphonies 2 & 3
soloists/Danish Nat RSO/Schenwandt

Complete works for cello 8 piano
Bruns/Ishay

HANDEL

Orchestral Suites from three operas
Czech PO/Belohlavek

NIELSEN

DVORAK

FAURE

Highlife

WALT DICKERSON
102
102

97

CHOPIN
Piano Concertos 1 & 2
Polish Festival Orch/Zimerman

OVIRMARS
106

107

Rings Of Saturn

JOHN BUTCHER/PHIL
DURRANT/JOHN RUSSELL
The Scenic Route

MOZART
97

Metamorpl,

LeANN RIMES

102

MENDELSSONN

BRUCKNER

Feed

JEAN MICHEL JARRE

107

BASS Hit'

MARTINU
97

As Time Goes By

INHALE
106
106

Capriccios 1 & 5, Symphonie in a
Das Neu-Erriffnete Orch/Sonnentheit

102

KAISER -LINDEMANN

BRUCK
97

Music. foi the Stage
Deutsche Kammerakademie Neuss/
Goritzki

JANACEK
96

Under The Sun

RAY BROWN

HOFFMANN

BEETHOVEN
93

106

Violin & Cello Concertos
Kang/Hugh/English Northern Philh/
Daniel

ANTHONY BRAXTON

95

Don't Mind If IDo

JULIAN DAWSON
BRYAN FERRY

RASHIED ALI/LOUIS
BELOGENIS
102

INDEX classical

Overtures
Deutsche Kammerphilharmonie
Bremen/Harding

106

Symphony 6
VPO/Kubehk

ZELENKA

102

92

TCHA1KOVSKY

jazz

FINALE
138 an Duty's Music Hall roots, by Colin Escort
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review ratings
Sound

quality and

performance are

separately graded at the end of each
review. In rock/pop' the numerical rating
also reflects musical content. A few
releases are reviewed from master-tape
copies ( as stated). An additional ' star'
denotes

outstanding quality.

Review

headings show catalogue number and
total playing time. Ratings also show a
CD price coding: • full price; II mid
price; A budget price; • special price,
see ' Compact Disc Service'. Reissues are
shown , with first UK publication date.
Sound quality :

Performance

Fine, modern
recording
Good, some
minor reservations
Only moderately
convincing
Poor sound

A : 1 Very Good

Historical source,
cg, 78 rpm

H : H Historical

B: 2 Good
C : 3 Moderate
D:4 Poor

Güher •Se Süher
I

dentical twins with an identical talent is
something of aphenomenon, although
you'd never guess it, as the two
glamorous and lively pianists, Güher and
Süher Pekinel busily correct and prompt
each other to mention certain points.
They have established themselves as one
of the world's most acclaimed duo and
two-piano recitalists, with an extensive list
of recordings on DG, Teldec and now
contracted to Chandos. Their mother was
apianist herself, and so Iwondered
whether they had been dragooned into
playing the piano?
'Absolutely not,' Süher responds
emphatically. 'There was only pressure
between Güher and me because we only
had one piano.'
Whether it was destiny or environment
is too dose to call, but the twins soon
developed rare gifts which escalated them
into the sphere of the prodigies and to
study abroad.
'From the beginning of our studies we
trained as soloists, to let us really develop
our individuality. By nine years we had
given our first concert with the Ankara
Philharmcmic . Having studied with a
Viennese teacher — himself apupil of
Cortot — we then went to Paris for two
years studying with Yvonne Loriod. At
this time we were really immersed in
French culture: the paintings and the
atmowhere of the city, and also in the
French school of piano playing. After this
we went to Germany because we wanted
to absorb the influences from this school
of playing. We went to the Frankfurt
MusikHochschule where our teacher was
in the Busoni-Leschetitsky tradition. We
certainh found the French view of
111.FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Pekinel
The pianists have
recently signed to
make recordings with
Chandos
Interview by Joanne Talbot
Beethoven very different, focusing on the
colouristic aspects, whereas the Germans
highlight the intellectual rigour of the
music. But with all these different schools
you still have to find your own way —
there are not just one or two techniques of
playing.
'Following our studies in Germany'
continues Süher, ' we were invited by
Rudolf Serkin to study with him at the
Curtis Institute in America; and we also
studied with Claudio Arrau and Leon
Fleisher. Arrau said to us, "you won't
learn technique from me: Ihave
completely different hands from you, and
you must find your own path in that
regard". With Arrau we learned about the
real substance of music-making. In one
week, for example, we had to do one
Beethoven Sonata, a Chopin Prélude, a
Chopin Étude and if time aBach Prelude
& Fugue by memory! We managed this
routine because we had to — but it was a
shock coming from Europe where we
would work on Bach for three months.
M>
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K

nown to many through her
Naxos recordings, Maria
Kliegel is not the typical hothoused virtuoso. After winning the
prestigious Grand Prix in the Paris
Concours Rostropovich in 1981, she
met her husband and actually
reduced her concertising for some
years to look after his two children.
'My early training was with the
local teacher, and then at ayouth
competition which Ihad entered; one
of the judges was aprofessor at the
Frankfurt Musikhochschule, and he
said he would give me lessons. By 19
Iwas already at the Hochschule, and
Iwas beginning to feel Ineeded to
know more in terms of what Iwas
doing technically on the cello.
'Of course, Iwas able to play very
demanding pieces such as the Kodály
'I went to
solo cello Sonata and the Haydn
Canada
concerti, but Icouldn't improve any
for a
more because my teacher was
masterclass
exploring the musical aspects rather
with Janos
than the instrument, and how the
Starker, and technique really worked. Then Iwent
Iknew after to Canada for amasterclass with
Janos Starker, and Iknew after the
the first
first lesson that he was the most
lesson that
wonderful teacher.
he was the
'I played only a couple of bars of
most
the Dvorak Concerto and he tore me
wonderful
apart. He was lighting a cigarette,
teacher'
and said " Sing it!". It was thirds and
double-stops and Ididn't know how
to do this — it really sounded so
funny Iwas cracking up myself, and
what Iwas producing sounded like a
mouse. " See! that's the way you
played", said Starker.
'Everyone was laughing and the
tension was gone, and then he
showed me how to make ashift,
what ashift means and the different
kinds of shifting. He explained how
to hold the bow and how to use
pressure. Iwas like adry sponge and
could soak up these things. He was
very hard on me, but it was exactly
what Ihad wanted — it was
fantastic.
'After acouple of days he asked
whether I'd like to study with him in
Bloomington, Indiana; but he said
that if Iwanted to I'd have to make
up my mind by the next day, because
the course started in two weeks and
then he was having ayear's
sabbatical. So it was " now or never".
Ihad no scholarship money or
anything but Idecided to take the
opportunity. After several years of
study with Starker, he asked me if I'd
like to be his assistant in Essen: a
wonderful opportunity for me which
he provided; and this is his way of
teaching. He's not just teaching
technique, but he really cares about
his pupils.
'My other seminal influence was
Rostropovich, with whom Idid a
four-week masterclass in 1977. My
I« NEWS Ai RECORD REVIEW
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Maria Kliegel
The cellist has commissioned
a work in homage to
Nelson Mandela
Interview by Joanne Talbot

colleagues in the class included
Thomas Demenga, Frans
Herlmerson, and Julius Berger: quite
aline-up. We all took this
opportunity because Rostropovich
never did long masterclasses like this
before. The first two weeks were
devoted to normal masterclasses with
piano accompaniment, whilst the
second part of the course focused on
concerti, partnered by the Basle
Symphony Orchestra, which he
conducted.
`He knew every score, every note,
every piano part by heart. The music
was in his fingers and in his mind —
it was amazing. He was just
immersed in the music, and
developing one's sense of freedom
and fantasy, allowing you to play out
of tune and make an ugly sound if
that's what the music called for. If
you have an imagination and want to
express something you have to find a
way, somehow, to produce that idea.

He really opened up my inner life in
music.'
Hommage à Nelson M.
Kliegel had already developed
something of areputation for
contemporary music — particularly
Russian composers such as Schnittke,
Shostakovich and Gubaidulina:
composas where the oppression and
suffering from the brutal Soviet
regime is all but tangible. Similarly,
her most recent project based on
Nelson Mandela's autobiography
A Long Walk w Freedom delves into
the human cost of another brut al
political regime. Kliegel has clearly
been deeply moved by her
collaboration with Wilhelm KaiserLindemann in the work, Hommage à
Nelson M. for cello and percussion.
'I was fascinated by Mandela's
personality, and what fashioned his
perspective. Iwas so touched by this
autobiography that Ihad an
89
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Music Interview
absolutely overwhelming desire to
meet him. Of course he would never
have come to just aconcert, so I
thought Iwould ask someone to
write apiece about him. Iwanted it
to be scored for acombination of
cello and percussion to provide a link
between the European tradition and
the vibrant indigenous rhythms of
South Africa. Ialso needed to find a
composer who had the time to write
it immediately, without having to
wait five or six years, because
Mandela was not ayoung man at
this stage. Kaiser-Lindemann seemed
anatural choice, because Ialready
knew that he wrote for the cello very
effectively as both amelodic and
rhythmic instrument. He's also a
composer who has incorporated jazz
elements into his scores which was
exactly the sort of thing Iwanted.
'Being so involved in the project, I
already had some strong views on
what the composition should be like,
including the names of the
movements, so initially Ididn't leave
so much room for the.composer...
But Iasked him to read the book
and see if he could follow my ideas,
and he was very enthusiastic from the
start. Isaid to him that I'd wanted
the last movement to be alullaby
from Nelson Mandela's tribe, of
which Ialready had acopy from one
of my vacations in South Africa. I
also asked him to include some
places where Ising something and
can make arhythm on the cello.
'The first movement, called
"Robben Island", is meant to
represent loneliness and a desperate
sort of feeling — emotions which are
difficult to express in music. Also it
hopefully reflects Mandela's endless
patience: the humming and, for
example, the use of quarter-tones to
express sighing. The movement
"Hunting" refers both to the evil
hunting of black people and also is
an expression used in be-bop — the
instruments alternate in fast tempo in
pursuit of each other.
"Metamorphosen" is in 7/8 and is
meant to reflect the gradual change
of thinking in the country, the
rhythmical aspect being the most
important element of this movement,
whilst the concluding " Lullaby" is
full of tenderness. Kaiser-Lindemann
was very good at choosing percussion
instruments to reflect that emotion.'
Due to acombination of
circumstances, the first performance
of the work took place in Düsseldorf,
but Kliegel quickly received an
invitation to play Hommage à Nelson
M. in South Africa for the Heritage
Day: aconcert attended by Govan
Mbeki, Nelson Mandela's close
friend, who had also been imprisoned
on Robben Island for 24 years. A few
weeks later President Mandela sent
an invitation to hear Kliegel play in a
private concert. ' It was the most
exciting moment of my life.'
The Naxos recording of Hommage à
Nelson M ts reviewed on page 96
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'
We never played the same pieces
to avoid competition and
comparison. One year though we had
some fun. Ihad entered and won a
competition in Italy,' explains Süher.
'A couple of years later Güher
entered the same competition, and
they didn't believe she wasn't me.
They said, "we can't give you first
prize again". In the end Güher had
to get her passport to prove she was
my sister!
'Sometimes it's healthy to fight
and it's important to have your own
space — you simply gain more colour
dynamically, emotionally and
intellectually. Being different after all
is the essence of duo playing. We
both learn each part of atwo-piano
work — that's very important. For
example if you only know the left
hand of aBeethoven sonata you
don't really understand how it all fits
together. You can't achieve freedom
without total control, which you get
through the discipline of knowing
each part.
`I think of the two-piano repertoire
as anew level between chamber
music and solo music. It's also
orchestral, and you provide your own
symphonic sound. We achieve this by
playing back to back, rather like a
soloist accompanied by apiano. This
arrangement also enhances the
emotional intensity, because when
you react with your eyes, it adds
nothing to the hearing' Güher adds
emphatically, 'but it takes away 45%
of the concentration.
'This concept of developing
orchestral colour is one of the main
points we practise, working on
aspects such as the pedalling, and the
harmonic colour, Most importantly
we work on the breathing in the
music — that is what makes the
recording really unique.'

Reoching out
'You know,' reflects Süher, 'arriving
at acertain level in music-making is
easy, but staying there is much more
difficult, because you ask more of
yourself and are more critical. We
had a sabbatical for two years which
was wonderful, because we needed to
enrich our art. If you don't have this
space you become like a Sahara
desert, repeating things all the time:
you simply lose the spontaneity.
Horowitz and Richter had ten years
off and when they came back they
were greater than ever! And you have
to remember the pressures are not so
much from concertising, which is a
joy, but from travel — only two
flights this year, for instance, were on
time.
'Of course we like to branch out of
the classics as well. We are soon
releasing arecording with Jacques
Loussier, featuring jazz renditions of
Bach's Concertos for two- and threepianos. The most important thing is
to get the balance with swing, whilst
not destroying the real intentions of
Bach. In other words we wanted a

new dimension to collaborate with
the old.
'Fourteen years ago we did Bach
with synthesisers. Ithink we were
•
intrigued to know if we could push
mult
the computer beyond being just a
CD
computer so that it could react to
our emotional way of playing. We
recorded for three days on a
synthesiser — at the time it was very
new and took along time, because
r-à
we had to record instrument by
• •••••
' •••..à
instrument and piece by piece.
Loussier adapted these to our
interpretation — our rubatos and
crescendos — so it was possible to a
certain extent. So we already loved
his way of playing Bach, and we
wanted to do these concerti for two
pianos in ajazz way. He worked on a
:
manuscript, we made suggestions,
and he worked on it again.
'It was a similar situation when we
did the Symphonic Dances from West
Side Story with Bernstein,' says
Güher, ` He already knew us, and we
asked him to really attack the jazz
element which is so much part of the
score, keeping the orchestral richness
with the use of percussion.
`When Stravinsky wrote The Rite of
Spring he made atwo-piano version
before he composed the orchestral
score. Bernstein immediately reacted
to this idea because he knew what we
wanted. When he heard us play it in
New York, he said " Great — just
how Ithought". We wanted to
present the public with something
new, combining Bernstein with the
Bartók Sonata which is quite difficult
and intellectually challenging. Our
latest release for Chandos is also
something we've wanted to do for
many years: combining all three
concerti by Bruch, Mendelssohn and
Mozart. It gives the whole picture of
two-piano music in terms of different
styles and structures.'
Despite the rigours of ahectic
schedule the Pekinel Sisters still
afford time for other projects. 'We
have to give back to society,' says
Süher, 'We were so lucky to go to all
the international schools, and study
with such great musicians. Our way
of doing this is by collaborating on
establishing funds for alibrary in
Istanbul — the Istanbul Culture and
Congress Centre, which will be like
the Lincoln Center in New York.
We've been to libraries in the States,
and the Royal Academy of Music
library to see what they do for study.
And we went to Paris where much of
the music is on CD. Many of the
publishers, for example in Frankfurt,
have given vast amounts of music for
this project.'
It's acommitment reflected in
their concern following the recent
traumatic earthquake which rocked
Istabul. At the time of this interview
they were receiving calls to do a
fund-raising concert for television
with Zubin Mehta: surely a
marvellous example of social
conscience in harness with art.
91
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We now demonstrate five makes of

FAQ: Why do some cheaper
systems sound more
satisfying than mine?

cords to use on your components,
from inexpensive to true high-end

following analogue accessories are

TRY PURE MAINS POWER

genuine innovative component

If your system sounds good after

amongst our strong recommenda-

20m and four hours stabilisation,

which has just received two glowing reviews. Don't judge it ' fil you

you have a hint of the benefit of

hear it. Start lower scale, and we

good mains power. During the day

will trade you upscale without any
loss. Don't accept low technology

turntable and awide range of arms,
cartridges and step-up devices. The

tions and best sellers.

it is corrupted by modern and
industrial practice and is quite

The ultimate turntable is arguably
the refined and revolutionary SME
Model 10. We recommend superior
silver litz cables (SME to phono
plugs) and cartridge tags which sig-

unsuited to audio systems from mini

Kaptovator, sells for £ 1,000 and is a

and OEM power cords, they ruin
your sound.

to highend. In our opinion, home
rewiring, isolation transformers,

INTERCONNECTS

conditioning and AC regeneration
are all compromised - and not

Four years ago, we commissioned
a top deigner to make an

necessary!

unbranded but high performance

The simplest solution is deceptively

nificantly enhance the sound. John

simple. At the lowest cost an inexpensive AC power cord will give

Michell offers the ultimate in afford-

you some serious improvement by
filtering spikes and some RF

able decks along with the remark-

hi-tech. Our ultimate cord, the JPS

interference. At higher cost,
technology can now rescue your

able Rega tonearms.

music from the hash and glare of
dirty mains. Beware of inexpensive
computer type mains products, by
the way, because the skill of audio

AUDIO NOTE
SME arm lead: AN-v

£239

mains products is much more
complex and delicate. A steep

£489

filter, conditioning, or ferrites will

SME arm lead: AN-vx

KONTAK
Contact cleaner

£ 14.95
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Evolve-99 LE (one only)
New! Helikon
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£795

J.A. MICHELL
Q.C. Power Supply

£399

Delphini phono stage

£499

Delphini + large PSU

£895

SUMIKO
Blue Point 3mV MC
BP Special MC

£ 119
£249

TOWNSHEND
Turntable Seismic Sink

£234

interconnect for use by our own
retail customers only. The goal was
high performance (wide bandwith,
neutrality, detail) to suit high-end
and well-matched systems rather
than band-aid, tone control, or
design house-signature sounds. By
avoiding design and development
costs, manufacturing overheads
the project was essentially done in
spare time without establishment
costs.

TRY JPS Labs
During the interval between The
Music Room and opening The
Audio Salon, countless hours were
devoted to designing the
AudioSource interconnect. It was a
nightmare, and we decided not to
attempt to develop AC cords or
speaker cables.
Our problems were solved when
JPSLabs appointed us UK Direct
Dealer. In this way. British customers
can uniquely buy at US domestic
prices, which is much nicer than
being ripped off. JPSLabs offer a full
range of analogue and digital
cables regarded as latest generation, state of the art without
"enhanced" pricing to pay for high
promotion. See our separate ad for
prices, or send for details. You
would expect us to declare that
JPS is the best, but we leave it to
the reviewers, and most important,
to our customers comments. This
month (July) a customer response
to the SC2 digital cables stated,
"criminal neglect not to make sure
everyone has these cables." Okay,
we will exhibit at London's HI-FI 2000
Show!

EQUIPMENT SUPPORTS
If your equipment rests on synthetic
materials and ordinary shelves, its
user enthusiasm, and we have at
congest the sound, the opposite
own vibrations and external feedleast one copy - sorry, but it does
of the desired goal.
back will resonate microphonic
not sound similar! By avoiding all
The Octopus is a mains block
boards and components.
packaging, advertising, and direct
Townshend Audio has been at it
offering very high performance for
to customer this is really a product
longer than the rest and their
a reasonable price of £ 199. In
at £ 125 for one metre which has no award-winning Seismic Sinks now
place of a captive lead, you
rival under £800. A postbag of con- cost only £234 per platform, or £499
employ an IEC high performance
verted cynics, some of whom sell
per pair. under loudspeakers. Yes,
AC cord of your own choice which
previous " designer label" interconair isolation under loudspeakers
thus protects and enhances up to
instead of rigid support; hard to
nects for a lot more than £ 125 and
eight hi11 components.
pelleve but easy to hear.
enjoy much superior sound.
When you audition one of the
Townshend air suspension racks
There are, literally, a few hundred
come in several ranges and dimenJPSLabs high performance AC
design criteria from what we
sions. They are virtually custom
cords you will certainly want one
believe is the world's best audio
made to your design, and that is
for each component. The reason is
RCA plug, to proprietary soldering
why it is the advice of a good dealthat these cords ore designed for
techniques and metals. Advanced er. not a box shifter, which can save
one type of component, eg, power
you a fortune. Realise the potential
measurement was optimised by
amp, digital product, analogue
of your existing hi-fi system. Of the
over 80 prototypes leading to the
product, etc. The power cord for
original S/S stand, in 1998 IAR
mark II. The Stratos is by far the
amplifiers, for example, is a high
most advanced audio interconnect declared, The Townshend Is the
speed low resistance fat cord
first shelving unit that does sonic
at Its price. Straight out of the box.
which has amazed the early
good instead of sonic harm."
er, Jiffy bag, it will astound you,
adopters in the UK. It is cheap at
although it needs the industry's
£350 because it upgrades both the
longest burnin and just improves
power and the dynamics, easily
for 2-3 months. The reason is that
exceeding the next up in the
we burn it in reverse, so that your
range. Today, a buyer of the power
music aligns the copper crystals
amp cord phoned to say that it
permanently and probably
introduced an improvement to his
uniquely.
Levinson 334 almost as much as the
The AudioSource Stratos II interconnect is now a legend spread by

334 had over his Meridian.
Please phone for specific and
impartial advice on which AC
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'fundamentalism' that once shackled
so many period-instrument
performances of 17th- and 18thcentury music. Only in Partira 2(iv) is
there asense of relentlessness, a
reminder of erstwhile literalism.
Otherwise Podger uses her right to
extract the nuances and inflections
implied in the writing. And with
Bach, alot is implied. When,
however, he chooses to be less covert,
she observes his markings with an
easy grace. The slurs in Partita 1(11),
for example, are meticulously
observed without impeding flow.
Intriguingly, she liberally embellishes
bars 35 to 41 in Sonata 1(ii), but
since her playing is always of a
candour that never spills over into
disrespect, this need only register as a
passing comment. The culmination,
as it happens, is the Chaconne, strong
on austere sweep, tension and climax
but alittle short on softer hues.
Nevertheless this disc is of music that
sorts out the sheep from the goats,
and Podger is at the upper end of the
league of sheep.

of the Month

JI BACH:
Wedding Cantatas BWV51 J
BWV202 J BWV 210
Christine Scháfer (sop)/Musica Antique
KOM/Goebel
DR 459 621-2

(
62m 21s)

In contrast to its more famous siblings,
the wedding cantata ' 0 holder Tag,
envünschte Zeit' ( BWV210) remains
unfamiliar: unjustly so in view of the
consistently inspired quality of its
invention. It is the longest and most
complex of the works on this disc, and
also to my ear the most subtle, avoiding

Nalen Anthoni

extrovert display in favour of ararified
dialogue between soloist and ensemble.
The charming aria ` Schweigt, hr
Flüten' [track 6] brings the transverse
flute — beautifully played by Verena
Fischer — to the fore in these
exchanges and, as throughout the
disc, the attention is here drawn to
that dance-like rhythmic élan that
underlies truly idiomatic Bach
playing.
That these performances are driven
as much by the soloist as by the
leader is apparent by their intimate,
close-knit ambience; when Schafer
grasps the reins in the first aria of
jauchzet Gott in alien Landen the
verve and animation of her phrasing
at once command attention and
heighten excitement. She is alive to
the inflections of the text that inform
each work, with areal feeling for the
dramatisation of the contrasting
sections. Sample the vividly-painted
recitative ' So glaubt man denn' from

Mg BACH:
Sonata 1 in g J Partita 1 in b J
Partita 2 in d
Rachel Podger (baroque vin)
Channel Classics CCS 12198

(76m I7s)

Podger's technique encompasses all
that Bach throws at her. No dropped
notes or dubious intonation. The
message is always clear and
immediate, perhaps alittle too
immediate. In arecent interview
Podger spoke enthusiastically of the
way abaroque violin ' just blossoms
so naturally'. It doesn't quite do so
here because close-milting
(lamentably becoming the norm for
solo instruments) restricts tonal reach
and blunts executional subtleties.
Space to blossom is at apremium,
though paradoxically there are traces
92

BRUCKNER:
Symphony 9
BPO/Wand

BWV210 [track 5] for this approach
at its most notable, where its
communicative qualities are
paramount and each image is allowed
to take on its awn significance within
the overall design. Schafer is certainly
unafraid to allow herself moments of
expressive freedom, but this is always
done with asense of proportion. The
beauty of her voice in its upper
register is worthy of attention in its
own right, imparting apurity and
nobility that makes these
performances most enjoyable.
DG has packaged this CD within
an unusual hardback book that is
rather more robust than the usual
jewel case, as well as allowing for a
greater text content. A fine disc —
one hopes for more Bach from these
artists.
John Kersey

RCA 74321 63244 2

(
61m 59s) rec. live

Symphony 9 J String Quintet —
Adagio ( arr. Stadlmair)
Leipzig Gewandhaus Orch/Blomstedt
Decca 458 964-2

A*:1•

of echo (like
aslap-back
on some
notes) in
Partita 1.
Still,
Channel
Classics's
production
is more
artistic than k was- for Pieter
Wispelwey's recording of the Cello
Suites.
Technical security doesn't
necessarily equal interpretative
perspicacity, but Podger goes beyond
the notes to find the colour, potency
and nobility inherent in the music.
Gratifyingly, she seems to be part of a
breed of musicians now willing to
abandon the stratified

B:1 0

Rachel
Podger's
companion
disc, Partita 3,
Sonatas 2 and
3, is now also
available from
Channel
Classics: CCS
14498 — to be
reviewed

(76m 43s)

Although the remark was intended as
'off the record', the one thing I
remember from Hugh Canning's
interview with Günter Wand
[HFN/RR Feb ' 87] was Wand's
disparagement of the ` perfektionsorchester', eg, Karajan's Berlin
Philharmonic. More recently his
Bruckner concerts with that orchestra
have been asource for RCA
recordings: Symphonies 4, 5 and now
9. None of these is as convincing as
earlier versions with the NDR
Orchestra, although the overlong
reverberation of Lubeck Cathedral
somewhat mars Wand's 1988 Ninth. .2
The Berlin Philharmonic may sound
magnificently sonorous — take, for
example, the first big tutti in (iii) —
g
but austerity is what has made this
u
conductor's Bruckner memorable in
the past. Iam thinking particularly of
aBBC SO concert in London, some
di
years ago. Nowadays he's more frail,
and the woodwind figuration in the
scherzo here conspicuously lacks the
k:
control of the NDR version (spliced
1.
from apublic rehearsal and two
concerts). Listeners wanting this
symphony with the Berlin
Philharmonic should stick with
Karajan or Barenboim.
More interesting than either Wand
or Tintner is the 'new' (January ' 95!)
Decca recording of the Ninth by
another great German orchestra, the
Leipzig Gewandhaus. It is coupled
with astring-orchestra arrangement of

g
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part of the String Quintet of 1878: a
fine account of apiece better suited
for another day's listening.
Blomstedt's recording is more subtle
in colour, more natural than the RCA
or Naxos, and he presents amore
human face to the symphony — if
you want cragginess go to Horenstein/
BBC Legends or Scrowaczewski/
Reference Recordings. How
beautifully he sets the scene for
Bruckner's big melodies; and how
extraordinary he makes the trio
section of (ii) seem, with those
thistle-down oboe flurries carried
along. (It's as if Bruckner had
chanced upon Impressionism!) The
more Ilisten to these two CDs the
more my responses intensify.
Christopher Breunig
B- C:2(3)

A-B/A:1

BRUCKNER:
Symphony 9
RSNO/Tintner
Naxos &554268

(60m 02s)

The once-standard edition of this
symphony, Ferdinand Loewe's of
1903, was proved false by Haas and

Double Vision
numb .

review
Daniel HARDING
BEETHOVF N

BEITMOVINIs
Overtures - Coriolan _1Egmont U
Prometheus J Ruins of Athens U
Fidelio U Leonora 1, 2 & 3
Deutsche Kammerphilhannonie
Bremen/Harding
Virgil Classics VC 545 3442

(
67m 44s)

Hearing Harding conducting Strauss's
Also sprach Zarathustra at the RFH
with afull-symphony orchestra was
undeniably thrilling. Clarity,
commitment and communication are
constant factors in his artistry, but
Beethoven's multi-faceted theatrical
overtures as performed by the
Deutsches Kammerphilharmonie,
leaning more to the ` open' tones of a
period orchestra and bunched up
centrally here with narrow
ISM NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Orel, who studied the manuscript.
After both versions were played at a
concert in 1932, the International
Bruckner Society accepted the
original, which Nowak edited for
publication 19 years later. Von
Hausegger, who had conducted the
concert, also made the first recording
of the urtext in 1938. Apparently only
Adler and Knappertsbusch ever stuck
to Loewe, whose biggest solecism was
to fill in Bruckner's pauses.
Tintner gives pauses their full value
but keeps the music going, discerning
enough to know the difference
between stillness and stasis. And
discerning enough to understand the
importance of antiphonally separated
violins — wherein lies the only
reservation about the technical
quality of the sound. Second violins
on the right are lightweight, and are
often not clear: all the more puzzling
because sometimes they are. Why, for
example, are their crucial octaveinterval pizzicati on B-natural at the
end of the exposition in (i) keenly
experienced, yet at Letter 0 [ 15m
28s] where for 8 bars they double the
firsts, their definition is poor?

soundstage, pose balance problems.
Coriolan, Leonore 3, Egmont: the big
guns take pride of place. In the first,
tempi remind me of those of
Toscanini and Scherchen — tautness
carried to breathtaking extremes in
bolder sections, more relaxed,
smoother shaping of phrases
occurring elsewhere. Leonore 3has
finely graded descending strings with
wind divisi colouring the setting, but
following the start of the Allegro my
system failed to cope with congestion
in various tuttis, and the timpanist,
using hard sticks, caused havoc with
his wind colleagues in front and
strings to either side. At 12m 49s
overall atmosphere and depth of
vision are both at apremium.
Egmont, tormented by the death of
his loved-one, prepared to do battle
with his usurpers before meeting his
own demise, is turned into some kind
of swashbuckling daredevil early on;
forward balances, an absence of
resonance around lower strings and
dry acoustics [
see counter-view]
limiting both tension buildup and
counterpoint contrasts.
Iapplaud the programme
arrangement [the Leonora/Fidelio
overtures are threaded in reverse
order between the other pieces]
especially as the more open scoring of
Leonore 2 — what agood piece! —
has sufficient air between chord
passages and woodwind figurations,
and Prometheus, with dextrous string
scales and pointed wind replies
judged to perfection, are both better
balanced by the engineers. Leonore 1,
very different from 2 and 3, comes
across with the correct amount of
pathos. That dreadful timpani with its
if ` thwacks' makes way for lighter

Georg Tintner,
1917-1999

Vagueness in this area contributes to
alopsidedness in upper string tone.
Otherwise, it's arelief to hear alarge
orchestra set back in areal acoustic.
Adjust the volume above normal for
impact at all levels —
though there is aslight
loss of presence at the
outburst from 22m 31s
in (i) — without fear of
blaring fortissimos, even
in (ii) where Tintner
doesn't stint on ferocity.
He doesn't stint on
the long line either.
Tintner's control over
the architecture of (iii) is
as remarkable as his
control over dynamics
and balance. If Giulini
[DG] here takes the
monolithic view — and
his is aperformance of
unremitting tragedy
superbly sustained for almost 30
minutes — Tintner is less tortuous,
though no less intense in his portrayal
of desolation, suffering and eventual
peace. The inversion of the theme on
brass [9m 44s to 10m 28s] cutting

strokes in the final two overtures:
Ruins of Athens and Ficlelio, both
beautifully played.
An interesting, slightly disturbing
disc that tells us more about the
virtuoso capabilities of ensemble
playing, less about the substance of
the music. For that Ishall return to
the great German/Viennese
conductors of the past.
Bill Newman
C-11:3 -1 0
No-one would confuse these
performances with Tennstedt's,
Kempe's or Karajan's Beethoven,
largely, Isuspect, because Harding
has won his spurs through conducting
new music. Textures here are lean
and analytical, the readings brimful of.
new ideas. Still only 24, Daniel
Harding is especially compelling in
slow introductions — Ihave listened
over and again to his Leonora I, for
example. He drives the allegros hard
— excessively so in Prometheus, Ifeel
— although the orchestra to which
Harding is newly appointed music
director can certainly articulate the
notes at these speeds. Sometimes he
achieves araw, disturbing effect by
taking Beethoven's accents so literally
(eg, from 1m 55s to 2m 03s into
Fidelio); and Leonora 2 is too
unrelentingly pressured. Ican quite
see why the Guardian critic dismissed
this collection as 'brash', but the real
problem, surely, is that the producer
needs to look for amore suitable
recording venue: the acoustic isn't
'dry', as BN suggests, but
disagreeably resonant, thus at forte the
sound becomes crowded. Ipreferred
to listen with the sound 'in the head',
ie, over headphones.
Christopher Breunig

6-C:1(3)
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CAPABINI:
Symphonies concertantes ES, B12
_I Symphonies in e and F
Academia Mantis Regalis/Mangiocavallo
Opus Ill OPS 30-244

(72m 49s)

and F-major (VB Anhang 5) for the
first time. The E-minor (? 1783) is a
Sturm und Drang work of intense
emotion, the F-major (before 1786) a
grand, powerful and almost equally
intense piece. Both inhabit aplanet
quite different from Cambini's. How
could the booklet-note writer, at least,
have not noticed the discrepancy? But
then, she thinks the E-minor finale's
dark and uncompromising language
suggests Rossini!
The committed pei',lances give
agood impression of Kraus's spare
string writing and telling use of wind,
and the orchestral voices are wellspaced in this fine recording. My
grading is for the whole disc, of
which, unfortunately, only half the
playing time is really worthwhile, and
that, as it were, by mistake.

Giuseppe Cambini ( 1746-1825) had
two unfortunate compulsions: he
invented lurid adventures for himself
that at least one gullible commentator
accepted as fact as recently as the
1950s; and he wrote symphonies
concertantes with afrequency,
fecundity and lack of substance that
would put political promises in the
shade. For Paris he composed over
80 of them, some 30 having been
lost. Perhaps players used their band
parts on their way home to wrap the
Parisian equivalent of fish and chips.
Two to survive this fate are offered
here: Garland B12 in C-minor for
two violins, and E5 in B-flat for oboe
and bassoon. Pleasant enough, and
performed by this period group with
askill far outweighing the music's
importance.
But the symphonies are adifferent
matter. Further, they are by a
different composer: Johann Martin
Kraus ( 1756-92), whose remarkable

Twenty years on from recording both
these concertos with Giulini and the
Los Angeles Philharmonic — there
were also live performances on LP of
the E-minor with Kondrashin and
Maksymiuk — Krystian Zimerman
has prepared them once more for
concert tours and recording with a
handpicked orchestra of young Polish
musicians ('because they are trained
in the appropriate tradition': what
does this mean?) rehearsed under his
direction. With timings 6m/4m
longer than with Giulini [* 7m
Kondraschin], the new concerto
recordings are allocated one disc
each.

qualities were revealed in arecent
Naxos disc (8.554447, HFN/RR,
9/99). Pending Naxos's further
instalments, Mangiocavallo's disc
presents the E-minor (Van Boer 141)

Unlike Polish conductors Rowicki
[Argerich/Forlane, nla] or Kletzld
[Pollini/EMI], who take the
exposition of 1(i) as adriving allegro,
Zimerman adopts abroader pace
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Robert Deeding

A:1 0

CHOPIN:
Piano Concertos 1 & 2
Polish Festival Orch/Kiystiart Zimerman
(pno/dir)
DR 459 684-2

(
2CDs, 81m 52s)

Krystian
Zimerman and

Christopher Breunig

i
f
l
his Polish
Festival
Orchestra

photo: Susech BayatIDG
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DVORAK:
Slavonic Dances Op.46 & Op.72
Czech PO/Mackerras

Supraphon SU 3422-2 031

(71m 30s)

Dvorák's
Slavonic
Dances
and am of
Ihave heard
numerous
recordings
convinced that, quite often,
conductors fail to elicit the essence of
Czech dance rhythms (especially if
the artists are non-Czech). Ihad
reservations about the much-loved
but unrelaxed Szell/CBS version. Of
Czech Philharmonic recordings on
Supraphon, Neumann seemed alittle
inflexible; Kosler was adequate; but
Sir Charles
Talich was superb. Of all previous
Mackerras
stereo versions, Sejna's Supraphon
was outstanding. Icompared it
closely with the new Mackerras and
the similarity is astounding. All but
four of the 16 dances have timings
which are virtually identical (
le,
within 10s). The interpretations are
also strikingly similar. Now and again
RECOMMENDATION Sejna underlines Dvorák's use of
Earlier Chopin
'close harmony' woodwind alittle
recordings by
more (although this may be to do
Krystian Zimerman with recorded balance) but when it
are now reissued in comes to the dance element,
DG's midpriced
Mackerras is as ' Czech' as Sejna.
Chopin Edition,
The crux of this ` Czechness' often
Vols. 1 & 2
lies in the slower pieces: for example,
conductors sometimes linger over the
romantic 2, 3, 4 and 9 but never
Mackerras. No.6 — asort of
insouciant waltz — is here
wonderfully elegant, and the angular
and delightfully awkward rhythms of
7 are handled to subtle perfection.
Mackerras is also superbly skilful
when fashioning ends of phrases.

r,

'Review

Dvorak, especially in the slower
dances, frequently requires minor
ritardandi before the music urges
forward again. It is here that
Mackerras best displays his
understanding of Czech dance
FEBRUARY 2000
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through without drowning the strings,
is also an example of how Tintner
holds back from saturating textures
until areal peak, here the jarring
chord on the dominant of C-sharpminor that Loewe saw fit to alter
because it offended him. Tintner calls
this movement ` aheartrending
farewell to this world'. Whatever else
he may have subsequently recorded,
it can serve as asimilar farewell to
Tintner too. Sadly, he took his own
life last October.

more like Scrowaczewski's for
Rubinstein [RCA]; but with much
slowing for detail there's little sense
of line. It seems to me that the
extremes of pacing are mirrored by
wide dynamic contrasts, none of
which quite 'fit'. Many of these
incidentals are beautifully executed,
and Zimerman's own playing,
pleasurable for its finesse, is also
suggestive of an enquiring and fertile
response to Chopin's writing. There's
more momentum in 2(i), but quirky
details still obtrude — it was
refreshing indeed to turn to the
1937/31 recordings by Rubinstein/
Barbirolli [EMI ' Références'], which
are spontaneous and uncomplicated.
• DG's recordings are from anewly
created concert-hall in the old Fiat
works, Turin. These are only partially
successful: the sound tends to
mushiness in the orchestra, with
unflattering string-tone for the violins
in fortes. Iwonder what kind of
reviews this set would have received if
test pressings had gone out labelled
'Iv° Pogorelich'...

Classical Reviews
idioms: these ritards are obeyed so
skilfully that the flow of the music is
never interrupted. Few other
conductors achieve this with such
adeptness. Never for amoment is the
listener allowed to forget that these
are dances, and even 16, which is
something of aromantic tone-poem,
is firmly accented.
In my experience of recordings of
the dances (which does not include
Kubelik) only Talich and Sejna
exhibit such maturity. Istill marvel at
the superbly balanced old Sejna
recording, but Mackerras's is the
modern version to have. The detail is
good, the range wide and the
balancing natural, despite just atouch
of over-prominence in the middle
frequencies.
Antony Hodgson

A:1 • 0

FAY»
Complete works for cello and piano
Peter Bruns (vIc)/Roglit !shay (pno)
Opus 111 UPS 30-242

(
58m 25s)

particularly beloved of this
composer). The two late sonatas in
particular are lent aBeethovenian
drive and searching intimacy, with
both structural strength and harmonic
clarity high on the agenda: the results
have a ' classical' integrity and
restraint that Ifind very moving
indeed. As for the half-dozen
miniatures, Bruns and Ishay are less

'Fouré's two

yielding, more objective protagonists
than some may like, but their
sympathy and eloquence are
absolutely never in doubt. Analytical,
yet never overbearing sound, decently
balanced and tonally true. Some,
however, may find Bruns's
occasionally all-too-audible intakes of
breath distracting. An impressive
collection.
Andrew Achenbach
A:1 0

with both

HANDEL:
Duetti ltaliani
Rossana Bertini (sop)/Claudio Cavina
(alto/dir)/La Venexiane
Cantus C9620

Characterful, highly intelligent musicmaking, lent even greater
distinctiveness by the actual
instruments employed: Peter Bruns
plays on agut-strung Tononi cello
from 1730 that once belonged to
Pablo Casals, while Roglit Ishay
partners on an Érard piano (whose
soft-grained, refined tone was

HANDEL:
L'Allegro, il Pensieroso cd il
Moderato
Gritton/Anderson/McFadden/Agnew/
Davis/The King's Consort & Ch/King
Hyperion CDA 67283/4

(
2CDs, 137m 51s)

Time was when it was standard
practice to omit the last panel of
Handel's great triptych of the
passions, and with it Jennens's
ingeniously confected text, reducing
the work to aMilton setting of mere
confrontation and contrast. (This is
what we find in David Willcocks's
classic 1960 version on Decca.)
Admittedly Handel himself later
performed it so. Nowadays, though,
we're less hasty to second-guess the
Enlightenment. Handel was never the
slave or dupe of his librettists: we
should be willing to allow the
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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(
66m 46s)

The extensive and scholarly notes
suggest that these duets might be
regarded as vocal equivalents of the
trio sonata. As so often, Handel
borrows from earlier works, but
although, notes in hand, the listener
could recognise well-known melodies,
the re-working is so thorough that

structural satisfaction of athird part
meant to reconcile extremes and
containing the sublime duet 'As steals
the morn' for which Jennens adapted
lines from Shakespeare's Tempest.
So this latest offering from Robert
King and his Consort gives us the
triptych complete, and very satisfying
it is too, easily maintaining the high
standard of their previous Handel
sets, and in one of Handel's most
lovable and inventive works. It's a
noble performance, the deeply-felt
slow music of II Penseroso never
allowed to unduly weigh down the
proceedings, but given with full
sonority and expressive intensity,
without ever degenerating into mere
sentiment.
The brisker music of L'Allegro
bubbles and rollicks along but is
never treated as merely superficial
jollity. In astrong team of soloists
Lorna Anderson shines especially for
her meltingly beautiful rendition of
the great nightingale aria ' Sweet bird,
that shun'st the noise of folly',
exquisitely accompanied by Rachel
Brown's flute. The chorus sings
strongly and articulates well, and the
final duet and chorus almost conspire
to make one believe in the superior
pleasures of moderation. Well
recorded in the pleasing ambience of
St Jude-on-the-Hill in Hampstead
Garden Suburb, this is anotable set,
which all Handelians will wish to
acquire.
Calum MacDonald

A:1 0

late sonatas
in particular
are lent a
Beethovenion drive
and
searching
intimacy,
structural
strength and
harmonic
clarity high
on the
agenda'

surely only the most knowledgeable of
Handelians would be immediately
struck by thematic similarities.
Interestingly, Ifound the most
obvious reminder of other music in
the centre of the single movt ' Beato
in ver', which has all the feeling of
Messiah's Pastoral Symphony yet is
not adirect quotation
This group of Handel's ten Italianstyle pieces in duet form makes an
excellently integrated programme.
Perhaps the nearest similar works to
have retained modern currency are
the Domenico Scarlatti cantatas,
some of which are also for duet.
Claudio Cavina suggests that
Handel's compositions should be
performed with ` ajust respect for the
words, taste and affetti of aScarlatti
or Steffani' and he does exactly that.
The use of continuo instruments is
varied and imaginative: theorbo, cello
and harpsichord take appropriate
turns in support but are heard in tutti
only sparingly, albeit suitably.
Ornamentation is always modest
and — most importantly — it
matches between voices. Most
movements either have abar or two
of instrumental introduction or asoft
opening vocal syllable. The notable
exception, abold vocal entry at
`Dunque annoda', the third movt
from Tanti strali, comes as an
inelegant shock amid aseries of very
gracious performances.
Alto usually echoes soprano when
such effects are used, and the two
voices largely diverge in melodic line,
the one often decorating the other.
There are no romantic indulgences
and there is only alittle vibrato. The
wide spacing of soloists is convincing
and the recording is warm and wellbalanced, but with an occasional
moment or two when the alto voice
gets dangerously near ' peaking'.
The works are too similar for them
all to be heard comfortably at one
sitting, but the performers cannot be
blamed for that.
Antony Hodgson

A(B):1

NOFFMANN:
Music for the Stage
Deutsche Kammerakademie Neuss/
Goritzki
CPO 999 606-2

(
60m 30s)

ETA Hoffmann (he of The Tales) was
almost as prolific with notes as he
was with words. He composed more
than 20 stage works and many other
vocal and instrumental pieces. This
selection proves that he had agood
sense of musical drama. From Das
Kreuz an der ausee (1805) we hear
the Overture in D-minor, adeeply
serious sonata-movement; the 'War
Symphony' to Act 3, with its large
brass component underpinning the
action; and the 'March of the
Teutonic Knights', aslow victory
procession for wind which grieves
more than it exults. Two other
overtures, Der Trank der
Unsterblichkeit (1808) and Liebe und
95

understood only by reference to the
narrative. Mr Broucek, on the other

Eifersucht (1807) are equally wellconstructed and deftly-scored, while
the ballet music Arlequin (1809) is the
expected series of characteristic
dances, neatly-crafted and full of
fantasy.
Hoffinann's music shows adistinct
affinity with that of late Mozart
without betraying undue reliance
upon his idol's (he changed his third
name to Amadeus) thematic methods.
While Mozart perfected the music of
his own time without attempting —
unlike Haydn — to prepare it for
future development, one might easily
imagine that what Hoffmann did was
to show the direction Mozart's
dramatic work might have taken had
he been allowed areasonable lifespan.
Johannes Goritzki leads effective
performances, bringing out the drama
while controlling Hoffmann's spirited
invention with a sure grip. The
recording gives good weight to the
scoring, never neglecting brass and
percussion while catching the more
delicate moments with pleasing
fidelity. A very nicely produced disc
of excellent rarities.
Robert Dearling

(
61m 30s)

Very distinguished musicians are
responsible for the selection and
arrangement of these three suites. As
aresult, Janácek's orchestral
repertoire has been widened in a
most attractive way. Of the three
suites, Mr Broucek makes the most
satisfying sequence: six contrasting
movements of 3m to 4m each. The
delightfully irregular ' Moon Waltz' is
areal charmer and the grand movts
(NO and (vi) with their Hussiteinspired melodies make apowerful
close to an exciting disc. The other
two suites are graphically descriptive
of the action in the respective operas,
but both have sections with multiple
shifts of tempo and mood —
96

painting from
1926 is in
the Janacek
Museum,
Smetanova

A: 1 0

JANACEK:
Orchestral Suites — The Cunning
Little Vixen ( am Talich/Smetácek)
J From the House of the Dead
(am Melt) J The Excursions of
Mr Broucek ( arr: Smolka)
Czech PO/Belohlávek
Supraphon SU 3436 2031

Leos Janacek:
Gustav &elm's

hand, is self-sufficient — the single
pulse through each section means
that the music is less fantasia-like.
Throughout all the works, the
orchestration is so typically
Janácekian that it is difficult to
believe that any arranger had ahand
in it. The vibrant woodwind in close
harmony in the introductory part of
The Cunning Little Vixen shouts
'Janacek' at the listener from the
outset. Above all, the recording is
brilliant and clear. Stereo location is
ideally precise, the depth of the
orchestra is realistic, tutti passages
retain every detail regardless of
loudness and rarely have Iheard
timpani sound so realistic. Track 8,
'Before Dawn' from Mr Broucek, is a
shining example, with asuperbly
calculated violin solo followed by
timpani cutting crisply and clearly
through the full textures with
complicated rhythm while still playing
relatively quietly. Then there are the
spiky harmonies of the ending to
From the House of the Dead where
subtleties such as crisp trumpets, high

MOZART:
Piano Concerto in d, 1(466 J in c,
1(491
Alfred Brendel (pno)/Scottish CO/
Mackerras
Philips 462 622-2

(
60m 03s)

'Charlie!' Brendel exclaimed with a
grin, at apress conference last year,
when his new Mozart collaborator
was announced: these 1998 Usher
Hall recordings were made after
successful Edinburgh Festival
concerts together. And if Sir Neville
Marriner was ' an extension of my
right arm' [television documentary]
then Sir Charles Mackerras is surely
an extension of Brendel's heart and
soul.
Fifteen years on, and Brendel has
`many new thoughts' — principally
these concern overall tempi and
decoration. The opening movt of the
C-minor is now some 1
/m longer
2
whilst both inner movts are taken
more quickly. K491 was particularly
good with the ASM, with beautifully
blended winds in (ii); those of the

woodwind and deft pizzicati each
make their mark within very full
scoring. Those who thrilled to the
legendary clarity of the early Mercury
recordings will surely be convinced by
the natural immediacy of this sound.
The big acoustic of the Smetana Hall
in Prague enhances the recorded
quality but clouds nothing.
Antony Hodgson

A*: 1 *— 1 0

KAISER-LINDEMANN:
Hommage à Nelson M.
Maria Kliegel (vIc)/Stephan Froleyks
(percn)
Naxos 8.554485

(40m 11s)

Maria Kliegel's burning ambition to
meet President Mandela was fired by
reading his autobiography in 1995;
two years later she gave aprivate
recital, playing for him parts of this
commissioned Hommage, recorded at
the West German Radio studio the
following autumn. Proceeds from
Naxos sales will go to the Nelson
Mandela Children's Fund.
Wilhelm Kaiser-Lindemann's score
exploits every possibility with the
cello, set against aspread of different

Scottish Chamber Orchestra are more
piquant. Before, Brendel added no
embellishments to that Larghetto, but
now he does, modestly, from 5m 16s
and in the last few bars. In the
central Romance in the D-minor most
pianists maximise contrast with the
central, turbulent section, but Brendel
sees no need for excessive 'reverence'
in the outer sections, and this time
the tempo is gently eased back for the
third, where before the rallentando
was quite marked. Again,
embellishment is anew feature —
from 1m 48s, and generously
(daringly) added later.
We hear the pianist's own
cadenzas, as employed previously,
and the same 28s insert 2m 30s into
K466(iii). (As we know, strange are
the ways of Philips' booklet editors.
Timings, ie, durations, are given for
outer-movt cadenzas but not where to
locate them! They are: K466(i) at
11m 16s, (iii) 5m 28s; K491(i) 10m
51s, (iii) 7m 24s. I'll say nothing
further on the oddly placed textblocks within the pages.)
At the ` skipping' winds' theme 3m
23s into 491(iii) there's afeeling that
Brendel holds back; but this is
characteristic — the passage doesn't
register with the sheer delight of
Curzon in his live recording with
Kubelik [Audite].
As before, the soloist is set quite
forward — Brendel is quite vocal
when playing — although piano tone
is far more realistic than in the older
analogue versions. This is acoupling
of limitless musical interest and
distinction (even when, as with the
Beethoven concertos, many details of
articulation remain exactly as before).
Christopher Breunig
FEBRUARY 2000
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percussion instruments and including
here and there the human voice. It
gets bravura treatment from both
performers. 'Metamorphosis', in 7/8
rhythm, is marginally the most
inventive of its four movts. But this is
an overstretched, banal and ultimately
demeaning offering. Iwonder what it
must have been like for the President
to be told 'these are your experiences,
turned into music'...
Christopher Breunig

A:1 A

MARTINU:
Les Fresques de Piero della
Francesca/TCHAIKOVSKY:
Symphony 6, ' Pathétique'
VP0/ Kubelik
Orfeo C521 991
(64m 41s) rec. live1956, mono
The Martinu is especially interesting
as it was the first concert
performance of awork dedicated to
Kubelik by his compatriot. The
Wiener Zeitung found it 'avery fine,
exceptionally colourful and melodious
piece... [that] does not disown a
typically Slavonic basic character'. Its
long string lines, wind and brass
harmonisations, broken chords and
colourful climaxes steeped in folk
tradition obviously impressed its
audience, too. Ihope we shall soon
have Martinu's Double Concerto which
featured in Kubelik's Salzburg debut
and of which EMI also has an
unissued recording with the
Philharmonia.
Tchaikovsky's Pathétique shows
Kubelik's flexible yet controlled
dynamism and phrasing, and aheartfelt understanding of Tchaikovsky's
mood swings. This is areminder of
how agreat symphonic argument
should unfold, with drama and poetry
supert2ly balanced. The sudden
fortissimo to the stormy central section
in (i) cracks awesomely, unleashing a
torrent of torment; the 5/4 movement
is unlike any other version; and at a
steady pace the March movement has
stature and nobility. The finale proves
Kubelik's supremacy along with
Fürtwângler, Erich Kleiber and
Mravinsky in this work. Throughout,
this is great conducting. [
But not,
surely, all that good orchestral
execution? - Mus Ed.]
Bill Newman

B/C:1* fl

MOZART/BRUCH/
MENDELSSOHN:
Double Piano Concertos
Güher & Süher Pekinel (pnos)/
Philharmonia/Marriner
Chandos CHAN 9711

(79m 39s)

The programme — three highly
contrasted works, two of which are
comparative rarities — is interesting,
at least on paper. The masterpiece is
Mozart's K365, where the performers
must meet the musical and technical
challenges of the two outer movts and
balance the spun beauties of the inner
Andante. Bruch's poignant and
romantically conceived Op.88a
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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concerto, with its lovely melodies, is
unusual in that the second of its four
movts (
Andante con moto) spurs
everyone into action with afinely
sprung Allegro molto vivace section in
jocular style, giving the soloists a
chance to explore new territories.
After the serene slow movement that
follows, Bruch brings back the
ceremonial fanfare that begins (i) at
the start of the Finale, developing an
extended fantasia with much
repetition and correspondingly few
ideas. (Willi Apel in his biography
found it strange that Bruch, the
excellent pianist, always wrote better
for violin.)
Mendelssohn's E-major Concerto,
composed at the age of 14,
nevertheless shows amastery of
keyboard writing that spotlights two
pianos over discreet accompaniment,
except in the last movt which involves
more competitive contrapuntal tests
for all the players.
Sad to report, all this goes for
nothing with the present release. All
Saint's Church, Tooting is impossibly
reverberant, the Philharmonia violins'
sonic purity turned into sharp-edged
malice far left and Mozart's wind
textures lacking in definition.
Mozart's wonderful shadings and
accented entries — the hallmark of
EMI's great Clara Haskil/Geza Anda
performance of K365 [nia] — are
blunted, and this is no kind of
showcase for the talented Pekinels.
Iexpected amarked contrast for
the Teutonic Bruch orchestral
exposition; instead, Iexperienced a
flat dynamic level with counterpoint
solos lost in the texture. With the
Pekinels' wonderful fmgerwork, the
Mendelssohn, with smaller ensemble,
is more acceptable until the last
movement. Look elsewhere for
alternatives.
Bill Newman

D:3/2 0

MOZART:
String Quartets K575, 589 & 590
J Quartet movements by
Beethoven, Brahms and Schubert
Leipzig String Qt
MDG 307 0936-2

(
2CDs, 113m 39s)

The Leipzig String Quartet have
earned high praise for their series of
recordings of Schubert's oeuvre, as
well as of later repertoire. Here they
present the three quartets that Mozart
wrote for the King of Prussia, along
with adistinctly odd trailer (ironically
called 'bonus tracks') of four not
properly identified movements from
Beethoven, Opp.59:3(iv) and 135(iii),
Schubert, D353(i), and Brahms: the
Quasi minuetto from Op.51:2. Why
didn't they give us Mozart's other
late quartet, the one in D-major
K499, even though this would still
have been ashort 2CD set? But there
is so much to be grateful for here, in
stylish, well thought-through readings
that are neither rushed nor unduly
protracted. Indeed, their choice of
tempo, observance of dynamics and

'Willi Apel
in his
biography
found it
strange that
Bruch, the
excellent
pianist,
always
wrote better
for violin...'

repeats, and seamless interweaving of
parts, are outstandingly successful.
This is afine, well balanced team,
recorded in awarm, resonant acoustic
(the princely riding-school at Arolsen,
near Kassel) that nevertheles allows
each strand to carry its due weight in
the texture. Excellent.
Peter Branscombe

A:11* 0

NIELSEN:
Symphony 2, 'The Four
Temperaments' J Symphony 3,
'Espansiva'
Inger Dam-Jensen (sop)/Poul Elming
(ten)/Danish Nat RSO/Schanwandt
dacapo 8.224126

(71m 05s) dist. Select

In 1994, funds were made available
for ascholarly new critical edition of
Nielsen's works (Wilhelm Hansen)
Suzanne
HoIten's
portrait of
Nielsen
(1898).
Michael
Schonwandt's
recordings
from the
Danish Radio
Concert Hall
use the
new Nielsen
Critical
Edition

which by 2008 will comprise 32
volumes, and the Danish Radio
orchestra's Principal Guest
Conductor Michael Schonwandt is
very much part of the enterprise: ` I
have studied Nielsen's music for over
20 years, before Ieven performed one
note. Now it is part of my job to
inform his publishers of any practical
changes during rehearsals, so that
they can incorporate them into the
scores'. Judging by the first
instalment of this dacapo cycle of
symphonies his ambitions are being
fulfilled.
My observations are from earlier
pocket scores. Symphony 3: firstmovt violin octaves are cut back to mf
to allow wind figures and brass
counterpoint marcato to shine through
[track 1, 1m 18s]; the same thing
occurs later at Fig.9 [9m 54s]. Four
before Fig.7 [2m] timpani are slowed
momentarily to achieve amore serene
flow into the Molto tranquillo, the
swaying rhythms slightly accentuated
by hairpin rubatos.
The Andante pastorale is the only
movement minus ametronome
marking. The start — wonderful
softness in strings — seems slower
than usual, but with Nielsen's a tempo
after each rallentando, Schonwandt
makes aperfect transition for the solo
97
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RIMSKY-KORS/UCOV:
The Legend of the Invisible City of
Kitezh
Gorchakova/Galuzin/Putilin/Marusin/
Okhotnikov/Mingelkiev/Ognovienko/
Kirov Opera/Gergiev
Philips 462 225-2
(3CDs, 181m 13s) rec. live 1994
So here it is at last, the Gergiev
recording we have all been waiting for
since he astonished Barbican
audiences with the riches of Kitezh
several years ago. Iunderstood from
Gergiev that he regarded the work as
too special to pass in performances
taped live at the Mariinsky, and had
persuaded Philips to start afresh with
the company in St Petersburg's Hall
of Columns. What we have, however,
is the first option, hanging fire since
1994 — which in many ways is apity,
since Rimsky-Korsakov's unique sense
of ritual and magic as acity prays to
be spared the devastation of
marauding hordes, and later finds
itself recast in heavenly form, needs
space, silence, perfect intonation and
spot-on performances. None of these
qualities survives for long in the
environment of the live Mariinsky. As
far as the audience goes, patching
should have saved the precipitate
applause which ruins the quiet
curtains of the second and fourth acts.
The chorus, presumably having to
deal with stage business, is not always
as focused as it needs to be (and
there's ahorrible echo-chamber effect
for them in parts of the final scene).
There is also some odd miscasting:
surely the charismatic but bizarre
technique of tenor Yuri Marusin
would have been better engaged for
the central role of opportunist
drunkard Grishka Kuterma than the
stalwart young Prince Vsevolod.
(Though his young counterpart
Vladimir Galusin does make a
distinctively wild Grishka.)
And yet when it works, Gergiev's
fluent, deeply felt reading leaves us in
no doubt that this is RimskyKorsakov's solemn masterpiece, a
Russian Parsed indeed. Vital is the
casting of Fevronia, the pantheistic
maiden who intervenes for Kitezh
when Russian orthodox prayers are
not enough. Galina Gorchakova may
not be ideally bright of tone, but
there's something incorruptible and
iconic about her singing that makes
the characterisation more than just
touching. Her rival, Yelena Prokina
on Koch, meets amore radiant,
human kind of ideal but gets to sing
much less music: awhole hour has
been shaved from that performance to
fit Harry Kupfer's singular and
astonishing stage vision. Not for
Kupfer the new reality of Fevronia's
assumption into the heavenly Kitezh,
which may be the hardest scene for
contemporary audiences to take. Less
controversial are the prayers and fears
of the Kitezhians as they await
destruction in the third act — I
guarantee that, at some point in this
5141 NEWS II RECORD REVIEW
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'When it
works,
Gergiev's
fluent,
deeply felt
reading
leaves us
in no doubt
that this
is RimskyKorsakov's
solemn
David Nice
A-C: 1 *-2
masterpiece,
a Russian
Kashchei the Immortal
Pluzhnikov/Shaguch/Gergalov/Diadkova/ Parsifal
indeed'
Morozov/Kirov Opera/Gergiev

uncanny scene, Gergiev's sense of
occasion, and the hieratic delivery of
bass Okhotnikov will move you to
tears. The battle and its
uncompromisingly brutal aftermath,
too, take the full benefit of the
theatrical occasion.
There's still ahope that at some
point in the future Philips will allow
Gergiev to assemble the very best in
Russian singing right across the board
for aperfect Kirezh, but in the
meantime this serves us richly enough.

Philips 446 704-2

(
63m 4.5s)

For decades, Rimsky-Korsakov's
fantastical one-acter was best known
as the pretext for revolutionary
sentiments and speeches that brought
down the riot curtain at a 1905
performance. Now, after several
recent concert performances in
London and two recordings, we can
enjoy its classically-proportioned
interplay of lyricism, enchantment
and grotesquerie as pure
entertainment. Its more innovatory
aspect, not least the chains of thirds
depicting the ogre and his terrible
daughter, did have an influence on
Stravinsky's Firebird, though there of
course Kashchey surfaces in a
synthesis of Russian folk ingredients
rather than the genuine tale adapted
here.
Gergiev's strong sense of pace and
balance is neatly complemented by
exactly the right kind of voices
needed for the four main roles:
character tenor Pluzhnikov as anonetoo threatening villain; the floating
but still incisive phrases of Marina
Shaguch's languishing princess; a
baritone with a ringing upper register
for her prince in the shape of
Alexander Gergalov; and the
contralto cut of Larissa Diadkova for
the enchantress Kashcheyevna, who
gets all the most distinctive music.
Philips's tendency to over-spotlight
the voices in recent Mariinsky issues
is less worrying than usual here, and
when the chorus comes into play for
adelightful whole-tone blizzard and a
briefly incandescent final scene, the
sound-picture is sumptuous indeed.
[Jae de Jong's vacuum-tube equipment
was used for all three operas.] This
makes adistinguished replacement for
the rather heavy-handed Chant du
Monde recording which was the only
way to get to know the opera on CD
up to now.
David Nice

A: 1 0

The Tsar's Bride
Shaguch/Hvorostovsky/Borodina/
Akimov/ Kirov Opera/Gergiev
Philips 462 618-2

(
2CDs, 148m 09s)

As Gergiev's Rimsky-Korsakov
recordings increase in distinctiveness
and recorded focus, the choice of

Volery

Gerytev

repertoire looks less distinguished —
though with achronic dearth of good
stereo recordings of the canon, any
issue is welcome. There's no
pretending, though, that The Tsar's
Bride is up there with The Snow
Maiden, Sadko or Kitezh. It's one of
those rare exceptions in his output
where magic plays no part. The
alternative of Russian history, in this
case the time of Ivan the Terrible and
his 'iron ring' of oprichniki, is amere
veneer for aramshackle melodrama
in which adouble-dose of villainry
wreaks havoc on the poor, sweet girl
chosen to be ' the tsar's bride'. One
wonders whether Rirnsky was
consciously trying to emulate
Tchaikovsky's more populist
successes of the 1880s now that the
master was dead and gone, though
there's enough classical proportion in
the scoring and the set pieces, from
the spirited overture onward, to
reveal the hand of amore careful
practitioner. An additional pleasure
for the listener is spotting the many
incarnations of the Russian folksong
used by the Beethoven of the
Rasumovsky quartets and Mussorgsky
in the Boris Coronation Scene; here it
stands for the terrible tsar who
appears briefly on stage in the second
and best of the four acts but never
gets to sing anote.
The
attention
holds
throughout
this
performance even
when one
wonders
where the
plot is
going,
thanks to
luxury
casting of
Hvorostovslcy and
Borodina as
baddies at loggerheads. Borodina may
not electrify in the way Iwitnessed
veteran Elena Obraztsova raise the
hackles on the neck in a Bolshoi
performance; but no living singer,
surely, could deliver her
unaccompanied sad folksong in the
first act with agreater sense of style;
and Hvorostovsky steers us
handsomely through some rather
undistinguished music. Shaguch floats
some of her high-lying phrases
affectingly, and her diction is
outstanding, though the technique
can seem odd at times. There's a
bright, open Russian tenor, Yevgeny
Akimov, to fit the bill of her palely
characterised true love, and
distinguished performances as usual
in smaller roles. A polished addition
to the Rimsky catalogue, then:
pleasurable but not high-priority
listening in the realms of Russian
opera.
David Nice

A:1 '
1
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tenor entry [track 2, 6m 26s]. Details
like these give character to the
performance.
Symphony 2 also has many
admirable features like the sizzling,
alternating string leaps in (i) [ track 5,
9m], and acoda of unbelievable
brilliance and panache which
contrasts with the Finale's demon-like
joviality. The two inner contrasting
movements, ' flemmatico' and
`malincolico', conjure up character
studies of casual slyness and
morbidity, the performers well
acquainted with this composer's
subtle guises. Despite my eternal
allegiance to Bryden Thomson and
the RSNO on Chandos, which David
Nice unfairly slated some time ago,
preferring Rozhdestvensky (whose
phrasing is totally unidiomatic!), this
new version is aclear winner. The
admirably transparent recording
enhances the superb performances.
Bill Newman

A:1* 0

REICHA:
Wind Quintets Op.100:4 & 6
Pragun Wu 0 Quintct
Studio Matous MK 00232 131
(74m 32s) dist. Koch
Antonin Reicha's wind quintets seem
to be played rather more frequently
than his larger-scale works. Jaromir
Havlik notes 25 such compositions all
in neat groups of six (Opp.88, 91, 99
and 100) plus one unpublished
example. Reicha settled in Paris at
the age of 38 and all these works date
from after that time. The two
presented here are from 1820, and
they demonstrate some links with
Beethoven but also show elements of
the Romantic style (Reicha numbered
Berlioz, Franck, Gounod and Liszt
among his pupils).
The music is surprisingly expansive
— 35m and 40m respectively — and
there are features which might
account for the composer's relative
neglect in western Europe: notably
lengthiness of an unusual kind.
Reicha is never repetitive but, minuet
and scherzo movements apart, he is
surprisingly discursive. This is typified
by 6(iv) which, after astatic Andante
introduction, simply presents one
tuneful melody after another. There is
scarcely any true development, and
although movements (i), (ii) and (iv)
in both works as at least as long as
those of contemporary symphonies,
there is alack of thematic
concentration. No.4(i) is the least
unsymphonic, but really only its
Minuetto and the scherzo of 6 are
strongly structured. The admirable
trait of not being repetitive is
particularly evident in 6(iii) where
repeats are sometimes orchestrated
differently from first statements.
The performances are admirably
secure in rhythm. The slow movts are
rather broad: this is not afault in
itself but sometimes the music does
not seem strong enough to sustain
such athoughtful approach. The
100

recording defines all instruments
clearly within an excellent, warm
church acoustic.
Antony Hodgson

'Reicha is
never
repetitive
but, minuet
and scherzo
movements
apart, he is
surprisingly
discursive'

'Review
RECOMMENDATION
The Heifetz
recordings of
Walton 'sViolin
Concerto are
available in the
RCA Edition
at miclprice

A:1 0

SCHUMANN:
Requiem für Mignon _1Nachtlied J
Das Paradies und die Peri
Dazeley/Bonney/Coku/Fink/Prégardien/
Archer/Finley/Hauptmann/Monteverdi
Ch/ORR/Gardiner
Ardis 457 660-2

(
2CDs, 117m 58s)

Das Paradies und die Peri is one of a
series of hybrid choral works by
Schumann that began life as intended
operas. Based on aThomas Moore
poem in which the Peri, a
mythological Oriental mortal-angel,
enters into paradise at the third
attempt (by offering the tears of a
criminal moved by the sight of a
praying young man), it embraces
some of Schumann's most ravishing
vocal music. As in the extended finale
of Mendelssohn's Hymn of Praise, the
inspiration comes and goes, yet when
Schumann is really fired up (as in the
sublime solo and chorus ` Schlaf nun
und ruhe in Trátimen', in Part 2) the
effect is utterly magical.
Giuseppe Sinopoli is dynamically

DOD

WALTON
Violin Concerto
Cello Concerto

Dong-Suk Kong,.
irn Ilugh. Cello
Englkh

orthero

Philharmonia
Paul Daniel

WALTON:
Violin Concerto J Cello Concerto
Dong-Suk Kang (vIn)/Tim Hugh (vIc)/
English Northern Philharmonia/Daniel
Naxos 8.554325

(
59m 57s)

It is said that when Kyung-Wha
Chung asked Walton why he wrote so
difficult aViolin Concerto he replied,
'Ah my dear, it's all that damned
Heifetz's fault'. The story may be
apocryphal but the spectre of 'that
damned Heifetz' (for whom the work
was written) is likely to linger for
awhile. Which is not to say that
others may not have their say in the
matter; and Kang has plenty to say.
There are moments in (ii) — where
harmonics precede pizzicati — which
he finds perilous, but they don't
disturb his composure. Presto
capticcioso, as marked, makes its
effect. Nor does Kang ignore the
moments of contemplation — cg, 7m
45s to 8m 13s in (i), directed to be
played quasi ad lib moho espress. —

compelling and spiritually uplifting in
his fine DG recording [
1-1FN/RR Jan
'96], yet it is Gustav Kuhn's
unforgettable 1990 RCA account
[Dec ' 97] that has one singing
Schumann's praises from the
rooftops. Here every phrase has the
ring of authenticity about it, the
whole performance bathed in awarm
glow that gently cushions Kuhn's
phrasal intuitiveness to perfection. In
comparison, Gardiner's new recording
seems arather dispassionate affair.
There's plenty to admire, of course:
incisive and well-disciplined choral
singing, commendably detailed
orchestral textures and an alluring
solo team led by the angelically pure
Barbara Bonney. Yet Ifelt continually
aware of the music being manipulated
skilfully from without, rather than
being allowed to grow naturally from
within. Those little intakes of breath
— the equivalent of amusical sigh —
that are central to Schumann's
musical style (and Kuhn's
interpretative overview) appear to
hold little seductive appeal for
Gardiner.
Much the same is true of the
Requiem für Mignon, where Gardiner
makes all the right moves and keeps

that surface throughout. And the long
cadenza in (iii) starting at 8m 13s is
treated supremely well.
`Supreme' may well be the right
epithet for Hugh too. Superior
technical address gives (ii) its
requisite force, and encompasses with
ease the alternative (and more
difficult) version of the cadenza from
4m 37s. Yet what Hugh seems to do
is look beyond Walton's own opinion
of himself — ' aclassical composer
with astrong feeling for lyricism' —
into the essentials beneath the lyrical
clothing. If his circumscribed
dynamics at the very beginning
suggest inhibition, this is soon
dispelled. The withdrawn traceries in
the recapitulation of (i) and the
opening of (iii), both on muted
strings, and the restraint shown in the
cadenzas of (iii), speak movingly of
Hugh's interpretation. Daniel is the
soul of co-operation, adapting to each
soloist, giving his wind principals the
space to shape their many vital
contributions, and taking the lead
when the need arises. It's outstanding
conducting — and superb musicmaking overall, the impact of which is
variably conveyed by the recording. A
sense of venue is admirable but it's
hard to fathom why agenerally clean
midrange is not reflected elsewhere in
the spectrum. There are
inconsistencies in perspective and a
murkiness to the sound, like an aural
gauze over the orchestra that seems
to squash harmonics and give the
violins aseedy timbre. Persevere,
though, for the sake of the
performances.
Nalen Anthoni
FEBRUARY 2000
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Classical Reviews
sensibly broken with many of the
usual displacements of text, and the
darker tone required for the opening
of ` Frühling' seems to stick — there
is little of the blossoming we expect
from this singer. ` Im Abendrot',
though, can hardly fail to move.
Abbado's sensitivity to orchestral
nuance is the real star of the show
here: the inner clarinet writing of
'September' gurgles deliciously, and
the two fluting (finally piccolo-ing)
larks have arare blitheness of spirit.
As for Manila, she is bound to have a
second or athird chance over the
next decade or so.
David Nice

things on acommendably tight rein;
yet it is the notes themselves rather
than what lies behind them which
really holds the attention here. One
admires the phrasing, the dynamic
and structural control, but where
Schumann offers fleeting
opportunities to indulge some passing
fancy, Gardiner remains essentially a
plain-speaker.
Julian Haylock

Karita

STRAVINSKY:
The Rake's Progress
Bostridge/York/Terfel/von Otter/
Monteverdi Ch/LSO/Gardiner

Strauss

DG 459 648-2

orchestral songs
with Abbado

A:2

R STRAUSS:
Orchestral songs J Four Last
Songs'
Karsta Mattila (sop)/BP0/ Abbado
DG 445 182-2
(49m 02s) '
rec. live
The best is first here: essential
repertoire among the earlier songs,
gloriously sung and played. The
'Song of Apollo's Priestess' and
`Verfuhrung' (Seduction) are both
tone-poems for voice and orchestra,
scored (unusually for Strauss) for that
combination at birth. Iknew them
through performances by Felicity Lott
and Sylvia Sass, but here there's an
extra degree of flexibility from
orchestra and conductor, agreater
sense of adventure from the singer as
she represents the high, bright side of
Strauss the German Greek' and the
Zarathustrian mysteries of the
sensuous nocturne. The Apollonian
calm of the first, with splendid Berlin
Philharmonic trumpeting and an
opulent unleashing of full forces at
the two-thirds mark, is offset by the
Dionysian keenings of ` Frühlingsfeier'
(Spring Celebration) in which Manila
weeps for Adonis with thrilling
backbone to the upper register. The
other necessary touch of forward
movement comes in aripe,
impetuous ` Cacilie'.
Alas, the voice rarely gets into
similar, radiant gear throughout the
'live' Four Last Songs, perhaps
because the challenge of singing this
difficult music, which needs calm and
assurance above everything else, is
still too much even for an
experienced stage animal like Mattila.
She sounds alittle daunted by the
prospect of the longer phrases,
HI-FI HEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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Abbado's
sensitivity
to orchestral
luance is
the real star
of the
show here:
the inner
clarinet
writing of
"September'
gurgles
deliciously,
and the tvvc
fluting

arks

have a rare
blitheness
of spirit'

(
2CDs, 133m 37s)

Gardiner's Rake's Progress has
assembled what is unarguably a
superb cast of principals, and indeed
after hearing it one feels that the roles
could have been designed with these
singers in mind. Moulding his
interpretation with aconsistent
instinct for transparency of texture
and for the stylised 18th-century
language of Stravinsky's music,
Gardiner brings out the dance-like
rhythms and the comedic potential of
the work — at times not far from
farce — in away that is more alive
and idiomatic than Stravinsky's own
version [Sony]. At its most
rumbustious moments (as in the
depiction of Mother Goose's brothel)
control is not sacrificed for
exuberance, with the clear diction of
the Monteverdi Choir ensuring
precision, whilst the underlying
melancholy and pathos of the drama
are also fully characterised.
Chief among the delights of this
version is Ian Bostridge's Tom
Rakewell, whose purity of voice is
here allied to an expressive capability
that ably depicts his path towards
corruption. Sample his cavatina
[CD I, track 15] for his art at its most
beguiling, before Nick Shadow's
demand for his soul introduces a
darker edge to his performance; in
terror now he recognises Shadow as
the Devil incarnate, his blank fear
acting as afoil to his passionate
counterpart, who eventually
condemns Tom to insanity.
As Shadow, Bryn Terfel with his
rich voice suggests from the outset a
complex and satyric personality, but
his capacity for charm (at least early
on) is undeniable. Terfel's
achievement is to unify Shadow's
character; his initial bonhomie and
seemingly innocuous high spirits are
here all-of-a-piece with his
deviousness and capacity for evildoing.
Although the two female characters
are accorded less of the limelight than
Tom and Shadow, their performances
here leave an equally favourable

impression. Who could resist AnneSofie von Otter as bearded lady Baba
the Turk, whose brief marriage to
Tom ends amid astorm of thrown
crockery as Tom endeavours to
silence her incessant chatter? As Anne
Trulove, the woman whom Tom
should have married, Deborah York
sings with commendable beauty of
tone and feeling for phrasing; her
Lullaby to the mad Tom would melt
stone [CD2: track 24].
All in all, this is aversion which is
difficult to fault, reflecting as it does
the full range of the score in a
manner that makes nonsense of
Stravinsky's claim of afew years
earlier that ' music has nothing to do
with emotion'. Rather, it is the
human qualities of this work that
ensure its lasting appeal. The
recording is fine, with admirable
clarity and presence, and the booklet
presentation is exemplary, including a
thought-provoking essay from Joseph
Kerman. Highly recommended.
John Kersey

As:1* 0

ZIELIENKA:
Capriccios 1 & 5 J Symphonie in a
Das Neu-Eroffnete 0/Sonnentheil
CPO 999692-2

(
58m 26s)

An overdue second part of CPO's
traversal of Zelenka's complete
orchestral works, abody of music
requiring the added frisson lent by
period instruments, especially horns.
If these performances don't quite
deliver all they promise, they still
come close. Reviewing Von
[HFN/RR, August ' 98] Iapplauded
the polished and stylish playing but
found some tempi rather slack. Ialso
pointed out that Camerata Bern's
Archiv 3CD set [423 703-2], albeit
on modern instruments, presented the
music in alivelier light, and the
recording, despite its 20 years, was
more focused. This second volume
still displays some somnolent
direction in slow sections but the
instruments are now more firmly ` in
place'. The two years between
recording sessions has seen some
personnel changes, and presumably a
different studio set-up, giving amore
satisfying stereo spread.
Those who bought the first disc
and enjoy it may go ahead with this
new one, because the instrumental
timbres are truly exciting: strings
'gutty', continuo firm (no credit this
time is given to the theorbo player
though Ihear the instrument at
times), and oboes rustic-toned. Above
all (often literally), the natural-horn
playing of Teunis van der Zwart and
Raphael Vosseler in the Capriccios is
breathtaking: beautifully on the note
(almost always) and steady, which,
given Zelenka's fiendish horn writing,
is aconsiderable achievement. The
third volume, for which one hopes for
alesser wait, will bring the even more
horn-torturing Capriccio 4 and the
Ouverture in F.
Robert Dearling

A:2 0
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Dali-esque
artwork
for
Astigmatic
reissued
as a CDROM

group swing is as tight as ever. The
usual West Coast Herbies (Harper on
trombone, Geller on alto and Ellis on
guitar) are there, plus Harry ' Sweets'
Edison on trumpet. To bring the CD
up to length, rehearsal takes of 'After
You've Gone' have been added.
A:1 0

tinkling exoticism so fascinating.
Production was by Tom Wilson, soon
to abandon jazz for underground
rock. Strong and strange. A:1

JOHN BUTCHER/PHIL
DURRANT/JOHN RUSSELL
THE SCENIC ROUTE

Free Improvisation has become an
internationally-recognised mode of
music-making. As so often with
innovatory movements, as the scoffers
relent, those left claiming the genre
lack the heroic stature of the
pioneers. Feigin (no relation to Leo's
owner) is no slouch on classical guitar
and balalaika, but his taste for certain
styles — psychedelic rock
('Balalaikofrenia'), Bartókian folk
(`Moondance'), Magic Band exotics
('Zohar Cafe Blues') — implies that,
rather than an artistic necessity,
Improv is just acheap and easy way
of getting his music together.
Listeners might be better off
investigating bands committed to
these genres. Even aconcluding, 16m
encounter with Eugene Chadbourne
— which at least risks the semantic
crises needed for improv authenticity
— cannot dispel the bad odour of
dilettantism. A:1

EMANEM 4029

roars

THESE ARE MY
CLIFFORD
PLAYS
IORDAN
LEADRELLY

FtASHIED ALI/LOUIE
BELOGENIS
RINGS OF SATURN
KNITTING FACTORY RECORDS KFR232
(74m 13s)

Jordan
requires
more
challenging
changes
than
Ledbetter's
folksy
tubthumpers
provide.
Still, his
fruity tenor
comes over
well...'

Anyone familiar with John Coltrane's
Interstellar Space — an album of four
earth-shattering duets with Rashied
Ali — knows that Ali is agreat
drummer. The good news is that Al's
bass drum, snare, cymbal and hi-hat
are still decisive, dramatic and
musical enough to turn adrum solo
into asymphony. The bad news is
saxophonist Louis Belogenis. In Ali's
Trane-tribute band Prima Materia,
Belogeois is forced into wild
extravagances that gave him his own
voice: here, he emulates the
magisterial tone of late Coltrane,
which only reveals how incapable he
is of harmonic argument. When stuck
in some crabbed, repeated motif, his
tone turns pinched and desperate —
an astronaut lost in space. Ali should
stop releasing rehearsal tapes and find
some genuine musical action. A:1 0
ANTHONY BRAXTON
NEWS FROM THE 70S
NEW TONE FY7005

(74m 37s)

Previously unreleased performances
from 1972 to 1976, when
multireedist Braxton was on a
creative roll. Sound is thin and harsh,
but packs achill excitement as Kenny
Wheeler (flugelhorn), Dave Holland
(bass) and Barry Althschul
(percussion) negotiate Braxton's spiky
yet haunting charts. Recorded live
and direct — none of ECM's
classicizing langour — Holland's
growling, percussive bass anticipates
William Parker. On the concluding
'Four Winds', George Lewis plays
some terrifying trombone. Phew!
A/B:1*
RAY BROWN
BASS HIT!
POLYGRAM/VERVE 559 829 2
(52m 37s) e
Bassist Brown is titular leader, but
arranger Marty Paich is really in
charge. Recorded in Hollywood on
23 November 1956, this is fluff—
arch and repressed — though Paichheads will be pleased that his small102

(67m 24s)

This long-standing sax-violin-guitar
trio maintain the virtues of classical
Free Improvisation, paying attention
to thin lines of sounds, barely-voiced
creaks and phuts, and collective
repartee. Recorded in astudio at
Vandoeuvre-les-Nancy (plus a20m
addendum recorded live at the
Mopomoso Club), there's so much
densely-packed detail and invention
most other musics suddenly seem
blockish and boring in comparison.
Acoustic instruments yield up the
kind of textures associated with
Ambient and Electronica, but
realtime musicianship makes it
extraordinarily tense and poignant.
Staggering. A:1' "

MISHA FEIGIN
BOTH KINDS OF MUSIC
LEO LAB CD060

(
69m 56s)

DAFELDECKER/KURZMANN/
FENNESZ/O'ROURKE/
DRUMM/SIEWERT

THE GANELIN TRIO
CON AFFETTO

CHARHIZMA 002

LEO GOLDEN DAYS GY2

(
73m 49s)

Though part of the brilliant
Polwechsel, Austrian guitarist Werner
Dafeldecker is not above attending
seances of electronica where trite
`ambient' instrumentals are given a
veneer of scrapes, crackles and pops.
As the presence of Jim O'Rourke
should warn you, the jamming here is
shockingly vapid and pretentious. The
boredom inflicted on fashionable
youth by Pink Floyd back in the late
1960s is alive and happening in Graz,
Wels, Nickelsdorf and Bern. To
complement the sonic gimmickry,
there is asleevenote speculating
about the use of black holes for
garbage disposal. Someone should tell
Charhizma that rubbish is asocial,
not acosmic, category — and that
their latest release constitutes aprime
specimen. A:3 0
WALT DICKERSON
IMPRESSIONS OF A PATCH OF
BLUE'
POLYGRAMNERVE 314 559929
(35m 47s) C)
A gem from 1965. Vibist Dickerson
took Sun Ra (piano and harpsichord),
Bob Cunningham (bass) and Roger
Blank (drums, timpani) into an
MGM studio and improvised freely
around Jerry Goldsmith's themes for
acelluloid miscegenation shocker
starring Sidney Poitier. Dickerson is
an intense player, letting his blue
notes hang in the air, simultaneously
anguished and succulent. Ra unzips
the angular lines which make his

(
74m 11s)

Vyacheslav Gandin Chekasin (sax)
and Vladimir Tarasov (drums, horn)
were Moscow's answer to the Art
Ensemble of Chicago. Truth-to-tell,
their musical jokes were funnier:
better-timed, more vicious, more
intelligent. Although Leo's
presentation of trio as anti-Soviet
rebels might be taken with apinch of
salt (' thanks to Olivia Lichtenstein for
smuggling this recording out from
behind the Iron Curtain'), there is an
edge here that suggests dada
provocation rather than opportunist
clowning. This live-in-concert
recording from November 1983 was
issued in 1985 on LP (' Semplice'
now stretches to 57m rather than
28m). The music is painted on a
broad canvas, aconcatenation of
effects, bluster and sheer barminess.
Ganelin plays nineteenth-century
ballet exotics on aCasio. It shouldn't
work, but it's great A:1 )
FRED HOPKINS/DIEDRE
MURRAY QUARTET
PROPHECY
ABOUT TIME AT1009

(49m 45s)

e

Cellist Diedre Murray and bassist
Fred Hopkins were longstanding
members of the Henry Threadgill
Sextett when they recorded this in
1990. Guitarist Brandon Ross and
drummer Newman Baker — likewise
Threadgill alumni — completed the
quartet. Murray composed all the
tunes. The opener, ' Eureka', uses a
Mahavishnu-like mode favoured by
FEBRUARY 2000
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Threadgill, though the production
favours warmth and ambience rather
than McLaughlin's garish zing.
Omitting the linear push of jazz, the
quartet indulge folkish evocations and
classical melancholy. In this
polyrhythmic, ethnic-sounding
context, Ross's no-feedback-barred
electric guitar sounds distinctly
Zappaesque. Chamber fusion with a
speculative, group-improvised quality
that's all too rare. A:1 0
CLIFFORD JORDAN
THESE ARE MY ROOTS: CLIFFORD
JORDAN PLAYS LEADBELLY
KOCH 3852-2

(
38m 45s) ®

In 1966 Nesuhi Ertegun evidently
thought there was apenny to be
turned by having tenor saxophonist
Clifford Jordan stoke the burgeoning
interest in roots blues (he found a
better bet with Led Zeppelin afew
years later). A sophisticated bopper
like Jordan requires more challenging
changes than Ledbetter's folksy tubthumpers provide. Still, his fruity
tenor comes over well, with Richard
Davis's bass sounding particularly
solid and sheeny. Julian Priester plays
magisterial trombone, and drummer
Al Heath is in-the-pocket, though his
evocation of tent-show tambourines
on `Take This Hammer' sounds
forced. Sandra Douglass contributes
typical Atlantic/soul vocals to a
couple of tracks. An interesting peek
at trend-surfing from yesteryear (and
adeadringer for David Murray's
recent album with singer Fontella
Bass, Speaking In Tongues). A:1 0
KRZYSZTOF KOMEDA
ASTIGMATIC
POWER BROS PB00163

(46m 38s) ®

Originally released in 1966 in the
'Polish Jazz' series on Warsaw's
Polskie Nagrania label,
pianist/composer Krzysztof Komeda's
suite consists of just three tunes —
'Astigmatic', ` Kattoma' and
`Svantetic' — and is rightly lauded as
aclassic. A frontline of Tomasz
Stanko (trumpet) and Zbigniew
Namyslowski (alto) play in a
heroically melancholy style. Komeda's
abrupt and angular rhythms up the
tension; Gunter Lenz (bass) and
Rune Carlsson (drums) play
trenchantly. There is a sense of
occasion and ritual about this music
that no amount of expensive studiotime can replicate. File next to Joe
Harriott's Abstract and Tony Oxley's
4 Compositions For Sextet on the
narrow shelf marked ' masterpieces of
European jazz'. A:1* 0

Free Im rovisation

Purism through miscegenation
AT THE reckless cutting-edge,
genres collide, fuse and redefine
themselves with cheerful abandon.
Free Improvisation has become a
free-floating signifier, latching itself to
many unlikely styles. The Ruins are a
loud bass/drum duo from Tokyo
(Kazuyoshi Kimoto and Tatsuya
Yoshida) who supply all the top end
by screaming words in an invented
language. Their chops are fusion
sharp, and later incarnations (with
different bassists) have recorded two
albums with founding free-improvisor,
guitarist Derek Bailey. Maybe it
would be best to define Stonehenge
[Knitting Factory Records
SHM5037, 68m 31s] by one of the
seven bonus tracks added to the
original Shimmy Disc debut from
1990: 'Dadaism'. The Ruins are silly,
but also frighteningly powerful,
mixing Black Sabbath, Magma and
Bad Brains according to ashortsharp-shock punk recipe. A:1 0
Genre-baiting is evidently ahabit
at Knitting Factory Records. Another
release is a selection from Eugene
Chadbourne's collaborations with the
band Camper Van Beethoven
between 1987 and 1991: Camper
Van Chadbourne's Used Record Pile
[KFR252, 65m 12s]. Chadbourne's
first releases were solo freeimprovised guitar albums inspired by
Derek Bailey, but here he sings Phil
Ochs-inspired agitprop. Indeed, the
ensemble's flexibility of tempo, and
ability to combine audience arousal
with unpredictability, deserve the
epithet Ellingtonian. Maybe it's
actually jazz! A:1 0
In this context of generic
turbulence, even Free Improvisation
isn't safe. Derek Bailey tampers with
its long-established realtime ethic in
his latest project: long-distance duets
courtesy the postal service. Han
Bennink + Derek Bailey [
Incus
CD34, 41m 32s] has him improvising

on guitar in London to atape of
hectic drumming by Han Bennink
recorded in Amsterdam; Derek Bailey
+ Ran Bennink [
Incus CD34, 42m
15s] reverses the process, with the
Dutchman responding to a
provocative tape of riffing, intervallic
atonalism and irrelevant spoken-word
by Bailey. The pair have been
astounding audiences with their duets
since 1969, but here they rejig their
methodology completely: neither disc
sounds like an echt Bennink/Bailey
noise-fest. The first CD resembles the
albums Bailey has recently made by
improvising to pre-recorded rhythm
tracks — Guitar, Drums 'n' Bass
[Avant] and Playbacks [
Bingo] —
while the second is jagged and
unpredictable, with some gorgeous
congruences between Bailey's low
strings on acoustic and Bennink's
bass drum. So, two veteran purists of
Improvisation ditch the genre's
historical insistence on immediacy to
explore the paradoxes of time and
consequence thrown up by recording
technology. The pair seem to have
taken on board Theodor Adorno's
dictum ' art would perhaps be
authentic only when it had totally rid
itself of the idea of authenticity'.
Perhaps they'll flog some copies on
the lo-fi/experimentalist racks.
A:1 0
Real time is respected on Autism's
The Comforts Of Madness [
Durian
008, 56m 59s], but they still manage
to sound more surreal than anything
in Noise or Electronica. Roger Turner
has long been noted for prodigiously
fleet and inventive percussion. With
Helge Hinteregger (saxes, sampler)
and Uchihashi Kazuhisa (guitar,
electronics), he's made international
contacts that understand his
superdivided beat. This gorgeous
quilt of tiny sonics streams by like a
dream of digitised data. Mad, but
comfortingly swinging too. A:1* 0

practise session than afull-scale work.
Propelled by Duval's responsive bass,
Spearman essays tiny blues motifs, his
phrasing so poised that his repetitions
never jar. The way he wrings and
stretches apharse is so thoughtful the
listener is with him on every note. An
intimate, almost casual recording by
one of modern jazz's most powerful
blowers. A:1 0

Halliwell), bass (Simon Fell) and
drums (Simon Vincent). The trio
explore the tense, textural contrasts
that are all the rage in postelectroacoustic Ambient and Improv.
There's adramatic quality to the
proceedings as aslow, sonorous bass
line invites out-of-time shimmers and
squarks to hang in the air. Recording
(Halliwell) and mastering (Phil
Darke) is exemplary. This doesn't
have the whoosh and sparkle of
FelVHalliwell's 9Points In Ascent
[Bruce's Fingers], but astriking,
teeth-gritted determination. Improv
without chaos or scrabble, jazz
without swing: VHF's novel concept
makes for aunique listen. A:1 0

GLENN SPEARMAN &
DOMINIC DUVAL
WORKING WITH THE ELEMENTS

VHF
EXTRACTS

CIMP # 181

ERSTWHILE RECORDS 001

(
67m 14s)

Glenn Spearman's death in October
1998 — age 51 — means one
treasures this, even if it's more a
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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(52m 42s)

Smartly wrapped in Friederike
Paetzold's blotchy abstracts comes a
'non-jazz' recording of alto (Graham
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Albums
of the Year

THE CHESTERFIELD KINGS
WHERE THE ACTION IS
Sundazed/Living Eye 1.51/13
1999 wasn't avintage year for new music,
despite the inspiration which should have
accompanied the end of the millennium.
Blur's latest? Kiss my butt. Steps? Irwitched?
Gimme abreak. The latter may have broken
all records for consecutive Number Ones, but
they're still the most me-.., nape, Iain't
courting alawsuit, beyond saying that I
haven't seen such clumsy dancing since my
Bar Mitzvah. I'm predisposed toward
marking the year's achievements by citing
archive- dredging like the Fleetwood Mac box
or Edsel's unbelievable 13-disc Jackie Wilson
series, but JB would kill me for missing the
point of this exercise. Still, n
yfave album of
the year happens to ooze retro, with such
style and vim that it could be mistaken for a
reissue. Yup, I've plunked for The Chesterfield
Kings, which Igave an ' umble in December
for its sheer Flamin' Groovies-like sense of
rock- as- fun, for its Wondermints-grade
appreciation of pop, for its - let's just say that
if you're amusic lovin' fortysomething who
listened to acheap rodio in the 1960s, or if
you want to beat Noel Gallagher to his next treasure trove of
plagiarism-worthy tunes, look no further. The Chesterfield Kings: the
closest thing to atime machine this side of HG Wells.
Ken Kessler
A-B:l• •
XTC
APPLE VENUS VOL.1
Cooking Vinyl COOK CD 172
The choice was difficult, impossible almost. Contenders included Jim
O'Rourke, Guided By Voices, Tom Waits, Blur, Supergrass,
Waterson-Cathy, Macy Gray, etc, etc. But XTC's first in five years
proved arelease well worth the wait. Basically acoustic but with
some orchestral trimmings, it contained everything you ever oved

about Swindon's finest. brilliantly shaped songs, fine
harmonies, quirky bits that wouldn't have turned up on records
by anyone else, little in-jokes, and lyrics that include lines like
'cold as vichyssoise'. Apart from such references it's all very
English. John Betjeman would have loved it. Now ain't that a
recommendation?
Fred Della,
A:1' •
JAMES
MILLIONAIRES
Mercury 5463862
Ihate to disagree with Ken, but 1999, like most of the ' 90s,
was aclassic year for rock, and Ifeel spoiled for choice. Despite its
manufactured innocence, the chart pop of B'witched, Thunderbugs,
Five, Backstreet Boys and their ilk, is as professional and tuneful as
the Brill Building hits of the 1950s and early 1960s. Why knock it?
My personal taste, however, leans towards the latest Chuck Prophet,
Gomez, Sugar Ray or the ambient Papa M Sting's back on form and
even Tom Jones has successfully re- invented himself again, but I've
gone for Millionaires by James because, when I'd pretty much
pegged them as aspent force, they came back with the most
powerful album of their career. Exciting, danceable, sensitive,
thought- provoking, modern, singable - this album has everything I
love about pop, plus that intangible spine- tingling magic that critics
can't really explain. You just know it when you hear it.
Johnny Black
AM •

and perky keyboard starts to become
irritating, and even Annlee's voice
can't maintain interest. They throw
in acouple of forgettable ballads
and play safe with acover of Anita
Ward's 1979 chart smash ' Ring My
Bell', even incorporating that
irritating '70s square/sine wave drum
effect but, trust me, all you really
need is the hit single.
Johnny Black
A:2 •

ANNLEE
DREAMS
Systematic/X-Energy 8573 81092 2
(49m 35s)

Annlee is the owner of the pure,
sweet voice at the heart of the
naggingly infectious dance hit, ' 2
Times', and this album's main
strength is undeniably that voice.
However, the crisp, clear production
work of Marco Sorcini, who also
arranges, mixes and co-writes most
of the tracks, provides that voice
with aperfect setting which is
danceable enough for the clubs but
poppy enough for mainstream radio
play. However, after several almost
identical tracks (`Voices', ' In You',
'Helpless') that same homogenised
hi-NRG combination of jaunty beat
NEWS S RECORD REVIEW
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CROSBY STILLS HASH &
YOUNG
LOOKING FORWARD
Reprise 936 247 4362

Crosby Stills Nash & Young: encouraging start, but ..

(
53m 23s)

After the encouraging start of a
breezy, Caribbean-flavoured opening
with Stephen Stills's best new song
in years, ' Faith In Me', things go
105

rapidly downhill for the re-united
harmony quartet who epitomised the
late- 1960s California dream. Neil
Young's songs sound like leftovers
that he didn't consider good enough
for previous albums. The best of
them, ' Slowpoke', is an appealing
'Heart Of Gold' soundalike, but the
worst, `Looking Forward', could give
Val Doonican that long-awaited
follow-up hit. Crosby's songs are not
up to the standard of the material
on his recent solo album, and the
contributions from Stills and Nash
are merely competent. On the plus
side, their singing and playing
remains well up to par so the
marginally better songs, like ' Queen
Of them All' and ' Someday Soon'
will be appreciated by longtime
devotees of the band.
Johnny Black
A:2 •
CULTURE CLUB
DON'T MIND IF IDO
Virgin CDV 2887

(
68m 27s)

JULIAN DAWSON
UNDER THE SUN
(
48m 12s)

There are, thankfully, still singer/
songwriters who're more concerned
with writing the best songs they can,
rather than with finding the right
image, the right producer and this
week's hot dance routine. Julian
Dawson is one such and 'You Think
You're Alone', the prime slice of
insightful, optimistic country rock
that opens this latest album is a
good indication of his gift for
crafting the kind of melody that can
lift you above the worries of adreary
day. Using atight little band that
features Kimberley Rew (of Katrina
and the Waves fame), augmented by
legendary session keyboardist John
106

readers...
15 years
ago, George,
our hero,
walked out
of the door
as Mikey,
Jon and Roy
waved a sad
goodbye.
Now read
George,
having pieced
the band
back together
again,
reckons that

For new readers... 15 years ago,
George, our hero, walked out of the
door as Mikey, Jon and Roy waved
asad goodbye. Now read on...
George, having pieced the band
back together again, reckons that ' as
far as the sound of this new album
is concerned it is still very Culture
Club — which means that it is
eclectic and disjointed.' So, ' Maybe
I'm A Fool' proves to be very
`Grazing In The Grass', the chart
single ' IJust Wanna Be Loved'
recalls atime when Lovers Rock was
the very essence of romantic reggae,
'Sign Language' jazz-shuffles as
though it was looking for ahome on
an upmarket Jamiroquai album,
'Black Comedy' ranges happily
between mambo and disco, while
`Confidence Trick' pans out as a
waltz from the dark side. Eventually
the eclecticism and disjointedness all
works in George's favour and an
HFN/RR critic reckons that this
could be the most impressive
Culture Club album to date.
Continued next century...
Fred Deliar
A:1 •

Fledg'ling Records FLED 3026

For new

'as far as the
sound of this
new album is
concerned it
is still very
Culture
Club...'

'Rabbit' Bundrick, Dawson delivers
the heartfelt 'Amazing Disappearing
Daddy' and the apocalyptic 'If He
Wanted Us To Fly', but any of
these dozen tunes could become
firm favourites with the kind of
listener who actually likes to listen
rather than just keep the silence at
bay.
Johnny Black
A:1 •
BRYAN FERRY
AS TIME GOES BY
Virgin CDVIR 89

(
44m 43s)

Rock's most singularly taste-free
individual still suffers from the
delusion that he can sing the great
songs of the past. He doesn't.
Although he's well-served by some
tasty (if derivative) arrangements,
and some exceptionally fine session
players, Ferry's mannered style,
wobbly vocal tone and inept
phrasing invariably destroys the
mood. It's all the more tragic that
the selection of songs is so right,
suggesting that even if he can't sing
them, he does have enough sense to
recognise the best. In Ferry's hands,
the nostalgic yearning of 'The Way
You Look Tonight' becomes lounge
lizard schmaltz and when he turns
the glorious ' September Song' into a
Cabaret pastiche it becomes obvious
that Ferry isn't asinger at all. He's
an actor, performing the role of a
singer. Peter Skellern, where are you
when we need you?
Johnny Black

A:3 •

INHALE
FEED
Jam Inc JAMINC CD1
(36m /
4s) dist. Pinnacle
'Fired of waiting for anew Green
Day album? Still jazzed by wailing,
fuzzy guitars and enamoured of
indie bands? Inhale is so
excruciatingly alternative — despite
working in the rather conventional
genre of end-of-the-Millennium,
axe-driven, post-punk power pop —
that its label couldn't even be
bothered to put acatalogue number
anywhere on the disc. If your local
record vendor is unimpressed, try
www.inhale.co.uk, because the CD is
worth finding. Nothing original
enough to suggest anew Silver Sun,
and the Oases of the world needn't
fear competition, but Feed has the
sort of instant familiarity that will
make you forgive all manner of sins.
By the time you reach the biting
'Thin White Line', you'll be
thinking of Inhale as old friends. If
not necessarily ones you'd trust.
Ken Kessler
A-B:1-2 •
JEAN MICHEL JARRE
METAMORPHOSES
Epic 496 022 2

(
33m I8s)

Having shifted 50 million albums
worldwide since he went against the
prevailing punk mode of 1977 and

shook up the world with his
completely electronic Oxygene, Jarre
enters the new millennium with his
first-ever album of vocal
collaborations. Musically, he's hardly
cutting edge any more, but he still
has awinning way with nagging
rhythmic pulses and big tunes, and
the inclusion of guest stars like
Laurie Anderson, Sharon Corr and
Natacha Atlas won't harm sales. The
track that sounds least Jarrelike is
'C'est La Vie', asuitably Middle
Eastern flavoured collaboration with
Atlas, who delivers apre-orgasmic
vocal to rival anything by Jane
Birkin. The Laurie Anderson track,
'Je Me Souviens', would sound
equally at home on one of her own
albums, and is Jarre taking aswipe
at Mike Oldfield with ajokey track
entitled ' Bells', which prominently
features those churchy dangers? The
obvious potential hit single, though,
is 'Give Me A Sign' with vocals by
Veronique Bossa. Suitably re-mixed,
it could be huge, and Jarre, for the
first time, might finally have some
street cred.
Johnny Black

A:1 •

OVIRMARS
HIGHLIFE
Ughtyear 54283-2 (
44m 48s) dist. Pinnacle
Hey, Ididn't even to have to listen
to this one to know Iwas gonna
love it: any band with adebut
album accompanied by apress
release likening them to Jellyfish has
an unfair advantage in my book.
Short of slipping me astack of £50
notes, they couldn't have improved
the odds. It's all there, despite the
nervous, antsy feel and ashade too
much of the cod-Anglicism which
has hampered Northeast US bands
since February 1964. One step from
ademo, this is raw enough to
suggest adevil-may-care attitude,
while the sound is so droning and
jangly that you almost anticipate the
retro sitars in ' Burnt'. Oozing the
know-it-all attitude which made
Todd Rundgren dangerous while
still ateen, Overmars joins Lenny
Kravitz for sheer anachronistic selfindulgence. Utterly magnificent.
Ken Kessler
B:1 •

Ferry:
nostalgic
yearning
and lounge
lizard
shmaltz
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In Concert, On Stage and Breathin'
WHAT'S WITH all the live albums? Gig after

gig, no genre untouched - Isuppose this is
what should be waiting for 5.1 channel DVD
audio. Until then, imagine the audience is
behind or around you with the following
British artists...
For the ska revival which didn't happen,
there's The Selecter's My Perfect World - Live
[Receiver RRCD275 In which collects live

[Magnum EMBCD002 *1, with Parker in 1951
and Puente in ' 58.
Want some rockabilly? Then try Rockabilly
Rules [
Essential ESMCD784 a], which gathers
Stray Cats hits played live on unspecified dates.
Martin Hayes and Dennis Cahill joined forces
for Live In Seattle [
Green Linnet GLCD 1195 01,
a rootsy guitar/fiddle mix which wouldn't have

recordings of their hits over a number of years.
Also from the late 1970s is the long-awaited
Live From The Roxy [
Essential ESMCD 772 al

with 20 rare punk tracks from the genre's
Mecca by major acts: Sham 69, UK Subs, the
Buzzcocks, the Damned, X-Ray Specs. PostUltravox and recorded at the Manchester Apollo
in 1991, is Midge (
ire Live In Concert [
Strange
Fruit SFRSCD086 *1, which nods to his past
with 'Vienna' and others. Wishbone Ash's The
King Will Come [
Receiver RRCD276 6] was
recorded in the USA back in 1976.
For the jazz crowd, the mix this month
includes the delicious Stephane GrapeIli Live At
The Cambridge Folk Festival [
Strange Fruit
CAFECD006 •], the Master playing in 1973
and '83, Nina Simone Live At Ronnie Scott's
[Magnum CDMT028 *] from 1975, and Woody
Hermon With Charlie Parker and Tito Puente

Enjoyment

DOLLY PARTON
7HE GRASS IS BLUE

really

Sugar Hill SHCD 3900

(
44m 48s)

An interesting, if unsurprising
departure for Dolly, this disc
marketed as a return-to-roots for the
amply-endowed warbler. If the title
didn't tell you what to expect, then
you're even less literate than the
low-forehead types who made
Deliverance the ultimate bluegrass
anti-statement. Geddit? The Grass Is
Blue? Ordinarily, such a display of
literalism wouldn't bother me, but
country music is paradoxical given
the overall lyrical wit of the genre;
remember, it gave us songs like
'Think Of Me When You're Under
Him'. Anyway, Dolly — agenius of
a songwriter — peppered this set
with only ahandful of originals,
preferring instead to rework
standards. What makes this more
than a wander down (her) memory
lane is aguest roster including Patty
Loveless, Jerry Douglas and the
luscious Alison Krauss (sigh...). And
it's gorgeous from start to finish,
right up there with one of Krauss'
own. For those who think of Ms
Parton as aspent force, think
again.

Ken Kessler

been out of place on Water Lily. On the blues
front, there's British axemeister Innes Sibun's
After Dark [
Provogue PRD 71182 BI recorded
in Germany and featuring a tasty version of
Jimi's 'Little Wing'; the set is dedicated to
Elmore James.
Chip Taylor, who wrote 'Wild Thing' and
'Angel OF The Morning', has a terrific double
CD called Bootleg+ [
Train Wreck Twoio •],
with one disc recorded in London and the other
in New York, electric and acoustic respectively.
But the one which will cause palpitations
amongst collectors is Tim Buckley's Once IWas
[Strange Fruit SFRSCD 084 •]: in addition to
tracks from Old Grey Whistle Test and Top
Gear, the set boasts arecently discovered take
of ' IDon't Need It To Rain' recorded in
Copenhagen in 1968. The last-ever 'new'
Buckley material? Alas, it looks that way.

A':1' •

depends on
how many

versions of
'I Fall To
Pieces',
'Faded
Love',
'Born To
Lose' and
'Your
Cheatin'
Heart' you
already
own

Ken Kessler

like this — take the best young
country singer since Patsy Cline and
turn her loose on the songs that
sold zillions for the likes of Willie,
Loretta, Hank, Bob and the like.
You don't have to be a genius to
realise that the resulting dollar-pile
would easily overlook whatever
stands in for the Empire State in
Nashville. So much for the theory,
what of the music ? Well, it's pretty
good if, in the main, predictable.
Great voice, fine band and the
songs are classics. Enjoyment really
depends on how many versions of ' I
Fall To Pieces', ' Faded Love',
'Born To Lose' and 'Your Cheatin'
Heart' you already own. But there is
one ace-in-the-hole here — a
stupendous freewheelin' workout on
'Me And Bobby McGee' that's
guaranteed to shake any
playing deck from its stack
and send it rockin' around
the room. Neither Kris nor
Janis did it this way . Not
ever!
Fred Dellar

A:1 •

SIMPLY RED
LOVE AND THE RUSSIAN
WINTER
East West 3984 29942 2
(47m 35s)

The premise is of the stuff that
sends record company accountants
into raptures. It goes something

There's a theory that
albums like this sent out
merely to test the ingenuity
of journalists. How does one,
yet again, manage to
fashion something that adds
up to nothing more than a
repeat of the last Mick

NPR NEWS I RECORD REMY

LeAnn Rimes

LeANN RIMES
LeANN RIMES
Curb/London 8573 80512-2
(38m 50s)
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Simply Red: will sell by the dome- Full

Huclmall review and avoid such
phrases as ' moist, soulful ballads
punctuated by would-be-gritty dance
tracks', ' utter, yet undemanding
professionalism' and (with that event
in mind) ' this will sell by the domefull'. Answers on the back of
microdot please.
Suffice it to state here that 'Words
For Girlfriends' is a neat, mildly
jazzy update on the kind of song that
once decorated stage musicals, and
that 'The Spirit Of Love' and ' Ain't
That A Lot Of Love' wouldn't be
that much out of place at discerning
raves and that 'Wave The Old World
Goodbye' must have been crafted
specially for the final TV show of the
last century. You know the rest.

Fed Dellar

A•:1 / 2 •
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Rock/pop Reissues
FAMILY
MUSIC IN A DOLL'S
HOUSE/ENTERTAIN Pir ENT
See For Miles SFM 1968
(2CEk, 82m 57s)
We realise, of course, that
these have been CD'd before,
but See For Miles has
transcended its usually grim
packaging with a set so lavish
you'd think it came
from Rhino. An
absolutely gorgeous
2CD ' collector's
edition' in a
laminated book,
this set contains the
group's first two LPs
from 1968-9, a
fact- and photo filled 40- page
booklet and two
very rare bonus
tracks: the A and B
sides of Family's

TOM FOGERTY
1ST/EXCALIBUR
Fantasy/Ace FCD 9407-2

(
66m 52s)

(
53m 36s)

DEAL IT OUT/PRECIOUS GEMS
Fantasy/Ace FCD 9611-2

(
76m 48s)

Three two-on-ones giving us
nearly all of Tom Fogerty's
post-Creedence solo material, a
month after the Varése 'best
of'. How did we let this stuff
pass by when he was alive?
Justifiably CCR-ish swamp
rock and an apt memorial.
A- B:1 A:1-2 A:2 •
MAGGIE BELL & STONE
THE CROWS
THE VERY BEST OF
Global RADCD 145

(
78m 51s)

Joplinesque 18 tracker from
Stone the Crows' four LPs and
two of Bell's solos, bluesy hard
rock from 1969-75 which
bridged purist Sixties Britblues
and the revisionist work of,
say, Dr Feelgood. Well-chosen
tracks, a nice book: at last a
decent homage to a muchloved band. A- B:1-2 •
CANTERBURY FAIR
CANTERBURY FAIR
Sundazed SC11084

(
50m 57s)

Perfect Nuggets fodder: a
California band with a ' British'
name, tinkly harpsichord,
whispy vocals, effete imagery.
From 1967-9, consummate
twee pop-rock of the era, and
as obscure as any namedropper
could desire. A-B-C:2 •
108

•

for the hardcore, offsetting the
obvious lavish memorial boxsets. These hark back to the
early part of his career,
beautifully preserved radio
broadcasts from 1940-2, before
Frankie went solo. Important
stuff? What better way to hear
01' Blues Eyes before he
became a superstar? A:I
LITTLE ANTHONY & THE
IMPERIALS
I'M ON THE OUTSIDE
(LOOKING IN)/REFLECTIONS
IWO 8GOCD 447

(65m 17s)

Another pair of Little Anthony
albums on one CD, this time
from 1964 and ' 67. Worldclass vocal group sessions,
including the delightfully
mushy 'Tears On My Pillow',
plus covers from Bacharach
and Holland-Dozier-Holland.
Lower-key but more polite
than the Temps or the Four
Tops, but just as tuneful.
A-A•:1-1 • •
NAT ' KING' COLE
THE U_TIMATE COLLECTION

ZEPHYR NATIONAL/MYOPIA
Fantasy/Ace FCD 9448-2

first single, never before on
CD. Better still, the recordings
have been remastered using
Super Bitmapping, which leads
us to assume that this is the
final, definitive version... until
they whip it up as an SACD.
Simply glorious prog-rock
featuring the rasp of Roger
Chapman - bliss. A- B:1-1'

EMI 7243 499575 2

(
68m 25s)

Hard to argue with the
selection assembled to justify
this set's title, especially if you
haven't already purchased an
NKC best-of: the biggies are
all here and suffering no
cheapening despite so many of
them serving as the music for
wholly inappropriate ads. Revel
in the warmth of
'Unforgettable', ' Stardust'
'Nature Boy' and 19 others.
il*:1 • •
LONNIE DONEGAN
TALKING GUITAR BLUES
Sequel NEECD325

(
2CDs, 144m 51s)

Exceptional — and
academically important —
50-track, 2CD best of from the
man who inspired (along with
Mr Weedon) an entire
generation of British rockers,
from the 1950s onward.
Undiluted skiffle, forged from
US blues and roots music
through a British filter.
A- B: I - 2 •
FRANK SINATRA &
TOMMY DORSEY & HIS
ORCHESTRA
IT'S ALL SO NEW!

DEAN MARTIN
LATE NIGHT WITH DEAN
MARTIN
Capitol 521 5082

(
43m 28s)

(
43m 25s)

With Dino's reputation at a
new high, apair of themed
collections dealing with
bachelor-pad crooning and his
surprisingly successful flirtation
with C&W. Gorgeous material
culled from both the Capitol
and the Reprise catalogues,
and a fine intro to the King of
Cool if you want more than his
obvious hits. A*: 1 • A':1
TIM ROSE
TIM ROSE/LOVE, A KIND OF
HATE STORY
RPM RPM 192

(
71m 35s)

Rose's third and fourth albums
on one CD, electric despite
this recently rediscovered artist
being more often than not
categorised with singersongwriters of the acoustic
sort. Originals alternating with
cover versions such as
Sarstedt's 'Where Do You Got
To My Lovely?' and the Bee
Gees' IGotta Get A Message
To You'. A-B:2
NILSSON
PUSSY CATS

LEAR4 TO CROON

Buddah—BMG 74321 69170 2
(56m I8s)

Like DCC's recent Sinatra sets
from the 1950s, more
previously unavailable goodies

Topic MD 517

(
46m 39s)

Welcome release of the long,
lost 1967 solo debut which
marked Swarbrick as a Britfolk superstar. It bridges the
gap between the Ian Campbell
Folk Group and Fairport
Convention, all rootsy,
unplugged and purist beyond
compare. A—B: 1 •
JOSEPHUS
DEAD MAN/GET OFF MY CASE
Sundered 11066

(77m 29s)

A pair of ultra-rare Texan
psychedelic albums from 1969'70, though not quite as bizarre
as, say, 13th Floor Elevator.
Gutsy, bluesy, early metal in
keeping with regional tradition,
something to dazzle
obscurantists. B:1-2 •
VARIOUS
IF YOU WANNA BE HAPPY

Subtitled ' The Best of the
Norfolk Sound', this 16-track
set from the catalogue of Frank
Guida, atmospheric, pounding
'party' material from 1959-63
and clearly a precedent for the
sounds of the Dave Clark Five,
Gary Glitter et al. Includes
Gary US Bonds, Jimmy Soul
and others. A-D:1-1• •
VILLAGE PEOPLE
GREATEST HITS
Wrasse WRASS 018

Buddah/BMG 74321 69172 2
(59m 23s)

Buddah/BMG 74321 69173 2
(58m 36s)

DAVE SWARBRICK
RAGS, REELS & AIRS

Varèse Vintage 302 066 065 2
(41m 39s)

HURT'S' COUNTRY SONGS
Capitol 521 5092

little of John's Rock'n'Roll, and
a taster for aflood of
remastered Nilsson in the
coming year. A:1-2 •

Twenty-fifth anniversary
edition, with bonus tracks, of
the set imbued with John
Lennon. Full of off-the-wall
cover versions, smacking not a

(6/m 41s)

Although over-familiar, these
15 cheeky gay anthems deserve
space in every disco collection.
The set contains ` YMCA' in
both the original and
'Millennium' mixes, a
`megamix' medley and more
reasons to get pissed and party
than anything this side of a
Chas & Dave knees-up. A
hoot. A-A•:1 •
ANDY WILLIAMS
THE VERY BEST OF
Columbia SONYTV 78CD
(advance CDR)
Two discs, 50 tracks — nice
one-shot purchase to deal with
Williams's new-found cool
courtesy of the music-to-watchgirls-by cult. All the hits, and
timed for a major UK tour this
month. (Hell, he's even hitting
Croydon...) A-A*:1-1 • •
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SAVE £11.22
Send no money now.
Simply complete this form, detach and send it in an
envelope (no stamp required) to:
LINK HOUSE, FREEPOST BS9305, BRISTOL BS320ZZ

SAVE £ 11.22
Send no money now. Simply complete
this form, detach and send it in an
envelope ( no stamp required) to:
LINK HOUSE, FREEPOST BS9305,
BRISTOL BS32 OZZ. Do it now!
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To: The Manager

Account number
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Instruction to your Bank or Building Society
Bank / Building Society

Address

Please pay Link House Magazines Ltd. Direct Debits from
the account detailed on this instruction subject to the
safeguards assured by The Direct Debit Guasantee

Mr/Mis/Ms

Postcode
Name(s) of account holder(s)

Address

Branch sort code

Signature
Date
Banks and Building Societies may not accept Direct Debit

Link House Magazines reference number
Postcode

instruction for some types of account

Office use only

Tel No

THE DIRECT DEBIT GUARANTEE

Yes. Iwould like to subscribe by Direct Debit to
Hi Fi News at the specially discounted rate of just
£14.88 ( please tick)
HIFI0910/DD

This Guarantee is offered by all Banks and Building Societies that take part in the Direct Debit Scheme. The efficiency and security of the
Scheme is moni:ored and protected by your own Bank or Building Society. If the amounts to be paid or the payment dates change you will be
told of this in advance by at least 14 days as agreed.lf an error is made by Link House Magazines Limited or your Bank or Building Society
you are guaranteed afull and immediate refund from your branch of the amount paid You car cancel a Direct Debt at any time by writing to
your Bank or Buláng Society. Please also send acopy of the letter to us. Direct Debits can ONLY be paid through abank or budding society.

HOTLINE NUMBER:

+44 (0)1234 741152
EXCLUSIVE HFN/RR PRODUCTS

HFNIRR 001 Fluxdumper: ' Magic brick'
for valve amps, in black ash £25.00 D
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead: moving-coil stepup transformer £70.00
HFNIRR 005 Spike set: eight pieces for
timber D /steel D mounting £ 10.50
HFNIRR 012 Software storage system:
knock-down LP/CD stackable storage units;
satin black MDF. All 465mm wide.
LP Unit ( 120LPs, 2dividers; 360mm x
345mm, h/d)
£70.00 ID
CD Unit (40CDs, single shelf; 175mm x
165mm, h/d)
£44.00 D
CD Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves; 720mm x
165mm, h/d)
£99.00 El
CD Base Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves;
720nun x 165mm, h/d) £99.00 ID
HFNIRR 017 Wallnut II: wall-mounting
two-shelf table
£60.00 ID
HFNIRR 026 LP dividers: set of 25, white
plastic with movable filing tabs £ 12.000
HFNIRR 027 CD dividers: (
25) £ 12.00
HFNIRR 020 Test CD III: 74 tracks of
audio sleuthing £ 13.00
HFNIRR 023 LP inner sleeves: (
fine Ushaped design)
per 50 £ 10.00 ID
per 100 £ 19.00 D per 500 £90.00 El
HFNIRR 022 Sorbothane: damping sheet,
150 x 150 x3mm
£ 13.00
HFNIRR 025 Test LP: setting up and
tracking tests
£ 15.00 D

VARIOUS
DH ceramic cones: set of three isolation
cones, Large £45.00 ID
Jumbo £65.00 El
Michell Tenderfeet: isolation cones small
(three) £8.00 ID
large(three) £ 12.00 ID
Little Feet (
Audioquest) Sorbothane
hemispheres, set of four £29.00 El
Big Feet 63mm dia Sorbothane
hemispheres, set of four £60.00 El
Michell 4mm plugs: gold on brass, set of
four
£ 10.00
Insert Audio 4mm plugs: (
four) £8.00 El
Ferrite Noise Absorbers:
small (6mm dia) pair £ 12.00 El
large ( 12mm) pair £ 14.00
Gryphon 'The Exorcist': system
demagnetiser £69.00 El
NVA transistor amp kit: AP20, British
integrated unit
£ 180.00
Kontak: contact cleaner £ 15.00 El
DeoxIT: de-oxidises and protects electrical
connections, 50oz aerosol can £ 14.00 ID
ProGold: improves, preserves and protects
gold contacts
£ 14.00
Metal clad Mains Distribution Block:
(UK or European)
Four-way £70.00 El
Six-way £85.00 El
Ten-way £95.00 ID
Rockbase Plus V2: Rock reference CD
ROM, user definable £40.00 El
John Crabbe's Tilt Control: add tone
controls to your pre-amplifier.
Kit £72.50
Ready-built unit £95.00 D

VINYL CARE AND PROTECTION
Moth Record Cleaning Machine:
Kit £ 199.00
Ready-built £370.00
Moth RCM Fluid for LP cleaning,
one litre £ 15.00 ID
five litres £35.00 El
Ringmat: 3nun XLR ' Universal' £50.00 0
PVC, heavy duty outer sleeves: 12 x 12in,
per 50 £20.00 D per 100 £38.00
Polythene LP bags: 12 x 12th, sealable
per 50 £5.000
per 100 £9.00 El
Decca Mk 3Record Brush: carbon-fibre
bristles, de-luxe version £ 13.00 ID
Zerostat 3: pistol neutralises static charges
£30.00 El
The Lifter: end-of-side tonearm lift (black)
£40.00 0
(chrome) £70.00 D
Gryphon Black Exorcist: moving-coil
cartridge demagnetizer £85.00 D
EAR Clear phono stage: moving-magnet
multi-input phono pre-amp kit
£299.00
110

Musical Fidelity X-LP phono stage:
X-series RIAA unit
£ 130.00 El
NAD PP- 1phono pre-amplifier:
complete with output leads £40.00
Shure SFG-2 stylus balance: accurate to
within one-tenth of agramme
£20.00
Digital Stylus Force Gauge: accurate to
within 0.02gm
£ 185.00 El

CD CARE AND PROTECTION
CD jewel cases:
standard Sin, complete, pack of 10 £6.50 ID
maxi-single, slimline,
pack of 10 £6.50 El
slim double
pack of 5 £6.500 5m, clear
protective sleeves,
pack of 30 £6.50
BIB CD Cleaner: battery unit £15.000
Densen DeMagic: de-mag CD £ 10.00
Chesky Ultimate Dem CD:
subjective test CD £13.00
XL0 Reference: phase/balance tests and
system demagnetising CD
£25.00 El
Ringmat Stamiat MkII: improved CD
overlay for better sound £20.00
Musical Fidelity X-series: X- 10D CD
player/DAC/amp buffer stage £ 120.00
X-CAN valve headphone amp £ 130.00 ID

VALVES AND ACCESSORIES
Sovtek valves:
300B triode £90.00 D
6N7GT £6.00 D
KT88 (new) £35.00 D
6550WE £25.000
EL34WXT £ 12.000
6L6WXT (new) £ 12.000
EF86 £ 12.00
5881 (KT66) OM 0
EL84M £ 12.000
EL84 £6.000
ECC81/12AT7 (Yugo)
OM D
ECC82/12AU7 (Yugo)
£6.00 El
ECC83/12AX7WA/7025
OM El
ECC88/6DJ8WA/6922 £ 10.00 D
Pearl valve coolers: output tubes £9.00 D
pre-amp tubes £7.00 El
GK Audio Labs: small signal tube checker
please call for information!

BOOKS AND PC SOFTWARE
Acoustical Engineering by Harry F Olsen.
The classic title (h-bk) £40.00 D
High Performance Audio Amplifiers by
Ben Duncan (h-bk)
£40.00 D
GEC Amplifier Design, tube amp designs
from GEC UK (s-bk) £20.00 D
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design &
Construction by Wagner (s-bk) £ 17.00 0
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook by Vance
Dickason. (s-bk)
£25.00 El
Complete Guide To High End Audio
Bob Harley (s-bk)
£25.00 El
(signed h-bk) £45.00 El
Home Theatre For Everyone
by Bob Harley (s-bk)
£ 18.00
Audio Anthology 1947-61 Articles from
Audio Engineering; six vols (s-bk). Special
price £80.00 per set El each £ 17.000
Audio Glossary JGordon Holt £ 10.00 El
Valve Amplifiers Morgan Jones £25.00 El
Power Amp Projects Domestic and In-Car
Designs. Audio Amateur £20.00 El
Beginners Guide to Tube Audio design
by Bruce Rosenblit (s-bk) £25.00 D
Audio Power Amplifier Design
Handbook by Douglas Self (s-bk) £25.00
Principles Of Electron Tubes by Herbert J
Reich (s-bk)
£30.00
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design
Cookbook by Roger Sander £25.00 0
High Performance Loudspeakers by
Martin Colloms. Fifth Edition
(s-bk) £32.00 (h-bk) £50.00 ID
Audio! Audio! by Jonathan Hill £ 12.50 D
Radiotron Handbook CD ROM £40.00 El
Audio Amateur Loudspeaker Projects
25 complete projects (s-bk) £ 18.00 D
Audio & Hi-Fi Handbook by Ian R
Sinclair. Second Edition (s-bk) £30.00 D
Electronic Classics: Collecting,
Restoration and Repair, Andrew
Emmerson
£20.00 D

Bass Box 5.1 low frequency enclosure
design (Windows 3.1+) £ 125.00 El
Bullock on Boxes vented box systems, by
Robert M Bullock (s-bk) £ 10.000
The Coupled Cavity Handbook low
frequency design, D Purton (s-bk) £5.00
Modern Recording Techniques by Huber
& Runstein (s-bk)
£22.50 El
Speaker Builders Loudspeaker Projects
No 1 19 designs (s-bk)
£7.00 El
Studio Monitoring Designs by Philips
Newell (h-bk)
£50.00 ID
The Williamson Amplifier DTN
Williamson's design classic (s-bk) £5.00 ID
Radio Designers Handbook, '
Classic
Edition', F Langford-Smith
£35.00
The LP is Back! Audio Amateur
compilation of 35 articles £8.00 0
Audio Electronics,
JLinsley Hood (2nd edition) 25.000
£
The Art of Linear Electronics,
JLinsley Hood (2nd edition) £25.00 El

CATALOGUES

Accessories Club
full review catalogue I=1
Book, technical CD and software
catalogue D Audiophile LPs/CDs

BEN DUNCAN'S PURE SERIES
Radex Radio Exterminator Earth Lead:
Standard gauge, £5.00 per metre D
Heavy gauge, £6.50 per metre D
Radio Exterminator Earthing Rod:
Starter kit: one spike section; one terminal
section; 48th total
£45.00 El
Extension kit: two 24th sections £40.00 D
Smooth Cooler fan controller kit: PCB,
parts and case plus DIY article/builder's
notes £50.00 O ready built £75.00 El
PHONES 01 Headphone Amplifier:
Kit of parts
£
218.000
Built unit
£295.00 D
Pure Henry RF Inductor:
per pair £60.00 D per two-pair £110.00
Pure Cycle Turntable Power Supply:
Kit of parts
£330.00 ID
Built unit
£399.00
Pure Transfer Digital Interlink:
please apply for details £TBA
Pure Power Mains Conditioner:
In-line or switched output use.
230/230V Euro/UK £450.00. O
110/110V USA/etc £500.00. O
110/240V or 240V/110V £500.00. D

BEN DUNCAN'S SUPER SPUR
• Warning! Safety is the responsibility of the
purchaser. All mains power supply installations
must comply with all relevant regulations
Super Spur Distribution Boxes:
6-way £ 198.00 ID 2-way £99.00 El
Lightning protector:
For use with Super Spur £99.00 El
Full installation components listing
will be sent on request (please tick)

THIS MONTH'S
*** FEATURED
ITEM ***
Earth Henry: RF earth choke.
Built £50.00 0 Self build kit £38.00
RCD installed type
£65.00
RCD 2x 13A socket type £55.00
Audio Quality Mains Supply booklet
£20.00
FEBRUARY 2000

El
El
0
El
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READER SERVICES

Introducing Earth Henry
the
sphere of mains conditioning and the
condition of the mains over the past
couple of years have taken on an
identity of their own. Under the
collective title of ' Super Spur', aka
'Audio Quality Mains Supplies' they
have influenced the thinking,
installation
techniques
and
achievable sound quality of many hifi enthusiasts throughout the world!
The basic concept is really quite
simple: clean, effective, large gauge
cabling systems, all well protected
from RF, metal- clad distributions
systems employing particular types of
switch/fusegear, and a number of
particular, speacialised devices that
we have made available through
BEN DUNCAN'S FORAYS into

HFN/Re sAccessories Club.

This month's offering completes the
earthing system with an earth choke,
the ' Earth Henry', available either in
DIY form or ready- built, and two
'audio tested and approved' RCD
units: an installed version, suitable
for fitting within a Super Spur
distribution box or inside a Pure
Power unit, and socket form, a !win
13- amp metal- clad socket with
passive RCD protection on both
sockets.
Also included are new versions of
the Pure Power Mains Conditioners.
The International Pure Power
maintains all of the mains
conditioning features of earlier
models, but allows 110 volt
equipment to be used in 220/240
volt areas, and 220/240 volt
equipment to be used in North
America and the Far East. ( Note that

no attempt is made to alter the
frequency of the mains supply, so the
unit is not suitable for use with
turntables and other equipment
powered by AC motors.)
The AV Pure Power has been
developed to resolve problems of
high voltage that have been
experienced by a number of our
customers. Regular instances of
supply voltages well in excess of 240
volts have been recorded, and some
excellent results have been achieved
with the units' 5% and 10% reduction
facilities.
A totally new Pure Power, the
500VA mini unit, has been
introduced to cater for smaller
systems, and for those instances
where benefit can be obtained by
separating source components from
power amplifiers.

Audio Quality
Mains Supplies
Ben Duncan
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• Warning! Safety is the responsibility of
the purchaser. All mains power supply
installations must comply with all relevant
regulations

ACCESSORIES CLUB girt CD SERVICE

PRICE CATEGORIES

each
each
A BUDGET PRICE: £4.99 each
• SPECIAL PRICE : as listed below
• FULL PRICE: £ 11.99
• MID PRICE: £7.99

Classical — Chopin ( Zimerman) £ 11.99
Jazz — Dafeldecker et al, Fred Hopkins, VHF £ 14.95;
Kryzsztov Komeda £ 12.75;
The Ganelin Trio, Misha Feigin £9.99
Free Improv — The Comforts... £ 14.95
Rock/pop — James, AnnLee, Crosby Stills, Culture Club,
Bryan Ferry, JM Jarre, LeAnn Rimes, Simply Red £ 12.75;
Inhale £9.99
In Concert — Midge Ure, Stephane Grapelli,Woody
Hermannn et d, Once Was £9.99;
Nina Simone, Bootleg+ £12.75
Rock reissues — Family £ 16.25;
Various ( If You Wanna...) £ 14.95;
Andy Williams £ 14.45;
Nat ' King'Cole, Village People £ 12.75;
Lonnie Donegcn, Dave Swarbrick £9.99

ORDER FORM

Compact discs, LPs and Musicassettes. Please supply
the following items:

Name
Address

Postcode

The CD Service can normally supply all titles
reviewed in -he magazine.
The price code for each record will be found at the foot of the
review. List the CDs/LPs you require, with the format and price
as indicated, then add 50p per disc for post and packing, up
to amaximum of £ 1.50 for three or more discs. Unless listed
here at aspecial price, sets are priced at the appropriate
multiple of the sngle CD figure. Musicassettes can also be
supplied for titles where this format is available. Telephone
+44 ( 0) 1234 741152 for details and prices. The CD Service
will supply any -ecord generally available in the UK.

SPECIAL PRICE ITEMS

te,

Ule

COSemace

Catalogue number & title

CD/LP/MC

£ price

Tel

Cheque/postal order/draft enclosed for £
(pounds sterling). Payable to:
HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service
Please charge my Mastercard/Visa/Diners/Amex/JOE/Switch'
Card Number • delete as appropriate
+postage and packing (see text): £
Expiry Date

Issue Number

Signature

To order by post: send completed order Form ( tear-out sheets or
photocopy) to: HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service, PO Box 200,
Bedford MK40 1YH, United Kingdom; or fax: + 44 (011234 742028.
Orders are also accepted by telephone: + 44 ( 0) 1234 741152; and by
e-mail: hi-finewsaccessoriesclub©britishaudio.co.uk
Accessories Club web site address: www.britishaudio.co.uk

Total price: £
UK Sales: all prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices include delivery;
CD Service prices are subject to delivery charges ( see CD Service text).
Export Sales: export sales are very welcome. Where applicable they will be
VAT ( Sales Tax) free, but will be subject to additional shipping at cost.
Please contact for quotation. Delivery subject to availability. E&0E.
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udspeakers

ww.loudspeaker-art.com

15 Dukes Road

TROON

AYRSHIRE

SCOTLAND

KAIO 6QR

Tel: +44 1292 319416 Fax: +44 1292 319417 email: info@loudspeaker-art.com

Active Crossove Modules

he Precision Attenuator
^

..
erence for other active crossovers.

•A true no compromise L-Pad stepped attenuator.
•Hand built using 0.1%,

Individually calibrated in our workshop
or your loudspeaker.

15ppm precision resistors
one of the finest quality Su iss made switches available.

•User adjustments

•Specifically designedIbr your pre-amp. offering finer range

-Instructions supplied,

adjustment of volume around your own specific setting.

•More accurate than the best
loudspeaker computer software.
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531
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•Fully alterable for figure
loudspeakers.

•

• Available for 2way. 3way,
satellite and subwoafer
systems.
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• Specifications:

.

Available ready built or in kit form.
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<0.0002% Distortion
>110dB SW Ratio
<0.5uS Rise Time
0Hz to 450kHz Bandwidth.
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• Remote control option.
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The Hi -Fi Show 2000 will be held at the Novotel,
London West, on 21st- 24th September, 2000.
\\ /
4
1
441,

All enquiries to the Show's organiser,
Janet Belton, IPC Magazines,
Link House Exhibitions,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA
Telephone + 44 ( 0) 208-774 0847
Fax + 44 (0) 208-781 1158

The Hi -Fi Show 2000 will mark
the event's 18th successful year.
The Hi -Fi Show is sponsored
by Hi -Fi News & Record Review
magazine, the leadng audio

reader survey
Denon DCD835 CD player

NOW'S YOUR CHANCE!
Tell us about yourself and your
hi-fi, what you think of
HFNIRR, what you like, what
you don't like, how you'd like to
see us to improve the magazine.
Please do take the trouble to fill
in the following questionnaire,
as your input will help us make
HFNIRR the magazine that you
want it to be. Just cut out your
completed questionnaire and

QI

HOW OFTEN DO YOU BUY HI-FI
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW?

post it to the Freepost address
given at the end - no stamp
needed! And finally, all fullycompleted questionnaires will be
entered in our special prize
draw, to win one of three superb
Denon CD players we're giving
away. Thanks for your support and we hope we'll repay it by
making HFNIRR even better.
We look forward to hearing
from you!
Steve Harris

QS

Tick one box only
12 copies ayear
About 9 copies out of 12
About 6 copies out of 12
About 3 copies out of 12
Fewer than 3 copies

Eli

WHICH OF THESE PHRASES
BEST DESCRIBES HOW YOU
FEEL ABOUT HFNIRR ?

Tick one box only

E2
Eh
E4
III 5

One of my favourites
Ilike it but it's not
my first choice
Only buy if nothing else available
Not keen

Q2

IF YOUR READING FREQUENCY
HAS CHANGED, WHAT WAS IT
BEFORE?
12 copies ayear
El 1
About
About
About
Fewer

Q3

9 copies out of 12
6 copies out of 12
3 copies out of 12
than 3 copies

III 2
E3

Very good value for money
Good value for money
Reasonable value for money
Poor value for money

III 5

Q7

E 2
E3
E4

Tick one box only

WHICH TWO REASONS FROM
THE FOLLOWING LIST BEST
DESCRIBE WHY YOU BOUGHT
THIS ISSUE OF HFNIRR ?
Regular reader
El 1
Attracted by the cover
E2
Attracted by aparticular article
E3
General interest in hi-fi
equipment
III 4
General interest in music
El 5
Professionally involved in hi-fi
E 6
Planning to buy some hi-fi
equipment
III 7
Coverage of high end
equipment
Other (Please state below)

Yb

HUI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

E8
CI 9

FEBRUARY 2000

Et

Ihave noticed some changes
but preferred it the way it was
Ihaven't noticed any changes
Q8

PLEASE TELL US WHAT
CHANGES YOU HAVE
NOTICED?

1113
E4

HOW MUCH TIME IN ALL DID
YOU SPEND READING OR
FLICKING THROUGH THIS
ISSUE OF HFNIRR ?

Tick one box only

2-3 hours
3-6 hours
6-10 hours
Over 10 hours
Q10 HOW MUCH DID YOU ENJOY
THIS ISSUE OF HFNIRR ?

Tick one box only

E
D2
E3
1114

Has improved alittle

company which made the
world's first commercial
digital recordings

Under 1hour
1-2 hours

Cl 2
[
13
E4

HAVE YOU NOTICED ANY
IMPROVEMENTS TO HFNIRR
IN RECENT ISSUES?
Has improved considerably

Q4

1

HFNIRR COSTS £3.10. WHAT
SORT OF VALUE FOR MONEY
DO YOU THINK IT OFFERS vs
OTHER MAGAZINES YOU BUY?

Tick one box only

III 4

HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN A
HFNIRR READER?
Less than 1year
E 1
1to 3years
4 to 10 years
More than 10 years

Q6

E

4111

Denon's deservedly- popular
DCD-835 player, which
currently sells at £ 279.99,
has won wide acclaim for its
strong sound quality. It
combines tried- and- tested
'multi- bit' digital conversion Burr Brown's 18- bit PCM61P
-with Denon's own direct coupled output stage, with a
sophisticated DC servo. UK
design expertise has been
applied in the development
process, and the DCD-835
uses an array of ' audiophile'
components including
Cerafine and Silmic
capacitors and close tolerance metal- film resistors.
Don't miss a chance to own
a fine CD player from the

Very much indeed
Quite a lot
Not very much
Not at all
Q11

Eli
E2
1114

OVERALL HOW WOULD YOU
RATE THE LAYOUT/DESIGN OF
HFNIRR ? Tick one box only
Very good
E1
Good
Fair
Poor

El 2
E 3
E 4

612 HERE ARE SOME THINGS
PEOPLE HAVE SAID ABOUT
THE OVERALL DESIGN OF THIS
MAGAZINE. WHICH DO YOU
THINK APPLY TO HFNIRR ?

Tick as many as apply
Attractive to look at
Hard to find your way 'around
Too many words
Too bitty/messy

E1
E2
E3
III 4

Has adistinctive look
Too bright/gaudy

E 5

Well organised/easy to follow

E6
E7

Pictures sometimes don't
add anything to the article

E8

Good choice of photos

E 9

Too many pictures

111

0

113

Q13

WITH WHICH OF THESE

Q19

STATEMENTS DO YOU AGREE?

HOW OFTEN DO YOU BUY EACH OF THE FOLLOWING HI-FI OR MUSIC
MAGAZINES? (Tick one box per line.)

HFNIRR EQUIPMENT REVIEWS...
Are too technical
El
Are too lengthy
E2
Contains useful technical
measurements
Influence my
purchasing decisions
Q14

E3

What HiFi
Stereophile
Gramophone

E4

WHERE DO YOU NORMALLY
BUY YOUR COPY OF HFNIRR ?
Tick one box only
Street or station kiosk
Main line station
Airport
Local corner shop
WH Smith
John Menzies
Newsagent chain (Forbuoys,
Martins etc)
Supermarket
Other

Q15

HiFi Choice
HiFi World

BBC Music
CD Review
Other*

Ei

No

E7
Ea
E9

El
E2

please give details and we will
see what we can do!

WOULD YOU CONSIDER
TAKING OUT A SUBSCRIPTION
TO HFNIRR ?
Yes
DI
Perhaps
E2
No
Already asubscriber

Q17

E3
04

DO YOU HAVE A FAVOURITE
MAGAZINE?
Yes
Lii
No
E
If yes, which one?
(State title)

III
0
E
E

E
E
111
III
E
E
E

E
[
1
E
E
E
0
0
III

Li

111
III
E

o

About 3
out of 12

4
CI
E
E
CI
E
E
E
CI

Fewer
than 3

Don't
buy it

5
E

6
E

CI

E

E
E
111
E
E
D

E

Ill

E
E

D
E

Turntable reviews
Tonearm reviews
Phono cartridge reviews
Equipment support reviews
Technical articles on hi-fi
Interviews with hi-fi designers
Vintage hi-fi
DIY equipment building projects
Answers to readers' technical queries
Answers to readers' technical queries
Readers' systems featured
Recommended components listings
Buyer's Guide with product ratings
Articles on record production/engineering
News
Show Reports

If Yes,

Q18

About 6
out of 12
3

420 WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE MORE OR FEWER OF THE FOLLOWING
TOPICS IN HFNIRR Tick one box per line

DO YOU EVER HAVE ANY
DIFFICULTY FINDING HFNIRR?
Yes

About 9
out of 12
2

*State title

02

LI 3
E4
E5
E6

12 copies
ayear
1

Q21

REGARDING THE HI-FI EQUIPMENT REVIEWS AND TESTS IN HFNIRR,
HOW IMPORTANT DO YOU THINK EACH OF THE FOLLOWING ARE:
Very
Quite
Not very
Not at all
important
important
important
important
Technical Reviews
Subjective reviews
Group Tests
Lab Reports
Test Measurements

E
[17

2

3

4

Li
CI
Li

Li
Li

Li

Li

CI
Li

Q22 HOW INTERESTED ARE YOU IN
THE CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING? Tick one box
Very interested
El
Quite interested
E 2
Not very interested
111 3
Not at all interested
E 4

Q24 HOW INTERESTED WOULD YOU
BE IN A ' REVIEWERS
RECOMMEND' SECTION?
Very interested
Di
Quite interested
D2
Not very interested
111 3

Q23 HAVE YOU EVER BOUGHT OR
SOLD ANYTHING ADVERTISED
IN HFNIRR CLASSIFIED?
Yes
E 1 No
[
II 2
IF YES, PLEASE SPECIFY
(DID YOU BUY OR SELL, WERE
YOU SATISFIED?)

Q25 DO YOU OWN ANY HI-FI
EQUIPMENT?
Yes
E 1 No

Not at all interested

E4

and why?

Q18

WHAT IS YOUR MAIN REASON
FOR BUYING HFNIRR ?
Tick one box only
Only for the hi-fi reviews
and features
Mainly for the hi-fi section
but also for record reviews
Equally for hi-fi,
record reviews and features
Mainly for record reviews
but also for the hi-fi section
Only for the record reviews

114

Q28 IF YES, WHAT IS THE
APPROXIMATE VALUE?
Tick one box only
Up to £200
£201—£500
£501—£1000
£1001—£3000
£3000+

E2

Li
E2

E3
E4
Es

Send in photocopies of these
pages if you don't want to cut
up your copy of the magazine
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reader survey
Q27 LISTED BELOW ARE THE ARTICLES AND FEATURES APPEARING IN
THIS ISSUE OF H1FN/RR (APART FROM THE ADVERTISEMENTS)
a) Which did you read?
b) Please rate each of the items that you read

a) ARTICLES READ
please tick one box per line
Read 1 Part
Did not
read 2 read 3

b) RATING OF ARTICLES
please tick one box per line
Very
Good 5 Fair 6 Poor 7
good 4

page
page
page
page
page
page
page
page
page
page
page
page
page
page
page
page
page
page
page
page
page
page
page
page
page
page

2,
3,
7,
11,
19,
21,
25,
27,
32,
38,
41,
42,
45,
49,
52,
57,
59,
60,
61,
65,
68,
70,
72,
75,
79,
80,

Comment
Contents
Views
News
Technology - by Barry Fox
Brief Encounters
Headroom - by Ken Kessler
Wilson MAXX speaker
Audionote DAC 5
FASE Nimis amp
Musical Fidelity A3 CD player
Croft Vitali pre-amp
Audio Physic Libra speaker
Pass Labs Aleph pre/350 power amp
Cyrus aCA7/aEQ7/pre-/phono amp
Assemblage DAC 2.5 kit
B&W 601 Series 2 speaker
Audio Refinement Complete amp and CD
Black Box - by Ben Duncan
Surrounded! Multi-channel news
Parasound 2205 multi-channel amp
Arcam DAVE AV module
Definitive Technology AV Speaker system
REL Storm III and Q200 subwoofers
Dublin show report
Down to earth

CIEU
DEC
DEE
DDE
DUD
DDIII
EED
LIED
EED
DOD
ODE
DUD
D
DO
D
D
D
DDD
DUE
DEE
DEE
111
LID
ODD
El
D
D
EDE
EEL:
ECU
DUE
D
DD

EDED
DUCE
0111D12
EID
DU
DUDE
DE
CID
DEED
121212D
12
DEU
DI2D111
DEDD
ELIDE'
DEDE
EIDED
DDED
DDED
UDDE
12D
D
E
EDDE
EDDE
EUED
UDDD
DEED
DEDD
DEDD
12121212

page
page
page
page
page
page

82,
85,
86,
87,
91,
92,

Eastern Europe show reports
Sidelines - by John Crabbe
Record Review Index
Güher & Süher Pekinel interview
Maria Kliegel interview
Record of the month

DD
D
DEID
E
E
E
EEC
DEE
DU

o

EDDD
EEDD
COED
12121212
ODE
El
DUDE

page
page
page
page
page
page
page
page
page

92,
102,
104,
105,
108,
109,
110,
113,
138,

Classical record reviews
Jazz record reviews
Back issues service
Rock/pop record reviews
Rock/pop reissues
Subscription order form
Accessories Club offers
Reader Survey
Finale - by Colin Escott

ODD
ODD
DUU
E
ED
UE
E
LIE
E
D
OE
DOD
D
DD

DEIDE
DUDE
UEDD
11
ODD
DDED
EDEID
D
D
D12
UDDD
DEDE

THE CONTENTS OF HF7VIRR ARE SPLIT INTO THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS.
Q28 PLEASE INDICATE HOW IMPORTANT EACH ARE TO YOUR ENJOYMENT OF
Tick one box per line
Essential/one
of the main
Very
Nice
reasons Ibuy
important
to have
5
4
3
Editorial comment
D
a
E
Features
E
U
El
Equipment tests & reviews
0
III
U
Reviews
El
D
D
Classified
III
U
E
Readers letters
E
E
E
Book reviews
E
CI
El
Accessories club
III
0
0
CD Service
U
III
p
Specialist guides
E
U
U

THE MAGAZINE.
Could easily
do without it
2

E
Ill
E
U
III
D
0
D

III
U
D
III
0
0
Ell
III

p

U

E]

HOW IMPORTANT DO YOU CONSIDER EACH OF THE FOLLOWING TYPES OF
Q29 MUSIC AND RECORD REVIEWS IN HF7VIRR?
Very
Quite
Not very
Not at all
important
important
important
important
1
2
3
4

El

Classical
Jazz
Rock and pop
Rock reissues
Audiophile reissues
Audiophile LP reviews
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

U

D
E
E
E
FEBRUARY 2000

U
0
D
0
III
III

U
E
D
U
E
U

Would rather HFNIRR
dropped it
1

El
El
U
E
CI
E

E
Complete this
questionnaire in
full and you
could win a
Denon CD Player
- no postage
necessary!
See next page
115

reader survey
Q30

EQUIPMENT DO YOU OWN?

Q31

APPROXIMATELY HOW MANY
CDs, LPs OR CASSETTES DO

Write in Make and model number
Make IModel No.

YOU OWN?
1-50

CD Player

51-100
101-200
200+

WHAT TYPE/MAKE OF HI-FI

Record player/turntable

Q34

WHAT DO YOU USE THE
INTERNET FOR?
Tick as many as apply

E1
D2
E3
E4

Business
Academic research
Job Searches

DO YOU HAVE ACCESS TO THE

Leisure
Purchasing

Cassette player/recorder

INTERNET AT HOME OR AT
WORK/COLLEGE?

Other
Please write in

Tuner/radio

At home
Yes
At work/college

Q32

Speakers

Yes
Q33

0
E2
E3
E4
E5
E6
E7

E-mail

D1

No

E2

E1

No

n

2

IF YOU DON'T HAVE ACCESS,

Amplifier

IS IT LIKELY YOU WILL HAVE
ACCESS IN THE NEXT 12

DVD

MONTHS?

All-in-one system

No
Yes, at work
Yes, at home

Q35

E1
17] 2
E3

HAVE YOU EVER PURCHASED
ANYTHING ON THE INTERNET
(VIA A WEBSITE)?
Regularly
Occasionally
Never

E

02
E 3

FINALLY, PLEASE TELL US SOMETHING ABOUT YOURSELF AND WHERE YOU LIVE
Q36

ARE YOU:
Male

Q42

EI Female

2

WHAT IS YOUR OWN WORKING
STATUS:
Working full-time

Q37

HOW OLD ARE YOU:

Working part-time

17 or under

Not working-Unemployed

E2
Ill 4
E6

18-24
35-44
55-64
Q38

TAKE PART IN FUTURE

E1

n2

At college/university-full time

III

At college/university-part time
At sixth form college/school

E 7

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL AND

Self-employed

E8

USED FOR STATISTICAL

65+

7

II
E2
E3
E4
E5
E6

Separated

TO BE ENTERED INTO OUR
FREE PRIZE DRAW, DO

£10,000-£14,999
£20,000-£24,999
,C25,000-£29,999
£30,000-£34,999

If Yes, please write in the number of

£35,000-£39,999

children you have in each age group

£40,000-£49,999

0-5 yrs

£50,000-£59,999

6-10 yrs

£60,000-£69,999

11-15yrs

£70,000-£99,999

16-20 yrs

£100,000+

E

2
E3
E4

L15

E6
E7
E8
E9
Eo
E.
Dv

21+ yrs
Q44

RECEIVE IN YOUR AREA?

EARNER IN YOUR

Tick one box only

No

LWT/Carlton

E2

REMEMBER TO FILL IN YOUR
NAME AND ADDRESS IN THE
SPACE PROVIDED BELOW.
PLEASE RETURN YOUR
COMPLETED QUESTIONNAIRE
TO:
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD
REVIEW, FREEPOST ANG4888,
ORFORD, WOODBRIDGE,
SUFFOLK, IP12 2ZT

My Name

WHICH ITV STATION DO YOU

ARE YOU THE MAIN WAGE
HOUSEHOLD?

REPLIES WILL BE KEPT

HOUSEHOLD INCOME?
<£10,000

E2

No

AND INTEREST. YOUR

WHAT IS YOUR ANNUAL GROSS
PLEASE TICK ONE BOX ONLY

DO YOU HAVE ANY CHILDREN?

Ei

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME

PURPOSES ONLY. IF YOU WISH
Q43

,C15,000-£19,999

Yorkshire
Anglia

WHAT IS THE OCCUPATION OF

Tyne Tees

THE MAIN WAGE EARNER?

Meridian

If retired please tick box

Border

and describe former occupation

Westcountry
Grampian
Harlech
Scottish

If self-employed or in management

Central

please write in number of employees

Granada

responsible for

Other (specify)

116

E2

Not working-other reasons

Divorced

Q41

No

E3

Widowed

Lit

Liii

E 5

Living with partner

Yes

Yes

45-54

Married

Q40

RESEARCH?

25-34

ARE YOU:

Yes

WOULD YOU BE PREPARED TO

E3
D4
E5
06

Single

Q39

Q48

Address

E1
2
E3
E4
E5
III 6
III 7
III 8
[1k
Eo
D.

Postcode

Tel No: Include Dialling Code

E-Mail Address

D
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specialist guide
ERIE

DEVON tit CORNWALL

Hearing is Believing

Amapa
Oa'«
Aucholab
Castle
Meridian
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Epos

30 years of Excellence

Academy
of Sound

Techettes

55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.
Tel: (01) 2889449/2888477

Sony
Nairn

Open: Tues - Sat 10 am to 6pm Thur - Fri 10 am to 9pm

▪

-

1•11
-

Unit 3, Bosleake Farm
Bosleake
Redruth
Cornwall, TR15 3YG

CHESHIRE

01209 716236
GREATER MANCHESTER

'SIMPLY THE BEST' NAMES IN

•Naim Audio • Audiolab •
Rega • Quad • Arcam • Epos

/e

•Ruark • Bang & Olufsen •
TDL • Mission • Copland •
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Chantry Audio
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NORTHERN IRELAND

TURNTABLES - Moth. Michell, Nottingham Analogue. Roksan, Rockport,
VPI, Wilson Benesch.

TONEARMS/CARTRIDGES - Rega, SHE, Wilson Benesch,
Nott Analogue. VPI. Lyra, Grado, Roksan, Clearaudio, Goldring, Koetsu.
DIGITAL PRODUCTS - Rotel. Maranta, Harman Kurdos. Helios, Trichord,
Roksan. Audiomeca. M F.. Copeland. Krell, BOW Technology, YBA,
Meracus. DAC.
AMPLIFICATION - Rotel. Marantz, Harman Kardon. Audio Analogue.
Musical Fidelity, LFD, Roksan, Meracus. YBA, Copeland, Krell, BOW,
Siemel, Valve amps from Audion, Unison Research. Graaf,
Audio Research, KR Acoustic.
LOUDSPEAKERS - Audio Physics, Apogee, OLN, Triangle, Jamo.
System Audio. JBL, Ruark, Wilson Benesch, Sonus Faber, Cadence.
Martin Logan, Tannoy, Blueprint, Living Voice, Klipsch.
HOME CINEMA - Rotel, Harman Kardon, Proceed, Krell
Suntire ( Bob Carver), JBL, Triangle, Ruark, Jamo.
CABLES/ACCESSORIES - Insert Audio, Ratline, Kimber. Silver Sounds,
Purest Audio Designs. Yamamura, Frameworks, Partington, Base,
jnderstands.

•NOS

7SCOTCH STREET CENTRE, DUNGANNON
BT70 1AR N. IRELAND.
TEL 01858 753606 FAX 753006
E-mail. DavId@KronosHi-Fi.demon.co.uk
Web Site. http://v/ww.KronosHi-Fi.demon.co.uk

"No ordinary Hi Fi Dealer"
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AUDIO COUNSEL

AUDIO COUNSEL

12-14 Shaw Road,

14 Stockport Road,

OLDHAM

CHEADLE

0161 633 2602

0161 428 7887

Open Tues.- Sat. 10-5.30 ( 8.00 Thursdays)

A Fresh approach to the World of Specialist Hi -Fi
3 Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema
Krell, Theo, Ccçelond, Monden, Audio Research, Auden, Pink à,
O&M, B&W speakers im Nouhlus8C0 Series, Wilson Audio, Martin Logan,
S
OMA Fober, Jam° lox Concert Series), Epos, myryod, Creek, C.R.D.L., Machell
S.M.E., tel Reel, Derma, Rose, Hannan Radon, Q.T.Products.
CHANTEY AUDIO SALE

New

Lumley 120s block/mint ( inc all new valves) . IS/H)

£3,300 £ 1,499

Copeland 288 CD player
Audio Research 1.59 pre amp ( remote)

Now

( Ex Dens) ...£2,CO3 £ 1,499
( Ex Dens) _ 11,995. £ 1,603

Audion Premier valve pre amp Une phono) ( Ex Deer) ...£ 1,503. £995
Meridian 506 20 bit CD gull guarantee) .. ( Ex Deer) ...£ 1,195. £850
Jorno Concert 8speakers (mint condition)
Epos E522 speakers

£ 1,403. £995

( Ex Deer) ...£ 1,350. £995

Chario Syntar 100 tower speakers

ORI>H<V5 AVD10
iheidauftst

Aut ono

total odder...

ers or: Acoustic Precision • Acoustic Signature • Audio Analogue
Audiomea • Audio Synthesis • Art Audio • Audio Physic • 8KT •Boulder • Bur mester
Cubasse • Caney Audio • Conrod-Johnson • Ciofl • [Dili • Dom Proectors • Denon
Diapason • OPE • EAR • Electrocomemiel • Forsell • Fujitsu Plasma Screens
Golden Tube • Goal • HarmanKardon • Helios • Homing • Infinity • JBL • Klipsch
Living Voue • Lowther Veal • Lyra • Magnum • Musical Fidelity • NAD • Orocle
Orlofon • Pathos Acoustics • Philips Proposais • Pink hiatale • Pioneer, • Rotel
Rums • Stu, • Surnico • Tod Audio • Tea( • Technics • Thule Audio • Ternshend Audio
Triangle • Tikhord Research • totem • Unison Research • Von • API • MC
Yamanwo Churchill and others
Miewn/oittallallém • Peat rOdetrigr frudir, •

Call for Ina arpono racharle

bitfflirtli

entesgcrolsp, ample Stedé Ifirei Iran 127 cé PK61 e eur
5reins from 127 of the M.6

.£400 £299

Pere ,axv.91‘,

}

4
EVENING CALLS
WELCOME
ME

01I

SM108 professional studio monitors ( Solid Cherry) £2,800 £ 1995
/NS. AI Ea Darn dens are as nr«, unnanned, and boxed and include raw klar.nsdeden,
guaranbe

°Hannaaminim al 2r an and e n, 5years, depending upon he product
Mail Order Available

SOUTH COAST

soo.*******

Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
EASY ACCESS

INTEREST FREE FINANCE

FREE PARKING

16-18A Eldon Street, Tuxford, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 0tH
Telephone 1017771 870372 Facsimile 1017771 87043Y

Choose .
ftynn the
finest
•HI-FI
•HOME CINEMA

SURREY

Credit (Including Interest Free) Available

PLEASE MENTION
HI FI NEWS WHEN
REPLYING TO
THESE ADVERTS

nr.io

•Audio Research • Sonus Faber • etc ... etc... etc

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

ce, an

9 t.1 ut

Stockists re: ARCAM • DF:NSEN • MS • LINN • LOEWE
•NI ( CRONE( i
A • 55 151 AUDIO • NF:AT • REGA • ROTH.
•ROAD • SHAHINIAN • TF)AC • YAMAHA & MORE

n idelit Y
indecently good hi-fi

SleelerCélii r
keLicare4 »
KM
Open Tues - Fri 10.30am - 7.00pm/Sal 10am - 6pm

•TV & VIDEO
•MULTI- ROOM

efetes
EASTBOURNE GREEN sr 01323 731336
BRIGHTON 69 LONDON RD 01273 609431
PORTSMOUTH 29 LONDON RD 01705 663604
CLOSED MONDAYS
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LONDON

dee O'Brien Hi-Fite

AUDIO ANALOCUE

Est. 1966
•AKG • ARCAM • AUDIOGRAM • ARCAYDIS • AUDIO RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • BEYER • CABLETALK
• CHORD CABLES • CREEK • DENON • DENSEN • JADIS • JECKLIN • MICHELL • MUSICAL FIDELITY • NAD
•NAIM • OPERA • PROJECT • OED • ROGERS • ROYD • SENNHEISER • SILTECH CABLES • SME • SONNETEER
•SONUS FABER • SUGDEN • TFAC • THORENS • TOTEM • TRANSPARENT CABLES • UNISON RESEARCH • VIENNA • WILSON

Clearance / Second Hand / Ex Dem Equipment • Details on request

1 1
11

1

0% Instant Finance Available

.11 .
COPELAND

Written details on request
Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major Credit Cards • Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service
•Repair facilities • 5mins walk Raynes Park BR • 20 mins Waterloo • 5mins from A3 tRaynes Park 8282 exit) • 25 miss M25 June 10
60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SW20 OTVV
Open 9.30-5.30 Tues Sat
Tel: ( 0181) 946 1528
Fax: ( 0181) 946 0331
E-mail: obrienhi-fi@iname.com

GREATER LONDON

SOUTH EAST LONDON

ri

le

Front End Problems?

l

then contact:
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-and-Decca-

STREET,

n181-567 8701

•

eater. Also agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock.
E.A.R. and others.

AAVIK,AP0110,ASH DESIGN, AUDIO ANALOGUE',
BANG & WIESEN, CABLE TALK, CHORD CO, CO
OENON, EPOS,HARMAN KARDON, KEF, MARA
MUSICAL FIDELITY, NAD, ONKYO, OPERA, OR
QUAD, PRIMARE, ROKSAN, ROTEL,
SONIC LINK, SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS
TARGET,

'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES
NOW AVAILABLE'
plus cartridge re-tipping service
Web Site: listen.to/thecartridgeman

0181-688 6565

studio

1

SHOP 112

NEW

KINGS

ROAD

LONDON

SW6

82

FI

think audio think...

Auditorium

HI-FI & TV
82 The High Street

INSTANT 0%
FINANCE
AVAILABLE
SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

ORANGES
& LEMONS

"The Cartridge Man ,"
•

.0'

Juicy fruit from London's
freshest hi-fi/home cinema retailer.
Telephone demonstrations or just pop
in. All the usual, i.e. friendly and
efficient service, free home installation
+credit cards.
THE INNOVATIVE AUDIO/VISUAL
HI-FI RETAILER
ARCAM, CABLETALK, CASTLE, CHORD CO.
DENON, EPOS, MARANTZ, NAD, NAIM,
NAKAMICHI, REGA, ROKSAN, ROTEL, ROYD,
RUARK, SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE,
YAMAHA

Harpenden Herts AL5 2SP

Our sixth succulent year

Tel: 01582 764246

0171-924 2040

Bang & Olufsen Centre

www.orangesandlemonshifi.com

ARCAM. ATACAMA, AVI
BANG & OLUFSEN, BOSE, CHORD CO., DENON,
JBL, KEF, MARANTZ, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY, MYRYAD. PANASONIC,
OED, ROBERTS RADIO, SENNHEISER, SOUNDSTYLE,
TANNOY, TARGET AUDIO, TOSHIBA, TDL. TEAC

61/63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11

AUDIOJOY LTD.

P

Specialist Audio Consultants for North London

Anatog Audio

S

For Natural and Musical sounds try the following
special combinations:

(HiFi Specialists)
849 High Road, London NI2
Tel 0181 445 1267

SALE NOW ON

LEADING STOCKISTS OF

Losordin Technology amps plus ¡Si/SA and Harbeth Speakers.
flearuudia. Graham and Transfiguration for analogue front end.
Also Trichord Research. Michell. Target, Stands Unique. Rockport.
Tel: 0181 363 4963

www.audiojoy.demon.co.uk

ROTEL, YAMAHA AND ,A1ARANTZ
Stuc kist of full range of speakers and
elet troniCs for all major manufat turer,
Please phone for &

SUFFOLK
NORFOLK

studio
ate
audio physic
chord company
densen

The Old School
School Road, Bracon Ash
Near Norwich. Norfolk
• 11
Ir

Tel: (01508) 570829

Basically Sound of Norfolk
Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Naim, Denon,
Creek, Epos, AudioLab, U.K.D., Heybrook, Rotel,
Soundstyle, Micromega, Royd, Chord Co, Cable Talk,
Opera Loudspeakers, T.D.L. Reference, Stax, Teac,
Unison Research and others
118

harbeth
ACOUSTIC ENERGY ARCAM AURA
BANG & OLUFSEN CYRUS

EPOS

KEF

MERIDIAN MISSION NAD NAIM AUDIO
NAKAMICH1 QUAD REGA ROYD
SONUS FABER YAMAHA

lyre
michell
nordost
nva
royd
sumiko

BADA BONDED DEALER
AI FAIRFAX ROAD SWISS COTTAGE LONDON NW6 415V
TEL:0171 624 8855
FAX, 0171 624 5315

sugden
totem

si• nais
hi-fi for grown-ups
01 473
fax

622866
o14 73 6 3 15 88

trichord

email
w w w

enq@signals.uk.com
ignals.uk.com

and more

martle

am heath Ipswich IP5 3UA
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PROBABLY THE BEST SELECTION

h:;)P\ kr.e.43,

OF QUALITY HI-FI ON
THE EAST COAST!

Stockists of Audio Synthesis, Mirage, Chord Company, Classe.

VÁliteX,Ave4

Cable Talk, EAD, Exposure, Kora , Harbeth, Myryad,
Orelle, Trichord, Sonic Link, Orelle, Stands Unique,
XTC & many Others

Celebrar ii .

PREMIER AUDIO

Ku
I,c or to arrange your demonstration of some of
the Worlds finest audio equipment contact JOHN BLEAKLEY
on LEEDS (0113) 252 8850 (
evening calls welcome). Generous
part exchange allowance always available. Agencies include ATC
•AVI • Bryston, • Castle • Charlo • Chord • Harbeth • HNE •
Kimber Kahle • Marantz • Primare Systems • Spendor • Sumo
•Teac • The Professional Monitor Co • Wadia and many more

ZEN AUDIO
35 GEORGE STREET HULL

Demonstration Facilities. Home Demonstrations &Free Installation.
By Appointment Tel: Wakefield (01924) 255045. (Anytime).
Serving the Yorkshire Area

TEL: 01482 587397
retmees

AVI

Wea

WEST SUSSEX

SPEAKEREAELECTIIEPACI

e

Phone/Fax LEEDS (0113) 2528850
E- Mail: info@audiorellections.co.uk

e

THE HI-FI

epoWeideaft7

STUDIOS
Musical Fidelity, TAG McLaren, Electrocompaniet. ProAc, Ruark, Castle. TEX Unen
Research. T8A. Impulse Horns. Monitor Audio, Harbeth. Alchemist, Michell Turntables,
Aottingham Analogue Studios, Bluepnnt. Audio Analogue, Exposure. Living Voice. Densen.
Celestion (ASeries only). Opera, Audio Physic. Tnchord Research. Nordost. Stands Unique.
Stax Electrostatics. Ortoton, Goldring, Yamaha AV, Proceed Digital Cinema Demonstrations.
Listening Room Demonstrations. Home Trial. Free Delivery and Installation.
2years guarantee, Access, Visa. Finance availabl•?.
TEL: DONCASTER

W

01302 781387 OR 391193

)0am-I3pm TueFri, 10am-6pm Sat, Closed Monday

BRIGHTON'S LEADING HI-FI SHOP
ould you like to

Cyrus, Roksan, Micromega, Auchonote, Audiolab, Rega,
Arum. Exposure, Aura, Epos, Thiel, Ruark, Rotai, ATC,
Marantz and other fine equipment.

0•91.4.4retge'e,
PRCIDJ EG.TS

RI«AMIP1131,..«../

0 113

BADA & CEDIA

hear more')

LIEIE1239

2 3 0

L.96

66 Upper North Street, Brighton
Telephone 01273 775978

1.4.,

4 5 6 5

WEST MIDLANDS

Nairn...Meridian...Arcam...TagMaclaren...
Teae..Mifflion...Stimds Unique..
;mil much, much more.

152a High Street, ( Sharing ASDA Car Park) Bloxwich, ‘Valsall,

01922 493499

QUALITY Hi-fi fo

3Hi - Fi Stucks Home Trials Home Cinema Theatre
In House Service Department Moil artier available

0121 321 2445
WE
ARE
HERE

and NOW xi' Ill The

Parade,

nds

,

Interest Free Cn3at avoilabl

Sutton Coldfiekl, Birmingham

(On Selected Berns. sukqect to

NM LI SIC

EARE

2e. deposit. Mete deecels on request

NM eLmr 7' E. Ft S

THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS

HI-FI

Our extensive range of products includes the very finest hi-fi and home cinema from Arcam, Audioqest,
Audio Research, B&W, Castle, Celestion, Chord, Cyrus, Denon, DPA, Dynaudio, Jamo, KEF, Krell, Marantz, Martin Logan,
Meridian, Michell, Mission, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, Panasonic, Pioneer, Polk, Pro- Ac, Project, Quad, REL, Rotel,
Ruark, Sennheiser, SME, Sonus Faber, Tag MacLaren, Tannoy, TEAC, Technics, Theta, Thorens, Yamaha and Wharfedale.
A wide range of classic CDs is available at our Birmingham branch.

Open Tuesday to Saturday 10.00 - 5.30, late night (not Stourbridge) Thursday till 7.00
,
NTEREST

FREE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS
APR 0% Written details on request
Licensed Credit Broker
VISA • ACCESS • SWITCH • AMEX • DINERS

363 HAGLEY ROAD,

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,

CEDIA
NEW BRANCH NOW OPEN

10 BOLDMERE ROAD, SUTTON COLDFIELD,

EDGBASTON,

SOLIHULL,

STOURBRIDGE,

BIRMINGHAM B17 8DL

WEST MIDLANDS B92 &I

WEST MIDLANDS DY8 lAB

WEST MIDLANDS, 873 STD

TEL: 0121 429 2811 FAX: 0121 434 3298

TEL: 0121-742 0254 FAX: 0121-742 3471

TEL: 01384 444184 FAX: 01384 444968

TEL: 0121 354 2311, FAX: 0121 354 1933

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS SECTION PLEASE CONTACT
DAVE WALSH TEL: 0181 686 2599 EXT 318
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reader sales and wants
FOR SALE - PRIVATE

Conrad-Johnson Premier 14, remotecontrolled pre-amp, mint condition, little used

Millennium upgrade! Denon DCD 1700
CD player, Monarchy Audio Model 18 DAC,

ono £4,500, tel: 01273 464449. (60157)

AudioLab 8000A amplifier, Castle Chester
loudspeakers. All excellent. £760 the lot,
Tony 01844 216706 (Oxfordshire).(G0177)
Monitor Audio Studio 20SE Celebration
Speakers, piano black, boxed, unused (£2500)
£1895, tel: 01872 262398 eve. (60180)

Clearaudio Reference turntable, Souther
Arm, mint £2950, CAT SL1 valve pre amp
£1750, Jadis DA30 integrated valve amplifier
£1450, Tube Technology Unisis integrated
£950, Nakamichi Dragon £975 Spendor
LS3/5A £300, Naim 250 amplifier £595.
Wanted Rokan Darius loudspeakers, tel:

Townshend Seismic Sink stand, 4shelf and
50cm width, perfect £400, EAR 834P valve

01747 853372.
Nakamichi 700x1 cassette

phono stage with volume, unused £300, SME
Series III arm with original packaging £ 150,
tel: 0115 9258581. (60183)

calibrate, Dolby Processor Ultimate machine
£650, Meridian Tuner 104 with silver
interconnect £ 150, Luxman PD350 vacuum
disc belt-drive turntable, remote pump £550,
all boxed and mint condition, tel: 01767

Gamma Acoustics Epoch Reference
speakers (as new) £750, Beam Echo DL7 -

(60158)
deck, auto

35 monoblocks (as new) £ 1250, Trichord
Research Gemmi CD £375, Art Audio
Quintet Monoblock (Chrome/Gold) £ 150,

677634.

Audio Innovation L2 pre-amp, anniversary
800 amp Border Patrol power supply £ 1200,

board £60, various interconnects £5-£20, tel:
01527 546630.
(60163)

tel: 01206 384247.

Krell KSA50, immaculate £ 1250, KEF Ref
107 speakers, black ash, very slightly marked
£1150, both products recently upgraded by
manufacturers. Redundancy forces sale,
tel/fax 01555 665576.
60169)

(60184)

Meridian 200, dpa PD 11, dpa 50s/DSPA
2005 Michaelson/Austin bal M/F f22 pre,
Linn Isobariks, KEF 105/4, KEF 104 Snell
type,
all
boxed,
mint
Tannoy
Buckingham/cheuiots Audio Tnov 800
LS3/5A ltd edition, piano black new, tel:
01992 718265.
(60190)
Rotel and Sugden, Michi active pre amp
RHAIO + remote, absolutely stunning (boxed
manuals) £495, Sugden AU51 Reference
DAC as new superb ( silver wired/crown
DACs) £495, tel: 01492 580 201 ( North
Wales) evenings. (G0191)
Revelation Music Systems II, superb press
reviews,
designed
Les ' Avondale'
Wolstenholme, 3- way external crossover,
awesome build, integral stand, new £ 1995,
sell £850, includes £250 Naim Cable, mint,
pristine sound, tel: 0114 2309579. (G0192)
Rega Planar 9turntable, with Ortofon MC20
Supreme cartridge, 12 months old, hardly
used, mint boxed 2 years guarantee left,
bargain £200, £ 1200 new, no offers, tel:
01992 410053 eve.

(60141)

Sugden AU41 power amp £260, Sugden
AU51 2-box pre £260, Monarchy Audio
model 22A DAC £220, Monarchy DIP £80,
Meridian 200 Mk2 CD Transport £ 180,
Musical Fidelity X- 10D Buffer stage £60,
tel: 01283 730536. (60139)
Wanted - drive belt for Ariston RD 80
turntable, tel: 0171 385 0393. (60151)
Quad 34 pre-amp, beige/DIN, excellent, with
manual £ 185, Wanted Quad FM4 tuner, must
be in grey/phono and in mint condition, tel:
01536 394269 eve, 01536 385222 day.
(60150)

(60162)

Spendor BC1s £ 175, something solid
speaker stands £70, Mission 774 arm Linn

Millennium upgrade! Denon DCD 1700
CD player, Monarchy Audio Model 18 DAC,
AudioLab 8000A amplifier, Castle Chester
loudspeakers. All excellent. £760 the lot Tony
01844 216706 (Oxfordshire). (60177)
Monitor Audio Studio 20SE Celebration
speakers, piano black, boxed, unused (£2500)
£1895, tel: 01872 262398 eve.
60180)
ATC 50 ASL, slate stands, rosewood: £3700.
Audio Physic Virgos: £ 1600 3Kva isolating
transformer:£250. Stax Nova Basic as new
£300, Illuminati D-60 0.5m £90, tel: 0141
621 2923 email.hussain@ed.sac.ac.uk
Nakamichi Cassette Deck 1 (£700) new,
excellent condition £350, Harman Kardon
TU930 tuner, as new £75, tel: Ben 0181 488
0987.
(G0241)

Linn LPI2, black ash, Lingo, Cirkus, Ekos
arm, all boxed and in mint condition £ 1350
ono, tel: 01993 898358 eve or 080298 9899
day.(G0236)Ortofon 540 m-m cart, body 2
years old, stylus brand new, with receipt,
upgrade reason for sale £85 ono, tel: 0121
745 6516.
(60235)
Nakamichi DR-3cassette deck, barely used
and wasted quality, demo no problem £230
ono, tel: London 0171 394 0016. (60234)
Marantz CD94/CD94A transport and
converter, excellent condition, superb sound
£550 ono, Denon DRM12 cassette deck £40,
Acoustic Reséarch To4 tuner £20, tel: 01858
464771.
(60233)
AY! S2000 Reference CD, S2000 pre-amp
with remote, S2000 Monoblocks 150wpc,
Ruark Boardswords and stands, all
interconnects van den Hul cables, hardly
used, boxed, offers invited, tel: 01769
572235.
(60232)
Audio Note oto SE single-ended integrated
valve amp, with phono stage, excellent
condition, £750 ono, tel: 01407 765294.
(60231)
Krell KAV 250a power amp, 250 wpc, mint
condition, boxed £ 1695, Alpason HR 100s
silver-wired arm (early) £250, tel: 01234
713199.
Marantz ST- 17 tuner, hardly used, boxed,
warranty £ 180.00. Technics SLP2000 CD
player £90.00, Rotel RA-921 almost new
boxed, warranty £40.00 ( amp), tel: 01332
365701 after 6.30 please. (60229)
Musical Fidelity X-Tone, tone control
system (rrp £ 130) with QED MA-32 input
selector (rrp £38,) will demonstrate, SE
London, as new in original boxes £ 110, tel:
0181 692 8328.
(60228)
KEF Reference Series 4 speakers, rosetta
burr veneer £2,000, KEF 105/3 speakers
walnut + kube £900, all as new and boxed,
tel: 00353 509 35469, 00353 86 8196711.
(60228)

KEF 104/2 speakers in rosewood, perfect

Linn LP12, Valhalla, SME 3009 Series 2

condition, little used boxed £550, phone eve

arm, A&R P77 cartridge £350, tel: 01902
661446 eve, 01384 370881 day. (60227)

01625 539425.

(60240)

Nakamichi 670ZX Discrete head, autoazimuth alignment cassette deck, black,
excellent condition, includes manual, very
little used since B&W/Nak service, great
machine, only £265, buyer collects Nr
Chichester, tel: 01243 784418 day/eve.
(60239)
Golden Tube SE.PI + SE.40 pre/power
valve, phono stage fitted, mint condition, two
years old, boxed £ 1300, tel: 0208 563 9109
anytime.
(60238)
ATC 100a 5cm speakers, black, Russ
Andrews preamp, Pioneer CD day Sequerra

Quad ESL 57, beak/Bronze speakers, 1950s.
VGC, protection circuits fitted, one speaker
needs attention - not charging, owned 16
years, space/family forces sale, bargain £300,
tel: 01372 741013. (G0226)
Meridian 506.20 CD player, upgradable to
24-bit, immaculate, boxed, manuals, can
demonstrate £700 ono, tel: 0171 493 2903
(day) 0181 559 4677 (eves) Alistair. (60225)
Pro-Ac Response 3 speakers, black ash
£1200, 5.5 years, first class condition with
boxes, reason for sale leaving the UK, call
01628 585358 d/time or 0181 9923354 eve
or send mail toru@tonga.globalnet.co.uk.
(60224)

Meridian 605 monoblock amps ( 150wpc),
balanced £750, tel: 01703 561132. (60152)

FM tuner, fully Kimber cabled house down
site, sensible offers, tel: 01625 861397 John.
(60237)

Naim CDS two-box CD player, in mint

Monarchy 22B 20-bit digital-to-analouge

Nakamichi Dragon cassette deck, bought
new by myself in 1990, hardly ever used and

condition, still under warranty, can be demo
in full active system £2875, tel: Bristol 0117
9603757 or 0410 371361. (60154)

converter, boxed, receipt, mint conditon, little
use (was £ 1200), will accept £300 for quick
sale, tel: 0161 291 9331. (G0237)

packaging and accessories £875, phone
01653 697268 anytime. (60224)
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Micromega Duo pro DAC to partner DUO 3.1
transport, sensible price paid for good example,
please call Rob 01703 770536. (00223)
Audio Alchemy Bellini pre-amp, mint
condition, financial reason for sale £300 ono
0116 2675113.
(G0221)
Audio Research LS 15 valve pre-amp, mint,
boxed, remote £2450, Copland CD88, mint,
boxed £ 1000, Yamaha OSPA1 champ/wood,
mint, boxed £ 1000, Cyrus 2 £ 100, tel: 0181
642 6470.
(00220)
REL Stadium Mk II, rosenut finish, mint
condition, boxed, paperwork, genuine reason
for sale £650, Spendor SPI bi-wired by Mnfr
VGC £350, tel: 01795 522224. (00219)
XLO Signature speaker cable, 5 feet pair
£650 (list £ 1350), Lynwood ( rack) mains

LFD MCI phonostage £375, LFD LS1 HNE
Granite cableway stands £200, Trichord
Clock £80, Thorens TD160BII/Mayware IV/
AT005 £ 130, all mint, boxed, tel: 01780
764149.
(00211)
Dynalab Signature Reference speakers 200w
2x8 woofers 13mm titanium tweeter, black
finish, US imports, very unique, 'cost $ 1200'
will accept £400, call Phil 0181 299 9542.
(00209)
Cary 300SEI single-ended 300B integrated
amp II watts (list £3395) with Border Patrol
fitted, Border Patrol external power supply
(£995) mint £2600, Signature Reference
speakers 01628 621570 (home) or 01494
613225 (work).
(00207)
Naim 102 pre, 180 power mm NAC 52x3m,

Theta Pro Prime DAC, mint, boxed £695
(£1500 new), Audio Synthesis Passion pre-

mint, boxed, manuals 1250, Chord Co DINtophono, tel: 01620 824346. (00206)
Audiophile's vinyl sale! Japanese Mobile
Fidelity Sheffield Lab pressings, also
hundreds of standard pop and classical titles
available to callers only, no mail order, for
full details call 01932 856592. (00205)
Audio Synthesis Passion, mint, boxed, latest
version £300, tel: 01509 215230. (00204)

amp, mint, boxed £300, tel: 01509 215230.
(00218)

Meridian 506 CD (
used as transport) £430,
563 DAC (upgraded to 566.20) £430, vdH

cleaner, six outlets £ 150 (£400), 4 shelf
Target AER equipment rack £60, 3 shelf
Target AER rack £30, Large ( ARJAY)
record/CD storage unit £60 (cost £220),
Medium ( ARJAY) record/CD unit £40
(£190), Small (ARJAY) CD unit (cost £ 100),
tel: 0171 702 4984 after 6pm. (G0-10)

Audio Research SP14 Hybrid pre-amp
£1095, AVI 52000MC CD player £525, dpa
Little Bit DAC £99, all boxed, mint, Naim
SBLS walnut passive £795, vdH The Second
£150 (0.8m), Chord Co cables for Naim £25
to £50. 0171 948 0899. (00217)
Audio Synthesis Passion 8, remote control,
passive pre-amp balanced and unbalanced,
black and gold, ' the best most transparent
passive available', new £ 1300 for sale at
£600, tel: 0181 361 1179. (00216)
Sonus Faber Minuettos, with adjustable
Ironwood stands £700; Meridian 506 CD
£500; Aristion Maxim CD and amplifier £75
each; Quad 303 £80; Tannony 625 ALF

'The First' interconnect £30, 504 tuner (new),
tel: 01425 655940. (00203)
Apollo hi-fi table £40, valves 519s x8at £5
each, GE 12BHAs Brimar 2xAT £ 10 each,
top sound, suit Croft or EAR amps, unused,
Yamaha C60 preamp excellent sound £ 120,
tel: 01865 848015. (00208)
Quad II power amp x2, 22 Control Unit, FM
tuner, AM II tuner (recently serviced), Castle
Tay speakers, mahogany, KEF RDM 2, Aiwa
AX 7600 FM tuner, Trio FM tuner, offers
are invited, please reply to Box No 0799,
Link House Magazines, 9 Dingwall Ave
Croydon CR9 2TA.

active subwoofer "200 NAD 402 tuner £70,
all excellent condition, tel: 0141 637 2884.

Naim Nait 3, phono version, excellent
condition, Chord Co. interconnects £410, tel:
0161 445 0329.
Mark Levinson No 3805 pre-amp £3500,
No 333 power amp £4500, Avalon Eclipse
speaker, high gloss light myrtle burl finish
(limited edition) £6000, tel: 0117 956 5361.
(00201)
Naim NAP250 power amp, old style,
beautiful unmarked casework, must sell £500.
Naim 32-5 pre-amp, MC and CD boards,
excellent condition £ 100, tel: 0181 783 1250.
(00200)
Audiolab 8000S integrated amp £350, Audio
800P power amp £250, Sony TCK6115 tape
deck £60, Monitor Audio 703 rosewood
speakers £450, all boxed as new, tel: 01962
851233.
(00199)
Balanced Audio Technology VK-3I remote
pre amp, 8 months old, mint, boxed
£1300.00ono, tel: 0171 226 7481. (00198)
Quad FM2 valve tuner, Quad serviced-offers,
tel: 01372 453388. (00197)
Quad 44 pre and 405 01 power amp, truly
excellent condition with manuals, leads and
boxes £350, tel: 01287 638986. (00196)
SME 20/02 turntable and SME V arm, tel:
01487 814015 (good price paid). (00195)
ATC SCM 20SL tower speakers, walnut
(Nov '98) £ 1350, Tube Technology, Seer pmamp and Genesis monoblocks amps £ 1850,
all boxed if required, tel: 01423 866370.
(00195)
Mission 751, rosewood £ 100, Kudos S100
£150, Naim Nacas 4 x 9m £ 100, Mission
DAC 5 converter £ 100, NAD 3020E £50,
Yamaha KX 330 cassette £50, Denon DRM12hr cassette deck £ 100, all lovingly cared
for by one owner from new all boxed, tel:
01525 290890.
(00194)

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENT ORDER FORM

(00215)

Rates: £ 8.00 ( incl. VAT) per 30- word insertion for one issue.
For two months £ 14.00; three months £ 17.00. Additional words

Naim CDi CD player for sale (this is the
integrated one-box CDS) mint condition,
boxed, manual etc £ 1050, tel: 01225 812314.
(00214)

50p each (per section). Box numbers £3.00 extra
PRIVATE AD ORDER FORM
Private ads only

Rates: £13.00 etc as before

New section trade only

Rates: £20 per 30-word Insertion. 2 months 1135;

PLEASE TICK

1
I

3 months £45. Additional words 50p each
PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS

Krell KRC3 Mk2 preamp £ 1990, Krell
FPB300 power amp £6700 ono, Mark
Levinson no 39 CD processor £3700 ono, all
above units 10 months old, mint, boxed with
4 year warranties, TAG McLaren 125m

Note telephom

is one word ( eg

monoblocks £ 1800ono, 3months old, mint,
boxed with warranty, tel: 0141 226 5711
day/0141 424 0226 evenings.
Musical Fidelity E100 Amplifier £325, Rega
Radio £ 110, Thorens TD160 £45, Goldring
Elan, unused £ 15, tel: Malcom Lee d/time
01274 58226 x2321. (00212)
Opera Plantea speakers, in cherry solid
hardwood, clear natural sound, excellent
condition and boxed, see KK review, these
elegant floorstanders give superb imaging
£425, tel: 01703 641500. (00210)
HI- Fl NEWS S. RECORD REVIEW
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Loudspeaker specialists for over 30 years.

n CHOICE

Bring your beloved but ageing Speakers back to life!!
We carry avast range of replacement speaker drive units,
accessories and components which will enable you to refurbish
your treasured Loudspeakers.
We have successfully sourced and replaced units for such
renowned names as AR, IMF, KEF, Mission, Rogers, TDL etc.,
In addition to our replacement and repair service we are
eUK's largest supplier of DIY loudspeaker kits, with a
comprehensive range to suit all tastes and pockets.
Phone today for your FREE catalogue giving details of our full
ritrtge of Loudspeakers and accessories
Why not check out our website: www.wilmslow-audio.co.uk with securer line ordering facility.
m

lep t

o

WILMSLOW AUDIO LIMI
Main Street, Broughton Astley, Leicester LE9 6RD
Tel: 44 01455 286603

Fax: 44 01455 286605

E-mail: info@wilmslow-audio.co.uk Website: www.wilmslow-audio.co.uk

q3L

,01376 521132
2
.42 36
?8k.net
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HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIOWIDE DELIVERY

PREVIOUSLY OWNED EQUIPMENT
£249
£299
£399
£399
£299
£795
£199
£129
£139
£169
£299
£399
£399
£499
£229
£299
£699
£795
£995
£599
£495
£179
£499
£449
£549
£275
£159
£1150
£849
£149
£249
£1495
f379
£399
£299
£109
£449
£139
£449
£599

PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE - KEITH MONKS MACHINE
-PLEASE RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICES.
THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL ITEMS
PART EXCHANGE WELCOME - RING FOR DETAILS

TEL: 01283 702873
9am-9pm
INCLUDING SUNDA) s

TRADE IN YOUR OLD MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES & SAVE UP TO 45% OFF THE RRP
CARTRIDGES & STYLI

www.sound-stage.co.uk
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

ARCAM ALPHA CD PLAYER
ARCAM BLACK BOX 500 DAC
ARCAM DELTA 170 CD TRANSPORT
CYRUS DAD3
CYRUS Rh INTERGRATED AMPLIFIER
CYRUS FM7 TUNER
DENON DCD-SIO MKII GOLD
DENON DRS-810 3-HEAD CASSETTE DECK
DENON DL304 MC CARTRIDGE
GALE GS 301 LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK ASH
ION OBELISK 2INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
KEF Q55 BLACK ASH LOUDSPEAKERS
LINN MIMIK CD PLAYER
LINN MAJIK INTEGRATED LINE LEVEL AMPLIFIER
LIN SONDEK LP12 WITH BASIK PLUS TONEARM AFROMOSIA
LINN INTEK INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
LINN KARMA-REBUILT 0HOURS SINCE
LINN LK 1/SPARK/LK275 JUST BACK FROM LINN SERVICE
LIN ICARIK CD PLAYER
LINN ICAIRN PRE AMP PHONO
LOEWE CALIDA 100 HZ 25" COLOUR TELEVISION
MERIDIAN 200 TRANSPORT
MERIDIAN 203 DAC-7
MICROMEGA T-DAC
MICROMEGA STAGE 5CD PLAYER
MILLER & KREISAL VX1IXI SUB WOOFER- BRAND NEW-SEALED BOX
MISSION 751 FREEDOM LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK ASH
MUSICAL FIDELITY B200 INTEGRATED AMP
NAIM 62/HI-CAP/I60 IMMACULATE
NAIM 92/90.3 6MONTHS OLD AS NEW CONDMON
NAIM NAT IINTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
PRO-AC TABLETTE BLACK ASH
QUAD ESL 63 BLACK ASH WITH SHORT STANDS
QUAD 606 MK IPOWER AMP
QUAD 77 CD PLAYER NEXTEL
RFGA ELA LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK ASH
REGA RB300 TONEARM
RE VOX B77 MK2 2TRACK NAB ADAPTORS LOVELY CONDITION
ROTEL RCD 950 CD PLAYER
RUARK TEMPLAR MK2 ROSEWOOD LOUDSPEAKERS
TAG MCLAREN T20 TUNER 6MONTHS OLD AS NEW

IAN HARRISON HI-FI
DENON
SHURE
AUDIO TECHNICA
GOLDRING
AUDIOOUEST
TRANSFIGURATION
LONDON (DECCA)
ARCAM
GRADO
ROICSAN
VAN DEN HUL
ORTOFON
& OTHERS
AUDIO NOTE
DNM
LOUDSPEAKERS
HARBETH
ATC
SONY
ROYD
HEADPHONES
SENNHEISER
BEYER
SONY
AKG
GRADO
AUDIO-TECHNICA

TONEARMS
ROKSAN
SME
MOTH
TURNTABLES
SME
TECHNICS
MICHELL
HIFI
FURNITURE
APOLLO
SOUND STYLE
PROJEKT

CASSETTE DECKS COMPACT DISC
PIONEER
PIONEER
TEAC
TEAC
SONY
SONY
DEN ON
DENON
YAMAHA
YAMAHA
MARANTZ
MARANTZ
TASCAM
PHILIPS
DAT
CREEK
PIONEER
TUNERS
TEAC
SONY
TASCAM
DENON
SONY
PIONEER
FOSTEX
YAMAH#A
MINI DISC
MARANTZ
SONY
PHILJPS
.

SOUND
ORGANISATION
CABLES
SONIC LINK
AUDIOQUEST
AUDIO-TECHNICA
VAN DEN HUL
GOLDRING
OED
BLANK TAPES/

TEST CD'S

DISCS

STUDER
TASCAM

DENON
MARANTZ
PIONEER
YAMAHA
PHILIPS & OTHERS

'ALL GOODS ARE BRAND NEW & BOXED
WITH FULL U.K. GUARANTEES.
NO OUDEM OR EX DISPLAY GOODS.
NO GREY IMPORTS
ACCESSORIES
DISCWASHER MAXWELL

TEST RECORD
TDK

AMPEX

SONY

JVC

•PHONE OR WRITE MAXWELL
FOR DETAILS

r\
L imag M IcallalliPe

REEL-REEL

TEST CASSETTES

DEMO CD'S

60
1

PIONEER

BASF

SONY
OED

ANTIFERENCE

SCOTCH

GOLDRING

MAXV1EW

FWI

TDK

PIVOTELU.

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY PRIOR
TO ORDERING. GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL.
SORRY, NO GENERAL CATALOGUES. PLEASE PHONE OR
WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS, BROCHURES OR PRICES.
MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM:
IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, DE65 6GO.
TEL: 01283 702875. 9am-9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS

SEPTEMBER 2000

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Trader
www.audiotrader.co.uk
GOOD NEWS!

Europe's Nol
commission sale
specialists
Instant ' reserve'
valuations
We endeavour to offer you realistic
market values for carefully used audio
components. Helped by our unique
audio pricing matrix, we hcpe to
pleasantly surprise you. Whether
wishing to upgrade to your drearta
system or simply engage in our caring
and fair * commission sale' scheme, we
will aways aim to please!

Same day collections
All commission sale agreements
benefit from our same day collection.
Our drivers and appointed couriers are
or the road nationwide everyday and
are ready to call All goods
collected are fully insured in transit On
arival at our Peterborough depot the
equipment will be physically checked
and fully testec as part of our pre-sale
inspection. The goods will then be
booked onto the ' Audio Trader' network
website and placed on display in our

"For those ultimate bargain hunters, simply look
for the items priced in
they're all reduced!"

Turntables, Tonearms
Air Tangent 1B Air Bearing Tonearm
£NA
£999
Ariston RD40 - SME 3009 MK 2i
£NA
£399
£NA
Dunlop System Deck 3, Basic LVX - K5
£379
£NA
Goldring Lenco 85 T/Table (White)
£89
Grace G707 Mk 2 Tone Arm
£NA
£139
Helius Orion Tone Arm
£NA
£249
Linn LP12 + Basic Plus ( Sounds Great) £ 1600 £399
Linn Sondek's Stock changing weekly, please
call for latest arrivals, 4 lttok Spec's In Stock!
Luxman PD 300 T/Table ( Choice of Three) from £ 399
Luxman PD 555 T/Table ( Fully Serviced
and Superb)
ENA
Morch DP6 Tone Arm ( Gold)
£ 700
Oracle Alexandra ( Piano Black) £ NA
Oracle Delphi II/Linn Ittock II
£ NA
Pink Triangle LPT + Roksan Tabriz + £ 1500
Project 6 T/Table
£ 360

£1599
£399
£499
£1299
£499
£239
£299
£189
£199
£199
£499
£449

Pink Triangle PT2 ( SMEcut)
£ NA
Regs Planar 2 T/Table RB300
£ NA
Rega Planar 3T/Table RB300
£ NA
Revolver With Linn Basic - NAG MP11 £ NA
Revox B795 T/Table
£ NA
Roksan Radius + Tabriz
£800
Roksan Xerzes 10 Tabriz Chorus Rosewood
As New, Absolute Giveaway! £2300 £1299
Roksan Xerzes + Artemiz + AT 005 £ 1700 £699
Roksan Xerves ( Black) Choice Of Three
from
£499
Roksan Xerzes ( Rosewood) Beautiful
Condition. Alphason Arm, Sumiko BP.
The Best We've Seen
£2400 £999
Technics SL120 SME 3009 Mk2
£ NA
£229
Thorens TD316 Mk2 T/Table ( Black) £ NA
£169
Thorens TD318 ( Piano Black) £ NA
£199
Thorens,Garrard and other Classic Turntables
Changing Weekly Please Call!

prestigious showrooms This ser:ice is
an integral part of our unique way of
successfully selling top branced
carefully used audio components.

No pressure - No
comebacks
Taking advantage of our ' commission
sale agreemert' removes all the
obvious hassle of home selling No
intrusive phone calls or time ,vasted by
pm/ate visitors By choosing our
commission sale scheme we will
negotiate for you and offe - our own
warranty services free of charge
Whether selling or looking
for the best part-exchange
allowance on new or used
components,
Call us: 01733 555514
or email us: audiotraderatalk21.com

CD Players, DAC'S & Transports
Accuphase DP75 CD Player
Arcam 70.3 CD Player
Arcam Alpha 8 CD Player
Arcam Alpha Plus CD Player
Arcam Delta 170 CD Transport
Arcam Delta Black Box DAC
Audio Alchemy ACD2 CD Player
(Sealed Box) ( Ex-dem)
Audio Alchemy DAC in a box
Audio Alchemy Drive 3
Audio Alchemy V3 DAC + PSU
Cambridge Audio CD 2 CD Player
DPA Bigger Bit 2 DAC 7
DPA PDM1 DAC
Kenwood DP9010 Cd Transport
Kinshaw Overture DAC
Krell KAV 300 CD Player
LFD Minstral CD Player ( Gold &
Gloss Black)
Linn Karik CD Player
Linn Mimick CD Player
Marantz CD 80 CD Player
Marantz DR95 CD Transport, Modified
Meridian 200 Transport
Meridian 206 CD Player
Meridian 206 Trichord CD Player, Nr Mint
Meridian 207 CD Player + Built In Pre

£5999
£700
£450
£NA
£799
£449

£3249
£299
£349
£99
£199
£149

£499
£250
£649
£900
£NA
£800
£NA
£500
£250
£4290

£389
£159
£449
£549
£149
£429
£179
£269
£99
£2999

£650
£1850
£880
£NA
£1400
£999
£999
£1300
£1400

£399
£649
£599
£199
£699
£399
£449
£579
£469

Meridian 263 DAC
Meridian 563 DAC 18 Bit
Meridian 566 20 Bit DAC
Meridian 606 DAC
Micromega DAC 2
Micromega Drive 3 Transport
Micromega Stage 2 CD Player
Micromega Stage 5 CD Player ( Ex-dem)
Musical Fidelity X - DAC New hdcd
Pink Triangle Literal CD 24Bit ( Ex-dem)
Pink Triangle Ordinal DAC
Pioneer PDS 505 Precision CD Player
QED Digit Reference DAC ( Chrome)
Quad 77 CD Player Mains Powered
Radford WS1 CD Player
Revox B225 CD Player
Roksan DP1 Transport, Updated 1996
Teac VRDS 10 CD Player
Technics SLP 200 CD Player - Balanced
Trichord Pulsar DAC 20 Bit, Blue Marble

£650
£899
£980
£1500
ENA
£NA
£700
£750
£300
£2200
£800
£549
£450
£799
£NA
£1100
£1300
£770
£1200
£1450

£299
£449
£599
£559
£499
£529
£399
£549
£199
£1679
£399
£299
£199
£499
£489
£459
£799
£459
£499
£789

MI:=E=M
Adcom GIP 500 MK 2 + Pre 150wpc
£1200
Aragon 24k Pre Amp
£1600
Arcam Alpha 10 Int Amp
£800
Arcam Zeta One Int Av Amp ( Ex-dem)
£999
Audiolab 8000 Q Pre Amp
£1200
Audiolab 8000 S Int Amp
£750
Audio Research BL1 - SE to Bal
Convertor ( Ex-dem)
£799
AVI 2000 MP Pre Amp
£1100
AVI S2000 Monoblocks ( VGC)
£1399
Chord SPM 1200 B Power Amp ( Mint)
£3790
Counterpoint Solid One Power Amp
£1495
Cyrus 1Int Amp
£275
Cyrus 2 Int Amp
£350
Cyrus Pre-Amp
£650
Cyrus Staight Line Int Amp
£399
Denon AVP 1A Processor
£2500
DNM Pre 2-PA1 Pre- Power
£2800
DPA Renaissance In( Amp ( Ex-demo) £ 599
Exposure XVII - 1‘./ Pre/Power £ NA
Fisher 440 Solid State Reciever ( 1960's Classic)
Hafler DH101 Pre Amp
£ NA
Harmon Kardon AVP1A Processor £2000
Harmom Kardon Citation 17 Pre Amp
Kenwood KA3020se Int Amp
Krell KAV 250a Power Amp
Krell KRC - 3 Pre Amp
Krell KSA 50 Mk 1Power Amp VGC
Leak 1800 Receiver
Leak Delta 30 Int Amp
Leak Delta 70 Int Amp
Linn LK2 Power Amp
Linn Wakonda Pre Amp
Linsley Hood 75 Power Tran Int Amp
Magnum MP250-MF125 Pre Power
Meridian 101 Pre-Amp
Meridian 201 Pre-Amp
Micromega Tempo 2Amp

£NA
£199
£3498
£3250
£2500
£NA
£NA
£NA
£650
£1200
£NA
£750
£NA
£760
£900

Muse Model 300 Mono's ( 150 WPC Bal Solid State Superb)
Musical Fidelity 3a Pre Amp
Musical Fidelity E100 Int Amp
Musical Fidelity F19 Power Amp ( Mint)
Musical Fidelity MVX Pre + PSU
Musical Fidelity The Pre Amp + 2x

£4400
£379
£700
£4000
£2200

£379
£799
£549
£499
£699
£499
£549
£679
£899
£2799
£599
£159
£179
£399
£249
£1499
£1099
£399
£649
£159
£149
£459
£199
£99
£2649
£2399
£999
£99
£79
£99
£249
£579
£99
£349
£99
£329
£499
£2199
£229
£399
£2399
£839

Note: All previous prices as shown are either the former manufacturers' list price when new: Peces paid for thier equipment or the estimated
price of comparable equipment / models at today's value.
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exchange offer.

Typhoon Power Amps
£1299
Musical Fidelity X10 D
£130
NAD 208 THX Power Amp - ( Ex-dem)
Studio Spec, High Current, Bal - Bargain £ 1100
Naim 32 Pre Amp
£ NA
Naim 32.5 Pre Amp
£ NA
Naim Hi CAP PSU New Style ( Mint) £ 740
Naim NAC 72 Pre Amp
£750
Naim MAC 92 Pre Amp
£499
Naim NAP 135 ( Old Style, Electronics
Update ,
£3500
Naim NAP 160 Power Amp
£ NA
Nakamichi 610 Pre Amp
£ NA
Nakamichi 620 Power Amp
£ NA
Nakamichi IA3 Int Amp
£ 300
NVA ASO Power Amp As New Old
Style Case
£495
NVAABO Mono Blocks New 1Pair £ 1460
NVA AP20 Power Amp As New
£ 210
NVA TSS Second State Stereo Power £3700
Pass Labs Aleph 3 Power Amp vgc. £2200
Pioneer C90 Pre-Amp
£549
Primare Series 928 Pre - Winner Takes All! £4700
PS Audo Elite Int Amp, Great Phono Stage £999
Quad 33 Pre Amps
from
Quad 34 Pre-Amps
from
Quad 44 Pre Amp ( Boxed, Used Once, Mint) £ NA
Quad 306 Power Amp
£ NA
Quad 4(45 Mk 1
from
Quad 606 Power Amp
£ NA
Rotai RX 602 Heavy Weigh Receiver £ NA
Sonographe SC1 Pre Amp ( By Conrad Johnson)
Thorens TTA 2000 Power Amp ( Ex-dem) £ 599
Yamaha DSPE492 Av Processor £250

'flrTT1 FI

£559
£79
£799
£199
£229
£559
£489
£299
£1799
£349
£249
£159
£129
£329
£959
£149
£1799
£1499
£229
£1499
£379
£69
£159
£295
£229
£189
£429
£139
£399
£499
£169

s j.

Anon Tycho Power Amp + Passive Pre
Audio lmovations Series 700 Int Amp
Audio Research LS5 Mk 1
Pre-Amp ( Ex-dam)
Conrad Johnson PV11 Pre Amp
Croft Series 3 OTL Power Amp
EAR 519 Mono Power Amp 100wpc
EAR 802 Pre ( One owner from new)
EAR 859 Power Amp
Edison Technology HFA12 Power AIM
Elector MFJ Pre Amp
Gamma Aeon 20w SE-Triode Monos
Leak Variscope Pre Amp
Lumley Megavox 75 Valve Monos
Luxman '_X33 Int Valve Amp
Michealson Odysseus 40w kit Amp
Musical Fidelity Nu Vista Pre Amp + PSU
PM Components MP - 211 L1S Pre
+ mono's, Incredibly High Spec
Quad 2 Valve Mono's, Includes Pre!
Rogers Cadet 3 Pre Power Amp
Trilogy 902 Pre Amp ( Chrome)
Unison Research Simply 4P ( Ex-demo)

Arcam Alpha 5 Tuner v.g.c boxed
Braun 301 Tuner
Cyrus 1Tuner
Harmon Kardon TU 950 Tuner
Luxman T210L Classic Tuner
Meridian 104 Tuner

£1800
£1100
£5995

£4600
£2200
£1599
£NA
£NA
£4999
£NA
£NA
£NA
£1150
£1250
£5000
£NA
£NA
£2000
£1595

£230
£NA
£400
£250
£NA
£NA

£959
£599
£2999
£1099
£699
£1899
£1299
£949
£229
£299
£2299
£69
£1179
£699
£699
£989
£2299
£399
£99
£1399
£999

£169
£99
£ 199
£149
£159
£129

even New!

Meridian 504 Tuner ( Mint)
Musical Fidelity Ti Tuner ( Matches A100)
Quad AM Tuner
Quad FM3 Tuner
Revox B260S Tuner ( Black)
Sansui TU710 Tuner ( Black)
Sony STE500 RDS-EON
Tecnics ST1OL Tuner
Trio KT815 Tuner - ( Mint, Last Chance)
Yamaha CT 7000 Tuner
Yamaha T80 Tuner

...ih '

"'
crewel

£599
£199

Acoustic Energy AE520 Cherry, As New £999
£699
Acoustic Precision Eikos RF1 Mini Monitors £800
£599
Apogee Stage Rosewood Trim ' Brand New' £4700 £1999
Castle Avon Speakers ( Ex-dem) £729
£549
Castle Chester Speakers ( Mahogany) £750
£479
£149
Castle Durham Speakers + Stands £ NA
£429
Castle Seven 2 (Black) ( Ex-dem) £579
Celestion 3000 Ribbon Hybrid £ NA
£299
£169
Celeistion CS7, 12" Bass
£ NA
Epos ES14 (Walnut) Inc Stands £700
£399
Epso ES22 ( Cherry) ( Ex-dem) £ 1385 £899
Epos ES30 ( Rosewood) ( Ex-dem) £2550 £1699
Gamma Acoustics Epoch Ref 5
Cherry Finish
£3000 £1599
Genexa Gamma Pro LX5
£150
£89
Gradient ESL63 Sub Units ( Brown)
£NA
£959
£NA
Heyorook HB200 (Teak)
£139
Horning Agathon Bronze Signature
£3499 £1399
IMF Domestic Monitor Speakers
£NA
£399
Infinity SM152-4 way-15"Woofers v.g.c
£900
£499
JPW 3 Speaker Pro- logic Package
£NA
f99
Kef 104 - 2 Speakers ( Teak)
£NA
£499
Kef 105 - 3 (Teak)
£1850 £1099
Kef Model 2 ( Rosetta Burr)
£2150 £1499
Kef Model 4 ( Rosetta Burr)
£4250 £2899
Kef Model 4 ( Black)
£3650 £2499
Kef Reference 101 - UniQ
£600
£249
£169
Leak 2060 ( Teak)
£NA
Leak 3090 Speakers
£349
£NA
Leak Sandwich 250
£99
£NA
Linaeum LFX, Ribbon Mini Monitors
£600
£399
Lindley New Age Speakers
£NA
£579
Linn isobarik (
2 Pairs Available)
£Please Call
Linn Nexus ( Grey)
£450
£249
Magna Planar SMGA ( Oatmeal / Teak)
£900 £449
Martin Logan Aerius v.g.c
£2199 £1399
Meridian A500 ( Rosewood)
£895
£599
Meridian M10 Active ( Rosewood)
£2500 £1099
Mission 734 ( Black)
£400 £ 199
Mission 750 ( Black) ( Ex-den')
£250
£199
Mission 751 ( Rosewood)
£330
£189
Mission 754 Freedom ( Rosewood)
£1400 £699
M K MX150 THX Subwoofer (Ex-dem)
£1500 £1199
Monitor Audio Studio 20 SE ( Cherry)
(
Ex-dem)
£2500 £1749
Mordant Short Performance 860 ( Gloss Eilk .) £ 1900 £999
Morel Base Master 602 Inc Stands
£1600 £849
MLsical Fidelity Ref 2 Mini Monitors
£149
Naim Credo Cherry finish v.g.c
£1250 £749
Naim SBL Various,
£From £699
Note Perfect Virtuoso ( Ex-dem)
£1399
Opera Platea ( Cherry) ( Ex-dem)
£800
£639
Pro-Ac Response 3.5 Walnut Marked
(Ex Demo)
£4250 £2699
Pro-Ac Response 4 ( Birsdeye Maple)
(Ex-dam)
£13000 £7499

Business Hours: Tues - Sat 10.00am - 5.30pm,
Closed Mondays. Visitors 8. Demonstrations by appointment
The Hi Fi Company Trading Station, 35 Cowgate,
Peterborough, Cambs, PEI 11.Z. Fax: 01733 315079
All major Credit Cards accepted

et

£740
£NA

£Pleese call
£Please call
£1100 £699
£NA
£149
£NA
£99
£NA
£49
£NA
£199
£NA
£499
£NA
£159

Looking for a

same day, no hassle.
we Il deal wiith

Pro-Ac Response 5 ( Rosewood) ( Ex-dem) £9995
Pro-Ac Tablet 50 (Teak)
£600

£6899
£429

Quad ESL57 ( Bronze)
ENA
£479
Quad ESL63 ( Ex-den')
£3500 £1999
Quad ESL63 ( Brown, Just Serviced £500!) £3500 £1799
Rogers LS33 + Sub- Units ( Black)
£600 £299
Rogers LS4A Speakers (Teak)
£400 £ 199
Rogers Studio 1Teak v.g.c
Fe20
£369
Ruark Accolade ( Rosewood)
£2400 £1199
Shahinian Sewer Elf
£790
£499
Snell J3 High Efficiency Monitors
£770
£449
Snell Type E2 + Stands
£NA
£749
Spendor Bd 1Walnut v.g.c
£500
£299
Soundlab A3 Full Range Panels
£12000 £4499
Soundlab Dynastat Hybrid Panels
£3750 £2349
Soundlab Quantum Electrostatic Hybrid
Loudspeakers ( New Panels Fitted) £2250 £1649
Tangent RS4 ( Teak)
ENA
£ 179
Tannoy D700 Speakers ( Rosewood) £2500 £1499
Tannoy Devon Speakers
£NA
£329
TDL RTL 3 ( Black)
£400
£199
Thiel CS 1.5 ( Black) The best compact
floor stander we've heard!
fr2700 £1999
Triangle Graphite ( Black)
MOO
£499
Wilson Audio System 5.1 ( Graphite Finisti)
(Ex-dem)
£12,000 £11999
Wison Audio Witt Mk1 Ex Demo
£8988 £8499
Wilson Benesch Act One
£7000 £4799

Tape Recorders
A•wa AF 850 Cassette Deck 3 Head £ 250
Denon DRM 650's Cassette Deck
(W ,th Dolby 's')
£ NA
Nakamichi BX1 Cassette Deck
£ NA

£129
£129
£249

Nagra EL Portable Mono Reel to Reel £4000 £1399
Pioneer CT830S Cassette Deck, Dolby S £ 550
£329
Revox A77 Reel to Reel ( 2Available)
fPlease Call
Revox G36 Valve Reel to Reel
£ NA
£399
Revox PR99 Pro Tape Machine
MA
Rotel RD955 Cassette Deck
£ 300
Tanberg 3034 Silver Cassette Deck
ENA
Tarberg TCD 320 AV Cassette Deck £ t
,,,A
Tascam 22-4 4 Track Reel to Reef
ENA
Teac CX65OR Cassette Deck
£ 380

£899
£99
£189
£ 149
£449
£129

Sony Pro Walkman + Exposure PSU
£530
Yarnatta KX 580 Cassette Deck ( Used Once) £250

£249
£149

rdre,m,
Est 1974

Trading Station

Visit the 'Audio Trader' now
for our up to the minute
comprehensive range of
quality previously- owned
audio components.
www.audiotrader.co.uk

Buying or selling? Call the Experts!

available,
Choice of please
interest ask
freefor
finance
ietailspackages

(01733) 555514
All goods sold include our comprehensive warranty!

stand
'po'rts

"...the sense of
being there...

IJE THOROUGHBRED
Maitie

shelves

Real wood veneered
sub- shelving

If

Solid aluminium legs varying
Totally modular
Fully decoupled sections
isolation increasing level by le

Prices start from
Distributed by B11 .1... SOLUTIONS
For more information call
Tel: 07977 483 691

Fax: 07970 720 399

64 Flixton Road
Urmston
Manchester
M41 5AB
0161 202 9922

opp I
ay

Audio Analogue, Audiomeca, Audio Physic, Avantgarde, AVI,
Bryston, Creek, Crimson,19NM, Graaf, Helios, Heybrook, LFO,
Meracus, Michell, Musical Fidelity, Neat, Origin Live, Opera,
Ortofon, Pink Triangle, Project, Roksan, Rothwell, Royd,
Sonneteer, Teac, Triangle, Trichord, Trilogy, Unison
Research, Ventas, Wadia and more.
email replayedial.pipex.com
website http://www.replay.dial.pipex.com

Ultimate Sonics
DISTRIBURTORS OF AFFORDABLE HIGH END HI-FI

Fax: 0208 6994232.
E-mail: info@ultimate-sonics.coni.
Web: www.ultimate-sonics.com
Call for details, nearest dealer and Price List (
U.S.RFLP)

HOTLINE 07956 805 572.
For literature call: 0207 431 9133 ( London)

ALON CIRCE
The Circe is the new design
from Alon to provide state
of the art sound quality in a

for your ultimate listening
pleasure it has to be

floor standing 3-Way
configuration.
This is capable of resolving
musical nuance even at the
extreme low frequency end

Beauhorn

of the audible spectrum.

Thomas Transducers
Son gimes, Fourteen Acre Lane. Three Oaks.
Hastings, TN35 4NB, United Kingdom
Tel. 01424 813888 Fax: 01424 812755
eMail: ThomTrans@beauhom u-net.com
website: www.beauhorn.u-net.com

2nd runner up for loudspeaker of

The overall effect is a very
large sound stage with natural
dynamics.
Stereophile November 99the year.

THE NATURAL
SOUNDING
LOUDSPEAKER

1
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Tel.
01834 842803

AUDIOCOM

Fax.
01834 842804

SUPERCLO^K ( S- Clock)
The Definitive CD Upgrade
If your CD Player re,ies on a standard clock,
then it is limited by inherent problems like
jitter, slow rise time which means timing
errors, and interference with the DAC
conversion process. Low level information
is lost and irretrievable.

lit

•
•

These standard clocks do not generate an
initial sine wave for conversion, they just
produce a waveform similar in shape
to a sawtooth.

•

i
e e out
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Now picture this....
High accuracy oscillator ± 2ppm master clock.
Negligible levels of power supply and data related jitter.
Low distortion sine wave, virtually free of phase noise.
Fast rise time resulting in greater data accuracy retrieval.

«illaw.audiocom - uk.coele

For further information on S- Clock, other components and upgrades: Tel. 01834 842803 Fa x. 01834 842804 E-Mail: audiocom@scotnet.co.uk
Most Major CreditJDebit Cards Accepted

a fresh
musical perspective
KEVIN

We've always been known for our select range of audio
products from leading manufacturers
For those discriminating audiophiles who are searching
for the very best in sound, or for those who want good
gear, but are on a budget, Kevin Galloway Audio is your
best choice. Scotlands Leader in High Performance
Audio Systems and Installation.

AUDIO PHYSI
PINK TRIANGL,
CAD
TOTEM

AUDIO
ELECTROCOMPANIET
ELEMENTAL AUDIO

BORDER PAIR

BASI
SUGD
MLA

LIVING VOI

GALLOWAY

AUDIO
TELEPHONE
01563 574185
FACSIMILE
01563 573207

NAGRA
TARA LABS
ORACLE
SIRIUS

Demonstration By Appointment
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or",mardtiogulte(s
SCOTLAND'S FIRST AND
FOREMOST DEALER
•Established 1979 (formerly The Music Room)
•Four dem rooms in dedicated premises

AUDIO HOIE SAI.014
0 10
NEW!

Audio Note Zero System - new
economy and style

NEW!

Bow Technologies Wazoo XL poise with power

NEW!

Lyra Clovis d.c. Anniversary limited edition of 100

No 37 CD Transport

£3995

No 39 CD Player

£4995

No 360 24/192 DAC

£4395

No 383 Integrated Amp

£5495

No 334 125wpc Amp

£5495

NEW!
NEW!

ProAc Futures - the finest ribbon
speaker ever made

NEW!

Revel F-30's - scale and dynamics
of the premier league

NEW!

"••••

Levinson No 383 - redefines the
single-chassis amplifier

SME Model 10 - "the turntable of
the century)"

NEW!

The Audio Salon is a suite of four showrooms in
dedicated premises situated ten minutes from
Glasgow's international airport ... and about
the same from a city centre transformed over
the past two decades. " The Salon" is unique
in Britain for tranquillity, selection, and

Totem - affordable speakers
imbued with magical qualities

NEW!

Zingali"S" range - the best in
horns just got alittle better

All products are in stock and on dem.

dedication to the world's most inspired and
crafted products. It is a refuge from the High
Street mentality, and a surprise to the majority
of audiophiles who have made the journey.
Most people feel limited to the two alternatives. First, the domestic names which seem
affordable until you consider the constant
upgrading and dissatisfaction; and the
exotica which presents a serious process of
decisions and plans.
As we enter the 21st century, Iurge you to
make real progress in your music at home,
neither downloadable multi- media meaiocrity, nor nineties nostalgia. Listen to inspiring
products. Products that can touch souls ...
and change lives. Pure sound is emotive:
processed is a turn off.
The future classics are on dem at " Britains Hi Fi
Haven" ... for that is what Glasgow's Evening

S.E. LEVEL
No 335 250wpc

£7495

No 336 350wpc

£8995

No 360S 24/192 DAC

£6895

No 380S PreAmp

£6495
BOW

PERMANENTLY ON SHOW

WAZOO amp 50wpc single chassis £2195

REFERENCE
No 31.5 CD Transport

£ 9295

WAZOO XL 75 wpc single chassis

£2495

No 30.6 24/192 DAC

£16495

WIZARD s/c CD Player with Wand

£3495

No 32 PreAmp

£14495

WAND designer Remote Controller £ 329

No 33H 2x 150 watts

£19395

WARLOCK new! Pre-Amp

No 33 2x300 watts

£29995

WALRUS new! Power amp 150wpc £2995

£2495

Times called us when we opened in 1979 1
Equipment by
AUDIO NOTE • BOW • MARK LEVINSON • LFD
LYRA • MICHELL • PASS LABS • SME • STAX
Loudspeakers by:

AUDIO NOTE • Pro- Ac • REVEL • TOTEM • ZINGALI

_(.:)111
1
5 Crown Terrace, Hyndland, Glasgow G72 9HA
E-mail: jack@audiosource.co.uk

SECURE MAIL ORDER AND ONLINE

SELECTED USED / EX-DEM PRODUCTS
10-15% BELOW MARKET PRICES

ANALOGUE
Audio Research PH3 phono
stage. Mint, boxed, as new
Linn/Lingo/Ittok/VdH MC-Two,
Only one year old
Michell Gyro SE, latest model
With RB300, unused, new
PassLabs ONO fully bal phono
Stage. See Stereophile rave
+ low UK price

WAS

NOW

£1 A90

£750

£2,400 £1095
£940

£745

£1.725

£990

• UK overnight • Worldwide 2-4 days
• Switch, M/C and Visa honoured by phone, fax or secure e- commerce
• Effective cables and accessories, tested in various systems

YOU DON'T HAVE TO PAY A FORTUNE
FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE CABLES.
Petros Blue interconnects began in 1996 as aservice to
our customers. High-end interconnects for less than the
10% Rule. Now our Stratos Series 2cables challenge the
performance of the top-priced exotica. No other interconnects have been so carefully developed, yet you
don't pay for this research, nor for dedicated staff and
premises; nor even for packaging and marketing; nor
dealer markup, for AudioSource interconnects are sold

DIGITAL
Audio Note DAC-4 Sig, PQ's own,
Purchased by us, upgradeable to
'5 for £ 1,850 but why bother?
Trashes SACD with regular CDs. £9,990 £4995
Meridian 508.24, as new,
Highly acclaimed integrated £1,990 £1200
PT da Capo, with 20 bit ( 1307)
Filter, £400 upgrade to 24 bit
Brand New DC battery, natural £3,500 £1495
Theta DS Pro Gen II, 5years old
Theta built, Theta sound £4,600 £ 1450
AMPLIFIERS
ATC SCA2 Line Pre-amp,
1year old. Mint, see also
ATC SCM20 below
£2,499 £1200
Audio Note Japan Ongaku,
27 wpc privately owned mint
sample. One of the last Kondo
SE amps
59k S14995
Audio Note Japan Kassai Silver
Ex-dem, slight mark 18 wpc
One of the last Kondo SE amps
Audio Note Japan Kegon-C
18 wpc
33k £ 12000
5years old, only six made
Easily the best amp created
84k £15000
Chord SPM 1200B amp (black)
250wpc. as new, hardly run-in £4,495 £2750
Gryphon Limited, MM,MC,Iine
Twin mono, 4xpsu. An ultimate
Pre-amp at medium price £8,500 £2995
Jadis JPL Line stage, with finest
Mullards + stock of new tubes
Gallic, glorious, godly £4,200 £1995
Jadis JA80 pair monoblock 60wpc
Exquisite, ultimate, musical £9,580 £4995
SPEAKERS
ATC SCM20A active/passive
speakers,
£4,650 £2750
Rosewood, 6months mint,
as new. ProAc Response Three
(mahogany)
£3,500 £1500
CABLES
Unique Opportunity to try and buy the most
esoteric American speaker cable, AC cords
and interconnects. RCA and balanced. We
have purchased a national distributors demo
stock of NBS Signature cables and will sell at
40% off all prices. Phone for catalogue. Be
amazed.

• Prices from £39 - £ 125, digital, stereo, RCA, XLR
• Triple shielded for over 85% rejection of mains-borne,
common mode, and airborne EMI and RFI
• Land Rchannels separately balanced with 130 micro
strands per strand of OFC with additional outer braid
earthed at source
• Unique solid machined phono plugs for 100% shielding,
mechanical outer grip and levered (split) centre pin in
bronze not brass, direct gold-plated
• Over 80 design features tested over four years including 3-T soldering (Time, Temp, and Twinning silver/tin for
maximum density and adhesion); 3-C cable conditioning, crystal cooling, cleaning contacts before and
after manufacture
'My CDs are now outperforming my records due to your
leads. Here, as promised, is my evaluation. 'Absolutely
fabulous.' They are running in beautifully.' Mr R.B., Lincs,
7/11/99.
STOP PRESS! AudioSource announces exclusive UK distribution of JPS Labs ... at US domestic prices'. Readers of
American magazines need no introduction to the high
performance and low cost of these products whose
technology outstrips the big names of the eighties.
Phone, write or check our site for full details; run, don't
walk, here are some examples:
Ultra Conductor/ RCA ( 1.0 m)
£69
Super Conductor + / RCA ( 1.0 m)
£219
Superconductor 2 / WBT ( 1.0 m)
£499
Ultra Conductor / XLR Bal ( 1.0 m)
£ 159
Super Conductor+ Neutrik XLR ( 1.0 m) £399
Digital Superconductor+ ( 1.0 m)
£ 199
AES/EBU Neutrik Gold XLR
£299
Digital Superconductor 2 ( 1.0m) £499
AES/EBU Neutrik Gold XLR
£699
GPA UK version AC cord (2.0 m)
£ 119
Analogue Component AC cord (2.0 m) £249
High Power AC cord (amps) (2.0 m)
£349
Digital AC cord (digital gear) (2.0 m)
£249
The Kaptovator is the world's finest AC cord.
UK Limited Edition: 10 pieces, box + cert
£999
•When comparing £/$ you must account for
import duty, freight and vat at 17.5%.

r•— ••••/

Tel: 0141 357 5700

1
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Fax 0141 339 9762

Web: www.audiosource.co.uk

POWER CORRUPTS ... (YOUR MUSIC)
Musical ambience depends on much more than
careful choice of equipment. We can reliably
advise on mains purity, equipment support, room
acoustic treatment and perhaps most important of
all, interconnects and speaker cables. Make it
your 4-point plan if you want your system to work
for you.
YOU NEED SOME SUPPORT
Solving problems of distant customers by phone, son
of Audio Salon has grown up. AudioSource is the
mail order and online division; it occupies our spacious lower ground level. We even make our own
interconnects and prepare Audio Note cables.
When you visit us online, you will see not just an
extended catalogue, it will be aunique guide to serious HiFi, but still no substitute to lending us aday of
your life ... no one leaves disappointed or without a
focus on the optimisation of their budget. We have
customers who travel from afar, and our Travel Guide
is available on request.
Our Information sheets in print are
Leading Questions: on Cables and Interconnects;
Power Corrupts ...(your music) - 2am sound all day;
You Need Some Support (
or rather your equipment
does); and finally
Contused? So Are We - the choice of digital formats.
If you expect to get music from dirty mains,
contaminated arteries, and vibrating shelves
then carry on wasting
more
money
on
equipment. Significantly,
Levinson is one make
closest to plug'n'play,
with great
attention to
fully balanced signal
transmission, mechanical
integrity
against
microphony and pure
power (mains regeneration in the reference
TOWNSHEND STAND
level).
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BCD STAND

Cables + AC Cords by:
AUDIO NOTE • BCD • CAD • JPS Labs • MADRIGAL • MIT
Isolation Stands by:
BCD • Copulare • RMS Stands Unique • TOWNSHEND
Room Treatment by:
ECHO BUSTERS

Previously Cherished Items, Or something
new from
Clearance

Iterns

Descrp1,0 ,
Exposure VActive xover (3Way)
EAD 7000 Transport
Magnum P200 pre- amp
Gale 401
Micromega amp
Micromega Tempo P

I
E5Nevtr

Choice
Price

Onglnal
Retail Pnce

295.00
895.03
895.00
250.03
595.00
595.00

£ 99500
£ 2495.00
1895.00
£ £ 1295.00
£ 1250.00

in
This Month

POWER AMPLIFIERS
Graff GM 200
Plimus SA 100
Mark Levinson 335
AVI 52900 MA Stereo

£ 4950.00
2850.00
£ 6500.00
495.00

PRE AMPLIFIERS
Graft GM 13.5
Cello Audio Suite . master supply
Cello Audio Palette . master supply
Mark Levinson 32 Reference

0 7900.00
£ 3450.00
£ 7500.00
0 850.00

O 1850.00
010,995.03
£ 9995.00
£11995.00

£ 3750.00
028.000.00
£25,000.00
£14,500.00

Cello Stradivari Grand Master
(Rosewood and Piano Black)
Cello Performance 2Monoblocks (4chassis)
Audio Static DC1 (Audi Silver)
ATC SCM 50A Rosewood
REL Stadium Sub
Wilson Audio MAX

£22,000.03
£ 9995.00
0 2495.00
£ 2850.00
595.00
£24995.00

£60.000.00
020.000.00
£ 4250.00
0 5000.00
0 950.00
£33.00a00

C.D PLAYERS & DACS
Meridian 200 Transport
Naim CO3.5/Flat Cap
Wadia 860 X (24/96)

£ 450.00
£ 950.00
0 6500.00

£ 900.00
£ 1350.00
0 7500.00

TURNTABLES/ANALOGUENARIOUS
EAR 534 P
0 295.00

0 450.00

SPEAKERS

CD Players

& DACS
£ 150.00
£ 4250.00
£ 4995.00
£11500.00
£13995.00
£ 2500.00
£ 495.00
£ 1095.00
£ 225.00
£ 195.00
0 495.00
£ 1495.00
£ 895.00
£ 750.00
£ 495.00
£ 450.00
£ 895.00
0 895.00
0 699.00
£ 89.00
£ 395.00
0 995.00
£ 295.00
0 995.00
£ 895.00

Cambridge Dac Magic
Mark Levinson No 39
Forsell Air Ref Transport mk II
Mark Levinson 30.5/31
Krell ( PS 25s
Krell KAV 300 CD
Quad 77 CD Player (Ouadlink)
Genesis Digital Lens
Meridian 203 dac
Arcam Alpha plus
Meridian 563 duc 20 bit
Meridian 565
Helios Model 1
Helios Model 2 ( new)
Helios Model 3
Audio Alchemy DOS 2
AVI Reference 2000
Linn Karik 2
Musical Fidelity X- Ray (X-Dem)
Musical Fidelity X-100 (X-Dem)
Musical Fidelity E624 (24 bit)
Pink Triangle DaCapo ( 1307)
Maranta 63 SE Ki Sig
Meridian 503 Transport
Meridian 566 Dac

£5000.00
8C00.00
£24030.00
£19995.00
0 3500.00
0 700.00
0 1900.00
£ 500.00
£ 500.00
0 950.00
£ 2500.00
£ 1300.00
0 1000.00
0 700.00
0 903.00
140a00
£ 1600.00
£ 799.00
£ 119.00
0 500.00
0 1850.00
0 500.00
1245.00
£ 1095.00

Amplifiers
Restek Extract Monoblocks ( 180 watt)
0 1795.00 £ 3500.00
Krell KAS 2Monoblock
9995.00 £ 18000.00
Jadis JA500
7995.00 £ 2100000
Boulder 102 AE
£ 2650.03 £ 3400.00
Boulder 500 AE
£ 2995.00 £ 5000.00
Audio Note P1 SE
£ 500.00 £ 950.00
Jadis JA 80 Monoblocks
£ 4995.00
010000.00
Audion Golden Knights
£ 1995.00
0 4000.00
Jadis Defy 7mk Ill
0 3250.00 £ 4790.00
Micromega Tempo 2Integrated £ 450.00 £ 900.00
Krell FPB 600
£ 8995.00 £ 12900.00
Krell KSA 250
0 2750.00
0672020
FM Acoustics 6110 Resolution Power £ 14995.00 £ 2200000
Lamm M1 Monoblocks ( 100VG
£ P.O.A.
POA.
Osad 77 Integrated ( Ouadlink)
495.00 £ 700.00
Krell 505
£ 1995.00
3690.00
Exposure XII psu
0 495.00
0 -

Çehoiíre

Musical Fidelity F19
Audio Research D130
Jett Rowland Synergie oExternal power supply
Lavardin IS Integrated
Audion Silver Knights
Musical Fidelity SAS 100 (X-dem)
Musical Fidelity e Integrated (X-dem)
Sugden Stemfoort SF60 Integrated
Sunfire (LISPA, 300 wpc)
Alchemist Kraken
Quad 405
Counterpoint SA12
YBA 3 pre- power
Naim Nap 250
Cary SLA 70 mk II
VIL 125
Exposure Super VIII
Exposure VIII
Copland CSA 22 Phono, remote Integrated
Electrocompaniet AW180 Monoblocks
(cosmetic damage)

Q

ere

£ 2250.00
£ 1395.00
£ 3200.00
£ 1195.00
£ 1295.00
0 699.00
£ 325.00
£ 350.03
£ 1195.00
0 295.00
£ 225.00
795.00
£ 1295.00
£ 995.00
£ 1095.00
£ 1795.00
t 550.00
£ 45200
0 950.00

£ 4000,00
£ 1850.00
0 5000.00
1600.00
0 3000.00
£ 799.00
£ 499.00
£ 550.00
£ 2200.00

0 189500

0 4500.00

maw
-

1403.00
£ 2400.00
0 1800.00
0 1800.00
£ 3500.00
80G00
£ 700.00
£ 1299.00

Amplifiers
Jeff Rowland Consumate oPhono ( 3box)
Meridian 541 Dolby Surround
FM Acoustics 266 Resolution
Krell KRC2
Musical Fidelity F25
C.A.T. SL1 Ultimate
Croft Super Micro Amk 3
CAT SL1 Sig mk III
Jeff Rowland model 2+ battery power supply
Musical Fidelity X- P100
AVI S2000 MP
Meridian 562 V
Exposure XIV/IX
Audio Research LS3B remote
Exposure XI pre XII psu

£ 3995.00 £ 8000.00
£ 650.00 £ 1095.00
£10995.00 £ 17000.00
£ 1995.00
0 419003
£ 79500
01500.20
0- OEM £ 5750.00
0 495.00 £ 1000.00
£ 2995.00
0 6900.00
£ 3750.00
7600.00
0 699.00 £ 799.00
£ 650.00
0 1000.00
£ 695.00
C 995.00
1495.03 £ 3000.00
£ 1495.00 £ 2700.00
£ 795.03
0 1500.00

AV COMPONENTS
Onkyo TOO 939 AV Receiver

£ 1495.00

0 2400.00

rfe-1---- Çttaality

Speakers
1895.00
L 4000.00
£ 995.00
0 3000.00
£ 4500.00
0 6500.00
£ 295.00
0 600.03
£10500.00 £ 18000.00
0 575.00 £ 798.03
£ 395.00
£ 598.00
0 330.00 £ 430.00
£ 250.00
0 500.00
£ 1795.00
2900.00
0 Special £ 10000.00
0 Special
£ 5500.20
£ 2495.00
0 330020
£ 1095.00 £ 1600.00
£ 1695.00 £ 3600.03
£ 4500.00
7000.00
£ 3995.00
6503.03
£ 1495.00 £ 2250.00
0 495.00
0 800.00
0 795.00 £ 1200.00
£
1795.00
0 4000.00
£ 650.00
01000.00
£ 2200.00
0 3400.00
£ 1095.00 £ 1700.00
£ 895.00 £ 1200.00
£ 150.00
0 199.95
£ 0- DEN £ 5000.00

B & W 801 Series 2 ( Black Ash)
Apogee Stage
Sonus Faber Guarneri
Roksan ROK 1
Wilson System V.1 ( Black)
Rogers LS3/ 5A Black ) NEV
Rogers AB1 Sub ( NEW)
Rogers LS55 )NEV,
Aliante Spazio
Martin Logan Stylos
Aloe Adriana (New)
Alun VmklIl
Meridian DSP 5000
Meridian M 2500 Sub
Osad ESL 63
A.T.C. SCM 1000 SL Active Speaker
Sonus Faber Extrema yStands
JBL Ti 200
Jamo SW3105 active sub
Orelle Swings
Infinity IRS 2B
Morel 704
Martin Logan SL3
Proac response 1SC « Stands
Dynalab 2.8 Ref (New)
Et&W 601 S2
Audio Physics LIBRA

Q Turntables

el 0181
fax 0181 392 1994

£11500.00
£ 650.00
£ 1500.00
£11995.00

022003.00
£ 1200.00
0 4500.00
025000.00

£ 495.00 £

950.00

£ 2500.00
040000V
£ 1995.00 £ 2000.00
£ 9995.00
£ 1095.00
£ 295.00
0 695.00
£
£ 4250.00
995.00
£ 375.00
£ 595.03
C 850.03

STOCKIST OF:
Acoustic Energy
Advantage
Alon
ATC
Audible Illusions
Audio Physics
Boulder
Bryston
C.A.T.
Cary
Chord
Clear Audio
Denon
DNM
Dynavector
Egglaston Works
Graham
Helios
Michell
Musical Fidelity
Nordost
Oracle analogue
and digital

1E)

DVD Players now
available from
Sony, Panasonic,
Pioneer and many

In-depth experience on high end
new and used equipment

-ID Best prices paid for top quality
equipment
10Generous part exchange
-11E) Show room/dem room
ID Long term trade in policy, 'to allow
continual upgrading
iE)All credit cards inc. Amex
-1E) Mail order
-€ Export service
-IIE) Finance arranged subject to status
10 Widest range available

016000.00
£ 2000.00
O 0105000
£ 8000.00
£
£ 500.00
O L 1300.00

ID

Unique 'Hi-Fi Exchange' - a
computerised database of sales
and wants - will put you in touch

Choice hi-fi make it easy for you to fulfil your
sonic dreams. Quality hi-fi is not just about
expensive brandnames, it's about aspiring to
the very best sound, about choosing your ideal
system from the widest selection in the country,
in a unique no- pressure environment. It's about
taking advantage of our unrivalled knowledge
and being given the freedom to choose and
upgrade the audio equipment you want, when
you want. Others may sell you hi-fi. Choice hi-fi
will sell you solutions.

392 1959 & 0181
e-mail choice

P.M.C.
Plinius
Rockport
Shahinian
SME
Tara Labs
Target
Teac
Totem
Transfiguration
Trichord
Trilogy
Van den Hul
VP'
Wilson Benesch

111E) Unbiased advice

& Analogue

Voyd Reference/Reference Power
supply/Hellos Cyalene/Audio Note 10
limited yp/s
Roksan Xerses/Linn Akito/PSIII/DSU
Fiero Lurne J1/SL5
Forsell Air Force One
Pink Triangle PT Too Ref Bearing.
platter, clamp
Linn LP12/ARO/Armegeddon/PrefixJ
Hi Cap/17 DII
Lyra Parnasus
Clear Audio Master Reference/Clear
Audio Insider Reference (Wood)
Linn LP12/LVIII Lingo Cirkus K9
Linn Sondeck LP12 Vallhala/Basic
Pink Triangle Export (Ref bearing 8Platter)
Sequera Model 1FM Tuner
Linn LP12/Valhala/Ekos
Linn Klyde
Revox B77 3/4/712 case • reels) like new
Michell Gyro/O.C.

Choice

hifi@msn.com

392 1963

open from 10am to 8pm by appointment

All previously cherished items in mint, second hand or as new condition- guaranteed

CLIO LITE FROM AUDIOMATICA

VL3 VALVE LINE LEVEL PREAMPLIFIER

hui arc put oil 1,3 Me high vow at test equipment ? Then we I
I, ,

just the Ulan fat
1,
Lite tstmiedatar
Measurement System by
of the full Laboratory
have been omitted, hut what's left in gin a
stunning suite of PC-1..pe.1 tIrma) test
nstruntents at aknock-do, nprise

•

Can be customised for 2A3 or 300B
Class A, OTL (output transformer- less)
operation

hAnnel oscilloscope and an
,toketeapacitance meter' h includes amie.
phantom powering in the price and can be
upgraded to lull Clio later.
costs just £ 386 inc. VAT and carriage in the UK. With one Clio Itite mwrophone the
UK earrage.

information on Clio late ploy ademo disc and details ol other loudspeaker design software
land speaker kits) contact:

•

Remote power transformer

•

Proprietary ultra low noise power supply

Y

For those of you who love single ended

wodnelink.iticonVandiomaticar

directly heated triode power

BS Audio. P.O. Box 91, Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk IP28 6RD
01284 811891 Fax 012841311791 E- Mail DBSaudio@AOL.00.—
demo software and information from Audionottica's website at

•

Single ended DHT ( directly heated triode)
triodes

'In. Luc uses MIS. Sine and pink noise and
,
IretillenCy reaponse, nu: It oc tase.
LII les el, impedance. 2nd amt ltd harmonic
tit and Thielettimal Iparameters There's even

tie best bit? Clio Tile
is E455 ins. VAT and

•

amplifiers, there is now a
preamplifier to match

IIRM IFS S me a Inn .1111-F
&HOME CINEMA
28

Paul Hynes Design Ltd
Keld Cottage, Askham,

OUEENSWAY, HORSHAM, WEST SUSSEX. TEL 01403 272931 FAX 01403 251587.
EMAILLIMilpaynterdemon.co.uk. WF,if SIT& tormi.owatar.deon.co.uk

•
•
•dCS ELGAR 24BIT/192KHZ DAC
•dCS DELIUS 24 BIT/192KHZ DAC
•BASIS • ARCITEC ACOUSTIC
•ACCUPHASE • AUDIO ANALOGUE
•GRAAF • PIONEER
•ATC LOUDSPEAKERS & AMPLIFIERS
•EXPOSURE • CREEK • TOWNSHEND AUDIO

•PROCEED AMPLIFICATION
•REVEL LOUDSPEAKERS
•B&W • HEYBROOK
•MICHELL • TEAC • dCS PURCELL UPSAMPLEI•UNISON RESEARCH • OPERA SPEAKERS
•VAN DEN HUL PRODUCTS
•MARK LEVINSON • SUDDEN
•NAGRA PL-P PRE/MPA & VPA PPOWER AMP
•SONY, SELECO PROJECTORS

HEYBROOK FEYLET1E SPEAKERS 12701 XD
£ 150
77 INTEGRATED 15951%13 £ 350
N1CREX TAME VALVE PRE-AMP 19951%0 £495
MOO 111110CE VALVE/MET POMP 0/P113301%D f795
SO\US MEER ELECTA AMATORS12E02191
f1495
TEX 4-8%7513ALANCED INTEGRATED AA/P(6991M
f350
YAMAHA Li iuul TUNER
f495
APOGEE DUETTA ILOLCEPEAKERS SH
f495
SO ACOUST1CS S01 LOUOSPEAKEPS . 95015.
£395
AER OAMB
e''' 772
f125

MUSICAL FEELITY F22 PFEANP112031SH
OM% PRE/SOAP/2x POMP AMPS SH
urim LP12DOCIN/MC30 SH •
LEXICON CP3 PLUS THX PRCCESSOR
SELECO SVD SCOHT PROJECTOR 18 8031 /62
SONY 1e1...W400 PROJECTOR 15.5001%0
GENESIS PAI-1 LOIJOSFEAKERS19.500190
MARK LEVINSON M213 PFEAMP 14.0O21 Sil
TEAC P30. TRANSPORT 12.50215H
Gpesis
.
1TAL LENS 11.
800 1
91

also

IPenrith, Cumbria,
CA10 2PG
for more information
or free catalogue
Phone/fax 01931 712822

£595
£1195
£495
£595
£4995
£1995
£3995
£995
£1195
£795

Email
paulhynes@freezone.co.uk
Web site
www.paulhynesdesign.co.uk

NEW ATC SCM 70 ASL ACTIVE LOUDSPEAKERS NOW ON DEMONSTRATION
NEW SONY VPL•VW1OHT PROJECTOR ON DEMONSTRATION
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT
OPEN MONSAT 10AM TO 7PM

S/hand and ex-demo clearance items - Jan 2000

www.midlandaudiox-change.co.uk

Was

Now

CD Players & DAC's
Arcam Alpha One CD player
Audio Note ANCD2 Valve CD Player new boxed
Aura CD 100 CD player
DPA Renaissance 24/96 CD Player New style
DPA SX64 DAC 24/96
Micromega Stage 3
Primare D20 24/96 CD Player
Radford/Woodside WS2 CD Player
Roksan Attessa DP3P CD Player
Roksan DA2 Converter
Roksan DP1 Transport
Theta Progeny DAC

299
1000
399
995
800
999
695
1200
1595
595
995
1099

149
695
225
695
599
495
575
299
995
429
399
750

Turntables, Tonearms & Cartridges
Aphelion Audio 401 Plinths ( New & Various Finishes)
Decca London Gold ( Podded & Re-built)
Heybrook TT2 Turntable Black
Linn Axis/Basik/K9
Linn Sondek LP12/Ittok LVII/K9
Lyra Parnassius 600 Hrs
Rega RB300 Tonearm
Roksan Artemiz Tonearm
Roksan DS5 PSU
Roksan Shriaz Cartridge 300hrs ( Black Body)
Roksan Radius 3/Tabriz/Chorus Black
Roksan Xerxes Black Ash/Tabrizi/XPS3/DSU
Roksan Xerxes Walnut/XPS2/SME Cut
Roksan Xerxes X Black/Artemiz/XPS 3.5

250
600
N/A
599
N/A
1895
174
895
549
995
1170
1795
795
3500

169
250
149
249
495
750
119
495
479
650
499
695
325
1799

Preamplifers
Audio Note M3 Phono Preamplifier
Conrad Johnson PV10 AL New Style
DPA Enlightenment Preamplifier new style
Electrocompaniet EC 41/2 Preamplifier
Naim Audio NAC 32mm/MC Preamplifier
Onix 0A24/SOAP2 Preamp/PSU
Rega HAL Pre Amp MM/MC Remote

4650
995
795
1095
N/A
N/A
998

2750
550
599
699
129
399
459

Amplifiers
Audio 8000MX Monoblock Amplifiers
Audio Innovations 800 Series Ill power amplifier

1800
999

1099
499

DPA Enlightenment Powerampkfier New Style
Electrocompaniet AVV60 Poweramphfier
Krell KAV3001 Integrated Class A
Musical Fidelity P180 Power amplifier
Onix 100W Monoblocks
Roksan Caspian Poweramp
Sugden A21 with Phono Stage Ex- Demo
Unison Research Simply 845 Valve integrated
Unison Research Smart 845 mono single encled valve

Was Now
995
599
1095
799
2590 1799
N/A
375
1500
499
599
449
909
695
3098 2250
3450 2099

Loudspeakers
Acoustic Energy AE109 Black Ash
Impulse Lali Cherry Loudspeakers
Impulse Maya Loudspeakers
Musical Fidelity MC5 Loudspeakers/stands
Marttin Logan SL3 Hybrid Electrostatics Oak
Odeon Riggletto 94dB hom loaded Beech Loudspeakers
Opera Callas Gold/Oak Loudspeakers & Stands
Opera Duetto Cherry Loudspeakers
Rogers Studio 3 Bled< Asn
Snell JMk2 Loudspeakers Back/Huygens Stands
Spendor SP2 Mk3 Hack Ash
Totem Tabu Mahogany

350
1750
695
899
3400
1700
1599
425
549
900
950
2300

195
1199
459
379
2300
950
899
299
299
399
499
1499

199
200
149
129
169

125
99
79
79
99

N/A
299
600
1600
2350
N/A
599
399

49
179
349
5.35
795
250
479
79

Cables & Accessories
DPA The Power/Power Slink
Origin Live Skyline Platform Tientable Table
Shun Mook Small Table/Board inc Mypingo Discs
Roksan Turntable Stand/Medium
Roksan Turntable Stand/Tall
Tuners & Tape Decks
Aiwa F55OR Cassette Deck
JBL ESC 200 Surround Package
Onix Tuner BDSA1
Revox B77 72 Track 31. 772 Mkt Reel to Reel
Revox B77 12 Track 15 Varispeed Mk2 Reel to Reel
Revox A7712 Track 3'hi
mkIJI Reel to Reel
Roksan Caspian Tuner AM/FM
Yamaha DSP E390 3 Channel Prologic Processor

Midland Audio X-change are °poking for good used British & American Hi Fi, cash
paid call John Roberts on 411562 822236 now!http:www.midlandaudio-change.co.uk

call John Roberts Tel / Fax 01562 822236
181 Franche Rd • Kidderminster • Worcs • DY11 5AD
e-mail

sales@midlandaudiox-change.co.uk

Mobile: 0421 605966

MAX

Midland Audio X- change

MAX

UNIQUE AUDIO

e #jeft
‘ee
ei

ROCKPORT TECHNOLOGIES P'ej

TI
Merak
ALSO AVAILABLE SHERITAN BASS MODULES & ANTARIS
LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM
DIESTRII3UTEID 13Y UNIQUE AUDIO TEL/FAX: 0181 450 7384
AGENCIES INCLUDE
Absolute Sounds, ARS, Audio Synthesis, Audio Research, Clearaudio, Graham Engineering, Jadis, Koetsu, LFD,
Mitchell, Rockport Technologies, SME, Transfiguration, Sonus Faber, Wilson Audio, many more brands stocked

loudspeakers to enhance your music, your home and

re),
1
N'A, ,

Our ART models 1and 2have been carefully engineered to allow a truly lifelike picture of any musical event to result. This ability to
create aholographic image combined with anaturally accurate
presentation is what high- end audio is all about. Add to this our
extremely elegant cabinets finished in piano lacquer and polished
hardwood and the package becomes even more attractive. Equally
handsome with or without the grills, they are bound to enhance
any home in away few loudspeakers do. Both industry journalists
and visitors to the Hi Fi Show 98/99 and International CES 99
awarded top marks for sound quality and appearance.
The most important person is now invited to audition them. .. you.
A.R.T.

ACOUSTIC REPRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY Ltd.

www.loudspeaker-art.com emaikinfo©Ioudspeaker-art.com
Tel: 0044 ( 0) I292 319416 Fax: 0044 ( 0)1292 319417

(T HE
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WE ARE THE

EMPORIUM

J

QUAD

I NICIIL HAS ST. HISS. NORFOLK 1P22 31.10
"Fel/Fax

t
1379 650744

SPECIALIST

email: empxxriumV(Iircon.co.uk
co,t L Dr ice f.

Approximate Original

Apprommate Original

CYRUS DE(M;STI DACIASTF Rciao paitid is
IISO
WADIA 6win remote volume ..... 3160
PIONEER DVL 909
91:10

.800
2000
.500

VALVE AMPS
AUDIO NOTE 11E sHU 000E integrated with
AUDIO,NOTE 112
LUMLEY M75 mcnoblocks 75 watts big
black Bbeaut '1.11
MELOS 333 roo box he pre
MORE FIDELITY : BOB stereo power ann .
AUDION silver mots
RADFORD AENAISUN(E MAIS monotdodi . .
AUDIO NOTE P4 monoblaks ( 18 watt)
SONIC FRONTIERS SEM160 monoblak. 1610 watt
SONIC FRaNTIERS 39040 stereo poworamp
AUDIO RESEAkCH OPE

cost it price

LOUDSPEAKERS

CDS & DACS

700

3000
2233
23223
3003
4000
5500

1000
1100
750
1300
1000
2400
2000
1000
850

2500

ATC 50410 ex dem

1080 .700

.600
1350
1200
2400
.750
1200
2000
400
400
.300
1750

1300

AUDIO PHYSICS TEMPOS with Essex
digital equalizer

4000 . 15110

CADENCE ES mk I

3500 . 13 \ 0

IMPULSE 02

2250 . 1000

KLIPSCH LA SCALPS, black, deluxe, boxed . . 2500 . 15 ,0
3RD CARUSO lid edition, lour way Ihtortanden 2500 . 1500
JAMO CONCERT 8anniversary ..... . . .2000 . 1230
SONOS FABER concertinos

650 .415

TANNAI WESTMINSTER TWW latest version
with siuppIng crates
TOWNSHIND GLASTONBURY II

Quad Musikwiedergabe GmbH
Rheinstr. 30, 58069 Koblenz, Germany
Tel: +49-261-38824 • Fax: +49-261-38172
e-mail: quatiger@t-online.de

4000
1900 .900

MISCELLANEOUS
AYI 52110912 FM TUNER

900

REVOK 827 one owner from new with
full service history high speed 2track

SOLID STATE AMPS
AVI S230C1IP preamp
950
CHORD 5111800 stores power amp, boxed
2201
DENSEN If2001D3u0 pre/power " "
1850
LAYERDIN IT
3200
LINN KAMM PRO
1500
0(11 54 tamer amp stereophde recommended
components lie 2511 watts per channel
2530
PLINIU \ SA SO new class apower amp boned 2800
QUAD 34/306- grey
QUAD 44/405.1
QUAD 77 int no remote
71)0
ATC SCA2 BM with phono and remoie
3000
PASS LABS ALEPH 2monoblocks 1011 watts
Class ADeltec DiflOOS pre with 2DPA . . 2100
MUSICAL FIDELITY 8-pre and
two IASI) moimb.cks
70C
PLINIUS 8150 integrated with phone
19110
TOCA A:2 01asi Aoovrer amp
19AD

ALIANTI LINEA1sonus tiger cloned i .

SPARES & REPAIRS
Fixed prices for
O Restoration of ESL 57 and ESL 63
O Replacement of Bass-and Treble panels
O Delivery there and back withal the EC

609
600

VINYL
CLEARAUUI0 TURNTABLE with parallelarm
beta canridge

1650 . . 1000

LINN 1P2 valhalla lino arm board

303

PINK TRIANGLE early pt too with helms ann

330

ROKSAN IERXES

400

SOUTHER TRIQUART/ SLA3 arm boxed .

WITHDRAWN

1000+

353

API TN mkt I
1boxed

4000 .2000

WELL TEMPERED ARM

500

LINN AXIS with Burk plus

253

LINN LP': Valhalla with Basik plus

350

1400

ORACLE DELPHI with silverwired helms onon

700

450
1000
900

ex-dem

ROCKPORT TECHNOLOGY CAPELLA 11 with Rockport arm,
12500 . .9500

If an ad misleads, we're here to stamp it out.

1

\Aenising Standards Authority
CLASSICAL LPS 100LPS FOR 6100 POST FREE

lomnglon Place London WC1E 7HW 0171 580 5555 http://sA vos.

g uk

ASA

WANTED ALL YOUR VINTAGE GEAR. PHONE WITH THE PRICE YOU WANT OR WE
CAN MAKE YOU AN OFFER. ALSO GOOD USED EQUIPMENT WANTED
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HIGH END AUDIO
BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED

Forsell An Reference DAC Superb
Cello Reference STD DAC UV22 stunning
Cello P201 Premlum CD module unused
Cello P500 Premlum Headphone module unused
Meridian 602 mk2 CD Transport

SALE
£ 1,995
£3,995
£ 1,500

LIST
NEW. £5,400
NEW £ 11,095
NEW. £3,000

£ 1,500
£795

NEW. £3,000
NEW. £ 1,750

Ma anta CDI6 Player very rare
£695 . 01.500
Median 601 DSP Preamp A/D & DAC RC. Degnal
£995 SIN . £2.750
Krell KRSBP 6box bump phono balanced or SiE.
£3,500 S/H £11.500
Lots of Manes Areference preamp Superb
Krell OSA 200 BPower amp balanced
£2295 SM . £5,600
Cello Pedormance 2mono power amps. 4chassis amps,
new unused simply anent Bargain
£ 12,995 NEW £27,500
Meridian 06000 Dignal Acfive Speakers
£3,995 SM £7,450
Cello shadier, Grand Master speakers in Piano Black or
Rosedeod recent models. Terrifie
£ 18,995 SM £60,003
BOW Nautrlus Speakers. Gunmetal. stunning
£ 17,995 SM £35.000
Audio Sythesis modified Sony X303ES CD Player with AT&T
and DSM-X llea Analog 20 64 DAC and APS-02 Power Supply
3box CD player with Dax spececaon, bargain £995.. SM . £2,503
£1295.. SM . £3298
Audio Research SP14 Preamp Silver Inc phono
Mama' Fidelity FT Tuner
.
£495.. SM... £900
Musical Fidelity F19 power amp balanced
£2295.. SM . £4,000
Krell KSL Preamp inc phono balanced
£995.. SM . £2,350
Krell KPS 20 CD Player. excellent
£4,995.. SM . £9.900
Muse Model Doe CD transport & Model Two ninety we bAC,
now machine and does DOD as well
£3,995 .. SM . £6,503
Mark Levinson 380S preamp WC & balanced £3.995 .. SM . £6.500
Audionote M3 preamp with phono
£
2,795.. SM . £4,650
Pioneer CLD 2850 CD CDV Laser disc player
Cyrus 7integrated amp & PSXR supply, month old
£795.. SM . £ 1,028
Gryphon DM100 Class Apower amp, the big one.
tus easuperb beast
£4,995 .. S/I1 £ 12,003
Cello Aedo Surte preamp with P201CD PIOIMC
62006 P301 moduels di master supply recent model £8.995.. SM £23.003
Cello Aude Palette recent model
£7,995
SM £29,000
Cello Performance 2amplifbers 4chassis mono power amps
simply superb, recent models
£9.995.. SM £27.500
Cello Stradivari master speakers in Piano black,
stunning recent tnodels
£ 12,995.. SM 025.000
BOW CD mise speakers 11 stands cherrywood £395.. S4-1 . 0700
Ensemble reference elver speakers dProlunto subwoolers.
Piano black. Extremely transparent watts II puppies
£2,995.. S/H . £7,003
Nairn CD3 CD Player
£695
SM . £1,000
Nem FT101 Tuner & Snaps Supply
f695 .. SIN . £1,003
Magnum Oynalab Tuner FTIOIA
£495.. SM... £850
Maranta 0D82 Dmital Compact Cassette
Lyra Claws De Capo Cartridge
£495.. S/11 . f995
Krell SEP 64X Reference DAC, who said digital technology
moves quick, still shows up current competition
£ 1,995 .. SM . £9,900
Malden 566 20 Bit DAC Aesbu etc, balanced £595.. SM . £1,195
Teac P500 CD Transport
£395.. SIN. .. £703
Primare T20 FM RDS Tuner
Class Audio DR6 lea balanced & phono mnVmc £ 1,795.. SM . £3,817
Meehan 541 Sound Processor Preamp
£595.. SM . £1,150
Meridian 555 Power Amps
£495.. SM... £750
Meridian 205 Mono Power Arms
£695.. SM . £1,100
Aude Silver Knight Valve Mono Amps
£ 1,295.. S/1-1 . £2,303
Classe Aude CA200 Power Amp. bal. black
£ 1,795.. SM . £2,903
Gryphon Phono Head Amp. gold. 2supplies.
Excelent .. £695.. SIN . £ 1,503
Day Sequerra FM tuner ' The Sequerra'
Best . £4,500 .. SM £10,000
Burmester 846 Line Preamp, gold 6balanced £795.. SM . £1,800
Ceno Palette MIV multiple input version & master supply
the ultimate line Pre Amp
£9,995.. SIN £29503
Lyra Parnasuss Cartridge
£695.. 0/11 . £1,695
Meridian 508 20 bit CD Player
£ 1,195.. S/1-1 . £ 1,995
Aude Research D250 Stereo VaNe Arno recent reraMs,
avery rare sought after ciasec
£2,795 .. SM . £6,950
BOW Silver Signature Speakers dStands,
stunning looks di sound to match. Brainga wood
£2,995.. S/FI . £5,500
Resox 13226 Signature CD Player. vanable output
£495.. . 01,150
MarantaCDA 94 DAC. sanable output and balanced
Michel ISO Hera Phono Stage
Mark Levinson 6026 fully balanced Pre Amp
Superb . £2,795.. S/H . £5,450
Marl. Levinson No26S fully balanced Pre Amp .
Brillant . £3,500 .. SM . 07250
Mark Levinson No23 Balanced Dual Mono Power Amp £2,995.. S/H . £5,5£0
Mark Levinson No20 5Reference Class AMono Amps
superb and rare opportunity legends bargain
£4,995.. SM £ 12,500
STOP PRESS JUST IN STAR BUY
Audenote Ongaku. the one and only. yes another one
can you believe n2years old. Willow
£ 19,995 OM £59,5130
Ceno Seran Active Speakers finished in Piano Black
superb speakers 128DB
£4,995
SM £ 12,500
Pere Lurne J1 Alk2 Turntable with SL5 Ami
£1,495
SM . 03,900
Aude Research V140 Valve Mano Amite Balanced £3,995
SM . £8,960
Aude Research ELI Bal Converter
£495
SM. . £888
Burmesler
Mk2 Mono Poser Amps, superb,
these units are 200 ape Avery rare
£2,995
SM . £9,200
Wilson Wan 3Puppy 2with tads di paws,
Piano Black very sought after, be quick
Superb . C8,003 .. SM £13,700
Meromeca 3.1 CD Transport
Reduced .. £795.. Soli £15,003
Audio Research V70 VaNe Amp
Reduced £ 1,495.. SM £4,400
Mon 4Speakers Black Ash
Reduced
£3,850
Silvered° Speakers Piano Black di Stands
Reduced
£2,350
Rees H6 RDS Tuner. Piano Glad,
Reduced .. £495.. SIN £1,030
Cello 8tDAC 20 bit di supply. stunning
Reduced
£1.995 .. SM £6,030
Monitor Aude Studio 50 Speakers. Chenyritiod Reduced . £ 1,995 .. SIN £5,990
Electro Componer Leered Annhersary Signature Poner Amp
. £ 1,295 .. S.41 £3,000
Musical Fidelity the Preamp 26
£150.. S/11 .0300
Audio Research Classic 150 Valve Mono Power Amps
choice of 2pans available Afully serviced
£4,995 .. Sag £12,000
Arcam Black Box 50 DAC
£ 150.. S41
£450
Cyrus Power Amp, balanced wrth PSXR
3complete unos available. 3months old
Cello Duet 350 Power Amps, choice of 2mailable and

'Looking for better sound
from your Hi Fi?

...We can help!
At Russ Andrews Accessories we
specialise in helping you to get the
i>os "einfrrs,
full performance out of your HiFi
and Home Theatre equipment.
e
We supply awide range of HiFi
cables and accessories which are t,
guaranteed to improve the musical `ia.
performance of your system or your money back!
PHONE US FOR OUR
FREE CATALOGUE

Lifetime

FREEPHONE 0800 373467

Guarantee

quoting refs AHNO900
Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd.,
FREEPOST NWW88I A, Kendal LA8 9ZA
Tel: +44 (0)1539 825500 Fax:444 (
0)1539 825540
AHNO900@russandrews.com
www.russandrews.com

El
st

30 Day
Horne Trial

Expert
Advice

Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd
Is sole UK distributor for

Free
Delivery

Kimber Kable

M ADISOUND
BUILDERS WITH

PROVIDES SPEAKER

THE

HIGHEST QUALITY

PARTS AND ADVICE.
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S Sedan Inductors
-"\Skaaning
,Loudspeakers

IWNAUDI 0®
TECHNOLOGY UniLailTEL

DiqE17112,23
ACOUSTIC PANELS

more
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flatline cable
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LEAP

MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS, INC.
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
P.O. BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 53744.4283 U.S.A.
TEL: 6C6-831-3433 FAX: 608-831-3771
e-mail info@roadisound corn
Web Page http /www madisound corn

ULTRAS ILENT

LOCATED IN WELWYN - HEATS
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

01438 714038
No7E: 1
A?..??MisZVece TIME OF °
P
.
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erZÓTUZENTS!

SEPTEMBER 2000

Export facilities available
Visit our Web Page www.billstereo.com
Main dealer for Orchid Speakers Reference products

Main Dealers for
MARK LEVINSON
NOW DEMONSTRATING THE MARK LEVINSON 383
INTEGRATED AMR
SPEAKERS
GRADIENT ( Quad) Subwoofers
WILSON MA)0( in Ferrad Grey ( Less than 4months old)
Linn Isabela With stands
ATC Towers Ts
AUDIONOTE ANE/SE (Rosewood) F. Veneer
KEF 101/2 Speakers
MISSION 782 Loud Speakers (Stand mount model)
MONITOR AUDIO Subwoofer Rosewood

ENVIRONMENT

PRICE
£995
£21995
£895
f795
£3995
£
475
£250
£195

TANNOY 15" Dual concentric speakers in superb oak cabinets £2995
Selection 01 Thiel ex demo. Speakers. All with 10 year guarantee.. fphone
88W Matrix 3excellent condition and boxed
£695
KEF 105 -3Mint/boxed
£1195
HEYBROOK Preamer's
£95
PRE AMPS
AVI S2000 MP with phonostage
£495
BRYSTON 8P20 Pre-amp (under 6months old)
£795
AUDIO RESEARCH PHONO 1phono stage MM 8MC
£895
EXPOSURE 21 Pre-amp NEW with remote
£890
PASSLABS Aleph PPre-amp
£2799
GRAAF WFB TWO Pre-amp
£1195
BURAIESTER 785 with phono
£
895
KRELL CM with phono
£1895
KRC/HR PRE AMP with remote
£3995
AMPLIFIERS
MARK LEVINSON MU Amplifier
£2995
BRYSTON 48 Pro-power amplifier (under 6months old)
£1295
CELLO PERFORMANCE 11 Mono amplifiers
£9995
MARK LEVINSON 332 200 wpc power amplifier
£3995
AUDIONOTE P4 Monoblocks
£3395
EXPOSURE 18 Stereo amplifier
£495
EXPOSURE 18 Stereo Power amplifier NEW
f720
PIONEER PRECISION integrated amplifier
£295
ROWLAND 5Power amp
£2695
VR50 Mono amplifiers
£995
CD PLAYERS ik TRANSPORTS
MERIDIAN 506 CD player ( under 6months old)
LINN KARIK CD player
DCS Elgar and Purcell
PROCEED PCD 3CD player
MARANTZ C094 Mk2
PIONEER PD91

f750
£895
£7995
£1595
£
495
£395

DAC'S
DCS Elgar and Purcell
£7995
MARK LEVINSON 306 Reference DAC (HDCD-24/96khz) £11995
CELLO REFERENCE DAC
£2995
LED DAC 3
£
1595
SONIC FRONTIERS SFD1 DAC
£
1195
VAC DAC Valve DAC
£895
MARK LEVINSON 360$ Dac

£
4495

MISCELLANEOUS
YAMAHA CT 7000 Tuner
£695
ROKSAN ARTAXERXES XPHONO STAGE with OSO power supply £395
NAXAMICHI BX2 cassette deck (just serviced)
£295
AUDIO RESEARCH 2metre set Litzline speaker cable (£765) ex. Demo'f495
SONIC FRONTIERS Jitta Buy
£295
TEAC A-33405 Tape recorder
£595
STAR LAAIDA NOVA Electrostatic headphones and energizer £595
SONY TCK 700 ES cassette deck
£195
TURNTABLES, CARTRIDGES & TOMEARMS
BASIS 1400 turntable with RB 300 arm

are also Mono Bridgeable
Brilkant.. 04,995.. SM £10.200
Pink Triangle Decapo DAC 1307 Chipset, black
£895.. SM £1,603
Meridian 290/203 Trarts/DAC Tricard,
Reduced.... £695.. Shl . £1,660
Meridian 208 CD/Pre Amp Phono MRS Remote Reduced.... £695.. . £ 1,665
SM . £5,150
SM... £995
SM... £885
SIN . £4,400
SIN . £1,500
SM... £450
SOI . £ 1.095

202, Findon Road Worthing, 814114 OF)
Pre-owned equipment available with guarantee

£600 .. SM. . £830

Goldmind Minims 3Power Amp
Stunning £ 1,995..
Robertson 4010 Power Amp 2available
£495..
Michel Argo Hera Line Pe Amp • Supply
£450..
Sota Cosmos Turntable Vaccum Hoe Granne
£ 1.395..
Cambridge CCH CO Player
£395..
Arcam Black Bo> 5DAC
£200 ..
Acoustat II Electrostatic Panel Speakers. Black
£350 ..

HEATHERDALE
AUDIO LTD

£695

DUEL CS5000 Turntable, excellent condition/boxed £150
LUXMAN PD 282 Turntable
£75
TECHNICS SLO2 Turntable
£75
CEC Turntable 8PSU
£
495
HELIUS Silver wired toreare
£
995
ROKSAN XERXES The mechanic pick-up arm Linn Trioka cartridge f795
VPI TNT Turntable
£2495
WE NOW OFFER OS FINANCE' (* subject to status)
PLEASE PHONE TO ARRANGE MI AUDITION
MAIN DEALERS OF MARX LEVINSON, THIEL AND ABSOLUTE SOUNDS.

Vibrelion control is essential for optimum performance of ado
elect' one*. The lof loot Isolation Platform is designed to eliminate
vibration allowing your system to perform without compromise.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: CRYSTAL CLOUD.
HOLLY HOUSE, ALEXANDER LANE. BRENTWOOD, ESSEX. C1413 1AG.
TEL. 01277 260020
FAX. 01277 260736
WNW.CRYSTALCLOUD.DEMON.GOOK

WE ACCEPT SWITCH

MASTERCARD

VISA

MIENS CLUI - AMERICAN EXPRESS
Tel: 01903 872288 or Evenings 07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234
Email address; heatherdaleehifistereo.com

4
iarruc.s

HIGH END AUDIO

HEATHERDALE
PRE- OWNED
EQUIPMENT

Dissatisfied with your system?

BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED

NEW IN THIS MONTH
Forsell Air Force One complete with form Aflywheel
superb looks & stunning sound
Cello Audio see & masler supply, various modules,
premium Obasic, phone with your requirement.
also some modules available
Tascare CD 701 CD Player, balanced. pro Studio lean

SALE

UST

£7995

SM £ 16,000

WITH GUARANTEE EXPORT

Cello Palette MIV multiple input version dmaster supply
ihe ultimate fine Pre Amp
£9,995 Sill £29500
Lyra Parnasuss Canndge
£695 SM £ 1.695
Meridian 508 20 be CO Player
£ 1,195 Ski £ 1.995
Audio Research 0250 Stereo Valve Amp, recent revalve.
avery rare sought after classic
£2.795 SM £6.950
Krell KSA 80 Power Amp
£ 1,495 SM £3,498
Krell KSA 808 Power Amp, balanced
£ 1.795 S/H £3,897
SAW Silver Signature Speakers dStands.
stunning looks 8. sound to match, Bobinga wood
£2,995 SM £5,500
Audio Mecca Mephisto CD Transport Trichant AT&T
£ 1,295 SM £2,500
Wade WT 3200 CD Transpon
£999 SM £1,995
RWO> 8226 Signature CD Player. vanable output
£495 SM £1,150
Marantz CD 94 802 CD Player Crown 2Cheset £595 SM
£900
Merantz CDA 94 DAC. sanable output and balanced
£395 SM
£900
Anis DAP 2Box Reference DAC
Superb .£995 S/11 £3,500
Aude Sythesis DAS Decade R/C
Ballad £ 1.795 SM £2,795
Arrtangent 2B full Asilo Air henar Tracking Ann
£ 1,895 SM £4,0004.
SME IV Arm
£495 SM £983
Michel ISO Hera Phono Stage
£395 SM £600
Mark Levinson 5025 Phono Stage PLS226 Supply ... Superb £ 1,895 SM £3.450
Mar11 Levinson 6026 fully balanced Pre Amp
Superb £2.795 SM £5.450
Mark Levinson No26S fully balanced Pm Arnp
Bridant, £3.500 SM £7250
Mark Levinson 6023 Balanced Dual Mono Power Amp £2,995 SM £5,500
Mark Levinson No20 5Reference Class AMono Amps
superb and rare opportunrly legends bargain
£4.995 SM £ 12500
Krell KRC HR Pre Amp RiC Bal etc
£3.995 SM £6,949
Cued 77 Integrated Amp 2months old
£395 SM £700
Cello Master Stradrvan Speakers. Piano Black
AMust £ 12.995 S/14 £35.000
STOP PRESS JUST IN STAR BUY
Audionote Ongaku. the one and only, yes another one
can you believed 2years old, Willow . ... £19.995 016 £59.500
MANY SUMMER REDUCTIONS
Posse' Albatross Speakers Black
£ 1.395 SM £3,0110
Cello Smarm Active Speakers finished in Piano Black
superb speakers t
2808
£4995 SM £ 12.500
Pere Liane JI Mk2 Turntable with SL5 Ann
£ 1.495 SM £3.900
Cello Cartridge
£395 SM £ 1.000
Audio Research SP 11 Mk2 Silver Preamp
£ 1,995 SM £5.800
£3,995 SM £8,960
Audio Research 0140 Valve Mono Amps Balanced
&KM Research BL IBat Convener
£495 SM £888
Burmester 828 Mk2 More Power Amps. superb
these unos are 200 wpc Avery rare
£
2.995 S,91 £9,200
Counter Point SA12 Power Amp, black
£595 SM £ 1,250
Wilson Watt 3Puppy 2we tails 8paws.
Susan). £6,000 S/H £ 13,700
Piano Black, very sought after, be quick
Cary 5500 Valve Preamp. black
£495 SM £ 1.200
Micrerneca 21CO Transpon
Reduced . £995 S/H £2,500
Micromeca al CD Transpon .
Reduced .. £795 SM £ 15,000
Krell OSA 250 Power Amp
Reduced . £2.700 SM £6.603
Krell KSL Line Preamp Mk2 Bal
Reduced .. £995 SM £2.296
Rovox H1 Cassette Deck 3Head
Reduced .. £595 SM £ 1,150
Cary 263 Valve Power Amp
Reduced , . £695 SM £ 1,196
Audio Research 070 Valve Amp
Reduced . £ 1.495 SM £4.400
Non 4Speakers Black Ash
Reduced .. £995 SM £3,850
Bunneeer 850 Mono Power Amps
Reduced . £ 1,495 S/H £5.350
Silverado Speakers Piano Black & Stands
Reduced .. £995 SM £2.350
Rem> 8261 Tuner. Superb.. . ..
Reduced .. £550 SM £ 1.145
Rees H6 ROS Tuner, Piano Black .
Reduced .. £495 SM CUM
Threshold PET 10 Phono Stage
Reduced .. £595 SM £ 1.800
YBA 2Power Amp. latest
Reduced .. £795 SM £2,150
Equation 2Speakers. Piano 81ack
Reduced . £995 SM £3.500
Aude Sythese Modified Sony CDX 303. ex AT 8. T
veth DSM Ultra analogue 20 be ts supply excellent Reduced .. £895 SM U.515
Trio Lon Tuner Classic Sequrra Beater
Reduced .. £795 SM Loads
Theta DS Pro Basic, 2DAC
Reduced .. £795 SM £2,299
Cello 8.1 DAC 20 be 0. supply, stunning
Reduced . £ 1.995 SM £6.000
Krell (PS 301CD Player
Reduced . £2.295 SM £5.490
Kree KRC-2 Preamp Bal A/C
Reduced . £ 1.795 SM £4,190
Moner Aude Studio 50 Speakers. Cherrywood.
Reduced. £ 1.995 SM £5.000
Proac Response 3Speakers VDH Wired. Light Oak Reduced . £ 1.495 £3.300
TEAC P30 CD Transpon
£ 1495 SM £2500
Electro Companet Limite Anniversary Signature Power Amp
£ 1295 SM £3000
Orado Delphi Mk2 Turntable Mission Arm.
just serviced and includes mod squad supply
£695 S/H £2000.
Vecteur Bloc Source Class APreemie 2Box Preamp
also includes MC Stage. bargain .... Excellent £1495 541 £5000
Vecteur Ampli A35 Class APower Amps, choice of 2
also available .... .. Also Excellent £1195 SM £4000
Musical Fidelity the Preamp 2A
£ 150 SM £300
Audio Research Classic 150 Valve Mono Power Amps
choice of 2pairs available A. fully serviced
£0995 SM £ 12000
JM Labs Grande Utopia Speakers Cherry ex Porsche Black
rare chance for these superb Sonic beasts
£22995 SM £42000
Proac 35 Speakers. Lt Oak
£2295 SM £4700
Arcam 170 3CD Transport
£325 SM £ 750
Arcam Black Box 50 DAC
£ 150 SM £450
Cyrus DAD30 CO Player and PSXR supply. 3months old £895 SM £ 1229
Cyrus Power Amp, balanced with PSXR
3complete units available. 3months old
£600 SM £830
M.01 754 Freedom speakers, Pnmavera. 3months
£995 SM £ 1498
May do acompete deal on Mission Cyrus system above. Retail price s £6835
complete and is 3months old.
Muse 18 Subwooler Rosewood
Brilliant.. £ 1995 S/H £4000
Cello Duet 350 Power Amps. choice of 2available and
are also Mono Bridgeable
BnIliant.. £4995 S/H £ 10.200
Pink Triangle Decapo DAC 1307 Cheset. black
£895 S/H £ 1600
Mark Levinson 6039 CO player
Superb , £3995 EAD £4995
Lumley S170 Stereo Whe Amp Tonde Switchable
£995 E/D £2225
Krell KBL/KPE Line Pre Amp. Phono Stage
£ 1995 SM £5326
Meridian 200/203 Trans/DAC Tricord
. Reduced .. enob SM £ 1660
Meridian 208 CD/Pre Amp Phono MRS Remote, .. Reduced .. £695 SM £ 1665
Gryphon XT Pre Amp Glass Lid
Reduce, , £ 1995 SM £5500
Bunnssster 838/846 Phono/Line Pre Amp Gold Reduced . £ 1295 SM £3500
Goldmund Mono 3Power Amp
Stunning . £ 1995 SM £5150
Robertson 4010 Power Amp 2available
SM £995
Michel Argo Hera Line Pre Amp. Supply
£45C SM £885
Sota Cosmos Turntable Vaccum Hold Granite
£ 1399. SM £4400
Cambridge CD1 CD Player
£395 SM £ 1500
Arcam Della 1100 Pre Amp/DAC Black Box 50
£250 SM £750
Arcam Black Box 5DAC ..
MOO SM £450
Tannoy 638 Profile Speakers
£295 SM £600
Acoustat II Electrostatic Panel Speakers Black
£350 541 £ 1095

LOCATED IN WELWYN - HEATS
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

01438 714038
10.00am - 7.00prn MON - SAT 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN
NOTE: ALL ITEMS IN STOCK AT TIME OF PRESS WE ARE NOT AGENTS!
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FACILITIES AVAILABLE

PO.A.
£795 . Sill .f2.300

A RARE OPPORTUNITY
MARK LEVINSON REFERENCE ML32 PRE-AMP AS NEW,
FULL 5YEAR GUARANTEE P.O.A

The Russ Andrews catalogue is packed full of
cost-effective products which are guaranteed
to improve the musical performance of your
system - or your money back!

ANOTHER RARE OPPORTUNITY
CELLO PERFORMANCE 2POWER AMPS £ 11,995
CELLO ANNIVERSARY GOLD PRE-AMP WITH PSU £4,995
CELLO DA CONVERTER £2,995
MARK LEVINSON 30.6 REFERENCE DAC £ 12,500

Call now for your free copy
quoting ref: ABHNO200
Freephone 0800 373467
Russ Andrews Accessodes Ltd, FREEPOST NWW881A. Kendal, LAS 9Th
Tel:4-441011539 823247
F nail abhn0200

www.russandrews.com
ru,sandrow,,,,m

Peace of mind with the Russ Andrews Guarantee
;Free

I

delivery • Full Refund Upgrade Scheme • 30 Day Home

Absolute Tune-ups
Absolute bounds qualified engineers tan Iltitv
modify or re-align any high-end equip ....
undertake rebuilds with .elected audiophile •
component. and can also otter a % Mt,.
inatching wr% ice

I" sped

tmly the bt , 1

Absolute
Tel: 0181-971
Sounds
3909 Fax: 0181-879 7962

atv
ATV SERVICES
LEATHERHEAD
01372 456921

/
I
A

•Service & Repairs
•Valve & transistor
amplifiers
•Vintage Valve
radios
• HiFi VCR's
. Valves tested

www.SPEAKERPARTS.com
FIX SPEAKER FOAM ROT

YOURSELF

D.I.Y. NEWFOAMTmSPEAKER FOAM ROT
REPAIR KITS SAVE BIG E:1: WITH ORIGINAL
STANDARD & DELUXE KITS. STANDARD
($29.96 INCLUDES S + ED TWO FOAM SURROUNDS, ADHESIVE AND INSTRUCTIONS.
DELUXE ($ 34.96 INCLUDES S + HI ALL OF
THE ABOVE PLUS CALIBRATION ALIGNMENT SHIMS AND REPLACEMENT DUST
CAPS. THIS IS THE PROFESSIONAL'S WAY TO
FIX A SPEAKER. IT ALLOWS YOU TO CENTER
THE VOICE COIL MECHANICALLY.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK.
AS SEEN IN:
STEREO REVIEW JUNE 1996
AUDIO MAGAZINE FEBRUARY 1997
THE WALL STREET JOURNAL JANUARY 1998
HAVE MEASUREMENTS, MAKE, AND MODEL
READY WHEN YOU CALL.

NEWFOAM
3047 West Henrietta Road
Rochester, NY 14623 USA
Tel: (716) 424-3680
Fax: (716) 427-9339
e-mail: hifi@ NEWFOAM.com
VISA MC AMEX DISC

+800 4639-3626
This is a Five call to the lS \
Fax + 800 2329-3626
n

SPEAKERS
PRICE
TANNOY 15* Dual concentric speakers in superb oak cabinets
£
2995
ATC Towers 7's
£795
AUDIONOTE ANE/SE (
Rosewood) F. Veneer
f3995
SW 802 Matrix Speakers
£995
£195
DITTON 15's Speakers
MAGNAPLA1MR 1.5's
£995
MIRAGE M- I
si Piano black
£2995
MISSION 782 Loud Speakers
f250
MONITOR AUDIO Subwoofer Rosewood
£295
SHAHINIAN ARC speakers
£995
£495
SOLSTICE AAD speakers with stands
SPENDOR SP1 Speakers with stands
£345
THIEL 72 Birds Eye Maple Ex-Demonstration
£10995
PRE AMPS
AUDIO SYNTHESIS Passion Silver Pre-amp
£395
AUDIO RESEARCH LS7 Pre-amp
£
795
AUDIO RESEARCH LS8 Black Pre-amplifier
£
995
AUDIO RESEARCH LS9 Pre-amplifier with remote
£
1395
BURMESTER 877 Pre-amp
£1495
ELECTROCOMPANIET EC4.5 balanced Pre-amp with remote
£795
EXPOSURE 17 Pre-amp
£495
EXPOSURE 21 Pre-amp NEW with remote
£890
MARX LEVINSON 28 Pre-amp with Phono
£
1495
MERIDIAN 5(10 Pre-amplifier with phonostage
£495
PASSIM Aleph PPre-amp
£2799
SONIC FRONTIERS SFL2 Pre-amp 8PSU
£1995
ZSYSTEMS RDP1 Reference Pre-amp Latest Specification £3995
AMPLIFIERS
AUDIONOTE P4 Monalocks
£3395
AUDIONOTE Ongaku (NEW)
£34995
CHAMELEON Ruby amplifier
£795
COPLAND CSA 28 integrated amplifier
£850
EXPOSURE 18 Stereo Amplifier
£
495
EXPOSURE 18 Stereo Power Amplifier NEW
£720
KRELL K.003001 integrated amplifier
£1695
LUXMAN M2000 Power Amplifier
£495
CD PLAYERS &TRANSPORTS
ALTIS CDT Ill CD Transport Ex-demonstration (
was £5000)
£3500
HAIM CDI Cd player
£995
DAC'S
MARX LEVINSON 35 DAC Ex-demonstration
£2995
MERIDIAN 203 DAC
£
195
SONIC FRONTIERS SFD1 DAC
£1195
THETA Pro-Prime 2A. Balanced outputs
£995
VAC DAC 22.1 (HDCD)
£
895
MISCELLANEOUS
NAKAMICHI RO 505 3head auto reverse cassette deck
£
650
AUDIO RESEARCH 2.5 meter Litzlink interconnect
£195
KRELL KPE Phono stage
£
495
MOBILE FIDELITY Pines of Rome UHOR Sealed Box
£200
MICHELL ISO Phonoslage
£249
MICHELL DELPHINI phonostage as new and boxed
£695
RE VOX PR99 Mk2 tape deck trolley mounted
£
1495
SONIC FRONTIERS SFP1 Phonostage
£
795
SONIC FRONTIERS Jitta Bug
£495
VANDEN HALL CS122 Hybrid Speaker Cable 2.5 metre sets
£50/set
TEAC A-33405 Tape recorder
£595
TURNTABLES, CARTRIDGES & TONEARMS
ALPHASON Sonata with PSU fined with RS 100S arm
£
695
AUDIO TECHNICA 0C9 MC Cartridge NEW/BOXEO
£
275
CEC Turntable & PSU
£495
HELIUS Silver wired tonearm
£995
ROXSAN XERXES The mechnanic pick-up arm Linn Trioka cartridge £795
ROGAN XERXES Turntable
£595
API TNT Turntable
£3495
TUNERS
ROTEL 01050 AL Tuner
£95
WE NOW OFFER 0% FINANCE

imbject to status)

PLEASE PRONE TO ARRANGE All AUOMCN
MAIN U.K. DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL

AND ABSOLUTE SOUPIRS.

Visit hair Websille W
littp://www.hifi-sterco.
Email: heatherdale@hifi-slereo.com

IE21

AVI MAIN DEALERS
AMEX - VISA - SWITCH MASTER CARD- DINERS CLUB
WELCOME

visA

202 FINDON ROAD. FINDON VALLEY, WORTHING
WEST SUSSEX BN14 OEJ
TEL: 01903 872288

FAX: 01903 872234

MOBILE: 0860 660001

rt., nab.. Iimin

Replacement Woofers, Grille Cloth, Voice Coils
Custom Cut Foam Grilles, Speaker Wire, Horns
Worldwide Speaker Repair Since 1979

FEBRUARY 1999
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rQUALITY

STYLE

CHOICE

Loudspeaker specialists for over 30 years.
Our range of loudspeakers is constantly changing and
increasing to give our customers the choice they deserve.
However should you still yearn for something more exotic
or unique, then we are happy to offer our design service to
assist in your quest.
All our loudspeakers are on demonstration and you are
welcome to visit at any time, no appointments
necessary.
Phone today for your FREE catalogue giving details of our full range
of Loudspeakers and accessories.
Why not check out our website: www.wilmslow-audio.co.uk

WILMSLOW AUDIO LIMITED
50 Malh Street, Broughton Astley, Leicester LE9 6RD
Tel: 44 01455 286603

Fax: 44 01455 286605

E-mail: info@wilmslow-audio.co.uk Website: www.wilmslow-audio.co.uk

01376 521132
0802 483698
E-MAIL: soundstage@netlineuk.net

SOle'

TEL: 01283 702875

HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES FREE NATIOWIDE DELIVERY

i\ci UDI1C. ,a,11INNS

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

\COUSTIC ENERGY AE2 WITH AE STANDS BLACK
£795
.\RCAM ALPHA 9P POWER AMPLIFIERS X2
EACH £299
\TC SCM 20 LOUDSPEAKERS
£995
CYRUS STRAIGHT LINE AMPLIFIER
£279
CYRUS III 3MM AMPLIFIER
£375
DENON DRM 700 CASSETTE DECK
£ 149
DENON DCD Sb OCD PLAYER
£695
EPOS ES12 + CUSTOM DESIGN STANDS CHERRY WOOD
£399
EPOS ES14 LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK ASH + STANDS
£349
LINN SARA AFRO
£299
LINN AXIS AKITO
£399
LINN AV 5140 CHERRY WITH FULL LENGTH GRILLES
£ 1499
LINN AV 5120 CHERRY WITH GRILLE
£429
LINN INTEK AMPLIFIER
£299
LINN LK 100 POWER AMP X2
EACH £375
MARANTZ CD63II KI SIG CD PLAYER
£299
MICROMEGA STAGE 6CD PLAYER
£595
MICROMEGA PREMIUM 18 CD PLAYER
f449
MUSICAL FIDELITY TI FM TURNER
£ 195
NAIM NAP 250 POWER AMP OLD STYLE
£795
NAIM SNAPS POWER SUPPLY
£95
NAIM CD2 CD PLAYER
£ 1395
NAIM CDI CD PLAYER
£ 1195
NAIM NAT 03 TUNER
£395
NAIM NAP 140 POWER AMP OLD STYLE
£349
NAIM NAP 140 POWER AMP NEW STYLE
£449
NAIM SBL BLACK ASH
£995
NAKAMICHI 582 CASSETTE DECK
£249
NAKAMICHI BX 300E CASSETTE DECK
£395
NAKAMICHI BX 125E CASSETTE DECK
£225
REGA PLANAR 3SILVER PLINTH
£229
REVOX B26I TUNER
£499
RE VOX B77 MK II 2SPEED
£499
ROKSAN XERXES BLACK ASH TABRIZ ZI CHORUS BLACK XPS III
£595
ROKSAN DS 1.5 POWER SUPPLY
£449
ROKSAN XERXES BLACK ASH SME IV DENON CARTRIDGE
£895
ROTEL RB 985 5CH POWER AMP
£449
RUARK SABRE LOUDSPEAKERS
£249
RUARK TEMPLAR MKI LOUDSPEAKERS ROSEWOOD
£299
¡BAC VRDS 25 CD PLAYER
£699

THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL ITEMS
PART EXCHANGE WELCOME - RING FOR DETAILS
FEBRUARY 2000

9am-9pm

TRADE IN YOUR OW MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES & SAVE UP TO 45% OFF THE RRP
CARTRIDGES 6 STYLI

PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT

HI-Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

IAN HARRISON HI-FI
DENON
SHURE
AUDIO TECHNICA
GO WRING
AUDIOOUEST
TRANSFIGURATION
LONDON (DECCA)
ARCAM
GRADO
ROMAN
VAN DEN HUL
ORTOFON
& OTHERS
AUDIO NOTE
DNM
LOUDSPEAKERS
HARBETH
ATC
SONY
ROYO
HEADPHONES
SENNHEISER
BEYER
SONY
AKG
GRADO
AUDIO-TECHNICA

TONEARMS
ROKSAN
SME
MOTH
TURNTABLES
SME
TECHNICS
MICHELL
HIFI
FURNITURE
AP OLLO

CASSETTE DECKS COMPACT DISC
PIONEER
TEAC
SONY
DENON
YAMAHA
IVIARANTZ
TASCAM

PIONEER
TEAC
SONY
DENON
YAMAHA
MARANTZ
PHILIPS

DAT
PIONEER
TEAC
TASCAM
SONY

CREEK

FOSTEX

MINI DISC

SOUND STYLE

SONY

PROJEKT
ORGANISATION
CABLES
SONIC LINK
AUDIOOUEST
AUD#O-TECHNICA
VAN DEN HUL
GOLDRING
OED
BLANK TAPES/

TEST CDS

DISCS

AMPLIFIERS

CDR
PIONEER
REEL- REEL
STUDER
TASCAM

DENON
MARANTZ
PIONEER
YAMAHA
PHIUPS & OTHERS

*ALL GOODS ARE BRAND NEW .1 BOXED
WITH FULL U.K. GUARANTEES.
NO EX/DEM OR EX DISPLAY GOODS.
NO GREY IMPORTS

TEST RECORD

ACCESSORIES
DISCWASHER MAXWELL

liDK

AMPEX

MILTY

SONY

SONY

JVC

QED

ANTIFERENCE

SC ..) CH

• .

•PHONE OR WRITE MAXWELL
FOR DETAILS

DENON
PIONEER
YAMAHA
mARANTz
PHILIPS

DENON

SOUND

TEST CASSETTES

DEMO CD'S

SONY

BASF

,..,„1._

-

MAXVIEVV
PIVOTELLI

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE 6 AVAILABILITY PRIOR
TO ORDERING. GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL.
SORRY, NO GENERAL CATALOGUES. PLEASE PHONE OR
WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS, BROCHURES OR PRICES.
MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM:
IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, 0E65 6GO.
TEL: 01283 702875. 9am-9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS
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* Crossover Design - Optimised for your units to your specifications
* Thiele / Small parameters - Actual values for your drive units
* Full loudspeaker testing undertaken - 1
w/lm, Phase, lnpedance
* Loudspeaker up-grades - new capacitors, cable & binding posts
Please call for your

loudspeaker information pack & price list.
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accessories,
cables, gadgets
and hi-fi by post
NEW STAX RANGE
Hear the new revised
Lambda Nova range
of electrostatic headphones

phone, fax or write for the
price list / newsletter or
visit the website :
www.signals.uk.com

VISA

signals
hi-fi for grown-ups

ipswi ch ( 0 14 73 )
or visit our comfortable showroom for ademonstration at:
ViItrn

erf

A VERY SPECIAL
THANKS TO
MANA ACOUSTICS
FOR THEIR SUPPORTS
OVER THE YEARS

Cf11C SC7

6 22 866

fax ( 01473 ) 631588 email : enq@signals.uk.com
signals ma rtlesham heath ipswich suffolk ip5 3ua
w w w
si
g n a Is.uk .
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SELECT AUDIO
(LonDon)

A WARM THANKS
TO ALL AT
PEACH AT
CAMDEN PALACE
EVERY FRIDAY

(SIMPLY THE BEST)

(KEEP IT UP)

***************** 0181 986 8788 *****************
JEFF ROWLAND ML2 AND BPI BATTERY
£3,750
JEFF ROWLAND CONSUMATE AND
PHONO STAGE MK3, 3 BOX
£3,000
JEFF ROWLAND CONSONANCE INC
PHONO BOARD AND REMOTE
£ 1,300
APOGEE STAGE SPEAKERS
£800
APOGEE DUETTA SIGH AND X/0
£3,000
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE1
£300
COUNTERPOINT SA220, 220 WPC
£ 1,200
PASS LABS DIGITAL ONE DAC
£2,700
BAT VK5, VALVE PRE REMOTE
£2,400
EQUINOX BATTERY PHONO STAGE
£450
NAIM IBL BLACK
£350
NAIM 62, HI CAP, 250 NEW STYLE
£ 1,300
ACCUPHASE D450 POWER AMP 200 WPC
£2,000
AUDIOLAB 8000C AND 8000P
£550
MUSICAL FIDELITY Al EX DEM
£300
MUSICAL FIDELITY F22 VALVE, PRE REMOTE
£400
MORDAUNT SHORT MS817, CHERRY
£400

*********** 10Am-7pm

CLOSED WED

£ 7,500
£ 10,000
£3,500
£3,000
£ 10,000
£900
£3,000
£5,000
£4,400
£850
£850
£2,700
£3,750
£ 1,250
£500
£900
£900

az sun **********
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HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Lintone Audio

A UDIO M ATTERS

SELECTED USED EQUPSIENT AND SPECIAL OFFERs
Arcam Delta 110 Pre- Amplifier
inc.
1299B5
Arson Xe, 5Channel Dolby Pro Amp
len den)) £49995
Arcarn Alpha 5CD Player
( mod) £ 200 Oo
Arcam Alpha 5Plus CD Player ......... ......... .......... __ fused) £ 2 r
,
Arnim Alpha It CD Player .......................................( en demi
111re
Arcam Delta 290 Power Amplifier
re-furb)
1225 os
Audiolab LX Amplifier
( new) £ 349.95
B&W PM4 loudspeaker,
lex-dem) £ 399.95
Castle Severn Loudspeaker,
( new) £399.95
Cyrus 31 Amplifier
le-dem) £499.95
Cyrus A/V Master Dolby Pre- Amplifier ) en-dern).....£5500)
Cyrus PS3UR Power Supply
( used)..S250.00

USO
Alchemist Forsetti pre

Nairn NA-Olt/PST Tuner
( ined) £ 1
510101)
Naim NAT1)2 Timer ..... .......... ....................... ...t
used)
Nakarnichi 1X5 Co- one Deck
Pioneer C73 Reference Pre Amplifier
Rega Ela Loudspeakers

power

5/14

£2398 . RO .A.

Alchemist Kraken Anniversary Mk II

£ 1150

Audiemeca Mephisto CD transport

£24C0

£ 1050

£3500

£ 1195

Audio Research D240 Mk II

SPECIALIST

PART EXCHANGE

URGENTLY

TEL/FAX

REQUIRED
LINN. NAIM.
CASH WAITING

Audion Block Shadows 845 valve monoblocks £4000 . P.O.A.
Audion Silvernight 300B monoblocks

£2250

Cherie Academy 1solid walnut (ex/d)

£ 1299

Cherie Academy 2 solid walnut (ex/d)

£ 1649

tax
£ 1100

£ 1195

£700

Dynaudio - Contour 1.3 Mk 0

£ 1198

£650

Quality Used Equipment Bought, Sold, Part Ex

£4000 .£ 2499

Urgently Required Linn, Nairn, Meridian, Quad

Genesis Gen 503 spks in Buitt Active Bass
(ex/a) MU

Open Mon- Sun 10.00-8.00

£2495 . RO .A.

Lexicon DC1 point II AC3/DTS pre (factory upgrade)
Macintosh 7106 6ch. THX pwr. amp.

£ 1995

£4000£1999

Meriden 204 Tuner

£350

Meriden 205 Monobksck

£395

Meriden 208 CD. pre + r/c

£495

Nokamichi CRIE Coss

£ 150

Quad 34 + FM4 + 306 + rack

£503

Quad 77 int

£703

Quad 605 pwr

£300

£350

Sonic Frontiers SFD II Doc

£5303

£3995

Spender SP 7/1 spks

£ 1995

£550

Tube Tech. Unisis Sig. Int

£2300 ... £ 1250

A NEW RANGE OF AUDION AMPS ON DIM - THE BLACK
SHADOWS 845 TO THE GOLDEN DREAMS - WITH CADENCE ES ME ll's
LISTEN IS BE PERSUADED.
On Doer

MastercardNisa/Delta/Switch

£ 11000 .£6499

Krell Kan 3001

.1
used). . 1350.00
used ) .£ 309.00
fused). ..1:Ifele

stephanie1@currantbun.com
The Midlands Best Used Equipment Specialist

Copland CSA 14 Int. amp
Genesis Gen 403 spks

Revox B77 Open Reel Recorder
.1
used). .£595.00
Tannoy 13100 Loudspeakers/Stands ( ased) £ 12000
TAG 60i Amplifier
dom) .....£ 399.95
TAG 125 Mono Amplifiers ( pare
on dom) £ 1440110)
TAG PAIO Pre•Amplifier
lex-dem) .....£45010)
Trichord Pulsar Ono DAC Convenor .................. Cox dom.) .....£799.00
Yamaha DSP-A2070 Dolby Amplifier ( used/. .£ 35ono
Yamaha DSP-Al Amplifier
Mew/ 1109995
Yamaha DSP-A:1 Amplifier
( new) £849 95

Tel/Fax:
0121 747 4246
The following items
are now available

Alchemist. Anthem_ Audarrieca. Audan Valve Amps.

Bow Technologies, Caderice Spas.. Cherie URA Monarchy. ()Motor
Pink Thangie. Project TT. Sonic Frontiers. triangle Staks..
Trilogy Valve Amps. Von der FUÀ
-

STOCKISTS OF NAIM. X1ERIDIAN,TAG MCLAREN, CYRUS. KRELL. RUARK.
OPERA, 'WARR. MOR 4511, MICHELLE. CASTLETEAC. KEF.ARCAM ETC. ETC.

VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED -

Visit our nett site at http://www.lintone.co.uk
e-mail on. Lintone.audioe'virgin.net
7-11 Park lone. Gatehead. Tyne & Wear NF.8 3JW.
Tel 0191 477 4167

BOUGHT. SOLD

£599 . P.O.A.

Anthem CD player ( 5 star What kli-F) ( ex/d) £ 1699

lased). .£240.00
( used). _ENO«)

Marano CD6V2 OSE CD Player
fused). . 1190.1e
Meridian 206 CD Player.... ....1
used I :....£400110
Meridian 518 Digital Audio Process. ( ex tkm). .£550.00
Mendran 566 21) Bi)
.
den)) ..£700.1e
Mus Fid The Pre- Amplifier
( ased) £ 14000
Micromega Stage 3CD Player
fused). .£450.00

EQUIPMENT.

USED EQUIPMENT

0181 255 0572 / 0973 436135

Deno, Beat 100 Amplifier inc MM Module
used) ..... £450.00
Ikhlquist 13Q10 Loudspeaker,
( used)._ £600.00
Jamo Coven Centre Speaker
( new) £ 299.95
KEE Q35 l.oudspeakers. . . .
limed).. £ 240.00
Linn LK.? Power Amplrfler .
Linn Powenek Power Amplifier
Linn Bank Turntable

QUALITY USED

THE MIDLAND BEST

New, Ex Dem + Part ex. equipment FOR SALE

Fax 0191 477 2771

RRP NOW
Accuphase DP- 70V 20 bit digital volume
Arcam BB5 DAC

450

95

Audiolab 8000C Black ( late model)

580

295

Audioquest Video Two ( Digital Lead)

60

35

Audiotechnica 0C9 ex-dem ( 10 hrs)

300

150

AVI S2000 MP

950

550

Chord Chameleon 111 Balanced V2 metre

125

60

Chord SPM 2000 B6Channel Amp

5500 3496

Copland CDA288

2000 1295

Cyrus DM/3Q

900

595

1300

595

Gamma Gemini 12W SE Class AIntegrated

600

295

Goertz M1 Centre Stage 2x6m

200

95

Henley Designs HMC50 NEW ( phono stage)

250

150

Dynaudio Contour 1.3 Beech
The

best

Pollution Eraser available for C 180 only.
HF and LF Filtering and Spike Protection.
mains

LOOKING FOR DISTRIBUTORS WHO ARE KEEN TO JOIN THE HYPE
rillSiC Platters

I fax

Krell KST 100

3000 1295

Linn Kelidh (Walnut)

850

495

2000

795

650

395

Linn LP12 lttok Cirkus Goldring 1042

n/a

695

Linn LP12 Valhalla (affromosia)

n/a

295

Meredian 200 Transport

900

395

Meredian 201 Preamp

650

295

Meridian 263 DAC

650

250

Meridian 501 plus Phono

850

450

Meridian 562

770

495

Meridian 518 Digital Preamp

985

695

1650

995

Micromega Minium Tuner

350

175

THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

Mission 750LE ( Rosewood) Mission Stands

350

195

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.

Musical Fidelity A1000 (class Aintegrated)

1600

895

Naim 32.5

380

195

Naim 42.5

280

150

Naim 180

1100

750

. 31

70

42 79 077

Linn LP12 Cirkus Ittok LV111
Linn 5120 ( Centre Speaker)

M ADISOUNID
BUILDERS WITH

PROVIDES SPEAKER

THE

HIGHEST QUALITY

PARTS AND ADVICE.

seas

EE-zte_ --e

ECLIPSE

S solen Inductors
Skaaning
Loudspeakers
DÍEFILM
ACOUSTIC PANELS

WNAUDIO
TECHNOLOGY UNLM ED

C 1
H 10 KING

•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

flatline cahle

COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
“TUBES
Call, write, fax or email for details and free consultation
(215) 297-8824 • fax ( 215) 297-8661

BON

LEAP

MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS, INC.
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN

Tei

PO BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 53744-4283 U.S A.

r•••••
••••

TEL 608-831.3433 FAX 608.831-3771
emal into@madisound corn

I
aie'
•••••

Web Page htlp iwww maelsound corn
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5000 1995

Visit oar website at:
httri/www.fatwyre.com
email: tatwyre@fatwyre.com

gri comminv
THE
CABLE

PO Box 579, Point Pleasant, PA 18950 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

Michell ORCA Pre

Naim 62 ( new style)

430

195

Naim 72

850

450

Naim 250 ( old style)

1750

795

Naim CD2

2000 1095

Naim CDS II ( 2months old)

5700 4500

Nuance Plenitude Pre Amp

800

295

n/a

595

395

250

Revox G36

n/a

395

Roksan Xerxes Artemiz ( Rosewood)

n/a

650

Rogers LS35A (6months old) Black

800

395

1500

295

Quad ELS 57 Black MAF Stands
Rel 050 Sub

Sony CDP707-FSD
Sony MDS JE520 ( mini disc)
Stax Lambda Nova Signature

300

95

SRDX PrO ( new) 800

495

XLO 2.1 Signature Balanced 72 metre

400

www.centralaudio.co.uk
tony@centralaudio.co.uk
135

195

GT AUDIO

THE SERVICE AND REPIIR SPECIALIST
h3131139m13 To,9031-rrY REPAIRS AND 1161 it r... ', TAKEN us ALL VALVE AND
TRANSISTOR EQUIPMENT SYMPATHETIC UPGRAINNG. ONT AGE AMPLIMER RESTORATUN.
ITAK TROUGIIIINE TUNER SERVICING AND ALIGNMENT ARECNIR SPUTA, TEL

Pith-OWNED EOUIPMENT FOR DALE
Atiodgarde IME, hue finoh. -del. ,

till £45(»

£2000

LT¡
mtg./Mr IM rs im.t.1111, red. ex.demo

Li,l £5300

£40110

Atantgarde DI ( l',,,V,I,
ca•derno
Nottingham Undogue Mentor Reference • Mentor arm
kor) Mud,

Lea £6700

C5000

List £5350 £ 1500

Ortoron SPU Cla‘sly GM. 10 houIN Ale
QUAD II's in excellent condition. GEC K1'66 ,..
exceptional ..ound
Jotidia SJ202A

List £300

£ 330

Lockwood Audio
SPARES AND REPAIRS
DEALERS IN VINTAGE AND USED
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS
Callers welcome by appointment

List £6511 £4511

724 Field End Road,
Ruislip, Middlesex HA4 OQP.

Our agencies Maude, % litho Umliegue. Untgoede Aroustk. Croft
Planne % erdier

SNIE. SI

R.D.W. IRON, 1-1(D Opera,

Rewarch and Namamura Ibon bill.

le 111895 8330339
gl.audino

Rue

Tel: 020 8864 8008

imp

\ ..U 11

Fax: 020 8864 3064

L11...}

Film 01895 832594
hup://0

6C33C Russian Military Valve

ENVIRONMENT

d/e7 TOWNSHEND

Single-Ended
Triode
Power Amp.
Audition Welcome
by Appointment

0181-205-2329
0793-036-0386
6c33c@hanmailneti

NT

THE

1.1,I I2750 £ OX1
List ( 3355
1:2000

Diapam en. I. At F . 1,115 51-, Leak Iroughline Tuners. NIalime. Odor.,

LC

AUTHORISED ITAIMMX SPECIALIST

£650

watt integrated amplifier

Impulse H2 Horn loudspeakers. very good condition
GATE gto, V use monad... k

u

AUDIO

Vibration control is essential for optimum performance of audio

ISOLDA

electronics, The Isolioat Isolation Platform is designed to eliminate
vibration allowing your system to perform without compromise.

Speaker and interconnect cables.

SEISMIC SINK

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: CRYSTAL CLOUD.

Air Isoiabon stands and platforms for all source components and loudspeakers
2 o'clock in the morning sound all day'
http://ds.dial.pipez.comitownshend.audio/
7Bridge Rd, Hampton Court, Surrey, KT8 9EU.
Tel: 0181 979 2155 Fax 07070 721 385
townshend.audio@dial.pipez.com

HOLLY HOUSE, ALEXANDER LANE. BRENTWOOD, ESSEX. 0413 1AG.

TEL 01277 260020

FAX. 01277 260736

WWWCRYSTALCLOUDDEMON.CO.UK

RECORD STORAGE

Nobody

Closing down sale of Far East distributor's stock. Thousands of brand new, rare CDs. LPs & Cassettes.
Not to be missed, at very reasonable prices, while stock last.
Excellent, unusual and varied classical repertoire plus popular, jazz, country, etc. Also audiophile/colbctors
LPs, plus cleaning and record/CD preservation products, alignment protractors, arm lifts. CD improvement

makes wooden storage units for

aids accessories etc.
For details, quote HEN and contact:

CDs, LPs, Books, Hi Fi, Music, etc

Carrick Marketing, 48, Bridgehousehill Road,

in range and quality like

Kilmarnock, KA1 4(11).
Fax/Tel: 01563 524320

IAN EDWARDS
The Old Chapel

282

SkIpton Road

E-mail: jcarrick@btconnect.com
HTTP://www.carrick-marketing.co.uk

Harrogate • HG] 3HE

Telephone: 01423 500442
I.

Synergistic Research Cables

Ultimate Sonics

YOUR CABLE FOR LIFE
(The one you have been waiting for)

DISTRIBURTORS OF AFFORDABLE HIGH END HI-FI
Fax: 0208 6994232.
FORSELL INTRODUCTORY OFFER

E-mail: info@ultimate-sonics.com.
Web: www.ultimate-sonics.com
Call for details, nearest dealer and
Price List (
U.S.RRP)
HOTLINE 07956 805 572.
For literature call: 0207 431 9133 ( London)

PS Audio Power Plant,
A must for every system
The ultimate solution to Power Problems.
"One of the best sounding speaker cables I have heard" This
interconnect is " wideband" ultradynamic, colourful, detailed, lots
of air in a huge soundstage, deepest bass, beaucoup de midrange
resolution and texture, highs as sweet as your equipment can dish
out - is (
Stereophile Vol. 22. no 4)

The world's best Transport and DAC
bination for only L10,000.00

The Z Systems RDP1 (Digital pre-amp)
(A product for every digital fan)

•

nnr
The circuitry found only in the I'S Audio Power Plant
takes AC power from your will sockets converts it to

Not only would you hear the orchestration
but the instruments will no longer be crowded.
These processors sound so good you won't
believe your ears. You can also tame
troublesome room acoustics, correct speaker
anomalies and many more.

DC and then reconstructs it into AC power. The result
is pure power from adistorted source, resulting in a
Moon ( Class A amps & CD player)
Hear this sweet sounding equipment before you
spend any money. And you will wonder why the
prices are so low.

tighter bass, increased slam, wider soundstage improved
3-d imaging. lowered grain.
At last you will hear the full potential of your
system.
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Once almost the only high-end tube brand, more recently Audio
Research has at times seemed almost swamped by rivals and imitators.
Is the Reference 2pre-amplifier the product that will finally put the brand
back at the very top of the heap? Read next month's in-depth test to find
out! Also next month we'll be testing afamous-name solid-state
amplifier, this time anew integrated that won't break the bank — the
stunning- looking Electrocompaniet ECI.3 ( illustrated). Our other
equipment tests will range from the KEF's new Concerto speakers to the
latest MP3 players, plus the upmarket Advantage CD player and much
more besides! The Surrounded section will include Pioneer's top multichannel processor/amplifier. On the music front, we'll have an exclusive
interview with pianist Yefim Bronfman,
plus abumper crop of CD reviews
covering all music genres. Finally,
ELEC.: POCCi
3 MPAN
don't miss our special free-entry
competition to win £2000 worth
of hi-fi. The March issue goes on
sale Friday, 4February
Ile NEWS & flECORD REVIEW
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Kilburn and the High-Roads
'Handsome' et

'Your own,
your very
own...'
Ian Dury
and the
spirit of
Music Hall

Recommended
listening:
Kilburn & The High
Roads: Handsome
fflaumICasde ESM
CD 7751
Ian Dury & The
Blockheads: Reasons
To Be Cheerful
(Papillon Records
522 888-21
138

I

an Dury has just released the
last great Music Hall album, or
maybe the best rock ' n' roll
record of the Nineteenth Century.
It's called Reasons to Be Cheerful,
and it's good that Dury still has
some in light of his recent wellpublicised illness. The characters
that populate the songs will be wellknown to Dury's little legion of
adherents. ' Billericay Dickie',
'Clever Trevor', and ' Mash It Up
Harry' are in the tradition of
grandly depictive British songcraft
that began a hundred or so years
ago in the music halls of London.
Music Hall was Britpop circa
1900. It was the last great flowering
of authentically and indigenously
British popular music. Music Hall
began with perhaps the greatest
revelation from Britain's age of
discovery: booze goes better with
music, and vice versa. Pubs and
drinking houses began to feature
entertainers around 1850, and, by
the end of the century, some
taverns had evolved into music
halls. Roofed-in stable yards were
superseded by purpose-built
theatres, and by the end of the
century, there were an estimated 14
million admissions to the London
halls every year.
The burgeoning popularity of the
music halls brought with it a
desperate need for new material.
Patriotic songs, street ballads, and
bawdy songs had been standard
fare, but they were quickly
supplanted by newly- written
numbers, most of them cameos or
caricatures of everyday life. Many
songs that began in the halls have
now passed into the DNA of British
popular music. ' Down at the Old
Bull and Bush', ' The Man Who
Broke The Bank At Monte Carlo',
'Henry the Eighth', ' She Was Poor
But She Was Honest', ' Lily of
Laguna', ' IDo Like To Be Beside
The Seaside', ' Nellie Dean', 'The

Galloping Major', ' The Laughing
Policeman', 'Who Were You With
Last Night', 'My Old Dutch'... all
began in the halls. Some emigrated.
`Villikins
And
His
Dinah'
resurfaced in America as ' Sweet
Betsy from Pike' and 'The Dying
Rake' became ' The Streets Of
Laredo'.
Sometimes, the humour takes the
form of double entendre; sometimes,
almost unbearable pathos. In Gus
Elen's ' If It Wasn't For The
Houses In Between' (cited by John
Betjeman as his favourite song), an
overcrowded East End row house is
reconstituted into a rural idyll:
'We're as countrified as can be with
a clothes prop for a tree, The tub
stool makes a rustic little stile,
Every time the bloomin' clock
strikes, a cuckoo sings to me, And
I've painted " Up to Leather Lane, a
mile".
The years between the turn-ofthe-century and the outbreak of the
First World War were Music Hall's
golden years, and fortunately they
coincided with the birth of the
record industry. There's an
awkwardness to some of the old
recordings because the artists
clearly found it easier to work to an
audience at 9.00pm than to a
recording horn
at
9.00am.
Remember, though, that this was
the last generation to grow up

knowing only the stage. Records,
cinema, radio, and television were
uninvented when they began.
Original Music Hall discs are, by
today's standards, tragically lo-fi.
Some of the stars re-created their
greatest hits in almost-hi-fi during
the 1920s and ' 30s, but the original
recordings, with their shrunken
frequency range and abominable
surface noise, have apoignancy that
the re-recordings lack. LP Hartley's
best-known novel, The Go-Between,
famously opens with: 'The past is a
foreign country'; and the crackle
and signal-to-noise ratio on those
old Music Hall discs underscore
just how foreign it was.
By the turn of the century, some
American songs were creeping into
the halls. The advent of ragtime

made an even greater impact, and
the First World War was a
watershed. Music Hall effectively
finished
around
1918.
It
metamorphosed into Variety, but
Variety was not Music Hall. Music
Hall was essentially VictorianEdwardian,
British,
and
unapologetically working class. It
was revived from the 1920s onward
(BBC-TV's The Good Old Days ran
for nearly 30 years), but the spirit
of Music Hall survived not in
revivalism but in Lonnie Donegan,
Ray Davies, Ian Dury, Morrisey,
and Squeeze, among others. The
roll-call of acts at the beginning of
Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Heart's Club
Band comes straight out of Music
Hall, which is hardly surprising
when you remember that the
Beatles' early tours featured
jugglers, ventriloquists, and
comedians, much like anight at the
Empire some 60 years earlier.
George Harrison, incidentally, is an
active member of the George
Formby Appreciation Society, and
probably knows that Formby's
father was one of the biggest Music
Hall stars of his day.
Original Music Hall recordings
have been preserved on adozen or
so CD's, mostly on Saydisc and
Pearl Records, and there's a
forthcoming, lavishly illustrated
4CD set on Germany's Bear Family
Records that functions as a primer
and greatest hits collection. The
artists are all long gone; even those
that once attended amusic hall are
now few in number. The world
depicted in the songs can be
difficult to penetrate sometimes,
but it's rich music that repays close
attention. A chance detail opens a
window onto the world as it existed
at the dawn of the 1900s.
Music Hall held up a distorting
mirror to everyday life in away that
popular music rarely had to that
point. That's its legacy. Lonnie
Donegan's ' Dustman', Ian Dury's
'Billericay Dickey' and 'Mash It Up
Harry', Squeeze's ' Vicky Verky',
Morrisey's ' Spring- Heeled Jim',
and Ray Davies's ' Dedicated
Follower Of Fashion' are Music
Hall songs in spirit if not in fact.
The Rolling Stones didn't get it
because they didn't want to be
British; the Beatles got it because
they did. The first generation of
British rock 'n' rollers didn't get it
because they wanted to be Elvis;
Morrisey and Tilbrook-Difford got
it because they knew they couldn't.
By the end of this new century,
Music Hall will be as distant as
mediaeval plainsong, but its legacy
will be felt whenever pop is still in
some small way uniquely and
depictively British.
Colin Escott
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The new Revel Ultimo Studio breaks
new ground in both transducer
technology and loudspeaker design.
From the inert cabinet designed using
laser interferometry, to the durable
high gloss paint finish, to real wood
veneer or aluminium side panels, to
the proprietary transducers designed
in house, no other loudspeaker can be
placed on an equal plane with the
Revel Studio.
Visit your authorised Revel dealer to
audition them for yourself, to see and
hear the most technically advanced
and musically accurate loudspeaker
system available.

OP/RI
For full information on Revel loudspeaker systems please contact Path Premier

REVEL

Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desborough Pork Road,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3BG
Tel: 01494 441136 fax: 01494 440360 Email: premier©path.co.uk

PATH
ot

the new Monitor Audio

Bronze Series

The new Monitor -Audio Bronze
Series utilises legendary
proprietory gold dome tweeter
technology, powerful mid/bass
drivers and the highest quality
cabinet construction techniques.
Made in England to exacting
specifications for your listening
pleasure

h

MONITOR AUDIO
doe tryea
Monitor Audio
34 Clifton Road, Cambridge CBI 4ZN
Tel: 01223 242898 Fax: 01223 214532
email: info@monitoraudio.co.uk
http://www.monitoraudio.co.uk
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Tel:

01646 685601

AU DI
OCOM

Fax:
01646 685602

SuiPERCLOCK ( S- Clock)
The Definitive CD Upgrade
If your CD Player relies on a standard clock,
then it is limited by inherent problems like
jitter, slow rise time which means timing
errors, and interference with the DAC
conversion process. Low level information
is lost and irretrievable.
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These standard clocks do not generate an
initial sine wave for conversion, they just
produce a waveform similar in shape
to a sawtooth.

Now picture this....
High accuracy oscillator ± 2ppm master clock.
Negligible levels of power supply and data related jitter.
Low distortion sine wave, virtually free of phase noise.
Fast rise time resulting in greater data accuracy retrieval.
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For further information on 5- Clock, other components and upgrades:Tel:01646 685601 Fax: 01646 685602 E-mail:audiocom
Most Major Credit/Debit Cards Accepted

TURN YOUR SILVER
DISCS INTO GOLD

scotnet.co.uk

PAUL HYNES DESIGN
SERIES 1 valve phono stage (VV1) and valve MC
head amplifier (VH1) as reviewed in April HiFi News
•

Ultra low noise power supply system véth remote
power transformers, individual stage star
ground, selected high quality components,

MAKE CASH BY SELLING YOUR NO LONGER

phase coherent amplifier stages and passive
RIAA equalisation.

WANTED CDs - BUY NEW CDs AT GIVE-AWAY PRICES

VV1 £965, VH1 £960.

ASK NOW FOR FULL DETAILS & FREE MEMBERSHIP OFFER
WSL CD EXPLORER & MART P.O. Box 32 St. Leonards-on-Sea
East Sussex TN38 OUZ Tel: (0I
424) 718254 Fax: (
01424) 718262

WWW.CDEXPLORER.CO.UK

PHD power supply voilage regulators
•

Proprietary ultra low noise, high speed
voltage regulators for upgrading existing
equipment or for DIY use. Voltage range
from 1.6-400 volts. From £47.

Ikt you design your own loudspeaker, or amplifiers, or would like to
but are put off by the high cost of test equIpment' Then we
just the thing for you
Cho late is based on Me Cho Electro-Amosert
Measurement System by A
of the full laboratory v

•

Call us fm further information
on our product range,
system advice and custom work.

have been °muted. but
stunning suite of PC based
Instruments at aknockdown price.
Cho Lite uses MLS, Sine and mid none and
measures frequency response. tnc

l/t octave,

voltage/dB level, impedance. 2nd and itrii h
distortion and Thiele/Small parameter,
a2channel oscilloscope and an
Inductance/capacitance meter' It includes amic,
preamp and phantom powenng in the price
upgraded to full Cho later
Aga the boa bit? Cho Lite costs ivat kfith Inc VAT and carnage in the UK. With one Cho Lite

Paul Hynes Design Ltd
Keld Cottage,
Askham, Penrith
Cumbria, CA10 2PG
Phone/fax 01931 712822

price is £455 nan. VAT and UK carnage.
InformatIon cm Clio Lae plus ademo disc and details of other loudspeaker design satweis •
(and speaker kits, contact:
id
BS Audio, RO. Box 91, Bury St. Edmunds. SulTk
1P28 6RD
e 01284 811891
lees

Minded

120

Fax 01284 811791

E- Mail l)BSaudiuAOL.Cl
ea

nware and information from Audionudic

webai

twww. •

Email paulhynes@freezone.co.uk
Web site www.paulhynesdesign.co.uk
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